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PREFACE

This publication contains the papers read during the International
Conference-Seminar o f Nepalese Studies, which w a s held in Stockholm
from June 9th to 12th, 1987. It w a s attended by thirty-five scholars from
various countries (Australia, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Nepal, Sweden and the USA) and
presented and discussed thirty-one papers. Their central theme, "Change
and Continuity in the Nepalese Culture of the Kathmandu Valley", is
reflected in the title o f this volume. The conference, convened by the editor
o f these proceedings, w a s sponsored by the Scandinavian Institute of
Asian Studies (Copenhagen) and the Royal Swedish Academy of Letters,
History and Antiquities (Stockholm), though additional grants were
received also from the Swedish Institute in Stockholm and the Swedish
Ministry o f Education. W e record our gratitude to all these institutions.
The participants of the Conference-Seminar were Prof. Michael Allen
(Sydney), Ian Alsop (Kathmandu), Fil.kand. Leif Asplund (Stockholm),
Prof. Heinz Bechert (Gottingen), Dr. Raimund O.A. Becker-Ritterspach
(Liibeck), Prof. Ernest Bender (Philadelphia), Dr. Horst Brinkhaus (Hamburg), Prof. Ter Ellingson (Seattle), Dr. David Gellner (Oxford), Dr. Ingemar Grandin (Linkoping),Dr. John N. Gray (Adelaide),Dr. Niels Gutschow
(Abtsteinach), Dr. Reinhard Herdick (Munich), Prof. Linda Iltis (Seattle),
Prof. Hiroshi Ishii (Tokyo), Prof. Folke Josephson (Gothenburg), Dr. Vivienne Kondos (Sydney), Dr. Todd T. Lewis (New York), Prof. Siegfried
Lienhard (Stockholm),Dr. John K. Locke, S.J. (Kathmandu),Prof. Kamal
Prakash Malla (Kathmandu),Fil-kand.Roberto Menkes (Stockholm-Riode
Janeiro), Prof. Axel Michaels (Kiel, n o w Berne), Dr. Pirkko Moisala (Helsinki), Dr. Ulrike Miiller-Boker (Giessen),Prof. Luciano Petech (Rome),Dr.
Declan Quigley (Canzbridge),Prof. Theodore Riccardi Jr. (New York), Dr.
Mary Shepherd Slusser (Washington, D.C.), Dr. William L. Smith (Stocklz01?72), Dr. Carl Suneson (Stockholm), Dr. Gerard Toffin (Paris), Dr.
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Gautam Vajracharya (Madison), Dr. Anne Vergati (Paris) and Dr. GertMatthias Wegner (Liibeck). Though Dr. Jens-Uwe Hartmann (GGttingen),
w h o w a s also invited, could not participate in the conference, his paper
also is included in this volume.
In order to facilitate the use o f the various articles, the whole corpus
of contributions has been grouped in eight sections into which they naturally fall with regard to their subject. In several cases it w a s difficult to
decide the most appropriate section, a s some articles could be assigned to
one section as well as to another as, for example, Anthropology (II) and
Religion ( V ) or, to a lesser extent, History (IV) and Religion (V).I, therefore, hope that the authors will forgive m e if they find their o w n contribution elsewhere than expected. One article (25) is given in a n abbreviated
version, since the author wished to present its full text in another publication.
In the Stockholm Conference-Seminar equal attention was, of
course, paid to both ethnic groups living in the Kathmandu Valley, ( I ) the
Parbatiyas, the mother tongue of w h o m is Nepali, a n Indo-Aryan idiom,
and (2) the Newars, w h o speak a Tibeto-Burmese language, Newari. The
work w a s divided into several sections which, a s the conference was
interdisciplinary, covered a wide range of topics including religious, anthropological, historical and geographic studies as well as literature, art
and architecture. The final meeting w a s devoted to problems of Nepalese
music. The majority of the papers shed light o n specific instances o f continuity and change, be they in social life and religion, art, music or literature. In order to avoid printing errors, terms, names and quotations from
N e w Indo-Aryan languages have not been rendered in a uniform w a y but
follow the transliteration system adopted by the respective author.
As Nepal remained closed to the outside world until the year 1951 and
only a n exceedingly limited number of foreigners w a s permitted to enter
the country, relatively little research could be pursued in Nepal u p to the
middle of this century. The Danish scholar Hans Jorgensen (1886-1 954))in
order to quote one example only, did pioneer work in exploring the Newari
language and literature, but, though highly respected by all Newars, he
w a s never able to visit the country himself. More fortunate was, as w e
k n o w , the great French indologist Sylvain Levi (1863-1935) w h o , after
having spent at least a short time in Nepal, published his momentous
work, Le Nepal - e t u d e historique d ' u n royaume hindou, 3 volumes, Paris
1905-1908, which remains to this day one of the most reliable handbooks
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on Nepalese history. However, with the termination of a hundred years of
Rana rule in 1951, things suddenly changed. As the Himalayan kingdom
now opened its frontier to visitors from abroad, not only tourists invaded
the country, but a fair number of scholars representing the humanities,
social and natural sciences started to pursue field-work in Nepal as well.
There can be no doubt that the results of the investigations carried out by
both individuals and institutions during the last four decades have considerably deepened our knowledge of this friendly Himalayun country. In
1981, the Gerrnan Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft)
established as one of its major projects the Nepal Research Programme
(Schwerpunkt-Programn~'Nepal-Forschung', 1981-1991). It united a
group of scholars who have been carrying out research in varous areas of
Nepal from 1981 onward, mainly in the fields of linguistics, Newar
Buddhism, Hinduism, ritual, art, architecture, music, anthropology and
geography. A similar programme, devoted to anthropological studies, the
Bquipe de Recherche 299 (Milieux, Societe et Culture en Himalaya), was
institutionalized at the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(C.N.R.S.) in Paris.
The articles published here bear witness to the richness and, at the
same time, uniqueness of the cultural heritage of the Kathmandu Valley.
The volume, it is hoped, will offer a good survey of the present state o f
Nepalese Studies.
"Continuity and Change - Studies in the Nepalese Culture of the Kathmandu Valley" could not have been printed so attractively without the
generous support so readily lended to us from the Centro Piemontese di
Studi sul Medio ed Estremo Oriente (CESMEO) in Turin. W e express our
sincere thanks to its President, Professor Oscar Botto, and we are also
grateful to Dr. Irma Piovano, Director of the CESMEO, for her
unhesitating consent to include this volume in the Collana di Studi Orientali directed by her.
Siegfried Lienhard

I. ARCHAEOLOGY

THEODORE RICCARDI JR.

CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN THE KATHMANDU VALLEY
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

In this brief paper, I want to address the theme of this conference in
terms of the early history of the Kathmandu Valley, and touch on, if I may,
its prehistory. I speak as an Indologist with a deep interest in the history
of Nepal, and as someone who has participated recently in archaeological excavations near the temple of Changu Narayan. Much of what I shall
have to say here is admittedly very broad and tentative, but I believe that
we must begin to address more directly than before the wider issues of
Nepalese civilization, particularly those of change and continuity, but
also the problems of its early formation and its relations to other cultural
centers in Asia. As the sources at our disposal grow, we should look for
more than just the history of local ruling elites, and give to early Nepalese
history a broader political and social dimension, rather than have it
remain isolated and relatively unrelated to developments outside it.
As an Indologist, I am particularly concerned with the point where
philology and archaeology meet; that is, where the material record as it
has been uncovered so far by archaeology meets the record of the inscriptions and later texts such as the chronicles, and how one relates
such disparate materials in constructing the early history of the Valley. As
long as Nepalese history is limited mainly to epigraphical and textual
materials, it will remain local history, and hence comparatively isolated.
There is a need, therefore, for a broader approach, one that relies upon
and supports an archaeology more independent of philological considerations, and one that gives proper weight to the kinds of textual evidence
available.
Insofar as they are relevant to such issues, I shall also give you some
of the findings from the archaeological investigations in the village of
Dumakhal, and what their implications are for historical research. In this
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regard, I speak as a member of a team that includes Prayag Raj Sharma
and Mohan Prasad Khanal, two scholars of Nepal who have as much to
say about these excavations as I do, though they might not agree with my
interpretation.
Of the variety of problems that confront us in constructing the early
history of Nepal, there are two that I would like to discuss here. Both
concern Nepalese prehistory. One is constructing a time frame for the
small amount of paleolithic and neolithic evidence that now exists. The
second is dealing with the period after this and just before the recorded
history of the Licchavis, and finding for it a solid base on which to pursue
further research. It is this period, beginning somewhere in the second
millenium B.C. and extending to the fifth century A.D., that confronts us
so constantly as an historical problem, for as yet there is almost no
evidence of any kind for it, and it is usually filled with the traditional
accounts of the chronicles and whatever scattered evidence can be used
to support them.
Let me begin with the second problem, for it is complicated by the
use and misuse of the sources themselves. The earliest recorded period
of Nepalese history, what Levi would call I'histoire authentique, is often
called the Licchavi period. Narrowly conceived, this period dates from
the earliest dated inscription of Nepal, that of Changu Narayan, dated
464 A.D. to a point sometime in the eighth century, for convenience often
taken to be around 750 A.D. Sometimes the upper date is extended into
the ninth century, to the beginning of the Nepal Samvat in 879-80 A.D.
The main source for this period is a corpus of nearly two hundred Sanskrit inscriptions, the earliest of which belong to the middle of the fifth
century A.D. This corpus has been studied by a number of scholars and
from it has come almost all we know of political, social, and religious
developments of the period. Another source for the period has been the
chronicles, or val?2Savalis,which, though written many centuries later,
from the 14th to the 19th centuries A.D., purport to relate not only the
events and record the reigns of this period, but the reigns and events
before it as well. Where these sources agree, we have the firmest ground
for the history of the Valley; where they disagree, historians have generally relied on the testimony of the inscriptions. Where, however, the
inscriptions are silent, many of the chronological and dynastic conceptions of the chronicles have been accepted as models for which archaeological and inscriptional corroboration is then sought. The result has
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been confusion and little progress. In this way, archaeology is made
conceptually subservient to traditional texts, with the result that history
remains a search for the corroborative evidence of ruling elites and their
dynasties, rather than a search for a broader picture of ancient society.
The inscriptions, too, are often read in the light of the chronicles. The
urge to do this remains very strong. For instance, the chronicles give a
series of dynasties of the pre-Licchavi period - Gopalas, Mahisapalas,
and Kiratas - that insofar as we know now have little or no historicity. In
them, kings, their regnal years, and the chief events of their reigns, are
thrown into the chronology of the puranas, that is, into the Kali era
beginning in 3 102 B.C. The inscriptions refer to none of this, but they are
combed for evidence to corroborate it. Embedded within the inscriptions, for instance, there are a number of expressions and words that
appear to be non-Sanskritic, possibly Tibeto-Burman, though elements
of other language families may be present also. They have been used as
evidence for the existence of the Kirata dynasty. Though difficult to use at
present, the long-term importance of this corpus to us as scholars cannot
be overestimated, for it may be not only the earliest specimen of the
Tibeto-Burman family found in Nepal, but the oldest extant corpus of any
Tibeto-Burman language or group of languages. It is important to see
this material independent of the chronicles and not try to use it to support such vague concepts as "kirata" '. In the present state of our knowledge, the safest conclusions that can be made about the non-Sanskritic
material in the inscriptions is that it appears to be Tibeto-Burman, that it
may possibly be related to dialects that develop into modern Newari and
other languages, and that it represents evidence for a culture contemporary with Licchavi rule and possibly prior to it. The Licchavis themselves
can be seen in this light in two possible ways: either they are related
to the Indian Licchavis of Vaisali, the well-known group that married
into the imperial Gupta family, and hence are an immigrant elite
and possibly even invaders of the Valley, or they are a hill elite, possibly
linguistically Tibeto-Burman, who may have been in the Valley already,
but who accepted many elements of the dominant plains culture. Like
many groups after them, they took names or titles from the plains, in this

1 . The same may be said of other evidence for constructions such as the AbhiraGuptas, a royal group that has little inscriptional evidence for it, but is merely a conceptual
recasting of one of the dvnasties in the chronicles, the Gopalas.
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case calling themselves licchavikulaketu, "banner of the Licchavi clann.
The Licchavis can be seen as strengthening the relations with the Guptas
to the south, and bringing the institutions of Nepal into closer conformity with the administrative, political, and religious institutions that prevailed in India during this period. Hence, the Licchavis can be seen as
agents of change in the Valley, whatever their origin.
At this point, I should say that I do not wish to discount the importance of the material, so well covered by Levy and others, that is found in
Indian sources and elsewhere concerning the early history of Nepal. It
attests very strongly to the existence of a kingdom called nepdla in the
fourth century A.D. I only wish to observe that, whether it be the
epigraphical evidence found in India, such as the inscription of Samudra
Gupta, or any other early reference to Nepal, that they are just that, mere
references to a country called nepala, with sometimes a characterization
of it as, say, pratyanta, a "frontier kingdom". They give us almost no
information about what was occurring in the Valley, and there is no
characterization of the society, no information even about dynasties or
events. For the period prior to the Licchavi king Manadeva, the evidence
outside of Nepal merely whets our appetite, and disappoints us because
the overall yield is rather meager.
What can archaeology add to this picture? Can it tell us anything
about the periods before the Licchavis?
At this early point in the history of Nepalese archaeology, I think it is
beginning to bring together clues that may soon give us a clearer idea of
Nepal's ancient past. First, if we shift for a moment to the first problem to
which I alluded above, the problem of constructing a time frame for
paleolithic and neolithic materials, there is a growing body of evidence,
still very small, to indicate that the Nepal Valley may have been inhabited
as early as the lower paleolithic period. This goes against the view held by
some that the Valley may not have been occupied much before the
Licchavis. The material for this comes from a variety of sources, but the
most complete statement comes from B.B. Shrestha, who places much
of the scattered evidence, mainly surface finds of stone tools, in the wider
context of Stone Age sites in the areas to the south of the Valley2.It is his
2. Bishnu Bahadur Shrestha, The Prehistoric Archaeology of Nepal, With Special Reference to the Beginning o f Agriculture. A thesis submitted to the faculty of The Graduate
School of the University of Minnesota, July 1982. See particularly pp. 160-176.
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belief that Nepal as a whole, at a very early period, contained two distinct
cultural complexes, that of the Soan culture from the northwest, and the
Madrasian fi-om the south, and that these were present in the Valley as
well. Tools that appear to be paleolithic in form were found in the Valley
by Khanal at Dumakhal, but unfortunately they are at best surface finds,
and there is no context associated with them. The tools may date from
30,000 B.C. or earlier3.If they are authenticated, we would have the first
real evidence for the dating of this period. For the neolithic, there is a
large number of stone tools found or reported to have been found in the
Kathmandu Valley. Many of these tools are neolithic celts, called by
many Nepalese vajradhunga ("lightning stones") because of the belief
that they fall from the sky during thunderstorms. They appear to be
found often, though they have yet to be found in appropriate strata in any
excavation. Similar tools are found over wide areas of Asia, including
Vietnam, Thailand, Burma, the Himalayan kingdoms of Bhutan and Sikkim, Bihar, and other sections of eastern India. Shrestha sees the
Nepalese neolithic as again complex, that it brings together the technology, agriculture, and animal domestication of west Asia with those of
southeast Asia. If neolithic sites are eventually found and examined, we
could then begin to relate them to sites in other parts of the Himalayas,
including Sikkim, Bhutan, Assam, Tibet, and of course, northern
India.
What would the date be of these neolithic tools found in the Kathmandu Valley? As early as the beginning of this century, Walsh described similar tools found in Sikkim, but he did not attempt to date
them. According to Aris, however, stone tools in the royal collection in
Bhutan similar to the Nepalese material, and to material found in
southern China, have been dated to approximately 2000 to 1500 B.C.4.As
a hypothesis, we would now place the evidence of the paleolithic and the
neolithic between 30,000 and 1500 B.C. However weak, it is at least a
frame alongside of which to measure future investigations.
How do we fill in the centuries between the neolithic period and the
written records of the Licchavis? Here we must return to the second

3. My thanks are due to the Allchins for suggesting this date and for discussing the
problems associates with these tools with me.
4. Michael Ar-s,Bhutan, the Early History o f a Himalayan Kingdom. Ghaziabad, 1980.
pp. xviii-xxiii.
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problem discussed above. If we look to the rest of the subcontinent, we
find little so far to help us. Between the Nepalese neolithic tools and the
Licchavi period, there is nothing as yet that can be associated confidently
with any of the early periods of Indian pre-history. No prehistoric pottery
of the types associated with the Indus Valley civilization, or the potteries
assumed to be of later periods have been found as yet in the Kathmandu
Valley. There is no structure, no settlement, that can be associated with
early Gangetic cultures or with the early Aryan migrations, however
weak those associations are in India. It is only with the growth of urban
civilization in northern Bihar that possibilities begin to emerge, but here
again the record is still almost blank: nothing yet remotely suggest a
Mauryan influence or a Nepalese period comparable to it. As to the
purported visit of Asoka and the stupas of Patan, I think Allchin has
recently written all that can be intelligently stated on the matter.
What do the archaeological excavations in the Kathmandu Valley
have to add to this picture? It should be noted first that we are at the very
beginning. There have been only a few small attempts: the excavations at
Lazimpat led by Deo, which yielded almost nothing; the dig at the Minesvara temple in Thangal again led by Deo (1965); a series of mostly
unreported investigations in Dhumbarahi by N. R. Baner-ji; the recent
Italian excavations in Dhumbarahi and the ongoing excavations led by a
team from ISMEO; and the recent trench opened by Sharma, Khanal,
and Riccardi at Dumakhal.
I have time to discuss only briefly the Thangal dig of Deo and our
own excavation at Dumakhal. The 1965 dig at the Manesvara temple near
Hadigaon led by S.B. Deo revealed structures and other cultural evidence that led Deo to draw a schema of early, middle, and late Licchavi
periods. On the surface were Shah and Malla period evidence. There
appeared, however, to be nothing that could characterize any cultural
layer before the Licchavi period. Thus, Deo was led to write that he
regarded most of the material as contemporary with the Gupta period,
and postulated on the basis of the pottery found, that there existed a
strong connection with the pottery of the the Guptan period from Ahicchatra, the well-known and important site in northern Uttar Pradesh. The
dig reinforced the general relations known to exist between Licchavi
Nepal and Gupta India, and the connections with Ahicchatra suggested
by Deo are particularly important.
With regard to the excavations at Dumakhal, what we have found so
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far clearly is similar to material at other Licchavi sites, particularly to the
Deo excavations and surface finds from Dhumbarahi. Some of it may
provide valuable clues to the prehistoric and early historic periods.
The trench was dug in the side of a land terrace located in the village
of Dumakhal, which lies just off the road to Sankhu from Kathmandu, on
the banks of the Manohara river directly opposite the hill of Changu
Narayan, the site of the earliest dated Licchavi inscription. There is a
large area, both within the village and around it, that has yielded through
the years a large number of surface artifacts. The trench is on the side of
the terrace, about ten feet from the top, on the eastern end of the site.
The excavation has yielded so far brick and stone structures, terracotta
figurines, a wide variety of pottery, and much in the way of organic
remains. Much of the material suggests contemporaneity and close relations with other Licchavi sites in the Valley. This is particularly true of
Thangal and Dhumbarahi. One the most striking pieces of evidence for
this is a small male figurine, headless and footless, which appears to be a
rider, possibly a horseman. The exact same figure was found at Dhumbarahi, presumably on the surface.
The Dumakhal excavation has yielded a large number of sherds, the
most interesting group of which is about 200 that bear stamped seals.
These are now under close study, and may eventually yield information
about the period prior to the Licchavis and possible connections with the
Kushanas. Those who know the literature on Nepalese archaeology
know the so-called prasthada seal found by Deo in 1965 in Hadigaon.
There are, supposedly, other examples of other seals ig the National
Museum and in the Department of Archaeology's collection. Dumakhal
has yielded over one hundred different seals, some of which may be
purely decorative. Others, however, are clearly marks of authentification,
or have some other meaning. The seals occur on the top of vessels, often
of the rim. On the reverse one sees clearly the finger print and nail mark
of the potter who held the seal against the wet clay before it was fired.
The seals come in a large variety of shapes: squares, circles, and diamonds, and contain a large number of designs. None of them has an
exact counterpart anywhere outside of Nepal as far as I have been able to
determine, either on pottery, punch mark coins, or other media, though
it is possible that some of these designs derive from painted designs of
ancient pottery. In any case, similar motifs occur on pottery from a
variety of sites in the subcontinent, not only Ahicchatra, but Rupar, Hasti-
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napura, Kausambi, Bhita, and, with the greatest significance, Vaisali, the
capital of the Indian Licchavis. The excavations at Basarh, the town that
contains the ruins of Vaisali, have revealed a large number of seals that
contain inscriptions and mention institutions not unlike those found in
the Nepalese inscriptions. The pottery excavated at Dumakhal would
tend to strengthen the connections with the Licchavis of Vaisali.
Two sherds bear seals that are similar to common Licchavi coins,
thus suggesting possibly royal authentification, a custom we know continues in later Nepal. One shows both sides of one of the paiupati coins
and the other the lion of the mananka.
What is the origin of this kind of stamped pottery? It is generally
accepted that the custom of putting stamps on pottery is probably not
Indian in origin. The custom appears to derive from Greece and Rome,
where amphorae were stamped to authenticate their volume or weight.
The custom apparently spread from the eastern Mediterranean in the
period 100 B.C. to 200 A.D. and was brought into India, possibly during
the Kushan period, and then into Nepal again as a borrowing, but precisely when, we do not know. This pottery, together with the coinage, and
elements of Nepalese architecture, may be seen as having connections
with the Kushan culture of North India and Central Asia. How and when
we do not know.
Finally, of the large structures uncovered so far, one of the most
interesting is a circle of stones about two meters in diameter. Within the
circle, but not centered within it, is a rough rectangle or square of stones.
In form at least, it bears a striking resemblance to megalithic burial cysts
found elsewhere in the subcontinent, though this resemblance may be
totally fortuitous. The structure has yet to be examined closely. Is it a clue
to the megalithic culture of Nepal's past? It is too early to say, but later
excavations will tell us one way or the other.
In conclusion, if archaeology so far tells us anything about change
and continuity in the Kathmandu Valley, it confirms our suspicions that
civilization developed slowly, from many sources, steadily, almost
sedimentarily, without the cataclysmic change that would be revealed by
successive layers of foreign domination and occupation. It is time now to
concentrate on bringing to Nepalese prehistory and to the period just
before the Licchavis an historical reality that has eluded us so far. We are
in need of much more archaeological work. And now, for soon there will
be no place left to dig.

11. ANTHROPOLOGY

JOHN N. GRAY

THE PARBATIYA HOUSEHOLD IN THE KATHMANDU VALLEY:
CONTEXT FOR CONTINUITY AND CHANGE

This paper is largely methodological in that I present a perspective
for analysing continuity and change in the Nepalese culture of the Kathmandu Valley. This perspective consists of an interpretive understanding of continuity and change, a mode of analysing complex
social worlds such as the Kathmandu Valley which gives ethnographic
priority to the household, and an ethnography of the Parbatiya
household with two major themes: first, the principles of hierarchy and
equality as a central feature of Nepalese culture'; and second, the
household as the primary context for the emergence of interpretive
schemes which become the basis for constituting the social world and its
dynamics.

1 . The Interpretive Character of Continuity and Change
The title of this conference rightly suggests that continuity and
change are not separate phenomena but are inherent in social life and
thus are always potential ways of attributing meaning or typifying social
life in relation to the "traditional" culture of the Kathmandu Valley. In
this sense the changing or enduring character of culture is constituted by
the Nepalese as participants and us as analysts in an interpretive process.

1. I follow Dumont here in seeing hierarchy and equality in a configuration of encompassing and encompassed. (See Louis Dumont, 1970. Hovto Hierarchictts. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press). Thus one cannot experience o r analyze one principle without
implicating the other. It is for this reason that I link the two principles throughout the
analysis.
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Accordingly from Schutz' social phenomenology I adopt the idea that
"culture" may be profitably conceived as an ensemble of "interpretive
schemesM2which consist of types of persons, things and actions that
members of a society share and routinely apply in ordering their
experience and actions in the social world.
On this basis cultural dynamics may occur in the content of
interpretive schemes and/or in their reflexive application for
understanding social life. Whichever the case, fundamental to both is the
process in which interpretive schemes are themselves constituted. It is
here that the Nepalese household is crucial since it is the primary
context for the social practice that links in consciousness morally
typified actions with social structural contexts of efficacious
performance. Thus if our aim is to understand continuity and change in
Nepalese culture, if cultural dynamics are significantly an interpretive
process, if culture is a shared set of interpretive schemes, and if such
schemes emerge in the household, then we must first analyse the latter if
we are to have a firm basis for the former. This is the project of my
paper.

2 . The Ethnographic Priority of the Household
In a previous article3 I emphasised that the Nepalese household has
a character which is not totally determined by wider societal principles
and processes. This is the foundation of the analytic method adopted
here which may be briefly summarised by the following propositions:
(a) As a distinct social unit, the household encompasses a particular
ensemble of social actors and relations not found in other units. Any
analysis of the household must reveal that particularity which is emergent in these relations.
(b) The household is the primary social context for everyday action
and experience. Thus it is one of the most important arenas for learning
the culture that enables social relations within and beyond the

2. Alfred Schutz, 1972. The phenomenology of the social world. London, Heinemann
Books.
3. J.N., Gray, 1983. Domestic enterprise and social relations in a Nepalese village.
Contributions to Indian Sociology (n.s.): 17(2): 254-74.
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household4. That is, the household is a most significant context for the
transformation in consciousness of abstract and objective societal
principles into subjectively meaningful interpretive schemes for social
practice.
(c) Given that the household has a particularity of social relations
and dynamics, it is not a neutral context for the constitution of
interpretive schemes. The process involves the multiple experiences of
an abstract social principle - in this case the hierarchy-equality
configuration - through its appropriation into household relations; and
the practices of these relations impart particular inflections on actors'
understanding of hierarchy and equality. Together each household
relation and its particular inflection of the configuration generates in
consciousness a subjectively meaningful interpretive scheme.
(d) As a primary context for the transformation of basic societal
principles into interpretive schemes, household social practice affects
wider-scale social units by providing ways for people to understand and
act in them. To a certain extent, therefore, the changing or enduring
character of wider-scale social units (e.g. hamlet, village, region) is
explicable in terms of the dynamics of household social practice.
I now exemplify this perspective in relation to the Parbatiya
household in the Kathmandu Valley.

3. The Constitution of Interpretive Schemes in the Chettri Household
The model of the household (pariwar) developed in this paper is
derived from Silwal Chettri households of Kitini hamlet in Godavari
village which is located near the southern edge of the Kathmandu Valley.
Chettris understand the pariwar to incorporate two dimensions5:first, a

4. In a quantitative sense at least, Kunstatder recognised this when he wrote. "...most
people in most societies at most times live in households...".
(See Peter Kunstatder, 1984. Cultural ideals, socioeconomic change, and household
composition: Karen, Lua', Hmong, and Thai in Northwestern Thailand. R. McC. Netting,
R.R. Wilk, and E.J. Arnould, eds. Households: comparative and historical studies o f the
domestic group. Berkeley, University of California Press, p. 300.)
5. See Anthony T. Carter 1984. Household histories. R. McC. Netting, R.R. Wilk, and
E.J. Amould, eds. Households: comparative and historical studies of the domestic group.
Berkeley, University of California Press.
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kinship dimension whose core is ideally a two-to four-generation agnate
descent group (santan), their wives and unmarried sisters and daughters;
and second, a functional dimension whose central material features are
agricultural land and the hearth (chula).

Kinship Dimension

A common theme of Parbatiya kinship relations is hierarchy. However, hierarchy is not experienced monolithically but in relation to two
paradigms: the mannu parne paradigm in which status is based on generation, age and gender and which incorporates notions of respect, authority and deference among humans; and the puja-prasad paradigm deriving from ritual practice in relations between humans and divine beings
in which status is based on purity and which incorporates notions of
worship, adoration and humility. In the following analysis I resolve the
kinship dimension of the household into a set of "core" dyadic relations
each of which is a structural context for the experience of the hierarchyequality configuration. As a result of their syntheses in action and in
consciousness they coalesce into a set of interpretive schemes that include a style of typical action in a social structural context of performance.
(a) Santan: This is the minimal agnatic descent group (santan)
whose extension into future generations may result in the ideal joint
family and potentially in a distinct lineage with the father as the founding
ancestor.
Chettris explicitly understand the hierarchical relations between
father and son in terms of the mannu parne paradigm. They say that a
father has authority over his son and is deserving of respect from his son
and that a son must obey his father without question. To the mannu
parne concepts of authority, respect, deference and obedience, household practice links two shadings of meaning: restraint and benevolence.
The theme of restraint in mannu parne was revealed to me on the first
occasion of my giving a feast in appreciation for the help I had received
in my research. Although I knew that the teenage and young married
sons of the Kitini Chettris wanted very much to attend, it was not until I
offered them a separate room that they willingly accepted my invitation;
otherwise, they said, they would feel uncomfortable drinking, smoking
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and joking in front of their fathers. To do so, they said, would show lack of
respect. The theme of benevolence was made explicit when I asked a
young man, who had just become engaged, what he thought of arranged
marriages. He answered that his father was wiser in these matters and
that, since he only had his son's welfare in mind, he would choose a
woman who would be a good and faithful wife.
(b) Jan: This relation entails a gender division to mark the relative
status of husband and wife. The husband-wife relation is also understood
in mannu parne terms to incorporate the core notions of authority, respect, obedience and deference. A man's and woman's first direct experience with these meanings in relation to the person who will be the
spouse are the typical experiences produced in the marriage ritual: at
various times the bride does the most respectful form of dhog by touching her forehead to the groom's feet; and she eats food made impure by
being previously eaten by the groom. These rites are forms of what
Harper (1965) calls "respect pollution". In addition, the central rite of
marriage is kanya dun, the gift of the virgin. Dan is a gift given during
puja to a pure and divine-like Brahmin. Analogously the offering of a
pure virgin (kanya) in the form of a divine gift to the groom associates in
experience the concept of divinity with that of respect due the husband.
Kanya dan also renders the wife-giving household inferior to the wifetakers. Thus in the marriage ceremony mannu parne as appropriated
into the husband-wife relation is typified as interpenetrated by the concepts of purity and pollution which are the metonyms for the puja-prasad
hierarchical paradigm. As a result, the respectful mannu parne hierarchical mode is modified by the divinity and benevolence of purity and
by the danger and malevolence of the impure outsider personified by the
wife because in village beliefs only in-marrying women - inferior outsiders - are potentially evil and polluting witches (boksi).
In sum, the husband-wife relation engenders a complex experience
that appropriates both modes of hierarchy. Belonging to the household
by virtue of his birth, the experience of the husband's superiority and
respect is tinged with purity and divinity; gaining admission to the household through marriage, the outsider wife is experienced as an inferior
and dangerous being as likely to perpetuate the household through birth
of sons as to destroy it through witchcraft.
(c) Daju-Bhai: This relation is structured by the mannu parne mode
of hierarchy but in a 'weakened' form because it lacks the clear status
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markers of generation or gender. Birth order is the criterion of status,
elder brothers having authority over and deserving of respect from
younger brothers. However, being members of the same generation and
having a socially equivalent relation to their father introduces the derivative idea of equality into the experience of mannu parne hierarchy. Moreover, inheritance rules explicitly typify this equivalence - and the derivative idea of equality - in that each son inherits an equal share of the
household estate. The brother-brother relation is the prime context
engendering a consciousness of hierarchy and equality as potential
transformations of each other; and this in turn may introduce contradictions into the relation: older brother is superordinate and equal to
younger brother. This is the source of the co-operation and conflict that
characterise social practice among brothers in the household and the
interpretive scheme emergent from it6.
(d) Chelibeti: In some respects this relation is the most complex of
all in the household. It engenders an association of experiences which
include major themes from the other core relations of the household.
Moreover these themes are synthesised in a social relationship which
Chettris describe as relaxed, open, and emotionally as well as materially
supportive. While it appropriates both hierarchical paradigms it does so
without the negative valences in other household relations: there is not
the restraint as between father and son, the danger as between husband
and wife, or the conflict as between brothers. Instead it combines hierarchical benevolence and co-operation as well as purity and divinity. As
in the relation between brothers, birth order is the criterion of mannu
parne status; as in the husband-wife relation, gender introduces purity
and the concomitant puja-prasad paradigm but in a reverse form. Far
from being the potentially impure and dangerous outsider, a sister is a
pure, divine and benevolent insider. The wife and sister typify the negative and positive form of the supernatural, both of which are entailed in
the puja-prasad paradigm. Sisters are chelibeti - humans with a divine

6 . Dividing the household resolves the contradiction of the simultaneous appearance
of hierarchy and equality among brothers in the same household. As heads of distinct
households with their own estate, the brothers are equivalent; at the same time the hierarchical relation between them is maintained in practice at the annual Dassain festival in
that the eldest brother's household is the seat (mu1 ghar) of its celebration for all the
brothers and members of their households.
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quality and hence deserving of worship. In this sense, they are more than
mannu parne kin; they are pujya - worshipable - thus linking in consciousness the positive valence of the worship mode with the respect
mode of hierarchy. Unlike the husband-wife relation, where the negative
aspects of the pujaprasad paradigm (impurity and danger) are controlled
by mannu parne, in the brother-sister relation the divinity and benevolence of the sister tend to dominate and modify the mannu parne experience.
The complexity of the brother-sister relation reveals a more general
point about the consequences of household practice for the constitution
of interpretive schemes. In those relations involving only men, the
mannu parne paradigm orients the understanding of hierarchy, albeit
with the various shadings of restraint and benevolence in the father-son
relation and of equality, co-operation and conflict in the brother-brother
relation. In cross-sex relations the supernatural-oriented puja-prasad
paradigm with its concepts of purity/benevolence and impurity/
malevolence also becomes significant in the experience of hierarchy.
Further, there is a gender specificity to that experience7. For men there
are two types of women in their households - wife and sister - each
typifying two forms of supernatural intervention in human affairs. For
women there are two types of households in which they may claim
membership - conjugal and natal - typifying a different relation between the mannu parne and puja prasad paradigms.
The significance of this gender specificity in the experience of hierarchy derives from the overall ambivalence it generates for the interpretation of femaleness by both men and women. As an ambivalent being,
woman has the character of a mediator. Moreover, the household contains the structural atom for understanding wider-scale social units: an
agnatic descent group linked to other descent groups through women of
positive and negative supernatural valence. Accordingly, the way hierarchy operates in such wider-scale units may be partially explained in
terms of the form of female mediation linking the households or other
social groups whose core is an agnatic descent group on the model of the
santan. I return to this point later.
-

7. See Lynn Bennett, 1983. Dangerous Wives and Sacred Sisters. New York,
Columbia University Press; and J.N. Gray, 1982. Chettri women in domestic groups and
rituals. M. Allen and S. Mukherjee, eds. Women in India and Nepal. Canberra: Australian
National University Press.
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Functional Dimension
For the Kitini Chettris, agricultural land and the common hearth are
the metonyms of some major activities and functions which are understood as characteristic of the household. Both generate important qualifications to the understanding of hierarchy and equality: the first is the
introduction of the idea of power; second, equality is an explicit dimension; and third, this experience of equality is juxtaposed, as cause or
result, to conflict in the household.
(a) Land: Household social relations entailed by agricultural land
revolve around its ownership and the labour required to realise its subsistence potential. Rights in agricultural land define a gradation of ownership which when associated with specific kinds of kin modify the experience of mannu parne in the household by introducing power into the
relevant interpretive schemes. Rights in agricultural land are distinct
sources of power derived from the control of access to its subsistence
potential and/or its monetary value. This power is encompassed by the
mannu parne hierarchy of household kinship such that there is a mutually supportive relation between the gradation of respect among kin and
the gradation of power deriving from rights to land. Through patrilineal
inheritance, the agnatic santan has the strongest and most permanent
rights while women connected by marriage or birth to the santan have
weaker or temporary rights: a wife acts as temporary trustee ensuring the
continued association of the land with the santan and a daughter inherits
only under the socially degrading and rarely realized condition of spinsterhood.
In agricultural activities, the power potential in rights to land is
realized in the division of labour. All agricultural operations are seen as
involving male and female tasks. However since sisters and daughters of
the household's landowning santan marry and leave at an early age, the
gender division of labour is typified in terms of the husband-wife relation. Almost all agricultural operations are organised and supervised
by the male household head or his mature sons; most of the actual labour
is done by their wives. Taken together, these aspects of land and kinship
produce conflations of: (1) santan males (husbands), their mannu parne
superiority in relation to their wives, their power deriving from superior
rights to the land and their authority and supervisory role in the division
of labour, and (2) females (wives), their mannu parne inferiority in re-
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lation to their husbands, their inferior and temporary rights in the household estate, and their role as providing the majority of agricultural
labour.
(b) Hearth: The common hearth and kitchen where the product of
the land is prepared and consumed by household members is the most
significant practice typifying the concept of equality. In the twice-daily
activity of eating together equality is revealed as a legitimate style compared to other contexts in which it is merely an implicit and possible
aspect of household relations. Food, its preparation and consumption
are together a powerful symbol of common kinship and equivalent purity. To share food is to replicate and contribute to the common substance (i.e. blood) and equal purity of kinsmen; the knowledge that all
household members are kin is inherent in this social practice. Second,
the consumption of food from a common hearth constitutes another
dimension of equality: the equal rights each has to support from household resources. By representing the pooling of household members'
incomes and the distribution of household resources for daily needs and
major expenses such as marriage, the. common pot of rice and its distribution to each of the members unifies their disparate experiences of
equality of access to household resources.
In hearth activities, equality is a legitimate concept for interpreting
social relations and thus it can be made socially explicit. One consequence of this contextual legitimacy is that it reveals the possibility of
individual as opposed to household benefit. Thus it can be used in juxtaposition to the wholism of the mannu parne paradigm to interpret social
actions for the benefit of one section within the household. This is one
way of describing how contradiction can and does emerge in the household. It is not culturally surprising that the main locus for the manifestation of this contradiction is the conflict between brothers. This is the
most fertile ground for such conflict because, in the equivalence in
relation to father and his land, equality is always a transformational
potential of the formally hierarchical relation between brothers. Hearth
activities provide the legitimacy, issues, discursive concepts and aspects
of the interpretive schemes for their conflicts.
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Implications
So far in this paper I have sought to show how a set of interpretive
schemes incorporating the abstract principles of hierarchy and equality
are constituted in the Chettri household. The schemes I have identified
coalesce around the four core dyadic relations of the household. Each of
these serves two functions: first, in providing a discursive name for the
scheme, and second, in constituting that scheme in everyday household
practice by synthesising in consciousness (a) moral action in terms of
hierarchy-equality with (b) its legitimate context in terms of the structural characteristics of the relation. Since human social practice is polysemous, this is not the only set I could have identified. I have chosen
the hierarchy-equality orientation because it is central in Nepalese culture and its dynamics. Moreover, as an acknowledged dimension of
social relations in a wide variety of contexts it provides an overt path for
tracing the centrifugal implications of the household for hamlet, village
and regional caste surrounding it. By linking the interpretive schemes
constituted in the household to the way Chettris understand and act in
these wider-scale social units, we provide a method of analysing cultural
dynamics: continuity and change happen in relation to these interpretive
schemes and their routine application in social practice.
Drawing out these implications necessitates reconceiving the nature
of hamlet, village and regional caste. Rather than as units composed of a
lineage, castes and clans, they may also be viewed as distinct sets of
households linked together in different ways. Given the nature of an
interpretive scheme as cojoining a structural context with morally typified hierarchical-egalitarian action, if the specific nature of the linkage
between the households included in such a social unit is interpreted
indigenously as a homologue or analogue of a core dyad in the household, then the morally typified action cojoined with that structural context becomes a dimension of the relations between the households.
While it is possible to analyse the hamlet, village and regional Chettri
caste in this way, given time constraints and the focus of the conference I
develop this point only in relation to the Chettri regional caste in a
suggestive rather than exhaustive manner.

The Parbari~aHousehold in the Kathmandu Valley

The Chettri Regional Caste

By "Chettri regional caste" I refer to the local conception that
Chettris living in the Kathmandu Valley form a distinguishable section of
the Chettri caste which extends throughout Nepal. The basis for distinguishing a regional caste within the Kathmandu Valley is that it forms
the usual territorial limit of marriage. Thus as for the household and the
lineage, the pre-conditions for the distinctive identity of a social group
are a set of kin conceived to be attached to a specific territory. This
provides only a partial description of the regional caste as understood by
Chettris themselves. It may also be described using their concepts of
three levels of kinship. First, the regional caste can be conceived as a set
of clans among whom marriage is prescribed; second, as a set of localized lineages (i.e. like the Kitini Silwal lineage) linked by actual and
potential marriage; or third, as a set of households linked by marriage
and by potential or exogamously proscribed marriage. Whatever the
level, there is a basic structure: a set of agnatic descent groups - clan,
localized lineage, household santan - linked by marriage or potential
marriage. These various levels of agnatic descent group are extensions in
time and space of the household father-son dyad8; and the common
image for the affinal connection between agnatic descent groups is the
linked dyads husband-wifelsister-brother.
The issue raised by this conception of the regional caste is that there
is a different relation of hierarchy-equality among the agnatic descent
groups at each level. At all levels marriage binds the descent groups into
a recognized unit but the status implications of marriage vary. At the clan
level, all are considered of equal status enabling marriage among all the
clans. However, at the household level, there is a hierarchical relation
between the superior wife-taking santan and the inferior wife-giving
santan. These ethnographic facts highlight marriage as the crucial relation for the nature of the Chettri regional caste.
Experientially, marriage is first and foremost a problem for the
household. Generally it is the senior man and his wife who expend a
great amount of time and effort finding a suitable spouse for the unmar8. The clan is distinguished from localized lineage and household by its lack of a
specific form of attachment to a recognized territory: localized lineages and households of
each Chettri clan are spread throughout the Kathmandu Valley and beyond.
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ried men and women in their household. Here marriage links households through the linked dyads of husband-wifelsister-brother and focuses attention not on relations within the household but between
households. In this sense marriage is one of the primary centrifugal
social processes carrying the implications of interpretive concepts generated in household relations to inter-household relations. In the search
for a spouse, they consider households of all Chettri clans - except those
prohibited by rules of exogamy, i.e. father's, father's mother's, mother's
father's and mother's mother's gotras9 - to be of equivalent purity and
status and thus potential affines. However, as we have seen previously,
both the husband-wife and brother-sister dyads incorporate a notion of
hierarchy based on purity and the puja-prasad paradigm. Thus as a result
of marriage, the relations between the households involved take on the
hierarchical character of the dyad linking them: the wife's natal household (wife-giving)is considered inferior by the husband's household, and
the sister's conjugal household (chelibeti-taking) becomes pure, divine
and superior in relation to her brother's household. Here the equality in
terms of purity between households when identified by clan as potential
affines is transformed by marriage into hierarchy between households
when identified as households of actual affines.
These hierarchical consequences of marriage affect the local lineages in the same manner as when lineage brothers become impure
through a birth or death. This means that marriage between local lineages may be repeated only if it hierarchically replicates previously remembered or extant marriages. If a Kitini Silwal sister marries into a
local lineage in another village, that lineage would become superior in
status. Consequently a Silwal could not marry a woman from that lineage
- at least until the original marriage is 'forgotten', because it would
confound the hierarchical relation already established by the previous
marriage. The Silwal must look beyond such affinal local lineages for a
spouse. Analytically he or she may marry into a different localized lineage of the same clan as an existing affinal lineage. However, Silwals do
not think about it in these terms. Once the reference moves beyond

9. Strictly speaking rules of exogamy apply to gotras. Among the Chettris there is a
complex relation between gotra aHiliation, clan and localized lineage. All members of the
Silwal clan are also members of the Bharaduaj gotra. However in other Chettri clans, there
may be two or three gotras, and some gotras include lineages from different clans.
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existing affinal lineages, the potential marriage universe is conceived of
as a set of households identified primarily in terms of their clan affiliation. At this level of thought, marriage may occur in "both directions";
and this exchange is both the cause and effect of the nullification of any
hierarchical implications of marriage for Chettri clans. Here hierarchy
between households and localized lineages identified as actual affines is
transformed by marriage into equality among clans identified as potential affines.
One reason why this particular moment of hierarchy-equality transformation occurs is that, unlike a household or localized lineage, a clan
is not attached to a specific and identifiable territory. Thus there is not
the easily recognizable corporate group to take on the hierarchical
consequences of marriage. Being spread throughout the valley, there is
no way for each household of the clan to keep up with the marriages of
all the other members and to calculate the hierarchical implications for
the clan as a whole. Since the concept of woman generated in household
social relations incorporates purity-pollution, the linkage of clans by
both wives and sisters effects status equality among all of them. Thus I
am suggesting that socially, marriage between households centrifugally
constitutes a circulating connubium linking santan, lineage and clan
agnatic descent groups and realizing the transformations between hierarchy and equality. Experientially marriage constitutes in consciousness
the hermeneutic relation between hierarchy and equality.
Since the hierarchy-equality configuration is a dominant feature of
Nepalese culture, this analysis of the household has enabled a significantly new understanding of the nature of regional castes and the
transformational relation between hierarchical and egalitarian social
practice. This suggests that the ethnographic priority of the household is
a method that may be fruitfully adopted for analysing other aspects of the
culture of the Kathmandu valley and the enduring or changing character
of it.
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HIROSHI N. ISHII

SANA-GUTHIS (FUNERAL ORGANIZATIONS) IN A NEWAR VILLAGE:
CHARACTERISTICS AND CHANGE

Advancements in Newar studies have revealed common features as
well as diversities among various localities and castes within the Kathmandu valley. Considerable changes in the Newar society in recent
years have also been disclosed. Newar funeral organizations are no
exception in these respects.
This paper attempts to analyze various static and dynamic aspects of
the funeral organizations in a Newar village (to which I have given the
fictitious name 'Satepa') ' situated about seven kilometers west of Kathmandu city.
I. Sana-guthis in Satepa: a comparison with other funeral organizations

A) Name
Looking at various Newar funeral organizations studied by several
authors, we can distinguish four types of places (or localized caste
groups) regarding the use of names. They are: @ those in which only 'si
gufhi' is found2,O those in which only 'sand gurhi' are found3,O those in
1. For further information on 'Satepa', see Ishii, 1978, 1980, 1986 & 1987. Numbers
of households in this village are: 194 (in 1970)/261 (in 1984). Names and household
numbers of the castes here in 1970/1984 are: Barmhu ( I l l ) , Syesya (63/90), Jyapu
(100/133), Dui (10/9), Saymi ( I l l ) , Kau (1/1), Nay (17/18), Jugi ( I l l ) , others (newcomers,
temporary residents) (017).
2. They are: Buddhist castes and Shyeshyos by Fiirer-Haimendorf (1956: 30),
Bhadgaon Citrakars and Panauti castes by Toffin (1975: 2 10-215; 1984: 209-2 12, 385-387).
Dhulikhel by Quigley (1985: 30-49) and Bhaktapur (Bhadgaon) by Vergati (1986:
116-117).
3. Kathmandu cases by Rosser (1966: 96-97) and Pyangaon bv Toffin ( 1 977: 41 -45;
1984: 1461.
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which both 'si guthi' and 'sana guthi' are found (either forming different
layers of the same organization4or forming distinct groups5),and @ the
case of one village where none of the above two terms is found6.
Satepa falls in category O;all the funeral organizations there are
called 'sana guthi'. They are also called 'hi-paitcarni guthi' after the
name of the day when the feasts of many of the sana-guthis are held. The
name 'si-guthi', though understood, is not used in this village.

B) Function
Funerary functions
The names and functions of the funeral organizations are closely
related to each other. Most of the si-guthis [except for a very cursory note
of Fiirer-Haimendorf about the Shyeshyo 'shi guthi' and the past condition of the Chathariyas in Panauti (Toffin)17carry out cremations themselves. On the other hand, in most of the sana-guthis studied by other
authors, guthi members (guthiyars) leave the work of cremation to gwSis
(undertakers) or to si-guthis, though they participate in the funeral procession and condolence giving8.This contrast is especially clear in cases
in which both si-guthi and sana-guthi exist. Theco village presents a
unique case in that age groups and other small groups carry out cremation9.
In Satepa, sana-guthis of two main castes (e.g. Syesya and Jyapu)

4. A Panga case by Nepali (1965: 191-193) and Patan Citrakars by Toffin (1975:
215-216; 1984: 212-213).
5. Kathmandu Tuladhars by Lewis (1984: 174-179).
6. This is the case of the village of Theco (Toffin, 1984: 183-204), where funeral
organizations either overlap with particular socio-religious groups or take different names
and forms.
7 . Fiirer-Haimendorf, 1956: 30; Toffin, 1984: 291.
8. The ritual of condolence giving (or literally 'receiving') is called bica-phaygu (vide
infra).
9. Toffin, 1984: 195-196.

used to depend on gwas for cremation. These days, however, they carry
out cremation themselves. Among the lower castes, their own sanaguthis have assumed the responsibility for the execution of cremation.
T ~ Scontrary
,
to the majority of the usages above, the meaning of the
term 'sand-gufhi' in Satepa is now rather similar to that of 'si-gu!hil elsewhere.
When death occurs in Satepa these days, a member of the household
of the deceased informs this fact to a guthiyar of that year's (or that
time's) turn (pd) who then gives notice to all the fellow gghiydrs. All the
gufhiyars are expected to gather in front of the house of the deceased.
Four of them enter the house and bring the corpse out. These four are
the people who assume the work of making the pyre and taking care of
the cremation. The responsibility is rotated among the guthiyars annually, or for each funeral, depending upon the custom of each sand-gu!hi.
Other gufhiyars cooperate in making the bier and join in the funeral
procession (sitha-yenkegu), each with a cuphi (khukuri knife) on his
waist. Some of them carry such things as fire-wood, straw, a vessel with
burning cow or buffalo dung, a small pitcher (tapa), a torch (cilak) as
well as the things necessary for pula. There is no stipulated turn for
carrying these things. The bier is carried by two menlo, preferably the
deceased person's daughters' or sisters' husbands (jilijan). When they are
not available, two guthiyars assume the work in turn. The funeral procession is headed by NgYsplaying drums and cymbals1'and is also joined
by close relatives and friends. After the pyre is lit, all except the four
gufhiyars in charge of the cremation purify themselves by the river water
and then leave. These four and the two gufhiyars who carried the bier are
feasted by the household of the deceased several times during the postfuneral rites. Absentees from the funeral procession are fined.
The next morning, all the gufhiyars congregate in front of the house

10. As far as I saw and heard in this village, the number of persons to carry the bier
was two, though it is four in the localities studied by other scholars (Nepali, 1965: 129;
Toffin, 1975; 21 1; 1979: 245; 1984: 210; Lewis, 1984: 314; Quigley, 1985: 34). There are
considerable local differences in the details of various rituals including the funeral. Here, I
only give a brief description of the Syesya funeral in Satepa without pointing out differences
from other cases.
11. Inter-caste relations including the division of ritual roles will be analyzed elsewhere.
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of the deceased and chat (bica phaygu). There, roll is called and a small
sum of money collected from every member is given to the family of the
deceased.
Each sana-guthi owns a small hut (jalsi pauca) for the storage of the
firewood collected from the gufhiyars once or twice a year. The amount is
the same for each household, irrespective of the number of family members. (In some gufhis, all the gufhiyars go and gather firewood for one
day.

Other functions
There are various functions of funeral organizations that are not
directly related to the funeral. Most of the concerned authors mention
the importance of the feast. Many of them emphasize their social function. Some, especially Toffin, places stress on their financial function,
though Quigley is critical1*.
In Satepa, no sana-gufhi has land. The financial function of the
sana-guthis here is minimum, being limited to that concerning the funeral and feast.
Each sana-gufhiusually holds common feasts twice a year. They are
held on Sri-paficami(vasanta paficami) day around January and sakimila
punhi day around November by the Syesyas and the Duis, on Sri-paficami
and sithi-nakha days around May-June by the Jyapus, on ya-mari-punhi
around December and on the next punhi (full moon) day by one of the
Nay sana-gufhiand solely on Sri-paficamiby another Nay sana-gufhi.It is
said that the sana-guthis of the Syesyas and the Jyapus used to hold their
feasts eight times for four days each around Sri-paficami day, up to the
1950s and 1960s. However, due to the heavy expenditure as well as quarrels and splits of the sana-gufhis (vide infra), they have been reduced to
one day in a season. The responsibility for the execution of the feast is
rotated annually among the gufhiyars. The member in charge does not
have to pay for all the feast expenses, since every gufhiyar pays for what
he consumes during a feast. Some of the members also help in the
preparation of food from early morning. The sand-gufhi feast is very

12. Toffin, 1975: 207-208; 1984: 179-180; Quigley, 1985: 42, 53-57.

exclusive in that no outsider or woman is allowed to participate or observe it. Households consisting of women and/or children cannot be
represented at the feast but retain latent memberships.
The importance of the guthis, especially of the sana-guyhis,for social
control, identity and solidariiy in this society has been pointed out by
other scholarsI3. Particularly, participation in the feasts and rituals have
been regarded as being essential for the manifestation of group solidarity14 and a reaffirmation of the group identityi5,though it has also
been noted that feasts sometimes induce quarrels1".All of these facts are
also relevant in Satepa.
Toffin approximates the si-guthis in Panauti to the caste councilI7.
Regarding this point, we must distinguish between the funeral guthis and
the other comprehensive intra-caste gufhis, such as the deila-guthi of the
the
, 'Shingu guthi' of the Samis (Saymis) in
Bhaktapur C i t r a k a r ~ ' ~
Kathmandu19and the 'acharya guthi' of the Kathmandu Gubhajus (in the
past)20.Each of the latter comprises (or comprised) all of the caste members of a locality and exerts (exerted) considerable sanctioning power
through meetings of its elders which are necessary for maintaining the
collective occupational interest of the group.
On the contrary, ethnographies lack concrete examples regarding
the intervention of the elders of funeral organizations in conflicts, cases
of deviation e t ~ . ~The
I . sana-gufhis in Satepa play no role in the mediation of quarrels concerning land, marriage payment, treatment of a
newly married wife, mortgage and so forth. If mediation is necessary,

13. Nepali, 1965: 191; Rosser, 1966: 96-97; Toffin, 1975: 209-210; 1977: 45; 1984:
385-387; Quigley, 1985: 10, 55-59.
14. Toffin, 1984: 387.
15. Quigley, 1985: 57-58.
16. Toffin, 1975: 209; 1984: 180.
17. Toffin, 1984: 385.
18. Toffin, 1975: 216-221; 1984: 213-216.
19. Fiirer-Haimendorf, 1956: 27.
20. Rosser, 1966: 1 16-134; Toffin, 1975: 220-221; 1984: 2 15-2 16.
21. Out of the research in Dhulikhel, Quigley states that "sanctions are few because
Newars choose (...) to honour their obligations" (Quigley, 1985: 58). In Satepa, there are
deviations but the recent local socio-political condition has made it increasingly difficult
for any group or person to give decisive sanctions as they tend to be disapproved by
opposing parties.
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some of the influential persons with personal capacities and considerably high positions (in terms of caste and kinship as well as in the paficdyat system) might intervene; also, less frequently, the police or court is
resorted to.
Though the admission to or excommunication from the sand-guthis
is also important here for social identification and control, decisions are
usually made after the establishment of a consensus among the members
and is only ritually sanctioned by the elders at the time of a feast. Toffin's
brief example in Panauti, itself, is similar when he refers to the automatical exclusion from a si-guthi of a man who married a woman of an
impure caste2*.(A very similar automatical exclusion also took place in
Satepa.) Moreover, under the condition that the main castes of the localities studied (such as Panauti and Satepa) tend to be divided into
several funeral guthis, their sanctioning power, if there is any, certainly
becomes diffused.
Thus, a considerable reservation is necessary for an approximation
of the funeral gufhi to the caste council. It is more so in the case of the
occupationally less specialized castes, such as the Syesyas and the Jyapus.

C) Membership and organization
Newar funeral organizations have been said to have the characteri s t i c ~that
~ ~ they usually consist of members belonging to the same
caste24who ordinarily acquire membership in a hereditary way, though
changes and acquisitions of membership are possible; they are mostly
localized; and their membership is 'exclusive' ("no one belongs simultaneously to more than one group") and in many cases 'exhaustive'
("everyone belongs to some
Funeral organizations tend to be

23. Information relevant to the present section is found in Fiirer-Haimendorf, 1956:
30; Nepali, 1965: 192; Rosser, 1966: 96-97; Toffin, 1975: 207-216; 1977: 41-45; 1984: 146,
179-180, 209-2 13, 191-196, 385-387; Lewis, 1984: 174-179; Quigley, 1985: 30-41.
24. Even though Toffin points out the existence of "mixed (funeral) gufhis" in which
members exist, he also asserts the same principle (Toffin,
both Chathariya and
1984: 387).
25. I owe the definition of the terms 'exclusive' and exhaustive' to F.G. Bailey (1963:
121).

resth ha

exhaustive in the rural areas26,though nonexhaustive cases have been
reported in the towns2', which may indicate the influence of urbanization on the nature of their membership.
The above points are all relevant in Satepa. Everyone, in principle,
belongs to one of the sana-gufhis(e.g. exclusive as well as exhaustive - if
a gufhi has these characteristics, I call it a gufhi of general membership).
However, as is shown later, people who do not belong to any of the
sana-gufhis have appeared.
As for the internal organization of the funeral gufhis, kinship is said
to be only vaguely relevant28,and the system of rotation and the existence
of elders have been emphasized. It is also clear by now that many of the
funeral gufhis include people not agnatically related to other members,
though most of the latter have at least some agnatic kin among the fellow
members. However, it has not been made clear how the elders under
such a multi-kin-group situation are determined, though in one place
Toffin briefly mentions that the thakali (the seniormost elder) is chosen
from the dominant group of a gufhiZ9.
In Satepa, as I analyzed before regarding the Visnudevi
..
festival organization, there is a difference in prestige among the maximal lineages
within each caste [a maximal lineage here is the total of all the families
whose heads are recognized as being related to each other a g n a t i ~ a l l y ~ ~ ] ;
within each caste, the maximal lineage(s) having the longest tradition of
residence has (have)been most prestigious and has (have)monopolized the
elders' seats, including that of the thakali of the sana-gufhi.For example,
the Jvapus in Satepa are divided into two geographical sections (not
named), of which the eastern half is represented by the oldest Jygpu
maximal lineage (Jy-ML-I)3'and the western half by the second-oldest

26. The case of the 'upper village' of Theco analyzed by Toffin (1 984: 196) needs to be
scrutinized in this respect.
27. Panauti and Kathmandu (Tuladhar) cases are examples (Toffin, 1984: 399; Lewis,
1984: 175).
28. Toffin, 1984: 387.
29. Toffin, 1977: 45. In this case, it should be questioned how and why the group is
dominant.
30. See Ishii, 1978: 5 14.
3 1. The maximal lineages in each caste are represented and differentiated in this way
[Sy=Svesya (if Jy, it is Jyapu), ML=maximal lineage, I, I1 ...=maximal lineage numbers].
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lineage (Jy-ML-11). In the Jyapu sand-guthi before the first split, it was
always the thakali of the Jy-ML-I (the oldest man in the highest generation in JY-ML-I)who could be the sana-guthi thakali, and the thakali of
Jy-ML-I1took the seat of nwaku (the second elder). All of the other Jyapu
lineages were totally excluded from these seats. (This difference has
nothing to do with the concept of purity-pollution or marriage regulation
and is different from the division into sub-castes.)
The relations which funeral organizations have with other social
groups such as the dip-piija-gufhi(the guthi for the worship of the tutelary deity of the lineage), greatly differ from place to place and require
further consideration (we have no space for it in this short paper). Suffice
it to say that in some other localities funeral organizations appear as
subgroups of certain socio-religious organizations (such as Brshmiyani
gufhi in Theco3*and 'digu puja guthi' among 'Buddhist castes'33)and
that in Satepa no such organization exists; every dya-puja-unit (which is
not called digu-puja-guthi here) is small and is usually included in the
sana-guthi, though there have appeared cases in which even brothers or
phukis (co-lineage members) sought affiliation with different sana-gu!his
at the time of their separation.

D) Size
The sizes of the funeral organizations reported so far vary from
to~two
~ members of one of the
several hundred members in K a t h m a n d ~
si-gu!his in Panauti3'. (These extreme numbers are given without any
description of the funeral guthis concerned.) Generally, if the number of
the members is too small or ;oo large, the smooth execution of funerals
and feasts is hindered unless there is some mechanism for recruiting
extra manpower (in case the number is too small) or to lessen the burden
of excessive participation of the members (when the number is too
large). The sizes of the sana-gu!his of the castes having plural households

32.
33.
34.
35.

Toffin, 1984: 195.
Fiirer-Haimendorf, 1956: 30. (This case must be clarified by further studies.)
Rosser, 1966: 97.
Toffin, 1984: 386.
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in Satepa in 1970 are given below together with the distribution of the
maximal lineages among the sana-guthis. [Each sana-guthi is represented by the initial of the caste name, 's.g.' (denoting sana-gurhi) and
a differentiating letter such as a or p.]

sand-guthi
Syesya Sy-s.g.-a
sy-s.g.-p
Jyiipu Jy-s.g.-A
Dui
Niiy

Jy-s.g.-B
D -s.g.
N s.g.-i
N -S.G.-ii

number of
members

maximal lineaees

(I,II,III,VIII,X,XI,XII,
a part of VII)
(IV,V,VI,IX,XIII, a part of VII)
(I,II,IV,VI,IX,XIII, a part of III,V,VII,IX,X)
[37 =gwd (I,II), 27 =non-gwd (dali-pilimapi)
(VIII,XI,XII,XIV,XV,a part of III,V,VII,IX,X)
(I,II)+3+
+=in another village
(1,II)
*=emigrant
(II1,IV) + 1 a+

As can be seen above, the sizes of the sana-guthis functioning in
Satepa at this stage range from 12(+1) to 64 members. It is noted that the
largest one still retains a mechanism to control and restrict the participation of some of the members in the funerals and feasts (vide infra). In
many cases the members of the same maximal lineages are found in the
same guthi, though in some cases (especially in the case of the Jyapu
sanii-guthis) there are maximal lineages the members of which have
separated into different sana-guthis.

11. Splits of sana-guthis in Satepa

Syesya
There used to be only one sana-guthi each among the Syesyas and
the Jyapus in Satepa. Among the Syesyas, it was only the elders belonging
to two old maximal lineages (Sy-ML-I and Sy-ML-11)who could be the
sana-guthi elders. In the Sri-pailcamifeast held in the mid- 1940s, an elder
of a maximal lineage of secondary prestige (Sy-ML-IV)overtly claimed a
higher seat to which he and his lineage mates had no traditional access.
It was supported by the people of some of the underprivileged lineages but
opposed by people of the Syesya mainstream. A severe quarrel devel-
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oped. As a consequence, all the members of Sy-ML-IVand Sy-ML-Vand a
few other maximal lineages who were friendly to the former quit the
original sana-gufhiand formed a new gufhi (nhugu-gufhior Sy-s.g.-P).The
situation in which two gufhis existed among the Syesyas lasted for more
than twenty years. In 1973, again a split occurred and a partial reorganization took place in connection with quarrels related to an election, reorganization of other guthis etc. After this, three sana-gufhisexisted among
the Syesyas for some time; the newest had several members. Around
1984, there occurred quarrels among the members of the newest and
smallest sana-guthi in connection with a land problem among the (polygamous) widows of a deceased gufhiyav.One of the latter's cousins (L-S),
siding with the senior widow, insisted on an immediate change of ownership; however, this was strongly opposed by other kin (his fellow
guthiyars) who were supported by an eminent Syesya elder. Angry with
them, L-S and his sons quit the sana-guthi, leaving only four members in
the guthi. Since it virtually became a dysfunctional size, its members
were thinking of rejoining the 'old guthi'.

Jyapu
Traditionally, the Jyapu sana-gufhi,which comprised all the Jyapus
here, was, divided into the gwiis (undertakers) and others who were
called "dali-pulimapi" ("those who have to pay in dal basket"). Only
those Jyapus belonging to the two oldest maximal lineages (or Jy-ML-I
and 11) were called gwii and took turns working in the cremation. Jyapus
of other maximal lineages, consisting of the descendants of later settlers,
were all dali-pulimapi who were considered to have lower prestige and
less privilege than the gwns; they were excluded from joining the iripaficami feasts. Moreover, it was the gwns who took care of the cremation of these dali-pulimapi; the latter only joined the funeral procession without doing any work in the cremation. On the other hand, the
dali-pulimapi were required to give a certain amount of rice and money
[rice: 12 mana, pounded rice: 2 mana and 25 paisa (1 mana=0.57 liter)]
to the feast for consumption by the gwcis. There was another division
inside this sand-gufhi;all its members were divided into two, irrespective
of the distinction between gwii and dali-pulimapi, so that they could
participate in the funeral procession in turn, which served to alleviate

the members' burden of participation.
Gwiis used to work in the Syesya funerals as bearers and cremation
caretakers, but these services were withdrawn in 1961. Five years after
that, about half of the dali-pulimapi, unhappy about their subordinate
position and the payment without feast attendance, refused to give anything at Sri-paficami and ultimately formed a new sana-gu!hi [the first
split of the Jyapu sana-gufhi].They made no internal inequality, held an
independent Sri-paficami feast and began to take care of their own cremation. However, there were some dali-pulimapr who remained in the
old gufhi. One of the reasons was that some were afraid that they would
have to touch the dead body if they separated.
In the mid- 1970s, hostility grew among the leading Jyapus of Jy-ML-I
as a result of a chain of events related to house construction, land mortgage and, above all, the disappearance of one of the statues of the deities
of Visnudevi festival. This eventually caused the old Jyapu sana-gulhi to
split into four. Among them, the dali-pulimapf who had not split before
left the old guthi and formed an independent sana-gufhi.Thus, altogether
five sanii-gufhiscoexisted among them in 1984. The distinction between
the gwii and non-gw6 disappeared.

Is is said that the Duis of this village were members of a sana-gufhi
which covered four settlements in the Rana period. However, because of
the splits which took place during the Rana period and in 1980, the Duis
here form a sana-gufhisolely by themselves.

Nay
There are two sana-guthis to which the Nays of this village belong.
One among them (N-s.g.-ii),which has more than twenty members, is
centered in a neighboring village and includes only four Satepa residents
who are all descendants of newer immigrants from that village.
Another guthi (N.-s.g.-i) comprises most of the Nays here. Among
them, two members (a man and his son with separate households) were
newly admitted to the gufhi in 1976 after living in this village for ten
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years. There were emigrant households of the main Nay lineage which
retain their sana-guyhi membership. Before 1970, this sana-guthi had
other (non-kin) members living in two neighboring villages. In 1970,
these members (numbering aboug fifteen) split off because of a quarrel
during a feast of the sand-gufhi caused by the disappearance of the watch
of one of the participants. The quarrel also gave rise to a conflict over the
ownership of the statues of guyhi, which the N2ys in this village succeeded in keeping within their gufhi.

Other castes
Each of the castes represented by only one household has some
relation with a funeral organization of its own caste centering in Patan,
Kirtipur etc.

Murda samstha
Around the end of 1984, there emerged a movement toward the
formation of a totally different funeral organization. It was initiated by a
few Syesyas, including L-S who left the smallest Syesya sana-gufhi and
tried to group those people who were dissatisfied with the present village
order. It was given a Nepali name rnurdd samstha (namely 'funeral association') and was different from the s a n a - p f h i in that it was claimed
that it would include not only Syesyas but also a few Duis. It was also told
that it would take care of the funeral of any person without regard to
caste in case it was not under the responsibility of any traditional sanaguthi. At the time of my research, though they claimed that they had
gathered seventeen to eighteen people, no funeral had taken place
among them and they, themselves, were not sure how many people they
would be able to gather for the actual funeral. Others were sceptical of its
success, saying that it was merely an attempt of those who had failed to
keep good relations with their former fellow gufhiyan.

Sana-guthi sizes in 1984
Shown below is the range of sizes of the sana-gu!his in 1984. It can
be seen that the number of sana-guthis has increased and both the minimum and the maximum sizes have decreased, compared to those in
1970.

caste
Syesya
Jyapu
Dui
Nay

number of sana-gurhi number of members
3
4-36+(12)*
5
1 1 - 37+(4)*
1
9+
2
4+(ak 16+[6It
*: households not admitted as full members (newly established households and widows' households).
+: includes two members related to the murda samstha.
+: emigrant households retaining membership.
{a}:about 20 households in a neighboring village.

111. Conclusion

A) Terminology
Though the meaning of the term 'sana-gufhi' in one place may be the
same as 'si gufhi' in another, there is no locality where both terms are
used interchangeably, as far as the studies dealt with here are concerned;
in the cases in which both terms are used, they invariably have different
meanings36.In Satepa, only 'sana-guthi' has been used, though its exact
connotation has been modified due ;o a decline in inter-caste services.

B) Main features of san8-guthis in Satepa
Though the sana-guthis here share many characteristics with funeral
organizations in other places, they also have features that are unique to
this village or others which have not been satisfactorily treated. In this

36. Further studies may reveal some localities where both terms are used interchangeably.
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respect, the relevance of the demographic condition to the extension of
the sand-guthis as well as their having a limited economic function in this
village can'be noted. More notable, however, is the coexistence of internal inequality and an egalitarian principle inside some sand-guthis as
well as an increasing tendency toward splits, which has even given rise to
the emergence of a new movement for a non-traditional funeral organization. Intra-caste inequality has been much less decisive as a social
criterion than caste hierarchy, owing to its coexistence with the egalitarian principle embodied in the system of rotation and the equal sharing
of responsibility in certain matters. As such, it must have been of the
nature that could easily be called into question by less prestigious people
once certain reasons and conditions were introduced.

C) Sana-guthi change
In considering the sana-gufhi'change', we must examine whether it
is a 'real' change (e.g. that which points to a certain direction) or part of
a repetitive or fluctuating structure. Both aspects are relevant, though
the aspect of real change has been gaining force.
It is reasonable to suppose the existence of a range of proper sanagufhi size fit for its function, though it is not possible to pinpoint the exact
optimum size. It should also be taken into account that it has traditionally been valued among the Newars to maintain large socio-ritual groups
and hold luxurious feasts.
The internal division of the Jyapu sana-guthi before the first split,
which allowed members to participate in funerals in turn, clearly
worked as a mechanism to adjust its comparatively large size (a little less
than a hundred) to the members' convenience; it enabled them to keep
their guthi at a prestigious size without giving too much burden of participation to the members. Without this kind of mechanism, the sanaguthi might have split earlier due to internal population pressure. If so, at
least the first split of the Jyapu sand-gufhi might have had an aspect of
helping it regain an appropriate size.
On the other hand, the inequalities and the accompanying dissatisfaction of some of the members were said by villagers to have been the
direct cause of the first sand-guthi splits of the Syesyas and the Jyapus.
This kind of dissatisfaction might have existed even before, although it

had not culminated to such a magnitude as to cause any sana-gu!hi split.
In this respect, the fact that the split of the Jyapu sana-guthi took place
not long after the withdrawal of the service of the gwas to the Syesyas is
quite suggestive. The gwiis' monopoly of the cremation work, though it
served as one of the symbols of their prestigious position within their
localized caste, was, at the same time, a mark of their subservient status
to the Syesyas. The fact that the gwiis could quit their service, even
against the will of the people of the superior status, must have suggested
to some of the underprivileged dali-pulimapi that they could also raise
their voice against the gwcs. The gwiis, by opposing the Syesyas,
unintentionally showed the possibility that they could also be opposed by
their less privileged caste members who had so far abided by the tradition. The intra-caste change is, thus, related to a decline in the intercaste service, which is clearly not a part of the repetitive process. The
frequent occurrence of subsequent sana-gufhi splits, their resulting
smaller sizes and movement toward the formation of the murda-samstha,
are also new phenomena.
Lying behind these are the recent economic condition which has
forced more and more people to work outside the village [mainly commuting to Kathmandu (cf. Ishii, 1980)l as well as the village-level political condition which has given rise to a severe competition for votes (cf.
Ishii, 1986). Under these conditions it is quite understandable that intravillage cooperation and order should decline. The acceleration of sanagufhi splits and their transformation form only a part of this recent
sequence of events.
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VESTIGES OF TOTEMISM IN NEWAR SOCIETY

Since the days of Levi (1905) scholars who have studied Newar social
structures have focussed on the caste system. They consider it as a
unique phenomenon because the Newars alone among the TibetoBurman speakers of the Himalayas are the adherents of the varnairamavyavastha. Since Hodgson several lists of Newar castes are available.
However, prior to Fiirer-Haimendorf (1956) few caste-lists were based on
first-hand field-work. These lists heavily draw upon the 19th-century
chronicles whose precise sources have so far remained elusive. Sthitirajamalla (1382-1395) obviously did not invent the caste system among the
Newars, nor did he impose it. If one reads the 19th-centu~ychronicles
carefully it becomes clear that on February 15,1395, some six months
before his death in August, the King performed a kotyahuti yajiia and
completed the codification of what could be called the jaja~nanisystem
- a division of social, economic and ritual occupations among his populace. Unfortunately, the chronicle compiled during his reign does not
cover the period as the last entries in the GopalarajavamSavali do not go
beyond A.D. 1389. The medieval inscriptions, colophons, and documents
do not seem to have any specialized occupational surnames. Therefore,
the accounts of the modern chronicles may very well be true as they are.
The most common ones are Pala, Varman, Vardhana, Rabutta, Bhalloka,
or simply Bharo. The more specialized functional-ritual roles were
Mahatha, Mulami, Mahapatra, Davajiia, Amatya, Vajracarya, Acarya etc.
If we go further back to the first millenium A.D. the available historical
records show that the social order was even less differentiated - with
Srestthi,
.. Sarthavirha, Yajiiika, Vipra, K~atriya(with Vaman, Pala, Jiva,
Sena, Mitra, Gupta, surnames) and, of course, candala. The interpretation of terms such as astadasaprakrti is problematic because it might
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simply mean the 18 traditional positions in the bureaucracy. Of course,
the kings and feudatories used a phraseology not unfamiliar to the
students of Indian epigraphy where the more ambitious of the rulers
claimed to be engaged in "setting the system of castes and orders" or "in
keeping castes confined to their respective spheres of duty". Sivadeva 11
(A.D. 705), for instance, boasted of " throughly imposing the caste system
among his people". But that was the style of epigraphic claims, and all
this may, however, be statements of wish rather than description of social
realities in the 7th century Nepal Valley (See Malla, 1985 for further discussion).
In the last 30 years, from Furer-Haimendorf (1956) to Quigley (1986)
Newar caste system has been studied mainly in terms of a hierarchyversus-mobility model, discretely definable with the help of the diacritics
of endogamy and commensality. Although all the scholars claim to have
based their analysis and interpretation of first-hand field-work, their interpretations of the data are not only confusing but also mutually conflicting. "A Newar caste", wrote Furer-Haimendorf, the doyen of South
Asian Anthropology, "is a commensal and usually endogamous group,
made up of several exogamous clans, or residential units, but we shall
see presently that the principle of endogamy is not as strictly adhered to
as in Indian caste societies" (1956: 18). Since this classic statement,
several social scientists have made fascinating discoveries - almost
nearly reminding us of the proverbial elephant. Early in 1960 Nepali
reported hypergamous unions "without punitive consequences" (1960:
145). Rosser (1966) analyzed how rich Jyapiis end up as respectable
Shresthas. In Pyangaon, Toffin found that "between the Jyapiis and the
Shresthas there are no real barriers, movement from one caste to the
other is a fluid process" (Toffin, 1977: 838). Vergati reports that in the
middle ranking castes "a woman can raise the status of her husband"'
i.e., anagamy (Vergati, 1982: 284) and that because of Newar prepubertal rite ihi, divorce and remarriage are not much of a problem for
Newar women (Vergati 1982: 284). Allen found Newar women
continously "exercising their traditional rights to divorce, separation
and re-marriage... there is a marked structural and ideological deviation
from orthodox Hinduism, particularly in Newar evaluation of women
and female sexuality" (Allen, 1986: 97-98). Quigley has recently discovered the "pervasive ideology of caste purity allied to a principle and practice - of isogamy (i.e., territorial endogamy)". Basing himself
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upon Dhulikhel Shrestha data, Quigley concludes
the ideology of hierarchy among Newars is consistent and incontrovertible and operates primarly through isogamous marriages.
(Quigley, 1986: 94)
But Dumont and Pockck are categorical in their view that territory is
neither a fundamental organizing principle in Indian society nor a sociological reality - a datum of social structure (Dumont and Pocock, 1957).
In a society where the family of the bride and the family of the bridegroom have to exchange gifts about 10 times a year, all on foot and on
human shoulders, what has been called isogamy may be, at least in part,
a logistic commonsense. Fiirer-Haimendorf noticed the strong residential
character of Newar social units (nani, baha, bahi, agam, sah). Kolver and
Gutschow found ritual and social hierarchy reflected in the organization
of space in Newar towns (Kolver and Gutschow, 1975).
For the moment, then, "the ideology of hierarchy operating primarily
through isogamous marriages or territorial endogamy" seems to be the
sociological essence of Newar caste system. Few scholars have, however,
looked into the political, economic, and social causes underlying this
psychology of introversion, exclusiveness, and the proliferation of endogamous status groups, each staking rival claims to higher ranks in
Newar society. After a 7-year long economic blockade of the Kathmandu
Valley, a quarter of a century long bellicosity, and subversion, the Newar
city-states were absorbed into what was to be a modern nation-state. The
centre of power shifted from the Newar noble families to the power and land-hungry rural nobility whose core values were concentration of
power at home and conquest abroad. The Newars, as a block, were
reduced to the status of an occupied subject race, and except for a loyal
family or two they were stripped of their social status and economic
foothold. The last Newar noble to hold some power, Tribhuvan Pradhan,
was beheaded in a court intrigue in 1801. Till 1804 no Newar was admitted in civil service. The Legal Code promulgated in January 1854 classified the entire Newar community - irrespective of its internal stratification - as an "enslavable alcohol-drinking caste" (Sharma, 1977). It
was only in 1863 that the Newars were made a non-enslavable community (Regmi research series, 1970: 19). They were, of course, not
admitted in the army till 1951 - the year when the festival of Indra Jatra

discontinued to be celebrated as "the Victory Day" - commemorating
the conquest of the Valley by the Gurkhali army. It was only as late as
1935 that some ammendments were made in the old legal code granting
Rdjopddhydyas the status of Brahmans and the Mallas and the Shresthas
of "pure extraction" the status of Chetris. Economically, the position of
the Newars has been weakened by the diversion of Tibet trade from the
Chumbi Valley route since 1904, and the competition with the Marwaris
became all the more stiff since the end of the World War I. Although Jang
Bahadur and his discendants were well-disposed to a few clientele
Newar families, the 104 years of their family rule was not a golden age of
Newar social history. It was only those clientele Newar families patronized by the Ranas who succeeded in upgrading their social and economic
status by imitating new norms of the Rana durbar. They succeeded in
producing the required social credentials to prove that the Mallas and
the tharghar (families of noble extraction) alone were "pure" Shresthas.
The amended code classified the rest of the Newar community in the
following four major blocks:
a. those Shresthas who are below the pure ones, including Udae, Bare
b. Jyapu and equivalent castes
c. Manandhar, Nakarmi, Chipa, Gathu, Khusal, Musal, D U ~ Pfi,
,
and other equivalent
castes
d. Untouchables
i. Kasai, Kusle, Kulu, Dong,
ii. Chyamkhalak, Pode-sprinkling of water necessary on touch

This is, of course, only the official picture of the Newar caste system
on the eve of the end of the Ranas. What has happened to the Newars is
that they have fully come under the grip of the caste ideology - a grip so
firm that fission among endogamous groups - each claming a higher
status than is ordinarily accorded it by others - became an endemic
feature of Newar society. If we accept Leach's criterion, these competing
"grades within a single caste have the nature of social classes rather than
of castes" (Leach, 1960: 11). A kind of social Darwinism reigned supreme, each grade closing in upon itself in self-defence and recoil, refusing to marry with or marry into or h-om an adjacent grade. Except the
status of the Brahmin at the top and the untouchables at the bottom, the
hierarchy, thus, has remained fluid. Today the Newars may be said to have
castes in Dumont's sense that there is a hierarchy of the pure at the top

and the polluted at the bottom, but with a very confused situation in the
middle.
Fortunately, for us there still survives the vestiges of form of Newar
social organisation which are based, not upon thc ideology of hierarchy
along the poles of the pure and the polluted like the castes, nor upon the
principle of rivalry and privilege as the classes, but simply on the principle of identity and difference. Surprisingly, so far no social scientist
who has studied the Newar social systems has even reported that the
Shresthas and Jyapus in Bhaktapur, Dhulikhel, Manundhurs in Banepa,
some Shrestha families in Patan, and some Jyapus in Kathmandu have a
system of social classification which in Newari is called kunu o r kulanarna (lineage name). Most of these names are those of animals, plants,
insects, flowers, artefacts, physical features which are descriptive in
nature. Among many primitive tribes divided into sibs (clan o r gentes)
the sib name is derived from an animal, plant o r natural object. The sib
members display special attitudes toward these creatures o r things,
which are their totems. The institution which comprises the sibs, their
totems, and attendant beliefs, customs and rituals is called totemism.
Totemic syndrome, in brief, involves 1. clan organization 2. clans taking
animal o r plant names as emblems, and 3 . belief in a relationship between groups and their totems. However, totemism can exist in different
forms as social phenomenon (formally identical but descriptively distinct sib characteristics) o r as cultic phenomenon (attendant beliefs as a
peculiar form of socialized mysticism, with distinct attitudes, rituals, and
customs surrounding the totems as a mildly sacred realm of nature). Sib
characteristics, the drawing of a mildly sacred realm of nature into a
social system as a continuum and exogamy combine into totemism with
"striking frequency". However, in recent years a long debate continues
between the nominalists, the functionalists (Malinowski, RadcliffeBrown) and the structuralists (Levi-Strauss) on the interpretation of
totemic phenomena. Levi-Strauss, who launched a stringent attack on
nominalist and functionalist positions, does not deny that totemism is "a
logic that classifies" and that totemic symbols are borrowed from nature
by men "to create differences amongst themselves " (1969: 108) as a basic
schema of classification.
In the Newar social system, exogamous linages are still more fundamental units than status groups ordered in a hiearchy of the pure and the
polluted. For instance, mamages are decided at the lineage o r phuki-
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level, not at the caste level. The members of one lineage share the same
digu dya and the whole lineage must celebrate together the annual warship of the digu dya on the same date. Some upper caste Newars have an
agam as well - a common lineage sanctuary within a central
patrilocality where the lineage deity is worshipped daily as well. All those
who share the same shrine or digu dya or a g a m are phuki (stomach or
blood brother). They are all ritually bound - observing common ritual
obligations in life-crisis rites. Such lineages are exogamous. All totemic
names are affiliated to lineage n o t to castes. Sometimes after about five
or six generations the phuki network is split sharing the same totem, but
a different degu-puja-guthi. Whereas caste labels imply a hie arch^ oE
ritually discrete groups - at least in theory if not in practice - totemic
names among the Newars appear to be the vestiges of a system of classifying the exgamous lineages which are fundamentally egalitarian in
nature. It was merely a system of differentiation among the lineages of
equal status. On the basis of what little we can generalise at this stage of
our enquiry, Newar totemism resembles the early gotra-and-pravara system of the Brahmin clans in Vedic or post-Vedic India rather than the
full-fledged varna hierarchy, so elaborately propounded in Manusrnrti
and other law texts. Its main function, among others, was to identify a
lineage, to differentiate lineages in a clan, and by doing so to regulate
marriage between lineages so that there is no incestous relations between phuki brothers and sisters.
Like many other traces of older Newar social and cultural forms,
totemism has, of course, been functioning under severe pressure from
the caste system. The gotra system is at times superposed upon a totemic
lineage among the upper caste Newars. Thus one can still find in
Bhaktapur examples of lineages such as the following, functioning with
four social markers:
Horoscope Name

Name in official documents

Gotra

Totem

Bhaju Man Bhuro

Bhaju Man Shrestha

Kasyapa

Sulpya (snail)

But Bharo and Sulpya begin to be dropped out in favour of Shrestha
and Kajyapa gotra for fear of stigmatization by groups who do no longer
use these totemic or older forms, leaving in the end an umbrella term
like Shrestha or a gotra which is also shared by the Parbatiya Chetri. The
superposition of gotra is only symbolic as it does not regulate marriage as
in the case of the Brahmins - sagotra only if they belong to different
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pravaca. The identification of sapinda
. . (agnetic) members of a linage
(who at one time shared the same digu dya but may have now established
a separate entity as ba:phuki) is done among the Newars by means of
these totemic names.
Totemism is pervasive among the Jyapus and Shresthas who between
them comprise nearly 62% of the total Newar population of the Valley.
This is symptomatic. As far as we know, neither the untouchables, the
occupational castes (other than Manandhars), nor the Brahmins, nor the
Gubhaju, Bare, and Udas have totemic names. This needs investigation
and explanation. But the receding of the egalitarian exogamous totemic
names is no mystery in a social context where, in the last century or so,
there has been such a proliferation of closed endogamous units with
rival claims, now completely under the grip of the Hindu ideology of
purity-pollution.
Dumont calls Newar castes "enormous conglomerates of groups
distinguished by their profession, social status, and even religion. Clearly,
these conglomerates are not castes" (Dumont, 1964: 98). Whether o r not
to call the various contending and rival status subdivisions, apparently
ranked by reference to an ideology of relative purity, with priests at the
top and untouchables at the bottom "caste system" o r merely an imperfect attempt to imitate the Indian classical varna-model, is a question of
terminology. The vestiges of totemism among the Jyapus and Shresthas
leave less room for doubting that Newar social system, until recent years,
is close to what Redfield calls "a tribal society rearranged to fit a civilization" (1960: 34). The fact that the "rearrangement" has been a continuous and on-going process has, probably, as much to do with the on-going
distribution and redistribution of political and economic power as with
Brahminical ideology of hierarchy among various pure and polluted
ritual statuses. Who eats with whom? o r who marries whom? is a sacred
question, intimately tied to the profane question: who are the rich and
the powerful at any time in our social history? The recent legal upgrading
of the Chathari Shresthas from the category of inasil.ze matavali jut
(enslavable alcohol-drinking caste) in 1854 to the status of pure Chetris
in 1935 is only one such brilliant testimonial to the fact that Newar castes
are neither "intrinsic" nor "absolute" - to use Leach's celebrated
words.
Among the dominant blocks of Newar castes, the Rajopadhyaj~as,
Mishras, Jhas and Bhatfas were clearly immigrants and descendants of
the so called Pafica Gauda and Pafica Dravida Brahmin advisers to the
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Malla kings of the 14th-15th century. Several Newar Chatharis, too, are
said to have migrated to the Valley with the Mithila King Harasimhadeva
in A.D. 1325. The JoSis of Kathmandu, for example, have kept elaborate
and detailed family-trees tracing their ancestry back to 32 generations of
professional astrologers who came from Mithila. It is interesting to note
that totemic names are prevalent among the Shresthas (Chatharis as well
as lower status groups) and the Jyapus, and marginally among the Sayanzis - but none among the Rajopadhyayas nor among the artisan castes,
including Udae, Bare, Gubhaju and the untouchables.
The comparative evidence from India (the Reddis, for instance)
shows that the caste is "a transformed tribe" and that divisions of the
caste originated from totemic clans, many of which retain their totemic
names and some of their taboos. Strong traces of totemism are found
among the lower Telegu, Kannara, Marathi and Central Indian castes.
Ferreira (1965) concludes that totemic social organisation was never
completely abandoned by a very large number of castes in the vast
central belt of India. He shows how the less totemic the caste, the higher
its status. The retaintion of tribal totemism by castes extends to totemic
names and totemic descent, totemic tabus and exogamy, worship of
totem images at marriages, and mourning for the dead totem. In several
cases, totems have only recently been assimilated by a caste.
Among the Newars, too, the Shrestha and Jyapus may have been
conglomerates of exogamous totemic sibs o r lineages which were integrated into exgomous castes. The importance of the phuki-network, digudya, digu plJlja guthi, the compact, closed, residential patrilocal units,
an integrated corporate existence of the lineage, more liberal relations
between the sexes, frank indulgence in the pleasures of alcohol and
buffalo meat, the passion for dance and music and, above all, the role of
seniority-based leadership in lineage and corporate lives - all indicate
that many of the Newars may have been Hinduized tribes, and that some
may have been Hinduized tribals "anxious to conceal their totemic
names by borrowing the names of Brahminic gotras" (Lannoy 1971:
188).
In the conduct of his social life, the phuki-network is a fundamental
reference point for a Newar. Degu puja guthi, which consists of all the
adult members of a lineage, is the most important ritually interacting
network, not only celebrating an annual feast in which every adult
member must be present, but also interacting at every point of life-crisis
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rituals of all its hll-fledged members. All Newar guthi3 are, in fact, modelled on degu puja guthi - with a Ihukali and drrja. It was, perhaps, upon
this model of social organization - based on lineage and exogamy that a hierarchy-cum-endogamy model based on the Hindu concept of'
purity and pollution was superposed. Otherwise, one can hardly explain
our data - where a man has a horoscope name Bhuro, an officialformal name Shrestha, a Hindu gotra of Kusyapu Rishi, and a totemic
name Sulpya o r snail!
The Newars are, of course, heavily influenced by Indian culture. A
long period of orthodox Hinduization has interacted with monastic and
esoteric Buddhism. Today Newar society is based on the foundations of a
complex urban culture, in which several sacerdotal and artisan groups
have played a crucial role. From a very early period, the indigenous
populations of the Nepal Valley were gradually assimilated in a social
structure with immigrant Brahmins and Ksatriyas at the top and unclean
service castes at the bottom. However, even two millennia of dominance
of the Hindu rulers and the cultural hold of Brahminism exerting too
powerful pressures of conformity to caste structure and purity maintenance have not done away with some of the indigenous forms of social life.
Newar totemic names can, of course, be dismissed as mere folk taxonomy o r as quirks of individual nick-names. But wisdom may lie in not
doing so.

The Ku:NZi of Bhaktapur Newars

1 . Chathari Shrestha. Bhau, Dhb, Gonga, Bata, Timla, Khayaguli,
Khwakhali. 2. Pancthari Shrestha. Maka, Phai-ju, Bha-ju, Gonga, Hye-ju,
Jhanga, Bhadra. 3. Jyapu. KO-ju, Dhbla-ju, Byan-ju, Dhfiwa-ju, Maka-ju,
Kusi, Dhb-ju, Kisi. 4. Kumha. Khaitu, Chfi-ju, Maka, Chb-ju, Dhampo,
Hamo, Jhanga, Kha-ju, Khi-ju, Pakha-ju, Sulu, Twa-ju. 5. Jyapii 11. H y ~ i go-ju, Khica-ju, Nakhusi, Phaju, Dhfikuchu, Boha-ju, Musya, Ka:le, Duguju, Thusa, Ma1ka:ju.

The Ku:N2 of Dhulikhel Shresthas

The Ku:Na of Patan Shresthas
Cipalu, Nyachyb, Musya

The Ku:N2 of the Jyapus of Kathmandu
Khya, Sya-baji, Maka:, Dhuca, Ghwarpa, Bhywawasa, Bakula, BakB,
Phaka, Pachai, Phai, Gb, Mu:swg

The Ku:N2 of the Sayamis of Banepa
Byan-ju, Bakhu, Gidda
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DECLAN OUIGLEY

SOCIAL MOBILITY AND SOCIAL FRAGMENTATION
IN THE NEWAR CASTE SYSTEM

This paper is a re-evaluation of Colin Rosser's (1966) article "Social
Mobility in the Newar caste system" which was based on fieldwork in the
Kathmandu Valley in 1956-57. Since his article was published, we have
learned a great deal both about the history and sociology of the Valley
and about the more general workings of caste-organized societies. In the
present article I will confine myself to the specifically Newar situation
since this is complex enough, and where I draw on the more general
theory of caste, this will be implicit rather than explicit. I will however
argue that far from being untypical (as is often believed), the Newar case
is a very clear illustration of how caste systems work in general. The
detailed evidence for this will be presented elsewhere'.
Apart from Rosser's own stimulating article, we now have at our
disposal a number of studies of Newar society. The outstanding contribution has been that of Gerard Toffin whose two monographs and numerous articles have recently been crowned with his magnum opus:
Religion et Societe chez les Newar (1984). The critique of Rosser's hypothesis which I present here draws substantially on the extensive publications of Toffin and also on my own fieldwork research (1980-82 &
1984-86)which has mainly focused at one level of the Newar caste hierarchy, that of the ~res!ha. This is an exceptionally complex and heterogeneous group as the following discussion will illustrate.
To begin, I reproduce the following table of the Newar caste system given
by Rosser.

1. A more detailed version of this paper is currently in preparation. See also my forth
coming book The Interpretatiol~of Caste (Oxford University Press, in press). I would like to
thank the British Academy whose generous award of a Postdoctoral Fellowship in the
Department of Social Anthropology, Cambridge University has made the continuation of
this research possible.

TABLE 1 : - From Rosser ( 1 966): 85-6
NEWAR CASTES

Traditional
Occupation

Caste

1.
2.
3.
4.

Deo Brahman
Bhatta Brahman
Jha Brahman
Gubhaju
Bare

5. Shrestha
(Sheshya)

Family Priests
Temple Priests
Temple Priests
Family Priests
Gold and Silver
Smiths
Merchants

6. Uray (Udhas)

Merchants and
Craftsmen

7 . Jyapu

Farmers

8. Kuma
9. Saymi
10. Khusa

1 1 . Nau
12. Kau
13. Bha
14. Gathu
15. Tepe
16. Pum
17. Duhim
18. Balami
19. Pulu
20. Cipa
21. Jogi
22. Nay
23. Kulu
24. Pore
25. Chami
26. Halahulu

Potters
Oilpressers
Palanquin
Bearers
Barbers
Blacksmiths
Funeral Duties
Gardeners
Cultivators
Painters
Carriers
Fieldworkers
Funeral Torch
Bearers
Dyers
Musicians and
Tailors
Butchers and
Musicians
Drum-makers
Fishermen and
Sweepers
Sweepers
Sweepers

Personal Surname

Raj Uphadhaya
Bhatta
Jha
Vajracarya
Sakyabhikshu
Shrestha, or Malla,
Josi, Pradhan, Raj
Bhandari, Maske, Raj
Lawat, Amatya, Raj
Vamsi and others.
Tuladhar (merchants),
Lohamka:mi (masons), Awa: (tilers),
Sika:mi (carpenters),
Madika:mi (confectioners), Tamrakar
(coppersmiths), Kamsakar (workers in
alloys)
Maharjan, Dangul, Suwal, Duwal, Sapu
(cowherd), Kabhuja,
Musa, Lawat, etc.
Kumale, Prajapati
Manandhar
Khusa, Tandukar
Napit
Naka:mi
Karamjit, Bha
Bammala, Mali
Tepe
Citrakar
Putwar, Dali
Balami
Pulu
Ramjitkar
Kanphatta, Giri, Dom,
Kusle, Danya
Kassain, Khadgi
Kulu
Pore, Deola
Chami, Camkhala
Halahulu

Total Number of Newar households
Total Newar population

Total
No. of
Households

O/o of
Total

0.4
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A number of points must be made about this table, the most fundamental of which is that it is very approximate, in more than one sense. In
the first place, the table reflects the caste composition of all the Newars
of the Kathmandu Valley. As such, it represents a demogruphic picture
but it does not represent the way in which Newars conceive of their own
society. Newars are intensely introverted in terms of both kinship and
territory, and the Newars of the Valley (and of elsewhere in Nepal) are
divided up into a number of small, local, for the most part socially and
ritually self-contained communities. No single settlement' displays all of
the castes given in Rosser's table above. Many (the majority) contain only
. . and Jyapu, and it is only the larger
a small number, principally Srestha
towns, and especially those which were formerly royal centres, which
contain several diverse castes. It is then misleading to conceive of one
single Newar caste hierarchy as others (e.g. Macdonald & Stahl, 1979)
have pointed out.
Such tables are also misleading in that they represent an ideal picture. In any caste society, disagreement, rather than agreement, about
the relative status of different groups is the rule rather than the exception. Writing about his own table, Rosser himself says (p. 85) that it
"involves an arbitrary decision on my part in certain respects" because
Newars themselves frequently disagree as to the exact status of different
families. I would stress that there is always a discrepancy between the
ideal (i.e. the way in which people represent caste) and the way in which
any caste system actually works and while Rosser stresses this point
more than most other commentators, there are certain features of his
article which obscure rather than illustrate just where and how the ideal
model can be undermined and subverted.
From the point of view of the ideology of caste, those who flout the
underlying norm - that social status is ascribed by birth and is unalterable - by aspiring to be upwardly mobile, are simply cheating. But from
their own point of view, they are not doing anything illegitimate; on the
contrary, they are merely trying to establish what is, in their eyes, their
rightful place in society. This leads, inevitably, to two counter-opposed
strategies. On the one hand, one wants to ensure that one's own status is
as high as possible and on the other, one wants to ensure that other
people are prevented from manipulating their status to the detriment of
one's own. In caste society, as in traditional society generally, status is
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what economists would call a limited good - i.e. not everybody can have
the same amount of it.
~tis a very obvious point that not everybody has the same capacity or
opportunity for mobility. And it is particularly problematic in caste society, where no one is supposed to be mobile, just who can be and how.
Essentially there are three categories of people in caste-organized
societies who have little or no room for manoeuvre. The first are those
who have (or had, or are believed to have had) a specialized ritual hnction, or who are related by blood or marriage to such people. These are
almost invariably (as Rosser's table illustrates for the Newars) groups
which are small in numbers. This category includes both the lower
castes - Barbers, Butchers, Tailor-Musicians, Sweepers and so on - and
the priestly castes. It is important to bear in mind that priests are not an
undifferentiated category but divide among themselves, according to
their respective functions, into a number of groups which do not intermarry.
The second category of people who have little chance of mobility are
those who are economically depressed. This is obvious: status never
stands in isolation from the workings of the "real", instrumental world.
Inevitably high status is a reflection of the ability to exert influence over
others. Of course such power may be achieved in ways other than the
narrowly economic, and the relationship between political control and
ideological dominance is particularly problematic for the study of caste
society. The issue of social mobility is directly relevant to this hotly
debated question, as I hope to show below.
The third category of people who have little potential for social
mobility in a caste-organized society - and this is a category which is
often forgotten because in a way it is too obvious - are those who stand
outside the system altogether. This may include those with different cultural practices, speaking different languages or dialects, with different
kinship institutions or forms of ritual. In fact there is nothing obvious
about this because often such boundaries are extremely fuzzy and just
who is to be included and who is to be excluded is often a matter of
considerable dispute.
Who then is left, who does have some potential for mobility if we
exclude these three groups (the ritual specialists and their kinsmen, the
economically depressed, and members of culturally distinct groups)?
The short answer to this question, in the Newar case, are those people
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claiming resth ha status. This, however, is an extremely complicated business, and before looking at this group more closely, I want to briefly
re-examine the mechanics involved in Rosser's argument about caste
mobility among Newars. Here I will give only a short summary of his
argument and the interested reader should refer to the original for the
detailed exposition.
Rosser's first comment is that the point in the Newar caste hierarchy
at which mobility is easiest and most common is that separating the
Jyapu "caste", comprised mostly of farmers, from the resth. . ha "caste"
which is made up of landowners, traders, government employees, and
the descendants of the Newar nobility in the pre-Gorkhali period (i.e.
pre- 1769).
I will argue that this is untenable for any of three reasons:
1. because neither ~ r e s f h nor
a Jyapu are or ever have been castes in the
same way that other Newar castes are;
2. because most mobility occurs not between Jyapu and resth
..ha in any
case but within the Srestha category which is differentiated into a
number of continually shifting caste levels;
3. because the amount of real mobility (i.e. jumping from one group to
another, already established, higher group) is exceedingly limited: this
was certainly so at the time of Rosser's research in 1956-57and while
significantly more frequent in the 1980's, it is still very difficult to
achieve.
This is not to assert that the system is static or has been so in the past.
On the contrary, it is relatively fluid for a large slice of Newar society, as
in the case with all caste societies, and it is becoming more so because of
the manner in which the structures of power (political, economic and
ideological) have been changing, firstly since the Gorkhali conquest of
the Valley in 1769 and secondly since the intrusion of the modern, outside world which began in the 1950's. But this fluidity is less a case of
mobility than of fragmentation, one group splitting up as certain of its
constituent families or lineages begin to claim superiority of status over
others and seek to distance themselves from those they traditionally
married. They may then try to establish new marriages with others doing
the same. What they cannot normally do easily is to marry with those
who have always considered them to be of lower status. While this does
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happen occasionally, it is always exceptional and depends on a quite
considerable financial or political incentive for those who are marrying
down.
According to Rosser, there are a number of steps in the JyapuIs
climb. The first is to abandon one's previous lineage name
(which is nearly always an unambiguous marker of caste status) and to
adopt the surname SreStha. The second is to imitate Srestha cultural
behaviour, principal here being the employment of Rajopadhyaya Brahmans as family priests (prohit) as opposed to Buddhist Vajracarya.
Third there is a general tightening of behaviour concerned with Hindu
concepts of pollution and it is interesting that Rosser himself notes that:
"In the Newar system, it is the Shresthas who exhibit the keenest concern
with caste rules, understandably because it is with them that the keenest
competition for status occurs ".
The next stage is to quit Jyapu guthis and gain admission to Srestha
guthis: Here Rosser is referring primarily to the death guthis and it is to
be noted that he describes guthis as voluntary associations. Rosser asserts
that effectively a rich Jyapu can bribe his way into a Srestha
.. death guthi
by offering a payment substantially in excess of that normally required
for a new entrant.
The final, and most crucial, step in the mobility process is marriage,
and Rosser argues that the most common strategy is for a wealthy Jyipu
from the city, now using the surname Srestha
. . (written "Shrestha" in
Roman script) and accepted by a resth
. . ha death guthi, to go to the surrounding villages, find a poor Srestha
.. family and offer a marriage alliance with them. Failing this, he can marry with other social climbing
Jyapus who are doing the same thing and in this way they can create a
new caste group - not quite accepted as Srestha
. . but distinguishing
themselves from the Jyapus they have previously married with and to
whose guthis they have previously belonged.
This step-by-step climb hangs critically, according to Rosser, on the
urban anonymity afforded by the larger Newar cities. The upwardly mobile Jyapu, he claims, can get away with it because Kathmandu and
Bhaktapur are big enough to conceal one's true identity.
The facility of achieving any of these steps and the idea of their
dependence on urban anonymity are all, I believe, open to serious question- Firstly, the assertion that guthis are voluntary associations is very
misleading. While there is a certain amount of choice about which death
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guthi to belong to, traditionally there is little or no choice that one has to
belong to some guthi, these are invariably organized on caste lines, and
just who may be admitted is carefully controlled.
The ability to "bribe" one's way into a Sres!ha guthi is by no means as
straightforward as Rosser implies and there are two good reasons for
this. In the first place, there is, for the existing members, little advantage
in extorting a heavy entrance fee from a new member. In general, such
guthis do not function as credit associations or banks which guarantee
the financial security of their members2. Their central purpose is to
ensure that funeral ceremonies are promptly and correctly carried out
and to provide for an annual feast which demonstrates the solidarity of
the group. As such, they do not require large deposits of capital. In the
second place, as Rosser himself notes, Sresthas are very scrupulous
about observing caste rules and the guthis provide one of the principal
indicators of caste status. To allow in someone of lower or dubious caste
would be to prejudice the status of all the members of the guthi, and I
know of no Srestha guthi which will take this risk.
As for marriage, marrying up into Srestha lineages and marrying
with other upwardly aspirant Jyapu families are two quite different
things. The former, I would argue (from extensive genealogical research), is both difficult and rare. The latter, which amounts to a fragmentation of previously established marriage circles, is very common
among people calling themselves Srestha: one family, or group of families, sets itself off against its former marriage partners and claims higher
status than them. How common this is among Jyapu lineages in general
is an open question, there not being enough evidence to demonstrate this
either way.
The baseline of Rosser's argument - urban anonymity - simply
does not exist in the small, tightly structured world of the Kathmandu
Valley. As he himself observes, whenever a marriage is arranged through
a lahmi (a broker), as is normal when one's own kin and friends fail to
produce a suitable spouse, the first question the lahmi asks is: which
guthis does the spouse-to-be belong to? My investigations among
Kathmandu resth has show quite clearly that it is almost always possible

2. Certain otherguthisdo playthis function, particularlysoamong certain artisan castes
- see Toffin (1975).
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to ascertain someone's ancestry and guthi affiliations. In those cases
where this is not possible, there is extreme reluctance to negotiate a
marriage, failure to elucidate origins being taken as an indicator that the
family under investigation must have something to hide.
The reasons for such reluctance are obvious. A compromising marriage reflects not only on the individuals concerned but on their entire
families. If one member of the family contracts a marriage which is
disapproved of, then this may make it very difficult for other members of
the family to marry into the groups that they have traditionally married
with.
The essential question then becomes: who exactly make up the
group which is able to exert pressure on individuals to conform, and to
impose sanctions when they do not? For the smaller castes, this is relatively easy to answer - in general all the members of the caste in a
particular locality. Just how big that locality will be depends on context:
urban settlements can obviously hold much larger numbers in a more
compact space than rural settlements. For an area as small as the
Kathmandu Valley, it is theoretically possible for all the members of a
smaller caste to periodically meet and discuss any infringements against
caste rules (and some actually do).
For groups such as Jyapu and Srestha,
. . this is impossible for two
reasons. In the first place, the numbers involved are too large for this to
be practical and in the second place these are not unitary castes in the
way that, say, Rajopadhyaya or Citrakar are. Both Jyapu and Srestha
comprise very large numbers of lineages, some of which claim equality
of status with each other, most of which do not. How exactly this relative
evaluation is conducted is a question of continua2 discussion.
In the following few pages I will restrict my comments to the Srestha
group whose internal organization is much better understood than is
that of the Jyapu. Below I reproduce another table of Rosser's which
divides the Sre~thasof Bhaktapur into a number of sub-castes and gives
precise figures for how many households belong to each group. Note
again that Rosser states than often his informants could not agree on the
position of certain families and so he took the "majority opinion". This
was a mistake for it makes the situation appear rigid when it is of the
essence that it is not rigid. The reason why Rosser's informants could not
agree was simply that the situation is not fixed.
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TABLE 2: From Rosser (1966): 101
NEWAR CASTES

Caste

SHRESTHA

Status Grade
A
A/B
B
C

D

A
JYAPU

B
C
D

No. of
Households

Chathare
doubtful A status
Panchthare
Charthare
Sarhetinthare
"Shrestha"
Total Shresthas

155
1,372

Jyapu claiming "Shrestha"
status
Jyapu
Sikami (carpenters)
Kuma (potters)
Total Jyapus

242
2,645
198
305
3,390

437
174
340
266

Contrary to popular Newar opinion, there is really no such thing as a
bounded group which can be unambiguously defined as chathariya
SreS!ha or pancthariya Srestha3,
..
let alone carthariya or sarhetinthariya.
Such labels are inherently ambiguous and simultaneously allow one
family or lineage to claim higher status than another while this other
lineage is doing the same thing in relation to yet others. By
"substantializing" (to use Dumont's word) such labels - i.e. by making it
appear as if there is a fixed set of lineages which come under each
heading - one is distorting the essential relational quality of these
labels.
Imagine four families (joint households) A, B, C and D all of whom
are regarded as of Srestha caste status by members of other castes, both
higher and lower, in the locality. Family A claims it is actually of higher
status than B or C and refers to itself as chathariya (literally "six-clan"
but effectively meaning simply "superior") and to B and C as pancthariya
(literally "five-clan" but here meaning simply "inferior"). Family B, how-

3. Chathariya and pancthariya are pronounced slightly differently in different Newar
dialects and the absence of a commonly accepted standard make any definitive assertions
about spelling rather hazardous!
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ever, disputes this classification. They agree that they do not marry with A
and find some reason for this - perhaps it is simply accident, perhaps A
are not who they claim to be. In any case, B makes no final judgement on
the status of A and leaves the issue conveniently fudged. However, there is
no question in B's mind that they are superior in status to C who they do
not, and never have, married. This means that C must be pancthariya and
so they (B) must be chathariya.
Family C meanwhile assents that they are resth ha but not chatharip
The real chathariya, they say, are the descendants of the Newar nobility in
the pre-Gorkh81i, Malla dynasty. Only they and those they have consistently married with have the right to be called chathariya. However, family
C insists that while they may be inferior in status to A (who are generally
acknowledged to be the direct descendants of an ancient noble family),
they are in no way inferior to B, whatever B claims. And, they want to
make clear, they are certainly superior to D whose ancestry nobody
knows, not even they themselves.
Family D has immigrated into Kathmandu after several generations
in a distant bazaar town. They are "sure" their ancestors are Valley
Newars and say their surname Srestha
. . clearly demonstrates their caste
status. This, say A, B and C is precisely what it does not do. On the
contrary, when the word resth ha is used as a lineage name (rather than a
caste name) this almost immediately arouses suspicion because "real"
hesthas more often than not have some alternative lineage name (or
nickname) which identifies them immediately to kinsmen, affines and
neighbours. (Though to make matters more confusing still, several lineages - especially in Kathmandu and Lalitpur - also refer to themselves simply as Srestha but are acknowledged to be "genuinely" of this
caste status as their ancestry and previous marriage partners can be
clearly demonstrated.)
The inability of D to illustrate its ancestry means that they will not
even rate the appellation pancthariya, this being reserved for "real"
though inferior Srestha lineages. They may be referred to, in an ad hot,
joking fashion as carthariya (four-clan) or sarhetinthariya (three-and-ahalf-clan). It is the sarcasm in the joke, however, which illustrates how
these labels are being used - to underline that some people are not who
they claim to be and must be kept separate from those whose claim is
legitimate. The principle of separation is agreed on by everyone: what is
not universally agreed on is who belongs to which category.
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But if the question of who is who cannot always be neatly resolved,
two things can be said about Sresthas which are matters of indisputable
historical fact. Both are connected with the Gorkhsli conquest of the
Valley in 1768-69.The first is that there was an indigenous nobility before
this time and their lineage names are widely known, through differing in
each of the old royal centres. The second is that many Newars fled the
Valley because of the Gorkhali invasion and many others left
subsequently to man the administrative and commercial centres of the
newly expanded kingdom. Whatever their origin, the majority of these
. . in their new place of resiemigres took to calling themselves Srestha
dence and frequently married with others doing the same - people they
would either not have considered marrying or would have been prevented from marrying by their kinsmen in the closely-knit, intensely
caste-conscious world of the Kathmandy Valley.
What one can say in general then is that there is one kind of Srestha
with whom it is flattering to be associated - the superior, chathariya4
former nobility; and another kind of Srestha with whom it is extremely
undesirable to be associated - the caste-flouting parvenus who, more
likely than not, are descendants of lower castes. In between these two
groups, who can be more or less clearly identified, are the majority of
Sresthas who are continually jostling for position. And as well as these,
there is a sizeable number of Jyapus who are working in public offices
and call themselves SreStha while at work. As Rosser notes, the connotations of the name Srestha are those of literacy, wealth and urbanitv
while Jyapu lineage names such as Maharjan and Dangol invoke images
of the unkempt, uncouth and illiterate peasant. But the Jyapu calling
himself Srestha in the office is simply adopting a temporary fiction in the
workplace for the sake of his dignity. Once the day's work is over, he or
she returns home to kin and neighbours who would quickly find the
same affectation at home either ridiculous or offensive.

4. The appellation chathariya almost certainly derives from the post-Gorkhali period and
designated, in a relatively imprecise way, the most powerful families that the new Parbatiya
rulers had to contend with. Just as six Chetri families enjoved a particularly forceful
influence with the ruling Shahas (Pande, A rjyal, Panth, Rana, Khanal & Bohara - glossed
, too were certain Newar families of more noble
as charhar by the Nepal Brhat ~ a b d a k o s )so
standing " tharghar ra asal" (HGfer: 1979) than "ordinary" sreStha merchants, landowners of
government servants. There was never an original six Newar clans who made up the
chathariya group. This is a myth, albeit an enduring and widely-propagated one.
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All this is further complicated by families who have "fallen" either
because of infringements of Hindu pollution rules or because of changes
in their political or economic situation. Consider, for example, that a
certain Kathmandu family called Pradhan can establish a long pure
ancestry and marriage connections with similarly "chathariya" families
- Maske, Josi, Raj Bhandari and so on. Supposing one member of this
family has married someone from a lower caste (or perhaps a nonNewar). In the eyes of many, this is enough to deprive him (or her) of
his/her chathariya status, perhaps also his/her children and siblings,
perhaps even the lineage if it is believed to have condoned the marriage.
From now on, the question of whether this family and others in their
lineage have the right to be referred to as chathariya will never quite be
It will depend on whether the observer has a vested
interest in attributing either high or low status to this family and on the
context in which this evaluation is being made. The same applies to those
who call themselves Srestha without further qualification. For example,
an office-worker who comes from another town and gives his name as
Srestha may be accepted as such by his Srestha colleagues provided the
only contact is at work. Should the same unknown Srestha seek a marriage alliance however, his origins will be very fully investigated and the
pretender will find himself rather uncomfortably unmasked.
The main point of the foregoing discussion is that one cannot in
general talk about Sresthas, or sub-groups within them as if they were
castes - i.e. bounded social groups. The strategy is to make one's own
group as exclusive as possible but just who goes into that group is entirely dependent on context. The principle - more or less pure or impure - is always the same; the context is subject to a wide range of variation.
Let me give two examples. Certain Mallas of the Kathmandu Valley
claim that they are the descendants of ancient Newar kings and should
not therefore be assimilated to the noble "chathariyaVlineages, as is
often done in the popular mind. Very significantly, they have on several
occasions practiced a restrictive marriage strategy, sometimes making
alliances with Rajopadhyaya Brahmans, sometimes arranging
matrilateral cross-cousin marriages. Both of these devices allow them to
claim that they are not like "ordinary" noble Newar familiess. What

5. For the actual genealogy, see K.P. Mallas's (1980) Purvaj Lumanka.
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makes their "royal" practice of cousin marriage even more extraordinary (many Newars I mentioned it to were frankly incredulous) is that
cross-cousin marriage is normally tabooed among Newars and i t s absence is often referred to as one of the distinguishing features of the
"civilized" Valley Newars from the not-so-civiiized people of the mountains.
One case where there is a more or less bounded caste within the
resth.. has occurs among the lineages of the town of Dhulikhel, just outside
the Valley. Dhulikhel resth has are not only in a marginal position geographically, they are also so socially and culturally. For various historical
reasons they are not accepted as valid marriage partners by hesthas
elsewhere, not even in the nearby settlements of Chaukot, Banepa and
Panauti. At the same time however, the residents of Dhulikhel want to
. . has in the more distant
distinguish themselves from the parvenu resth
Newar settlements and so they will not marry with them. Excluded by
those with whom alliances would enhance their status and excluding in
turn those with whom alliances would damage their already fragile
. . have little option but to turn in themselves.
status, Dhulikhel Sresthas
.. has into which it is virtually
There is, in effect, a caste of Dhulikhel resth
impossible to marry and out of which one marries only at great risk to
one's personal social status and that of one's children6.
In general however the boundaries of marriage circles are not quite
so tight and there is a continual movement to align oneself with the most
prestigious one available. Those who were popularly conceded to be
chathariya in the previous generation may, after falling on bad times, find
themselves unable to attract the kinds of marriage partners they were
previously able to. Conversely, those who were previously considered
pancthariya may, if they are successful in trading, be able to attract
spouses it was impossible to attract before. Before 1768, economic fortunes and misfortunes would have been mirrored in an ability to influence the political centre. Since the Gorkhali conquest and the collective
subjugation of the Newars, a rise in economic status is not easily converted into political clout.
There is, I believe, a simple reason for the fluidity of caste status at
this (the Srestha) level of the caste hierarchy but not at other levels,

6 . See my (1986) article.
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either above or below. And I would argue that this is an inherent feature
of all caste systems throughout South Asian history. The reason is that at
this level one's status is directly connected with one's powers of patronage, i.e. patronage of other, ritually specialized castes. Whereas other
castes are defined in terms of the ritual functions they perform for
patrons (or for the society as a whole), the ritual function of groups like
Sresthas
. . (or, in north India, Rajputs) is simply to be the patrons. And as
political and economic fortunes rise and fall, so too does the capacity of
these groups to be the patrons of ritual specialists. Greater powers of
patronage do not therefore merely lead to enhanced secular prestige;
they lead also to enhanced ritual (i.e. caste) status because one's ritual
role is to be the provider and protector of castes who have specialized
functions in ridding the world of impurity and thereby guaranteeing its
safe continuance.
In the Newar case this has a number of interesting implications,
firstly for what happened to the indigenous political and financial
patrons when their power was usurped by the Gorkhalis and later, in the
post-Rana period, when an increasingly cash-based rather than landbased economy renders mobility both more accessible to larger numbers than ever before and much faster than in the traditional, land-based
system.
In the immediate post-Gorkhali period, the aristocratic Newar lineages were not only deprived of their political power but also stripped of
much of their land - the economic base of that power. I would suggest7
that it is primarily from this period (the late 18th century) that Newar
communities begin to take on the obsessively introverted character
which is their familiar hallmark todayRand that this is essentially explained as a strategy for defending one's caste status in a situation where
one has lost political power.
If the erstwhile noble Newar families were no longer in the happy
position of deriving their status from their influence on the royal court,
what they could at least do was to assert their prior superiority and this
they attempted to do by strictly marrying only among themselves. Those
A

7 . See also my (1986) article for a supporting argument for this.
8. "The Newar of the Valley views social relationships against a background of clearly
defined spatial entities" (Fiirer-Haimendorf 1956: 36).
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who were excluded from the privileged marriage circle then made a
virtue of necessity and formed their own exclusive circles. If they could
marry into neither the nobility of the ancien regime nor that of the
nouveau regime, they could at least ensure they were not marrying the
peasants of either.
From the perspective of the Gorkhalis, all Newars were treated as of
more or less the same caste level. Aware of the Newars' internal caste
hierarchy, they nevertheless, to all intents and purposes, ignored itY.It
seems clear that they did not make any great effort to understand it, let
alone endorse it. Why should they when they had their own system into
which the Newars, as a whole, could be slotted, as other "ethnic" groups
were?
The exclusive, introverted and isogamous marriage practices of the
Newars (as opposed to the expansive, hypergamous strategies of the
Chetris or the north Indian Rajputs) make much sense in these terms. On
the one hand, there is the strict adherence to caste rules which Rosser
notes, and endless suspicion about anyone claiming Srestha caste status
who cannot be immediately identified, which in turn leads to ever
greater exclusivity. On the other hand, there is the attempt by those who
are economically strong to continually enhance their status and set
themselves apart from those who are economically weak.
The argument of this paper is that Rosser was wrong that mobility
into already established groups is common at any level, and certainly not
at the point separating Jyapus from resth has. It is not anonymity which
Newar urbanism affords but precisely the contrary - easy identifiability
from the various grapevines operating through kin, affines, neighbours
and fellow guthi-members. The bridge fom Jyapu to Srestha is extremely
difficult to cross because everyone's identity can rapidly be checked.
Much the more common pattern for upwardly mobile aspirants is to
form marriage circles and exclusive guthis among themselves. In this
way, while they are normally prevented from entering into the ranks they
aspire to, nevertheless they can separate themselves off from their previous caste fellows and then make it difficult for others who follow in
their footsteps to enter their ranks. This process is much more aptly
described as fragmentation than as mobility.

9. For the precise picture, see Hofer (1979).
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GERARD TOFFIN

TRIBAL BRAHMANS? THE CASE OF THE RAJOPADHYAYA
OF NEPAL

Brahmanical tradition played a fundamental role in the development of the Kathmandu Valley civilization. It has influenced every field
of religious, artistic and social life and imposed its models to the still very
strong local Buddhist culture*. The Newars, an indigenous people
(mixed with Indian elements) of Tibeto-Burman language who until recently formed the bulk of the local population, today clearly belong to
the South Asian culture and are a high Sanskritic society1.Notwithstanding the presence of a local pre-Aryan substrate and the reinterpretation
of some cultural elements according to old tribal customs, these Newars
borrowed their caste system, life-cycle rituals, divinities and most of
their beliefs from the Indian world. Other regions of the Himalayas have
undergone such an overall influence of Hinduism, but perhaps nowhere
else than in Kathmandu Valley have the Hindu values penetrated so
deeply in a tribal context. Newars are, after all, the only Tibeto-Burman
speaking people organized in a hierarchy of caste which is a replica of an
Indian caste system though it has its own pecularities. Brahmanical
tradition has been attested in the Kathmandu Valley since the Licchavi
period, i.e. the 5th century A.D., and expanded progressively everywhere,
even in the most remote villages of that region. On several occasions,
Indian migrants sought refuge in large number in the Nepal Valley (as it

* I am grateful to the participants of the 1987 Stockholm Conference, where part. of
this paper have been presented, for their stimulating comments. My thanks are also due to
Joelle Weeks for revising my English.
1 . For recent studies on the process of Hinduization of Newar society and culture.
see N. Gutschow, 1982, G. Toffin, 1984 and S. Lienhard, 1986. See also the still fundamental
work of S. LRvi, 1905-1910.
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was called at that time), bringing with them fresh ideas and restablishing
old contacts with India. From the 15-16th century onward, the Valley of
Nepal stood as a sanctuary keeping proudly alive the most authentic
values of Hinduism at the very time when India was occupied first by
Muslims and then by Europeans.
Brahman priests, who hold the highest position in Hindu social
hierarchy, took an essential part in this process of Hinduization. Their
presence has been historically reported since the beginning of the 1lth
century2,but they had most probably settled in the Valley long before.
During the Malla period (13-18th century), Brahmans were the officiants
of the Newar Hindu aristocracy and acted as royal priests. It seems that
they have also been entitled at that time to the charge of dhamzadhikar,
i.e. the supreme judge of religious law3.Brahmans played a central role
in the political system and in the performance of the great communal
rituals dedicated to the prosperity and welfare of the kingdom. They
were respected by all, even by the king who had to consider their advice
and to pay hommage to them. The Malla rulers used to donate lands to the
Brahmans for their subsistence and their donations were a prerequisite
condition for harmonious relationships within the kingdom. All these
Brahmans were of Indian origin. They came from Maharashtra, Gujarat,
South India, Bengal and Tirhut4.Among them the Rajopadhyaya were of
paramount importance, especially in relation to the royal palace.
Coming originally from Kanauj in North India (Uttar Pradesh), they
settled in the Valley of Nepal in the 13-14th century. In Bhaktapur, their
arrival is linked with the introduction of Taleju goddess, the tutelary
divinity of Malla kings which is believed to have come from Tirhut with
king Harisimhadeva. They spread in the three royal capitals: Kathmandu,
Patan and Bhaktapur and dominated the local religious life.
Today the Rajop~dhyayaform an almost totally endogamous caste
oat) of nearly 1300 persons scattered mostly in the three ancient Malla
city-states. Contrary to the Parbatiya Brahmans (=Indo-Nepalese), they
live in cities and are not involved in agricultural activities. 7S0/0 to 80%
among them have liturgical functions in the society. They serve as heredi-

2. Cf. M. Witzel, 1976: 159 and D.R. Regmi, 1965: 112 and 192.
3. D.R. Regmi, 1965: 502.
4. S e e h4. Witzel, 1976: 160.
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tary domestic priests, o r purohir, to the high Hindu Ncwar families. Their
jajman come in a great majority from an heterogeneous social conglomerate called Srestha, divided into many status groups. As a rule these
Hindu families will not call other Brahmans (Kumai, Purbiya, Jha,
Bhatta)
.. to officiate at their life-cycle rituals5.The Riijopadhyaya are also
the priests of numerous temples in the Valley, either royal religious buildings, financed and administrated by the State such as those of Kumbheswar, Krsna
. . mandir, Taleju, Cangu Narayan, etc., o r private shrines more
o r less attached to particular lineages o r to religious associations (gulhi)
and financed by private funds. Though inferior in number to the Newar
Buddhist Vajracarya priests, they still play a prominent cultural role
among Newar people6.

Position and Status of Rajopadhyaya in Nepalese society
The Rajopadhyaya (or Dya Bhaju) are deeply integrated into Newar
culture. Most of them speak the Newari language in their house, sometimes in association with Nepali, as do res sf ha traders and land-owners
with which they are intimately linked. They serve as domestic priests
only for Newar jajman and follow most of the religious practices of this
ethnic group, even the most peculiar ones, such as the rituals of consecration o r bura jamku which are performed in the honour of old men.
Their social system, as it will be shown later, is not fundamentally different from their jajmiin's. It is thus normal that for all the inhabitants of the
Valley, the Rajopadhyaya should be identified with the autochthonous
Newar population.
Yet, the Rajopadhyaya refuse to be considered as Newars. They often
blamed foreign scholars, at least the ones whose works they can read, for
inserting them into this ethnic group, even if it is at the apex of the caste
hierarchy. They firmly claim to lay ouside this group. To a certain extent

5. Nevertheless, there are some exceptions either in rural areas and in urban centers;
cf. for instance G. Toffin, 1984: 289.
6. The data presented in this paper were collected in 1977 and 1986 in the three main
urban centers of the Kathmandu Valley, especially in Patan and Kathmandu. I am grateful
to Saphalya Amatya, David Gellner, Krishna Rimal and Bimala Karnajit who gave me
necessary introductions among the Rajopadhyaya.
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their situation can be compared with that of the Pode fishermen, the
lower caste of the hierarchical order who do not feel themselves entirely
Newars and who are as a matter of fact not recognized as such7.In reality,
the Rajopadhyaya can retain their Brahman status in the full sense of the
world only if they distinguish themselves from the Newars. As all
Brahmans, they are the embodiment of the transcendental values of
religious life associated with separateness and independence. Consequently, they are opposed to the autochthonous values to which the
. . and other Newar castes are linked. These two patterns are clearly
Srestha
incompatible and competing. This means that the Rajopadhyaya are
forbidden to assert any close connection with a tribal group, whichever
it may be. They have to stand apart.
Status problems can also account for this will to stand out as a
distinct group. The legal code which had been edicted in 1854 by Jang
Bahadur ascribed a very low position to the Rajopadhyaya in the
Nepalese caste hierarchy. They are enlisted far below Indo-Nepalese Upadhya Brahman, even at a lower rank than Thakuri and Tagadhari Chetri,
as they were Brahmans of inferior rank8. This low position is quite surprising if we consider that Rajopadhayaya were formerly royal chaplains
and spiritual guide for Hindu kings. Such an anomaly leads to some
contradictions in the code itself: Rajopadhyaya were for instance
exempted from death penalty just like the Parbatiya Brahmans, but contrary to the Thakuri and the Chetri who are paradoxically entered above
them'. It is interesting by the way to note that the Rajopadhyaya are not
dealt within the Newar castes, for which the legal code reserves a special
section; they are interspersed among the Parbatiya, like the Newar
intouchables.
Such a de facto degradation of status is mainly the result of historical factors. When they conquered the Valley of Nepal in the second part
of the 18th century, Prithivi Narayan Sah and the Gorkhali overpowered
the Newars politically and economically. The Malla kings were dethroned and the ramparts which encircled the three royal cities were
dismantled. Gorkhali (=Parbatiy~)looked upon the indigenous p o p -

7. Cf. G.Toffin e t al., 1981: 146.
8. Cf. A. Hofer, 1979: 152.
9. A. Hofer, 1979: 152.
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lation with which they had fought for nearly forty years with some suspicion and debarred its members from all the important administrative
posts. The exceptionally low position of the bjopadhyaya in the hierarchical order is first of all the expression of this new political situation.
Even though the legal code of 1854 has been officialy abolished, antagonism or at least strong cleavages still remain today. The Indo-Nepalese
Brahmans have considered up to now the &jopadhyaya as an inferior
group and refuse to marry them. They argue that Rajopadhyaya are
priests to the Newars whose domestic ceremonies are similar to those of
.
also stress the fact that these priests are involved in
the ~ i i d r a s They
Tantric heterodox ritulas which compelled them to drink alcohol and eat
some forbidden meat during secret ceremonies. The Rijopadhyaya, on
the other hand, refuse to recognize the superior status of Parbatiya
Brahmans and view themselves higher or at least of equal status. They
hold these Indo-Nepalese Brahmans in contempt for having to work the
land for their subsistence and regard these farmer-priests as less learned
than themselves in religious affairslO.
Consequently, there is almost no contact and no intermarriage between the two groups. During my study, I came across very few cases of
inter-Brahman caste marriages. In these hybrid unions, tinged with some
disgrace, Rajopadhyaya men always married Parbatiya Brahman women,
never the reverse for the former feel reluctant to give their daughters to
the latter. Such unions do not endanger the status of the man even if he
eats the food cooked by his wife. The position of the children is more
problematic. Rajopiidhyaya clan leaders, thakali, make it difficult to accept into their caste sons born from such irregular marriages. However, a
rich or influential man in a powerful position will easily convince the
dignitaries of the caste to register his son.
The Rajopadhyaya do not marry either with Jha and Bhatp, the two
other important Brahman castes living in the Kathmandu Valley. Originally coming from India, the members of these two groups have been
settled in the Valley for long time but they were never Newarized as
deeply as the Rajopadhyaya. Notwithstanding the fact that most of them
speak Newari as well as Nepali, and that they occasionally read Newari
religious texts during the rainy season in small localities, they have been

10. See also G.S. Nepali, 1965: 151-152.
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little influenced by the Newar social system. The Rajopadhyaya consider
that Jha and Bhatta
.. Brahmans are of inferior status"; intermarriage with
them entails immediate and automatic expulsion from the caste.
All Rajopadhyaya are not so strict. Some of them wish to establish
regular marriage with Parbatiya Brahmans. There is even a shift towards
Nepali culture and a tendency to integrate the Parbatiya ideology. Rajopadhyaya nowadays frequently adopt the clan (thar) names of IndoNepalese Brahmans. In Kathmandu for instance, the Rajopadhyaya of
the Makha che clan write their name as Subedi on the ground that they
belong, like this Parbatiya Brahman clan, to Bharadvaja gotra. The same
is true of the Rajopadhyaya of the H6ga chE (Kathmandu) clan who add
nowadays Rimal to their caste name because they belong to Kausik gotra
as do Parbatiya Rimd. Some open-minded priests sometimes pretend
that Rajopadhyaya and Parbatiya Brahmans are issued from the same
ancestor. A local myth, most probably a recent invention, asserts that
they were originally brothers: the eldest chose to live in the Kathmandu
Valley, the youngest migrated in the hills of Nepal. Rajopadhyaya
Brahmans feel they belong to a distinctive culture that makes them stand
out against the Parbatiya and other groups. Nevertheless they view themselves as more akin to Parbatiya Brahmans than to Newar castes. It is
interesting in that concern to note that Rajopadhyaya do not really participate in the mass protest movement, motor-rally and demonstrations
which Newar have organized every year since 1977 during Tihar festival
around the three cities of the Valley to defend their culture and their
language 1 2 .

Clans, lineages and gotras
As I have said, the Rajopadhyaya live mostly in the three ancient
capitals of the Malla kingdoms. In 1986, they were 45 families in Kathmandu (but only 17 originally from this city), 43 families in Patan and

11. In the legal code of 1854, Jha and Bhatta are listed with the "Indian ~ r a h m a n s "
just under the FGjopadhyaya Brahman; cf. A. ~ i f e (1979:
r
151-151). Contrary to what C.
Rosser asserts (1966: 85), these two Brahman castes do not belong to the Newar world.
12. On this phenomenon and on the modern sense of ethnic identity among the
Newars, cf. D. Gellner, 1986: 119-128.
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3 1 in Bhaktapur. There are also a small number of families who left their
old traditional cities to settle near their jajmun o r near a temple in which
they serve as priests. These kjopadhyaya live in small localities such as:
Pharping, Thankot, Chapagaon, Kirtipur, Sankhu, Satungal, Tokha,
Icangu, Bode, Dhulikhel, Banepa, Nala, Panauti, etc. In some cases the
migrations were due to economic difficulties, irregular marriages o r
other stressful circumstances. The migrants settlers continue to consider their original place as their main residence and maintain close
links with it: they return to Kathmandu, Bhaktapur o r Patan regularly for
life-cycle rites and for festivals like Dasai and Tihar.
In the three main urban centers of the Valley, the Rajopadhyaya are
divided into clans called either kavii (or k a v a : ) , o r chz (literally
"house" in Newari). The genealogical depth of these kinship units varies
between seven and twenty generations, yet only a small number of persons are able to trace the generations accurately in the direct line, and
they can occasionally rely on charts kept from forefathersI3. Families
take pride in the lenghth of their genealogies but generally memory does
not extend over the fourth of fifth generation, a little less in the collateral
line. These clans may, however, span many more generations than Newar
kin-groups which are characterized by their shallowness and by a process of rapid fragmentation.
The clan is strictly exogamous. Any sexual relation between agnates
is considered as incestuous and therefore as a crime. This prohibition
can be transgressed in exceptional cases as an anecdote reported in Patan
clearly shows. One day a man of this city fell in love with a girl belonging
to the same clan as himself. The leaders of the group gathered to settle
this somewhat embarrassing situation. They decided that the maternal
uncle of the young girl (who had no daughter of his own) would adopt
her. The adoption was publicaly announced and the couple could marry.
In matrimonial affairs as in other fields, social kinship predominates
over biological kinship.
The names of these clans derive from the names of the wards (New.:
twa:)l 4 o r of smaller spatial units (nani o r cuke) in which the house of the
most ancient common ancestor is built. In Kathmandu, the Riijopadhy13. A genealogical chart tracing the ancestor of a Bhaktapur Rajopadhvaya family
group to the 14-15th century is mentioned bv M. Witzel, 1976: 126 sq.
14. Abbreviation: New = Newari, Nep. = Nepali, Skt. =Sanskrit.
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iya were divided originally into two clans: H6ga che (H6ga=Indrachowk) and Makhl the, from the names of two wards located in the old
city, near the ancient royal palace of the Malla kings. In Patan, Rajopidhyaya are segmented into six clans: Sulimhl, Balimhl, Sothay, Tor2 lipi,
Mahadya nani (=Wanla) and Wamglasima (this last one has no more
descendants today). The wards are situated in the center of the city. There
is generally a strong adequation between the kinship and the residential
units, for the children used to construct their house near their parents if
there was any room left. However, the increasing densification of the
urban centers, the frequent family quarrels and new employment opportunities in Government and diverse offices induced some dispersion of
the kin-groups in the cities. Moves from one town to another used to be
rare. Nowadays, the increase of waged labour, especially in Kathmandu,
has prompted a large number of Rajopadhy~yato settle in the capital.
When migrating either to Kathmandu or to a rural area, the family
retains membership of its original clan. But the kinship ties tend to
weaken as the interactions become less frequent.
The mainspring of clan solidarity lies in the ritual sphere. Each clan
segment owes allegiance to a single tantric, agamic, deity called agii
dyah, a divinity peculiar to the NewarsI5. This god is lodged in a special
building called agii chZ, literally "the house of agii", which is located in
the native ward of the clan. The agd dyah is the divinity of all the members of the kinship group, but its worship is restricted to those who have
received their d i k ~ atantric initiation. Only these initiates, dekha du pi,
can enter the sanctuary. In theory they are not allowed to tell the name of
the god to non-initiates. Disputes inside the agnatic group can however
entail a segmentation of the agii dyah. Thus, three families of H6ga chE
(Kathmandu) separated h-om the clan agamic ritual complex and do not
worship the tantric deity agd dyah with the other agnates any more
because of an acrimonious quarrel connected with etiquette rules. The
cult has not entirely split up yet, but it will probably be in the near
future. In Patan, one example of total segmentation exists: a lineage of
Balimhg clan (the one called Patuko) decided a few years ago to propitiate their clan deity separately and settled a new agd dyah shrine. As a

15. On the ~ g &
dyah divinity, see G. Toffin, 1984: 558-561 for Hindu castes and T.
Lewis, 1984: 123 sq for Buddhist castes.
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matter of fact, these clain deities and their temples are sometimes used
as diacritical markers which indicate structurally significant point of
segmentation within the kin-group.
Now, what about the digu dyah (nep. kuldevatu) divinities which use
to play an important role in Nepal for the identification of kinship
groups? In Kathmandu, each of the ejopadhyaya clans has its own digu
dyah (or dewali) deity: H6ga che clan members worship Mahalabmi in
Icangu, Makham che fellow-clansmen propitiate Dhum Varahi in Bisalnagar. But in Bhaktapur as well as in Patan, there is only one digu dyuh
for all the Rajopadhyaya of the city. The deity is called Purna Candi
. . in
Patan and is located at Puncali, near Gabaha. In Bhaktapur, she (I do not
know her name) was lodged formerly in a small shrine at the entrance of
the city, near Sala Garhi forest, and now resides in Maju temple (or Mu
Tale), inside the royal palace. The cult of these digu dyah deities is structured in a somewhat different manner from the NewarsI6. First of all,
there is no annual collective gathering of the whole of the agnates united
in a common worship of the divinity. Purna Candi for instance is invoked
only during the bratabandha initiation ceremony and marriage rituals,
and Dhum V a r a i only four days after marriage. Secondly most of these
gods are represented by statues and dwell in temples, contrary to the
Newar digu dyah who are venerated under the form of simple uncarved
stones located outside the locality limits in the open air.
A third element opposes Rajopadhyaya and Newar tutelary or clan
deities. Among Newars, the cult of the agd dyah and the one of the digu
dyah are often organically linked. In Ejopadhyaya society, they are
totally dissociated. Within this caste, the agii dyah is identified with the
agnatic group (except in Kathmandu) whereas the digu dyah (or more
properly dewali) defines the whole Rajopadhyaya population of a
peculiar city, not a specific clan. The dewali of these Brahmans are
who are freely chosen and whose
primarily elective divinities, i~fadevata,
protection is sought for. They have no exclusive links with kin-groups.
They expand even beyond the caste circle: Purna Candi and Dhum Varahi
for instance are worshipped by other social groups than Rajopadhyaya.
All members of the same clan regard themselves as agnatically re-

16. For a description of digu dyah cult, see A. Vergati, 1981 and G . Toffin, 1984:
448-495.
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lated kinsmen. Though they cannot trace their descent through all stages
from a common forefather, these members are convinced that in the
male line they are all descendants from one ancestor. The local expression to designate such kind of kinship relationship is agd phuki,
literally "the agnates who propitiate the same agd dyah". Unless they are
members of the same lineage, that means unless they belong to a
narrower range of agnates, these agii phuki do not act as a corporate
group and are not subjected to strict obligations. They are not polluted if
someone dies in the clan. The only duty the co-clan members have
towards each other concerns the women: wife relatives have to pay a visit
to the family of the dead person during the ten days following the funeral.
They bring with them some sweets (mithai) and breads (rori). This visit of
condolences is called bica: wanegu in Newari.
The seniormost male member, thakali, of the clan has an unchallenged moral authority in the group and plays an important ritual role.
He is invited with his wife to all the life-cycle ceremonies within the clan.
Theoretically, he acts as the spiritual master, guru, during the
Brahmanical initiation bratabandha (Skt.: upanayana). Consequently he
teaches all the young boys of the clan the most sacred verse in Veda
literature: the gayatri mantra, and invests them with the sacred thread
(janai). He has also a central role during the optional tantric d i k ~ ainitiation of the male and female agnates of the clan. This ceremony, which
is organized on a collective basis, is purely clanic; it is reserved only to
the members of the unilineal descent group.
The largest clans are subdivided into lineages having variable genealogical depth and called kaca. These groups differ from the clan in so far
as the names and the relationships of all component kins are remembered. In Patan, BalimhS clan is thus segmented into three lineages:
Patuko (22 households), Gabaha (2 households) and Balimha (2 households). In this case too, the names are derived from residential units. As it
has been shown previously, the fission of the clan into lineages can
correspond in some exceptional instances to a split of the agii dyah
divinity. The relatives of such kin-groups are known as tapa phuki, i.e.
"far related agnates". All of them are ritually polluted if a death occurs
within the lineage. But this impurity lasts only one day; it ends as soon as
the corpse leaves the house or the cok [houses built around a central
courtyard, a peculiar feature of Newar housing] of the family. This kind
of impurity is known as yana b y a ~ Within
.
the six days following the
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cremation, the women relatives have to come to the house of the departed to offer their condolences. On coming, they bring with them
uncooked rice, vegetables (tarkari), flour, salt and milk. This observance
is called bya: wanegu. It is a sign of a closer connection with the dead
person's kinsmen than the visit called bica: wanegu (cf. supra) which is
performed by the women of the clan on a similar occasion.
In some cases, the lineages are in their turn made up of smaller units
which can be termed "extended family". Such kin-groups, like the previous ones, are named after the ward or the cok in which they are concentrated. Their members are considered as phuki, "agnates". In case of
death, all the relatives are polluted during ten to eleven days. Their
impurity makes it inappropriate for them to approach the gods, and
consequently they should not participate in any auspicious ritual. It is
with this group of agnates that an individual has more contact. The
extended family is the center of informal cooperation between households in the daily life.
The Rajopadhyaya are also divided into gotra, an institution associated primarly with a Brahmanical tradition. Three gotra are met among
them: Kausik, Gargya and Bharadvaja. The Hdga clan of Kathmandu
belongs to the first one, the great majority of the Rajopadhyaya of Patan
to the second one, all the Rajopadhyaya of Bhaktapur, a small minority of
Patan and the Makha ch5 clan of Kathmandu to the third one. These
gotra do not form corporate groups: they hold no material property in
common, there are no occasions on which all the members participate
in any joint ceremony. They are said to have been created by the great
Rishi of the Hindu mythology and have been named after these founding
ancestors. These categories are in fact a pan-Hindu phenomenon with
the same name units appearing throughout India and Nepal''. Among
the Rajopapdhyaya several clans generally share a common gotra. However, at caste level, there is a link between such units and kin-groups. One
exception is worth mentionning: for obscure reasons, the Balimh5 clan
of Patan is made up of extended families belonging to two distinct gotra.
Though they belong to a prestigious Sanskritic way of life, gotra play

17. For parallels among the Parbatiya Brahmans and Chetri, see L. Bennett. 1983:
448-495.
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only a minor role in the social organization. They have no use in daily life
and no identification purpose, except on specific ritual occasion^^^. Contrary to the Parbatiya Brahmans, marriages within the same gotra is
allowed, especially between Gargya and Bharadv~ja.This laxity, a sin
according to Brahmanical orthodoxy, seems to be the result of great
difficulty to arrange unions within such a small caste group. On the
uterine side, it is theoretically prohibited to marry within seven or five
generations. But in practice, and for the same reason, people marry
women from the third or the fourth generation.

Janaipurnirna and social control within the caste
The full moon day of the month of Saun (july-august) is known in
Nepali as Janaipurnima and in Newari as Gupunhi. On that very day, men
of the high Hindu castes change the sacred thread which they received
for the first time during their Brahmanical initiation 19. This thread, lanai,
is a symbol of spiritual purity and a link between the initiate and the
Rishi ancestors. Though the Janaipurnima festival is performed by all the
Twice-born, dvija, wearers of the sacred thread, and consequently by
various castes, it is more particularly regarded in the Hindu tradition as
the proper festival of the Brahmans, as Dasai is considered to be specifically the festival of the Ksatriyas20.On that day, the Rajopadhyaya gather
together in three different points, each corresponding to a former capital
of the Malla kingdoms. Those of Patan join together in Sankhamul, a
famous tirtha lying on the northern side of the town, where the Bagmati
and the Manahora rivers merge; those of Kathmandu at Swabhg Bhagvati, a temple situated to the north-west of the old town, on the right
bank of the Visnumati, towards the stupa of Swayambungth; those of
Bhaktapur in the Khware (or KhwHre), a sacred complex built on the
southern part of the city, along the Hanumante river.
First of all, Rgjopadhyaya men, dressed in a white dhoti, bathe

18. On the gotra among Newars, cf. G. Toffin, 1984: 393.
19. A.W. Macdonald, 1972, gave some years ago a short description of the Janaipurnima in Nepal which contains interesting references.
20. Cf. J. Gonda, 1965: 326-327.
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(snana) early in the morning in the local river to get rid of the sins they
may have committed during the elapsed year. Then, the clan leaders
thakali perform successively a rudri (hymn to the devotion of Siva), an
offering to the sacred fire (homa or jaggya), a puja to the seven Rishi
. . tarpana), an offering of ceremonial balls made of fruits, phul
(sapta rsi
pinda,
. . to the Rishi, to the king and to the ancestor spirits, a puja to the
Nag divinities (nag puja) and finally another oblation to the sacred fire.
During these rituals, the old sacred thread is removed and a new one, on
which the clan leaders had recited some sacred mantra, is put on the
body. These ceremonies take place on the bank of the river. However, if
somebody is too ill to move about, he will change his janai at his
house.
At evening time, the head of the household ties a yellow protective
thread (Nep.: rakhi ou rikhi doro; New.: gunca) on the right wrist of all
men and on the left for all women of the family. This ritual, which is of
Indian origin, is known as raksa bandhako in Nepali, literally: "to attach
a protection". It is believed that it will protect the individual against
sickness. The gunca thread of the Rajopadhyaya is slightly different from
the Indo-Nepalese one. A small piece of cloth (New.: boga) containing
some oleaginous grains (New.: ika-poka) and some unbroken rice (New.:
akhz) is attached to it2'.It is worth noticing that ika-poka grains are often
used during rituals to ward off demons. High Hindu Newar castes also tie
on that day a yellow thread on their wrist. However they do not invite
their Rajopadhyaya hereditary domestic priest on that occasion, contrary
to Parbatiya Indo-Nepalese people.
Janaipurnima is also the day when the members of the utmost important Rajopadhy~yareligious association, i.e.: upakama gufhi, assemble. There are three associations, gufhi, of this type in the
Kathmandu Valley, one in each main urban center. Only Rajopdhayaya
Brahman can join and can be admitted into it. All the agnates of the local
segment of caste must come together to participate in the gufhi, except
for the women and the non-initiate young boys who are excluded. Several
meetings and feasts take place during and after Janaipurnimg. Some of
them gather only the leaders and the most respectful members of the
caste, but there is normally at least one ritual meal in which the whole

21. Cf. also G . S . Nepali, 1965: 400.
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local Rajop~dhyayamale population has to participate. Until a few years
ago, the expenses were paid with the revenue of some lands. The guthi, as
a matter of fact, owns some fields which had been donated (can&) by
private persons a long time ago, a successful way to obtain religous
merits for one's future life in Hindu thought. Yet, since the land reform
(1960-1970), a large part of these fields has been registered in the name
of the tenants. The new landlords, belonging mostly to the Jyapu
agriculturist caste, refuse today to pay their old tribute to the Brahman's
association. The guthi is now financed through a system of contribution
and private donations in cash. As within Newar society, the responsability
of the guthi is held in turn by a person called ~ a l aEvery
~ ~ .initiate and
wearer of the sacred thread has to take on this charge when his turn
comes. The rotation starts from the youngest and ends with the eldest
member. Normally one's turn comes at least once in a life time.
The obligations of the pula are numerous and burdensome. He has
to oversee the operations of the worship and feast, including the invitations of participants and the collection of dues. He is also liable to pay
with his own money if the expenses go beyond the limit of the budget, a
very frequent situation indeed. The calendar and the schedule of the
duties give precious informations on the religious life and the social
system of the Rajopadhyaya. Let us take for instance Patan where a detailed inquiry has been undertaken. A month before the Janaipurnimii,
on the day of the full moon of Asar (june-july) (New.: Gunipunhi), the
man responsible for the guthi must go to the royal palace of the city and
put four baskets filled with fruits on the old throne of king Siddhinarasimha, one of the most notorious Malla royal figure of Patan. He also
gives a garland of flowers to the chairman of the Guthi Samsthan [a state
agency in charge of religious endowments] and offers him a lime. The
chairman is here the representative of the king. Three days before the full
moon of Saun (july-august), the pula has to invite all the young Rajopadhyaya boys who were initiated and received their sacred thread during
the elapsed year, as well as the six clan leaders and the Rajopadhyaya
priests of the main temples of the town, especially the one of the goddess
Taleju and of Agni math. The organizer of the guthi offers his future

22. On gurhi system, see G. ToFfin, 1984: 177-217, and more recently D. Quigle~
(1985) as well as A. Vergati, 1986.
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guests four baskets of flowers and a lime. This formal invitation is known
in Newari by the expression s ~ l a m ~wanegu.
u
Formerly the pala and the Patan Rajopadhyaya dignitaries used to
hold a procession in the city, Sri Dar Narayana yatra, on the day of thc
JanaipurnimB. The statue of VisnuINarayana was carried up to Sarikhamu1 by the people yearly responsible for the upakam~agu!hi and used to
be carried back to the center of the town with the new pala designated
for the forthcoming year. This procession has now become obsolete and
so has the obligation for the pala to present a basket filled with fourteen
kinds of bread to all members of the association.
However kalai puja is still performed from that day onward. The
newly initiated boys (brahmacarin), the leaders of the clans and the
l
holy water taken
organizer of the guthi come back from ~ a n k h a m uwith
from that place (Sankhamul jal). They pour it into a kalas copperpot with
some daph swam flowers, and place uncooked rice and a silver coin on
its summit in a small plate (kisli). Such kalas are settled in the family
altar of each of these dignitaries and are worshipped during four days.
The holy pot is said to contain all the gods and all the tirtha. On the fourth
day, the important persons of the local segment of the caste are invited in
the pala's house to drink a thick soup made of several kinds of pulses
(New.: kwati), a soup which the Newars are used to drink even today
during the full moon of Saun and on the following days. With this small
feast ends the kalaS puja linked with Janaipurnima festival.
Some days later, between the full moon of Saun and the eighth day of
the dark fortnight of Bhadau (august-september),Krsna aspmi, the person responsible for the upakarma gufhi organizes a procession called
Narasimha yatra. He himself incarnates the god Narasimha, wearing a
mask of this divinity on his face and a golden crown (rnukufa) on his
head. Three other persons from Newar castes take part in the procession.
They figure Sarasvati, Laksmi and Prahlada. They have no masks, onlv
ceremonial costumes. If the pala is too old to act as Narasimha, he asks
his son-in-law or sister's son to replace him. Once the procession is
finished, the pula invites the whole of the Rajopadhyaya of the city to a
great feast in his house. In Kathmandu, this banquet (lisa bheay) takes
place four days after the full-moon.
For the newly initiated Brahman, the Janaipurnima is a crucial event
which is a turning point in his process of socialization. During the bratabandha ceremony (New.: burham tayegu), the boy receives his sacred
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thread and from a ~udra-likestatus he moves on to the status of a Twiceborn, dviia. But the young man is really integrated to his caste only some
months later, on the day of Janaipurnirna. That day, he is admitted into
the u p a k a m a guthi and registers his name (New.: n a m chayegu or dartd
yagu) in the association. In case of irregular marriages of his parents, his
enlistment in the guthi is refused. He will therefore never be considered
as a full Rajopadhyaya Brahman and he will not be authorized to join in
religious activities of the group. The upakarma guthi plays thus an important role in the social control and functions as a caste council. It
belongs to the category of guthi called d e i guthi among the Newars, in
which all the members of localized specific caste unite themselves. As I
have pointed out elsewhere23,deS gufhi represents the ultimate authority
inside the social group.
The name of this association, upakarma, derives from the Sanskrit
ceremony held in ancient India at the beginning of the Vedic studies.
Some Indian texts stipulate that this rite, called also upakarana or veda
rambha, should be performed on the full moon of the month of S a ~ n ~ ~ ,
the very day of the Brahman's festival. However it may be, it was conducted just after the upanayana initiation. The brahmacarin young boy used
to leave his family and settle in the house of his spiritual guide, guru. The
religious instruction lasted twelve years during which the brahmacarin
student devoted himself to the study of the Vedas and submitted himself
to a number of ascetic practices, the most important one being absolute
chastity. The end of this long period was marked by another ceremony
called samavartana. On this occasion, the Brahmanical student took a
ritual bath (snana) meant for cooling the ascetic heat accumulated during his studies and for making him able to lead a life of householder. The
brahmacarin used to marry a short time later25.
Among the Rajopadhyaya of Nepal, those two ceremonies have lost
their proper identity and are joined together on the Janaipurnima day.
The religious education starts at the bratabandha ritual and lasts generally some months or some years. To my knowledge its completion is not
marked by a ceremony. The student does not go and live with his guru

23. G . Tofiin, 1984: 213-216.
24. Cf. P.V. Kane, vol. 11, part 2, p. 808.
25. Cf. R.B. Pandey, 1969: 141-142.
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during this period; he learns the Vedas in his family, with his father or his
paternal uncle, whenever he can in the morning before going to school
or in the evening. It seems that the religious and educational aspects
have faded away in favour of a rite of integration into the caste performed
with great emphasis. The old Sanskrit religious vocabulary persists (hrahmacari, upakamza), but nowadays questions of status predominate.

To conclude, it can be said that the bjopadhyaya of Nepal Valley are
at the convergence of three distincts processes. A process of
Hinduization, for these Brahmans have hinduized since long time a great
part of the population of the Valley, even Buddhists. Second, a process of
Tribalization (or Newarization) in the sense that these Brahmans originally coming from India rapidly adopted cultural elements belonging to
the indigenous people of the place. And lastly a process of Nepalization as
we showed that Rajopadhyaya are today more and more willing to incorporate into the Parbatiya community, politically and ethnically dominant
in the present Nepal.
This paper wanted also to stress the importance among the Rajopadhyaya of ties based on the territory or on the locality. Such ties are one
of the main features of the social organization of this caste. Kin-groups,
clans, lineages, extended family, are extremely localized and derive their
names from residential units. The caste itself is divided into three local
sub-groups corresponding to the three ancient city-states of the Malla
kingdoms. Each of these groups has its own caste council, upakamza
guthi. Still now, the Brahmans who migrated in rural areas or in small
localities come back to their native town during festivals and keep affiliation with the upakarrna guthi of their parents. Until 2014 B.S. (= 1967),
there was another assembly called tine sahar sabha, literally "the council
of the three cities", made up of the Rajopadhyaya leaders of the whole
Valley. But this council held session on very rare occasions. As a rule,
today like yesterday, the cases - mainly internal quarrels related to gurhi
system - are settled at the level of the locality, that is of the upakanna
guthi, a prominent element of religious and social life.
The local segment of caste is the main social group, even if it is
sometimes divided into competing factions. For Rajopadhyaya as well as
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for Newars, the great urban centres of the valley stand by themselves,
Like the villages, these towns are united with a common spirit which
manifests itself in the worship of divinities, in the performance of festivals and in intercaste relationships. Collective terms, such as Yemi for
~ ~ t h m a n dpeople,
u
Yelemi for Patan inhabitants, etc., derived from the
Newari names of the locality, are an element of paramount importance
for identification and are the signs of the strength of territorial links.
These relationships also prevail on a smaller scale: the wards are corporate social groups endowed with an autonomous life in social relations.
These centrifugal forcesZhmay be the mark of tribal traditions which
belong to the older substrate of the Newar culture.
The tripartition of Rajopadhyaya into three localized social and
spatial units derives ultimately from the ancient division of the
Kathmandu Valley into three kingdoms from the 15th until the 18th
century. These Malla kingdoms had their proper political institutions and
eagerly defended their independence, often fighting against each other,
Indeed during this period, the Rajopadhyaya were attached to the court
and to the royal palace of the three city-states. Their present social organization is to a large extent the result of this old political segmentation.
Two hundred years after the collapse of the Malla kingdoms, this
tripartition continues to play a role often underestimated in the socioreligious life of the Newars. It has not vanished in spite of the great
changes which affected the Valley during the Rana period (1 846-1951)
and of the rapid modernization of the country since 1955 which is likely
to disintegrate traditional order and customs in many ways. Its influence
is still prevalent in such fields as festivals, caste and linguistics. The main
religious festivals of the former capitals (Indra jatra in Kathmandu, Matsyendranath jatra in Patan and Bisket jatra in Bhaktapur) continue for
instance to mobilize in someway all the villagers belonging to these old
political units. The micro-regional systems of caste on the other hand are
still focused on Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur, and more specifically
on the royal palaces of these three cities. The Newari dialects and the
main idiomatic variations within Newari correspond also to a large extent to the ancient fragmentation of the Valley; the most important differ-

26. On the importance of the territorial ties among the Newars, cf. C. von FiirerHaimendorf, 1956 and G . Toffin, 1984.
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ence in this respect lies between Kathmandu and Patan o n the one hand,
and Bhaktapur on the other. As to the modern administrative units, they
reproduce with little change the old division.
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ULRIKE MULLER-BOKER

TRADITIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN THE KATHMANDU VALLEY
THE UTILIZATION OF THE SOILS AND SEDIMENTS

There can be no doubt as to the fact that the brick houses of the
Newars, the farmhouses of the Parbatiya painted in earthen colours, the
traditional craft techniques and, of course, agriculture are all manifestations of culture in the Kathmandu Valley. If traditional technology is
understood as an expression of the technological confrontation between
man and his natural environment, then it is true that, particularly in
pre-industrial societies, this confrontation is characterized by the exploitation of raw materials, of which there are adequate supplies'. Due to its
geological-morphological situation, the Kathmandu Valley provides its
inhabitants with a large number of different soils and sediments, which
are put to use in traditional and sometimes ethnospecific ways.
Although "modern" technology and products are now being introduced to the Kathmandu Valley, the traditional utilization of soils and
sediments still characterizes the physiognomy of the cultural landscape
and the traditional technology. It is part of the cultural identity of the
people2. Outstanding examples of this are the houses of the Parbatiya,
which can be distinguished from the brick houses of the Newars by their
earthen-coloured wash, whereas one associates only one universal kind
of culture3 with the cement-finished f a ~ a d e sof modern buildings, that

1 . Cp. K. Seeland, 1980: Ein nicht zu entwickelndes Tal. Traditionelle Bambustechnologie und Subsistenzwirtschah in Ost-Nepal. Konkrete Fremde 1 , Diessenhofen, pp.
15.
2. Here Gandhi springs to mind, who promoted the conservation of traditional technology - the spinning wheel as symbol -, not only as part of cultural identity, but also as a
political and economic value.
3. Cp. W. Ruf, 1975: 1st Technologic Kultur? Zeitschrift fiir Kulturaustausch, 25 ( 1 ) :
59-66, p. 63.
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which is common to cities and bazaars all over South and South-East
Asia. The list of examples goes on and on: whether it is the plastic bucket
which replaces the clay vessel or mineral fertilizer the clay dung; there is
always a loss of traditional knowledge of the environment, and, last not
least, the abandonment of techniques which are generally cheap and
adapted to the environment. The documentation of these traditional
techniques seems to me to be all the more important, as ecological and
economic problems cannot be solved entirely by technology transfer, but
in particular by the further development of the speficic know-how of a
local population passed down from generation to generation.
I would now like to list a few examples of exploitation and use of
various soils and sediments in the Kathmandu Valley (cp. tab. 1). Preliminary to this, however, are a few remarks on geology and morphology
of the Kathmandu Valley, so as to explain the origins of the various soils
and sediments.

1 . Geological and Morphological Situation4
During the Pleistocene the Kathmandu Valley was an intramontane
lake basin5,which, as time went by, was filled with fluvial and lacustrine
sediments. Later, the Bagmati and its tributaries incised the basin filling
lake deposits. Of the old tertiary valley system, the watersheds are still
left over. They stretch deep down into the valley floor as narrow eastwest-oriented basement ridges6. The genesis of the lake can be
4. Exact data for the stratigraphy and dating are still not available, so the observations of various authors are summarized: cp. H. Boesch, 1968: Das Kathmandu Valley.
Beitrage zur Morphologie von Nepal. Geographica Helvetica, 23: 172-179; H. Boesch, C.
Burga & W.A. Keller, 1977: Holzkohlenreste der Seesedimente von Kathmandu. Geographica Helvetica, 33: 15-20: W. Haffner, 1979a: Zur Karte des Kathmandu-Tals. Erdkunde,
33: 38-51; W. H a h e r , 1979b: Nepal Himalaya - Untersuchungen zum vertikalen Landschaftsaufbau Zentral-und Ostnepals. Erdwissenschaftliche Forschung, 12, Wiesbaden; T.
Hagen, 1959: Vom Werden des hochsten Gebirges des Erde. In: T. Hagen, G.-0. Dyhrenfurth, C. von Furer-Haimendorf & E. Schneider (Eds.): Mount Everest. Aufbau, Erforschung und Bevolkerung des Everest-Gebietes: 11- 112, Zurich; Nautigal & Sharma: Geelogical Maps of the Kathmandu Valley.
5. The change of stratigraphic conditions leads one to believe that it was not a deep
lake, but a series of swamps of varying water level (cp. Boesch et al., p. 15, see note 4).
6. The ridges of Kirtipur, Swayambhunath and Cangunarayan (cp. Haffner (a), p. 39,
see note 4).
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tectonically explained and the sediments have shifted tectonically even
after the lake had silted up. The originally horizontally deposited sediments are nowadays inclined at c. 3" to 4" from S to N7.
The sediments which fill the basin can be qualitatively categorized
according to their origin and conditions of accumulation. The northern
mountain range, which consists almost exclusively of granite, produces
loose, porous, very micaceous erosion products. The limestone and
marble area in the S produces loamy, sandy sediments. The lake sediments are clay deposits ranging in colour from light grey to dark, which
pile up the water. They are suitable for the manufacture of bricks and
tiles, they are used in pottery and metal casting and also as dyes and for
washing. A dark sediment, with a high percentage of organic material, is
needed as clay dung and even for certain ritual purposes. To some extent
the lake clays are covered by distinctly layered sandy and gravelly horizons, interspersed with clayey deposits sometimes with high carbon
content. This material, similar to lignite, is extracted even today for
fuel.
Besides the geologically very young sediments deposited in the
basin, other residual products from the surrounding mountains, i.e.
from the bedrock, are used as earthen colours, weathered pegmatite as
chalk and for white dye, latosol as a wash for houses and floors. Latosol is
a relict soil, which must have developed in a much warmer climate8.

2 . The Earthen Colours
Red and yellow soil colours are formed by oxidation. Haematite
content produces a particularly intense red colour and goethite a
browny-yellow colour. Blue-grey shades are the result of reduction processes with water shut-off. Kaolinite, which in its pure state is perfectly
white, is formed under extreme weathering conditions. The black
colouring of soil is caused by its C-content.

7. Cp. Hagen, pp. 77, see note 4.
8. Cp. H. Franz, 1976: Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Bodenlanclschaften Nepals. Aus den
Sitzungsberichten d. osterr Akademie der Wissenschaften, mathem.-naturw. KI.: 23-29, pp.
25 and 28.
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/

new. siyuci)

Many of the ethnic groups in Nepal use latosol to paint the walls, the
doorsteps or floors of their houses. In the Kathmandu Valley, the Parbatiya apply rdto mato dissolved in water on the outside walls, usually
combined with other colours. The Newars do not do this. However, both
groups use rato mato mixed with cow dung for the smooth, finishing coat
on their loam floors, which is renewed several times a year9. Floors and
doorsteps of a house are also ritually purified with the aid of this red
earth-cow dung mixture before certain ceremonies and after ritual
defilementlo. Well-known deposits of rato mafo in the area of the
Kathmandu Valley are Dhulikhel and Tikabhairaw. Rato mafo is also sold
in the bazaars (1 tin: c. 1 NR.). The more intense the red colour is, the
better the quality.
Yellow earth (pahglo mato

/

new.- mhasuci)

Pahelo mato, containing haematite and goethite, is found near Tikabhairaw on the steep bank of the Lele Khola and is usually only extracted
in small quantities for personal use. The Parbatiya paint their houses
with it. When it is of good, fine quality it is used to do the washing.
Sky-colour Earth (akasriig mito

/

new.- niuca)

A silty reduced sediment of light grey to blue-green colour can be
found in the small tributaries of the terraced slope towards the Nakhu
Khola (i.e. in a humid area) near Capagaii. Akasriig mato is used by the
women for washing their hair and occasionally as wall colour, too.

9. Cp. R. Becker-Ritterspach, 1982: Gestaltungsprinzipien in der Newarischen Architektur. Beitrag zur Konstruktion und Formgebung. Hamburg, pp. 1 1 8.
10. Lienhard (p. 135) describes e.g.,how the Newars purify halls and doorsteps with
rat0 mato on the sixth day after a birth. Cp. S. Lienhard, 1986: Dreimal Unreinheit: Riten
und Gebriiuche der Nevars bei Geburt, Menstruation und Tod. In: B. Kijlver (Ed.):Formen
kulturellen Wandels und andere Beitrage zur Erforschung des Himalaya: Colloquium des
Schwer~unktes ~ e p a l ,Heidelberg, 1 .-4. Februar 1984 (Nepalica. 2.): 127-154, St.
Augustin).
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White Earth (seto/kamero mato

/ new.- takica)

A white product of weathered pegmatite is extracted in the Bagmati
gorge. I visited the quarries near Bhandarikharka. Seto ma!o is found
here in erosion and accumulation rills, which are filled with well-mixed
loose material. Shafts of about 5 m in depth and 1,50 m in height are
bored vertically into the slope, in which up to five people can work". At
the site near Bhandarikharka only TamZtng were extracting seto maIo. At
home the material is pulverized and kneaded with water. In a wooden
mould with a metal ring the set0 mafo is formed out. The heart-shaped
pieces must then be dried for several days, after which they are brought
to the towns for sale (1 piece: 0,75-1,25 NR) 1 2 . S e ~ o
mafo is used as a dye,
but also for writing chalk and washing. One family can earn up to 1,000
NR in the peak season - besides agriculture a welcome source of extra
cash.
A lacustrine sediment, extracted in the Central Kathmandu Valley, is
known as seto/kamero mafo or new.-takica, too. There are quite large
takica deposits near Thimi on the river terraces. Here, takica lies just
underneath the uppermost soil horizon, which is first removed. Next, the
white clayish takica is dug outI3. The top soil is again spread back over
the quarried area. This working of the fields, though, which takes place
during the fallow period, is regarded as a method of improving the soil
and as such coincides with the farmer's interests.
The lacustrine takica is also mainly used as colour. A very good,
long-lasting, white dye can be made from a mixture of boiled wheaten
flour and takica14.Very fine takica is taken to do the washing. If a certain
chemical substance is added, the result is a kind of soap. Lacustrine
takica is sold by Newar Jyapu and KumBh, generally directly to dealers in
the towns (2,4 kg: 1 NR).

1 1 . Permission from the village paiicayat is necessary before one can quarry set0
mafo.
12. A tax of 1 NR for one load (c. 120 pieces) must first be paid to the local village
paiicayat. The dye sellers unanimously declared that they have to pay a further 5 NR as a
kind of tax to an office in Pharphing, whose function was unknown to them.
13. Gica is found underneath the takica and is often then extracted by the potters.
14. Lacustrine clays mixed with cow dung and rice husks are also used on plaster
both inside and out (cp. Becker-Ritterspach, pp. 121, see note 9).
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3. Clays used for pottery
Pure, black clay (kalo mafo / new.-hakuca) is the most important
material needed for pottery15.The potters' workshops of Bhaktapur and
Thimi are supplied with hakuca mainly from Kaiunje (south of
Bhaktapur) 1 6 . Hakuca is dug off the edges of the terraces in pits or found
by removing the soil horizons which cover it.
The Newar potters (Kumah) mix hakuca with the lighter coloured
gica for most of their clay vessels. The higher the percentage of hakuca,
the better the quality of the finished products. Only "disposable" clay
vessels (e.g. drinking bowls) are made of pure gica. Gica, which contains
less carbon and is considerably lighter in shade than hakuca, is found in
large quantities in the Valley. The potters use other sediments, too, to
decorate their clay vessels, which, when fired, turn to shades of yellow
and red (containing Fe).

4. Soils Used for Cire Perdue Casting
For the cire perdue casting technique" the metal casters (Thakahmi), usually members of the ~ e w a r - h k caste,
~ a need various kinds
of sediments for the production of the mould. During the course of
several work phases, a clay coating is formed around the wax model. For
the first thin layer maisicals is used, a silty, light brown-grey sediment,
mixed with powdered cow dung and water. The wax model is dipped into

15. For pottery in the Kathmandu Valley cp. J. Birmingham, 1975: ~raditionalPotters
of the Kathmandu Valley: An Ethnoarchaeological Study. Man (N.S.), 10 (3): 370-386; U.
Miiller, 1981182: Pottery Making in Thimi. Journal of the Nepal Research Centre, 516:
177-191, Wiesbaden.
16. The deposits near Thimi are to a large extent exhausted o r not accessible.
s
17. For cire perdue casting cp. C.L. Gajurel & K.K. Vaidya, 1984: ~raditional~ r t and
Crafts of Nepal. New Delhi, pp. 1-65;A. Hofer, 1970: Zum GelbguRverfahren in Nepal - Aus
der Werkstatt des Jagat Man Sakye in Patan. Archiv fur Vijlkerkunde, 24: 187-201,Wien; A.
Michaels, 1985: Der Cire-perdue-GuR in Nepal (1. Teil: Geschichte des Handwerks und
Herstellung der GuRform). Mitteilungen aus dem Museum fur Vijlkerkunde Hamburg,
neue Folge 15: 77-105; A. Michaels, 1986: Der Cire-perdue-GuR in Nepal (2. Teil: Das G i e k
und die dekorative Bearbeitung). Mitteilungen aus dem Museum fur ~ijlkerkundeHamburg, neue Folge 16: 173-202.
18. Also known as mhesica and masimca (cp. Michaels, 1985: see note 17).
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the mixture. When the first clay coating is dry, a second, thicker layer of
m h a s ~ c amixed
'~
with crushed rice husks and water is applied by hand.
This procedure can be repeated several times according to the size of the
statue to be made. Untreated mhasuca is sprinkled with yellowish spots,
for which reason it is termed as "yellow" soil. In this matter, local terminology is imprecise, as the yellow earthen colour has the same name.
In some cases a further kind of sediment is applied for the final
coating of the wax mould: gathica20,an extremely soft sediment, which
can also be mixed with crushed rice husks. The workshops are supplied
with these sediments by Newar Jyapu.

5. Brick and Tile Manufacture2'
The brick and tile makers (Avale) usually find their raw material, the
lacustrine sediments, in their own fields. The manufacture begins after
the rice harvest, when the fields are lying fallow and the dry season has
begun. The uppermost soil layer with the rice stalks is removed. The
material below can be put to use, if it is soft, pliable and free from
impurities. Most of the rice soils in the Kathmandu Valley have these
characteristics, but the soil in the South is particularly suitable. There is
no precise distinction as to which soil and which horizon is used; it is
simply called "mato". Nevertheless, the clay should not be red and a rule
of thumb states that fertile khet soil alwavs produces good clay for making bricks and tiles. The extracted clay for bricks and tiles is kneaded
with water in large pits several times before it is pressed into a wooden
mould. The moulds are first treated with sand (balaufema?o/new.-piica),

19. If a figurine is to be cast hollow, the wax mould is filled with mhasuca.
20. Cp. Hofer, p. 196; Michaels, 1985, p. 102, see note 17. The bars of the forges, the

smelting furnaces and pots are also made of gathica. In the case of the smelting pots, a
further maisi- and mhasuca coating is applied. Gathica is used for the manufacture of
papier mache masks, too.
21. For brick and tile manufacture in the Kathmandu valley cp.: H. Boesch, 1972:
Landnutzung und Geomorphologie im Kathmandu Valley, Nepal. Geographica Helvetica,
27: 120- 125, p. 123; Becker-Ritterspach, pp. 1 12, see note 9; Gajurel & Vaidya, pp. 66-80, see
note 17; A. Kunzle & G. Scheibler, 1977: Bhaktapur: Mittelalterliche Stadt in Nepal. Zurich,
pp. 58-64; G. Scheibler, 1982: Aktuelles Bauen im historischen Kontext. Bhaktapur, Nepal.
Dissertation ETH Ziirich.
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so that the clay can be better removed. The blanks are left to dry in the air
for 12 to 14 days22,after which the kiln is set up or repaired.
The traditional rectangular kilns, in which tiles and bricks are fired
mainly for personal use, can still be seen in the Kathmandu Valley.
Between the outer walls, rows of bricks are piled up, with spaces
inbetween for fuel (wood, local "coal", straw). Several such layers are
piled alternately over each other until the kiln is full. The firing is begun
at the base of the furnace; later on it is sealed from above. However,
commercialized brick manufacture is becoming more and more common in the Valley, due to the building boom. The kilns of the commercial
brickworks are considerably larger. They are laid out in an oval and surrounded by a layer of earth. Effective, controlled firing is made possible
by a complicated heating and ventilation system and the use of high
metal chimneys, which can be dismantled. The actual firing is done in
rotation, i.e. flue and heating are moved round in a circle. Each section
(c. 25,000 bricks) is fired for about 24 hours. Firing takes place in two
phases, the first only with local mafi koila, for the second phase Indian
hard coal is used.
Example: Brick Manufacture near Harisiddhi
The owner of this commercial brickworks is a Srestha
. . from Paian.
The workers belong to different castes and come from s & ~ u ,Banepa
and the nearby vicinity. About 4 mill. bricks are produced each season.
According to the size of the brick, the workers are paid between 50 and
80 NR (1984) for 1,000blanks. Two people must work on average one day
to achieve this target. During the season the Avale live and work with
their families on the working compound. For the actual firing of the
bricks, however, skilled workers have been brought in from India, who
can master modern firing techniques.
A new area is exploited every year23.The removal of clay means that
the level of the fields drops by between 0.5 and 1 m. However, they can be
cultivated again the following spring. Only one winter harvest is actually

22. Bricks dried only in the open air are also used for building houses (often those of
impure castes).
23. It is said that on the 1984 compound the same firm was making bricks about 20
years before.
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lost. In 1984 the firm rented 100 rop. for 800-1,000 NR/rop. for 6 months.
Besides this, compensation had to be paid for the approach road, which
roughly made up for the loss of a harvest (2,000 NR/season).

6. Fuel Mining (mati koila)

Mafi koila, a ligneous, colloid type of kalima~i,is sold in some villages in the Kathmandu Valley during the dry season. It is mainly used to
fire the brick kilns24.A report in 195525already pointed out peat fields in
Lukundol and in the Bagmati area. Boesch et
described the mining
of coaly material in the North of the Valley near Phutung. According to
some coal dealers, deposits in the Kali Khola region east of the Bagmati
up to Bungamati and in some areas west of the Bagmati were being
exploited in 1984.
From Capagafi I visited the mines of the Kali Khola, which are said
to give best quality mafi koila. The ma$ koiZa belt lies between kalimafi,
which contains less organic material, and broad, sandy horizons and is
between 30 and 120 cm thick. The layers rise slightly towards the
Bagmati.
Before mafi koila may be mined, a license must be obtained from the
~ . license holder generally rents the mining
ministry r e ~ p o n s i b l e *The
area for the duration of the works; afterwards he must pay for
recultivation. Usually, work begins after Dasai. The mines can only be
worked in the dry season and, furthermore, there is only demand for
"coal" by the brickworks in winter. First, the main shaft is driven vertically for about 4 m into the slope and then secondary shafts sideways.
There are no supporting beams o r anything of that sort. Suprisingly

24. A good quality mdri koila can even be used for cooking purposes. Powdered
"coal" is strewn in the livestock sheds and burnt to keep insects away.
25. Cp. B.N. Raina, 1955: A Preliminary Report on the Occurence of Peat near
Lukundol in Kathmandu Valley, Nepal. Kathmandu.
26. See note 4.
27. The local village paficayat is responsible for the control of all the works. The
holder of the license is liable to taxation. If mining damages a house, the license holder has
to pay the owner compensation. If two mining fields with different owners should meet,
each must keep distance of 7,5 m to the border between them. In the winter of 1984/85
there were five license holders in the G l i Khola region.
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enough, it is said that no accidents have yet occurred. Before any work is
done in the mine, a small puja is made to request success and safety.After
the extracted mati koila has dried out a little, it is then carried in baskets
to capagac.
The workers come from the immediate vicinity and are mostly
Chetri, but there are some Bahun and Tamang. Day-labourers do the
work involved in opening up the mine. Work in the mine is paid according to the amount of raw material won. Together the four men in the Kili
Kt1012 mine received 400 NR for one lorry load (c. 20 to 30 NR/day). The
porters, mostly women and children, are paid according to the load (4.8
kg/l NR). They can carry one load per day. The mati koila is sold by the
dealer for 18 NR/man (23 NR/hundred-weight).
Mati koila is of low calorific value with a carbon content of only
28,3%28,compared to pure brown coal (carbon content between 70 and
75%). It is therefore doubtful if the mining of mari koila in the
Kathmandu Valley is economically worthwhile. It seems to be little more
than a relict of the times when there was no road connection to India.

7 . Clay Dung
The floors (dol) of the Kathmandu Valley with their soil which has
the ability to pile up water, are particularly suitable for wet rice cultivation. However, an overlying stratum of porous sand and gravel often
remains on the terraces. In order to be able to cultivate these areas with
wet rice, too, lacustrine clay has been applied to pile up the water29.Up
to a few years ago kalimafi / new.-hakuca, rich in nitrogen and carbon,
was still being mined in the Kathmandu Valley and spread on the fields
before the monsoon rains set in. Nowadays, mineral fertilizer is used
almost everywhere in the Valley. Over a short term the farmers achieve
better yields with it, with a high input of capital, but less labour. In the
long run, however, only the regular application of lacustrine clay can
ensure the quite good quality of the rice soils on the terraces.
28. Sample from the above mentioned mine. Raina (see note 25) notes a carbon
content of 15,5°/o for mati koila from Lukundol and 30% from Bungamati.
29. Cp. Boesch, p. 122, see note 2 1 ; A.B. Karki, P. Tardieux & J. Pochon, 1971 : ~ t u d e
biologique du "Kalimati" preleve dans la valler de Kathmandou. Rev. d l ~ c o l o g ide
e Biologie du Sol, 8 (4): 521-532, pp. 521.
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The inhabitants of the Kathmandu Valley have made use of the
favourable ecological conditions of their environment in various ways.
Among the natural favours of the Valley are the large number of different
soils, sediments and products of weathering, which - as the examples
have shown - are put to use for the construction of houses, for handicrafts and agriculture. Besides that, there are still other possibilities of
which are not mentioned here, e.g. the use of earthen
using "rna~o",
colours for paintings and dye-works as well as for ritual purposes30.

30. One example is the use of kalima?i / hakuca in a ritual of the Buddhist Newars in
the Valley. During Gumla small caityas are formed by the women out of hakucd and then
consigned to the river (cp. A.W. MacDonald & A. Vergati Stahl, 1979: Newar Art.
Warminster, pp. 131 ; N. Gutschow, 1982: Stadtraum und Ritual der newarischen Stiidte im
Kathmandu-Tal. Stuttgart, Berlin, Koln, Mainz, p. 68).

,Tab. 1: Utilized Soils and Sediments in the Kathmandu Valley
Nep.

Location

New.

Origin of Soil Sample

1. rat0 mato

siyuca

relict latosol, contains
Fe, haematite and goethite

1520 m

BhagaBan, slope under forest

small pit

2. pahelo mato

mh%uca

weathered material,
contains Fe, haematiteand
goethite

1475 m

Tikabhairaw, steep bank of
Lele Khola

fissure between
banked material

reduced lacustrine
sediment

1432 m

WofCapagaii, c. 20m beyond
the river terrace

river

3. akasriig mato niuca
4. seto/kamero
mato

takica

weathered pegmatite,
contains Fe

1715 m

S of Bhandarikharka, steep
slope down to Bagmanti,
grazing land

pit in erosion and
and accumulation rill

5 . seto/kamero

takica

lacustrine sediment, contains
kaolinite (C tot.: 0,296)

1327 m

E of Thimi, river terrace,

underneath the Ap,

paddyfield

which is removed

mafo

6. kalimafi

hakuca

lacustrine, organic
sediment (C tot: l,8%)

1320 m

Katunje, terraced paddfield,
2 layers

small pit

7.

gica

lacustrine sediment
(C tot.: 0,5%)

1327 m

E of Thimi, river terrace,
paddylield

underneath tiikica
Ap/tiikica are removed

8.

maisica

lacustrine sediment

c. 2-2,s m underneath the
top layer near reverside

workshop

9. pahelo mato

mh%ucg

lacustrine sediment

c. 0,s-1 m underneath the
top layes paddyfield

workshop

10.

gathica

lacustrine sediment

thin horizon underneath

11. mato

ca

paddy gley (C)

1320 m

N of Harsiddhi, paddylield

underneath %
which is removed

lignitic, organic sediment
(C tot.: 28,3010)

1340 m

Kali Khola Valley, layer: 0.3
to 1,2 m thick, between
kalimari and sandy horizons

shaft

12. mati koila

(Traditional Technology in the Kathmandu Valley)

Ap

workshop
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IV. HISTORY

IAN ALSOP

CHRISTIANS AT THE MALLA COURT
THE CAPUCHIN 'PICCOLO LIBRO'

No single group of Westerners had a longer or more intimate connection with medieval Nepal than the Capuchin missionaries of the province of Ancona, who were given charge of the Tibet Mission in 1703 by
the Congregation of the Propaganda Fide in Rome. From the early years
of the eighteenth century until the takeover of the Kathmandu valley by
P9hvi Narayana Shah in 1768-69,the Capuchins kept an almost constant
presence in the towns of the valley, where their principal base was Bhaktapur.
The letters and reports in Italian and Latin left behind by the many
priests who staffed these missions mention in several places books written in Newari by the missionaries for the propagation of Christianity
among the populace, but none of these documents has ever been unearthed in the past. Luciano Petech, in his edition of the Capuchin documents relating to the Nepal-Tibet mission, lists a total of seven such
works, including translations of two catechisms, the Dottrina Cristiana of
Turlot and the Dottrina Cristina of S. Roberto Bellarmino; an original
"book of apologetica" composed by Padre Vito da Recanati "to confute
the main errors found in these kingdoms"; and four other works, including a summary of morals for the use of new converts, explanations of the
seven deadly sins and seven sacraments, and a dialogue between master
and pupil on the Christian faith. Petech precedes his list with the note,
"All lost" I .
Over the years since Petech edited the Capuchin documents,

1 . L. Petech (ed), 1952a, I1 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2 , Part 1 , Roma: La Libreria dello
Stato, p. XCIV.
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~cholarsin Nepal have managed to find several Christian texts in Newari
left behind by the Capuchin fathers2.One of these, the most original and
the most interesting, is the "piccolo libro" composed by Padre Vito da
Recanati and the other fathers of the Bhaktapur mission of 1740, the
"book of apologetica" of Petech's list. Written with the help of the
missionaries' enthusiastic language teacher, the Brahman Balagovinda,
this tract was presented to Ranajita Malla in a lively audience one June
evening in Bhaktapur some 250 years ago. Preserved through the centuries, this little 24-folio "thyasaphii", or folding book, eventually found

2. I would like to thank Kashinath Tamot and Austin Hale who introduced me to the
the first two manuscripts listed below; Mr. Tamot also provided valuable suggestions concerning my translations of mss. and b. These are the manuscripts with which I am acquainted:
a. Satya S a k ~ParemeSvaraya
i
Mahima: Kaiser Library Ms. no. 28 1; Newari in Nepala
aksara, 24 folios, 23.2 x9.6 cm., thyasaphu; Nepal-German Manuscript Preservation Project
mi'crofilm no. C29/13, colour slide B19. The ms. referred to in this article.
i
Mahima: private collection, Kathmandu; Newari in
b. Satya S a k ~ Parameivaraya
Nepala aksara, 19 folios, 21.2x9.5 cm., thyasaphii; MPP microfilm no. E263/10. Essentially
the same text as no. a, with occasional variant readings that are occasionally helpful in
deciphering the meaning of a. Not quite as clearly written, several passages are smudged
and difficult to read.
c. G u n a Dharma PrakaSa: National Archives, Kathmandu, ms. no. 3-796; Newari in
Nepala aksara, 243 folios from no. 143-385, 27.5x8.7 cm., paper in loose leaves, first folio
with a space left blank for an illustration; MPP microfilm no. A915/2. The manuscript is
~ n c o m p l e ~with
e , no colophon; the name is taken from a phrase in the body of the text. The
first available page seems to be a beginning of some sort, however, and the text may be part
of a larger whole. The entire text takes the form of a dialogue between a teacher and his
pupil, the teacher asking questions which are then replied to by the pupil, the guru's
question always preceded by the phrase "guruna nena" (the guru asks) and the pupil's
reply by "sisyana kana" (the pupil tells). The dialogue covers a wide variety of topics
relating to Christianity; Charity, feast days, the various types and sub-types of sins; perhaps
most astonishing, the ten commandments in Latin (identified in the text as "phrimgi
bhasa") transliterated into Nepala aksara ("egvasum d o m i n u s d e u s t u ' u s ...") and then translated into Newari ("ji chana parameivara chana thrikura khava ..."). The text ends without a
colophon after a discussion of purgatory. Perhaps this is one of the translations of the
catechisms of Turlot and Bellarmino prepared by Francesco Orazio della Penna (see Petech
1952a: XCIV); a thorough study of the manuscript in comparison with these works is
necessary to decide the question.
d. A concise dialogue o n Christianity; a fragment of a thyasaphtl in the possession of a
family in Asan tole, Kathmandu. Photographs in the possession of Dr. Todd Lewis, who very
kindly showed them to me. The text is a dialogue, but extremely concise. Unlike Satya Saksi
ParameSvaraya Mahima, but like G u n a Dharma PrakaSa, the questions relate directly to the
Trinity, the Virgin Mary, etc., as in the question and answer: Q. " g a n a kala m h a , iiva"?
"Where did he take his body and life?"; A. " k u m a l i mririyallgyri pethasaw "In the womb of the
virgin Mariyam ".
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its way into the collection of the Kaiser Library in Kathmandu. It is this
book, and the circumstances leading to its creation and presentation,
that I will focus on in this paper.
The Capuchin mission to Nepal and Tibet was sanctioned by the
Congregation of the Propaganda in 1703. Over nearly four decades the
fortunes of the mission fluctuated until it was faced with extinction for
lack of support in the late 1730's. It took the energetic lobbying of the
Prefect of the Mission, Father Francesco Orazio della Penna, to convince
the Propaganda to again invest fully in the distant mission. He succeeded
and returned from Rome with several fathers, arriving in Bhaktapur on
the 6th of February 17403.
With della Penna was Father Cassiano da Macerata, in many respects
the most talented of the Capuchin missionaries to Nepal and Tibet.
Petech called him a "born ethnographerw4,and it is a pity that more of
his writing has not survived. Even that part of his Journal that has survived is not only an invaluable testimony to the history of the Capuchin
mission, but also contains fascinating descriptions of the peoples and
customs of Nepal and Tibet. Much of the information regarding the
circumstances surrounding Padre Vito's "little book" come from the
facile pen of Father Cassiano5.
One of the first acts of the newly arrived group of missionaries was a
visit to the king of Bhaktapur, Ranajita Malla, described by Cassiano:
After lunch on the 7th we went to visit the king who embraced us all aectionately
and treated us with great familiarity and confidence; he made us all sit at his side and
he kept us for more than an hou r... we presented him with some little objects (bagatelle) from Europe, with which he showed particular pleasure6.

Throughout the documents left behind by the missionaries one is

3. F. Vannini, 1977, Christian Settlements in Nepal during the Eighteenth Century, New
Delhi: the author, p. 49.
4. L. Petech, 1952b, 11 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 2, Roma: La Libreria dello Stato, p. 1.
5. I would like here to acknowledge my debt to Piero Morandi who prepared the
translation from the Italian of F. Cassiano's Journal and the various other documents I
quote here. I should mention here that when quoting these documents, I have retained the
spellings found therein.
6. Cassiano, 1953. Giornale del P. Cassiano da Macerata, in L. Petech (ed.), I1 Nuovo
Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 4, Roma: La Libreria dello Stato, p. 22.
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by the generally friendly attitude of the rulers of the three kingdoms, particularly Ranajita Malla, who, in Cassiano's words "always distinguished himself from the other kings for his affection towards usv7.
Jaya PrakaSa Malla, king of Kathmandu, was a considerably more prickly
character, whom Cassiano notes at their first meeting was "not as
friendly as the king of Batgao ... he did not make us sit, but he only put
some questions about our countries and after half an hour he dismissed
usMR.
In an earlier incident, in fact, Jaya Prakasa had della Penna imprisoned for several months, and some years later he imprisoned della
Penna's successor as prefect. The missionaries treated him with the careful distrusts his well-documented capriciousness deserved. Many times
they remarked on his violent and unpredictable character, and one later
letter notes that "he has been criticized and with charity scolded by the
missionaries" for his tyrannical waysy. But he was often friendly: in one
incident of 1752 the missionaries were being harassed by an apostate
woman who had brought them to court, but the judges, though apparently favouring the woman, ruled for the missionaries in part "fearing
the wrath of the king who was showing himself very friendly towards
them in those days"I0. Although dealings with the rulers of Patan were
less close, they were still most cordial; when Father Constantino da Loro
went to establish a station in Patan in 1744 he was given a most comfortable house near Tah Bahah and noted the " kind reception" of the king. At
one meeting "he made me enter into his private room, a finesse never
performed before, as far as I know, by the kings of Kathmandu and Batgaon"". The generally friendly attitude of the kings of the three valley
kingdoms was plentifully attested by their donation of houses, often quite
impressive, and even more important, their grants of freedom of con-

7. Cassiano, 1953, p. 23.
8. Cassiano, 1953, p. 37.
9. L. Petech (ed.), 1952b, 11 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 2, Roma: La Libreria dell0
Stato, p. 199.
10. L. Petech (ed.), 1952b, 11 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 2, Roma: La Libreria dell0
Stato, p. 189.
11. L. Petech (ed.), 1952b, I1 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 2, Roma: La Libreria dell0
Stato, p. 16. There is some confusion as to who this king was. Petech in a parenthetical note
in the text of the letter mentions Rgjya PrakaSa, as does Vannini (1977: 58-59). But according to Mary Slusser, Visnu Malla was still on throne until the summer of 1745 (M.S. Slusser,
1982, Nepal Mandala, Vol. 1 , Princeton: Princeton University Press, p. 401).
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science, by which the missionaries were promised a Free hand in preaching and converting, and converts were protected from prosecutionI2.
Even the kings outside the valley were generally friendly; the king of
Tanah was particularly hospitable, and Simha Pra&pa Shah, the son of
Prthvi Narayana, gave later missionaries hopes of a royal conversion,
although his father regarded the padres with the same suspicion he accorded to any westerner, as all were suspected of being in league with the
feared and hated British.
It is the hope of every missionary to a distant land that he might
succeed in converting a barbarian prince and thus in one fell swoop gain
an entire kingdom for his faith. For this reason, the Capuchins, like all
missionaries, took especial pains with the kings of the valley and the
members of their courts. As a result they recorded their impressions of
the kings of the valley in particular detail. From the Capuchin documents
we learn much about the institution of kingship in the later Malla period
and the personalities of certain individual princes.
The most remarkable impression given by the Capuchin documents
is that of the kings' accessibility to the people. They participated regularly in the festivals, usually on foot, and often participated in the
rowdier festival celebrations, such as the sindur throwing at Bisket in
BhaktapurI3. During Mohani o r Dasain, the king joined a procession
through the city on foot, accompanied by the members of his court and
the merchants of the town 14. One padre noted that the king of Patan went
to visit Tah Bahah every day with his court, even though custom required
no more than bi-weekly visitsI5. In one of the most remarkable of the
Capuchin memoirs, Cassiano recorded an extraordinary public council
called by Ranajita Malla when he was in political trouble with his populace. Cassiano describes how the general public were allowed to enter
the palace compound at night to advise and criticize the king in person Ih.

12. L. Petech (ed.), 1952b, I1 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 4, Roma: La Libreria dello
Stato, pp. 2 17-230.
13. Cassiano, 1953, p. 31.
14. Cassiano, 1953, p. 55.
15. L. Petech (ed.), 1952b, I1 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 2, Roma: La Libreria dello
Stato, p. 225.
16. Cassiano, 1953, p. 33; and D.R. Regmi, 1966a, Medieval Nepal, Part II, Calcutta:
Firma K.L. Mukhopadhyay, p. 247.
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This extraordinary example of the people's influence over their rulers in
the Kathmandu valley of the late medieval period enlarges on the few
t h p i s n p h ~references that hint of this kind of power, such as one describing the confinement of a king and queen in their palace in N.S. 830 and
another which refers to the popular "election" of Indra Malla in N.S. 826
in PatanL7.
In order to teach the padres' religion directly to the kings of the
valley, Padre Vito set to work on his apologetic treatise:
In order to profit from the favorable attitude of the king Padre Vito applied himselfto
learning the language under the guidance of a Brahman and at the same time he
made a small book (piccolo libro) in which he showed that only one could be the
religion given by God to men, through which they could find spiritual health and this
could be only the Christian to the exclusion of all the others. At the time of our arrival
he was toiling at the translation, so that before we would give it out we had all the
time to widen it and strengthen it with new reasons18.

By the beginning of March 1740 the book was finally finished and
several copies made; one was sent to Ranajita Malla, who scheduled an
audition for the 7th of March.
Let us now turn our attention for a few moments to the text itself of
this "piccolo libro". Written in Newari in three chapters of varying
length, the text is conspicuous for its almost total lack of punctuation, a
characteristic which does not ease the task of translation. The spelling
shows the Bhaktapur origins of the book, particularly in the long a often
being used in place of the a or svara found in the "standard" Kathmandu
speech. In several cases Hindi words being used in place of common
Newari terms betray the padres' familiarity with that tongue.
The book occasionally speaks of the Capuchin fathers themselves
and their reasons for coming to Nepal:
The padres have gone everyhwere throughout the world, they have crossed the seas to
tell of the truth of the Lord; giving up all comfort for themselves, going from country
to country, the padres have uplifted and saved. They thought not of money, nor was it
to take a profit of the things of this world, for it was only to save lives and teach the
path to paradise; all of the padres who came surely came for the salvation of the

17. D.R. Regmi, 1966c, Medieval Nepal, Part IV, Patna: self-published, p. 346 (folio
48); D.R. Regmi, 1966b, Medieval Nepal, Part III, Calcutta: Firma K.L. ~ukhopadhyay,P.
112.
18. Cassiano, 1953, p. 26.
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people, to send the lives of all the people on the road to paradise. (SSP 4.2-4.6)IY.

The main thrust of the book is above all to demonstrate the uniqueness of God who is consistently stated to be solitary, and who cannot
possibly be multiple. Similes are often employed to demonstrate the
reasonableness of this tenet:
...if there is only one king it is good, for it is best if only one protector comes; many
pandits have expressed this matter, have written it down in the same way. Again, in
order to clarify this, intelligent men will think of those occasions when on this earth
there were many chiefs, and in some places kingdoms were destroyed, and then they
will understand; and they (should) think and remember how many times this (type of
situation) has come to Nepal. The animals respect a single protector, just as the honey
bee respects a single leader, just as the beasts respect a single shepherd; in one house
there are not many chiefs, in one kingdom there are not many kings, in one heaven
there are not many suns, in one body there are not many Lives; in the same way there
are not may gods protecting this world (1 1.1-12.1).

Religious error is said to come from two "diseases of the mind's eye "
(6.1), the first of which is total blindness, or atheism. The padres found
this a rare affliction in Nepal:
...the foolish man will surely say to himself that there is no god. We cannot consider
that there are those with this type of blindness of the ingelligence in Nepal, for so
many temples have been erected in the cities, so many images of gods have been
made and placed in the cities, on the roads, in houses and fountains, and beyond this
so many sacrifices of animals are performed and gifts given, services performed,
hymns sung, and in so many other ways daily worship is performed thinking indeed
that only the gods exist. When we consider (all) this work, we are forced to abandon
any confusion about whether there are gods or not (here in Nepal). But even if there
are but a few such fools (in this Nepal), then the padres respectfully address those
who would like to cure (themselves) of their eye disease, the padres can cure this
disease of blindness (6.5-7.3).

But the book lays the blame for the second affliction of mental sight,
the invention of a multiplicity of gods, with "the Hindus", a term which
the authors use to refer to any polytheisitic tradition:
It is fitting to say that he who says there is no god is the same as an insane man, but
even more insane are those men who have made a plurality of gods. Everyone knows

i
Mahima ( S S P ) are given with to110
19. Citations from the Satya S a k ~ Parainesvara?~~
and line numbers. I have prepared a very preliminary translation of the first two sections of
the text, and a synopsis of the final sections. The passages given below are from this v e n
free translation.
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that the great Lord of paradise is a god, and in the same way it is certain that there is
only one Lord, not many.. As to who it was that made this Lord multiple, it was the
Hindus, for it was these people who made many gods (7.4-7.7, 7.9-8.2).

Faith is a central doctrine, taking up the entire short second chapter
of the text (where the word used is "as%",from Sanskrit " a ~ a ""hope").
,
A
secular simile is used in this section to show the reasonableness of placing one's faith in a single Supreme Being:
Again I will say, eternal life is given in heaven, and only by the pleasure of this one (the
Lord); so, (we should ask) does he have the responsibility (or capability) or not? if he
does, then we must put our faith only in this one. I will speak of a worldly example;
whoever wants to be rich in this world can't put his faith in a pauper. If one has in
mind the desire to learn some work, another who doesn't know cannot teach; there is
no point in hoping to obtain a government position from a person of small or base
caste, we say clearly that it will not come; we should only have faith that (such a thing)
will come from either a king o r a courtier; we will put our faith only in he who can
give. Thus we should put (all) our faith in the one god of eternal life in heaven
(21.3-22.2).

A further central theme of the book is that the way of Christianity is
the only way to salvation; again similes are brought into play:
If there is but one good road entering a city and instead of going by that way we go by
another way on a bad road and fall down, we may die. When many winds come we
may reach the shore, but not in the boat of an enemy... Just as it isn't possible to reach
the city if one falls down, or to reach the shore in the boat of an enemy, in the same way
it is not possible to reach the heaven of eternal life except by the carya of satyasaksi
d e v a (26-8-27.2,27.6-27.8).

To follow this path demands wholehearted commitment, not merely lipservice, which is compared to the attitude of a traitorous courtier.
Here again we see the use of similes which would appeal to those of high
rank, a feature of the entire text:
It is not enough for a subject to follow but half of his master's command, as in the case
of a subject who when ordered by his king to bestow a donation does not give all and
secretly keeps part for himself; or another, who when ordered by his king not to kill a
follower, on the one hand follows his king's command but on the other, sides with his
king's enemies and pays for the follower to be killed; this we will not call loyality. Or
the courtier who on seeing his king salutes him, but in front of another king reviles
and scolds him; if he acts thus, we will not call this sufficient service (29.2-30.2).

In keeping with the emphasis on monotheism, there is nowhere a
reference, except on the title page, of which more later, to either Jesus
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Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Trinity, or the Virgin Mary, In essence, the
book is an introduction to the entire Judeo-Christian tradition, and in a
sense is more a tract on Judaism than Christianity. One can see the
reason for avoiding references to the Holy Trinity in a book that above all
insists on monotheism and attacks the religion of the Brahmans for the
plurality of its gods. The book is unique among the Newari works of the
Padres in this feature, for the others that I have seen all refer to Jesus
Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Virgin Mary and saints and prophets. But
Vito's tract refers only to Parameivara, a term which I translate as "the
Lord". (When referring to the multiple deities of the polytheistic traditions, the book usually uses deva, although in one instance, quoted
above, satyasak+ideva is used to refer to the Christian God)*(-'.
The book has another feature worthy of note, that is the copious
references to Greek philosophers, referred to usually as "pandits" or
"Hindu pandits", often called in defense of the doctrines proposed bv the
book but sometimes attacked for their opposing views:
the Hindu pandits of the past ( n h a p d y ~hinduyu panditana) thinking with their own
intelligence ... proclaimed to all the people that there is indeed one Lord. These words
were published in the book of Aristotela, in chapter 12. He called Trimiiisto also said,
"the Lord is what? the Lord is one". Pittagvara also taught thus, the Lord is solitary.
Platone proclaimed in many places that the Lord is one. This was even more clearly
shown one by Divaniji when he was in the kingdom of P ~ c h y ~ s i r a k u s this
a ; pandit
wrote a letter; and whenever he wrote of great work he wrote only of one Lord, and
whenever it was a matter of small work at that time he wrote of many gods, and in this
way he showed that there is but one Lord. I have not written of the other pandits, (for)
I wish to keep (this book) concise, (so) I have only written this (15.2-16.2).

These startling references must have baffled the Newar scholars who
studied the text.
The audience for the 7th of March was postponed through the machinations of Kasinatha, the chief court Brahman, who wanted to have
the time to study the book in advance. Eventually the king was given a
synopsis of the contents by Kasiniitha at a council. Father Cassiano reports the result:
...they discussed the matter and in conclusion they all said unanimously that none of
20. The title of the book as given in the colophon is satyasaksi parasmesvaraya
mahima, which could be translated as Praises of the Lord who is Witness to the Truth (or,
who is a Trustworthy Witness) or, if we use Apte's Practical Sanskrit Dictionar).'~meaning 2.
for saksin, The Lord who is the true Supreme Being.
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them whished to change the religion of their forefathers. The king proposed an
expedient, saying that since we had come to his kingdom from such remote countries
in order only to propagate our religion and as none of them wished to take it, it
seemed a good expedient to send us some of the populace, so that we could make
them our pupils; they approved the replacement and the next morning we were told
of it2'.

Who knows how the religious complexion of Bhaktapur might have
changed if the padres had been less idealistic, but as it was they refused
the king's generous offer, replying that they wanted to christen "only
those who, moved by the strength of the truth, would ask spontaneously
for it"22.It is interesting to note to that the offer to supply replacement
converts was also proffered by Bahadur Sh& several decades later, when
he asked for teachings in metallurgy from the fathers in Bihar and was
told they would be glad to teach him if he converted. His offer to supply
several replacements in his stead was also refused by the fathers, which
prompted him to scoff that he doubted the padres had the knowledge
they offered to trade for his c o n ~ e r s i o n ~ ~ .
The fathers were disappointed not to have had the chance to present
the book to the king in person, but it seemed that the king was preoccupied with his political problems and the war which was constantly being
waged with his valley colleagues. Finally the Prefect made a last try prior
to his scheduled departure for Tibet and was pleased when "the King
fixed the audience for the same evening of the 5th June and let us know
to bring the
The book they brought with them was a somewhat special edition. As
Cassiano explained:
It is a custom among the Nepalese to paint on the frontispiece of their books some
figure pertaining to the subject treated in the book. Balgovinda persuaded P. Prefetto
to follow this custom; and we decided to put Our Lord resurrected among his disciples when he intimates to them the order: Euntes in mundum universum predicate
evangelium omni creaturae; qui crediderit et baptizatus fuerit salvus erit, qui vero
non crediderit condemnabis (Going in the whole world, preach the Gospel to all
creatures: those who believe and are christened will be saved, those who do not
believe will be damned), that is the very seal of the Propaganda. I was in charge of

2 1 . Cassiano, 1953, p. 28.
22. Cassiano, 1953, p. 28.
23. Kirkpatrick, 1975 (rep.), An Account o f the Kingdom of Nepaul, reprinted New
Delhi: Asian Book Services, p. 120.
24. Cassiano, 1953, p. 35.
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outlining and colouring such figures, and although i t was just a mass of s c r a t ~ h c \ ,
however in Nepal i t could have passed for a work of Titian2'.

And thus was solved a knotty art historical puzzle. I could never
understand where the picture of the frontispiece of this little manuscript
could have come from (Fig. 1). When I first saw it in the Kaiser Library I
assumed it must have been painted by a local Citrakiira - very cleverly
indeed, I thought - after a small painting brought along by the padres.
But when I read these words the mystery was solved and I realized I was
confronted with a genuine Cassiano da Macerata, ca. 1740. Surely this
frontispiece must join Orazio della Penna's Latin-Newari epitaph "in the
first rank of curiosities from the Nepalese corpus" to use E v i ' s phraseZ6
(see fig. 1).
Cassiano goes on to describe the audience in which the special
edition of the "piccolo libro" was finally presented to Ranajita Malla:
As we came to court we were introduced to the king who was waiting for us with
Kasinat and the second court brahman, the viceroy and another confidant. After the
ceremonial and some indifferent talk, P. Prefetto introduced to him the book. When
the king saw the figure under which it was written with their characters the above
mentioned text translated in Nepalese language, the Prefetto started to explain the
meaning of it in Hindustani language and Balgovinda, taking over the explanation in
Nepalese language, went on with such vivacity and energy about not only the explanation of the figure but also the substance of the book, as good as one could wish from
an enthusiastic missionary. l'he king listened with pleasure and applauded the vivacity and spirit of Balgovinda; and after that he questioned Casinat why he had always
tricked him, saying always that our religion was the same as that of the Turks of
Hindustan and the Kashmir people deeply abhorred by the gentili. If the tenets of our
religion were as Balgovinda exposed them and as he said were in the book, then they
did not look so far from the good as he had been made to think in the past. The king
praised much our religion and said that in a more quiet time he would have considered it2'.

Thus the audience ended in a note of triumph for the padres and
their enthusiastic brahman helper Balagovinda. Kisinatha was thrown
into confusion, mumbling lamely that he would have to have the book
sent to Kasi for a thorough examination, and later challenging the padres
to a trial of magic at which he said he would prove the superiority of his

25. Cassiano, 1953, p. 35.
26. S. Levi, 1905, Le Ndpal, vol. 1, Paris: Ernest Leroux, p. 103.
27. Cassiano, 1953, p. 36.
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religion by "being able to fly in front of all the p e ~ p l e " ' ~
Later
.
he calmed
down somewhat and in a friendly discussion with P. Vito and the Prefetto
resolved some of their differences, insisting that both religions had the
same basic precepts.
The Capuchin mission was to last for some 28 more years, and
several times over this period the padres' hopes for a royal conversion
were raised. This little book was used again in attempts to impress other
kings. It may have been the book shown years later to Jaya PrakisaZY
and
also may be the book "Contra il Deota" that was given to Pfihvi Niriyana
and to which he promised a reply30. But no Nepalese king ever relented
from his ancestral religion, and despite promises of freedom of conscience from the kings of all three of the valley towns, "the strength of
the truth" moved precious few of their subjects either, and it was with but
a tiny band of converts that the Capuchins finally left Nepal after the rise
of Prthvi Narayana. The houses they lived in finally disappeared, even the
bi-lingual tombstone of the brave Orazio della Penna was swallowed up,
until it appeared to Percival Landon that "nothing whatever remains in
Nepal to mark the devotion and the temporary influence of the
Capuchins"". Nothing besides several small manuscripts, among them
the little book of Padre Vito and Balagovinda, decorated with Cassiano's
"mass of scratches", which once Ranajita Malla held in his hands and
considered on a June evening in ~ h a k t a ~ u r .

28. Cassiano, 1953, p. 37.
29. L. Petech (ed.), 1952b, 11 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2 , Part 2, Roma: La Libreria dell0
Stato, p. 182.
30. L. Petech (ed.), 1953a, I1 Nuovo Ramusio, Vol. 2, Part 3 , Roma: La Libreria dell0
Stato, p. 231.
31. P. and on, 1976 (rep), Nepal, reprinted Kathmandu: Ratna Pustak Bhandar, Val.
2, Appendix XVI, p. 237.
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TOLERANCE AND SYNCRETISM IN THE RELIGIOUS HISTORY
OF THE KATHMANDU VALLEY

Quite often in science there are certain exciting ideas that, once
risen, spread rapidly and thus come to be taken for granted so that all
those who are dealing with them tend to adopt or to develop them rather
than making them the object of a critical investigation.
This may be illustrated by a short example that is closely related to
the subject of my paper: I mean the widespread view that Hinduism in
general was originally coupled with an extraordinary degree of tolerance. After the development of the idea of toleration during the European Enlightenment the view that Indian Hinduism implies an extraordinary degree of tolerance arose in Europe as early as the 18th century.
Philosophers like Immanuel Kant und Arthur Schopenhauer readily
took over this view since it was held by experts with intimate knowledge
of the India of those days, and since in the beginning of the 19th century
indologic research confirmed that opinion also regarding the ancient
Indian tradition. It was observed that the Hindus had a tendency towards
syncretism, that was obviously seen as the expression of a tolerant attitude of mind. Missionaries in IndiaZ were amazed by the practically
universal polytheism even in quasi-monotheistic groups like Vaisnavas or
~aivas,and, for instance, the early indologist Horace H. Wilson thought
to have found "a spirit of religious tolerance and catholicism" especially

1 . Cf. W. Halbfass, Indien und Europa. Perspektiven ihrer geistigen Begegnung, Basel/
Stuttgart 198 1 , p. 76, and H. von Glasenapp, Das Indienbild deutscher Denker, Stuttgart
1960, p. 70.
2. Cf. e.g. Abbe Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies (transl. from the
French M S . (1792-1823)),ed. by H.K. Beauchamps, Oxford (?) 1906, p. 120.
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1 . Cf. W. Halbfass, Indien und Europa. Perspekriven ihrer geistigen Begegnung, Basell
Stuttgart 1981, p. 76, and H. von Glasenapp, Das Indienbild deutscher Denker, Stuttgart
1960, p. 70.
2. Cf. e.g. Abbe Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies (transl. from the
French M S . ( 1 792-1823)),ed. by H.K. Beauchamps, Oxford (?) 1906, p. 120.
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in the oldest evidence for Hinduism, the epics and Puranas3.
But it was the same Wilson who, on the other hand, again and again
came across evidence for religious fanatism and intolerance in the, as he
thought, later Puranic texts4. This already suggests how Wilson tried to
resolve that contradiction by assuming a chronological succession of
these works. According to him, Hinduism had originally been tolerant
and only later it acquired sectarian and even fanatic attitudes. But
Wilson's attempt to date the Puranic texts just with the help of the criterion tolerant/intolerant proved to be unsuccessful, and thus up to
today Purana research is always thrown back to the problem of the said
contradictory evidence of ancient Hinduism. As a present example may
serve in this context the Purana book by Ludo Rocher, published in 1986,
in which we read: "Even though the puranas contain sectarian materials (...) their sectarianism should not be interpreted as exclusivism in
favor of one god to the detriment of all others"; and this view represented
"a general characteristic of Hinduismv5.
In India the idea of a special tolerance distinguishing Hinduism
from all other religions was taken up by the early representatives of
Neo-Hinduism in the 19th century and it was fitted into their concept of a
Hindu nationalism as a basic idea. In this context especially Vivekananda
has to be mentioned who anxiously promoted the view that religious
tolerance was his country's gift to the world. Vivekananda's thinking,
however, was already inspired by the inclusivistic religious practice of his
spiritual teacher Ramakrsna as well as by the syncretistic-universalistic
views held in those dayssfor instance by the co-founder of the BrahmaSamgj, Keshab Chandra Sen6. Today the view of a special Hindu tolerance is not only held by the representatives of Neo-Hinduism but meanwhile it also has been adopted by the traditionally orientated Hinduism
of the present7 and can be taken as a commonplace of modern Indian
thought.
3. Cf. e.g. the quotations in the Introduction of the crit. ed. of the Mahabharata, ed. by
V.S. Sukthankar et al., vol. I, Poona 1933, pp. XXIV-XXVI.
4. Cf. L. Rocher, The Puranas, Wiesbaden 1986 ( A History of Indian Literature, ed. by
J . Gonda, 11, 3), p. 20.
5. Rocher, o p . cit., p. 23.
6. Cf. Halbfass, o p . cit., pp. 252-255 and 259 f.
7. Cf. P. Hacker, Kleine Schriften, ed. by L. Schmithausen, Wiesbaden 1978 (Glasenapp-Stiftung, 15), p. 58 1 .
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This development has not even been prevented by the fact that the
term 'tolerance' has apparently been used in an at least imprecise if not
wrong sense. Tolerance means the bearing with an alien opinion or
behaviour, that is to say an opinion or behaviour disapproved of. In that
sense it is inconsistent with the idea of syncretism which implies the
integration of extraneous views into one's own doctrinal system. With
respect to Hinduism tolerance usually seems to be understood as just
refraining from actually fighting alien doctrines, what one could eventually call 'non-intolerance'.
During the last decades, a critical investigation of the view of a
special tolerance within Hinduism has been made by the German
indologist Paul Hacker8.He contributed a fundamental differentiation of
terms to the discussion by making a distinction between practical or
socio-political and doctrinal or religious tolerance. The result of his
studies is that in most contexts in which one is used to talk about tolerance within Hinduism neither tolerance nor intolerance is the appropriate term. So he introduced the term 'inclusivism' to denote a custom
that is wide-spread in the Indian religious history, and this is the custom
to integrate alien doctrines into one's own belief- and thought-system
and thus to subordinate them to it - according to Hacker "a strange
mixture of doctrinal tolerance and intoleranceM9.
Inspired by thoughts of
this kind also Jan Gonda, for example, emphasized "inclusivism" as one
of the "most characteristic features of Hinduism" lo; and he distinguished
from this religious debate a political tolerance common in ancient India
as it was recommended by the Dharmasastra and attested by many epigraphic and iconographic sources".
So far the discussion about the degree and importance of Hindu
tolerance was primarily concerned with the clash of different creeds or

8. P. Hacker, Religiose Toleranz und Intoleranz im Hinduismus, in: Saeculum 8, 1957,
pp. 167-179 (=P. Hacker, Kleine Schriften, pp. 376-388); P. Hackert, Inklusivismus, in:
Inklusivismus. Eine indische Denkfom, ed. by G. Oberhammer, Wien 1983 (Publications of
the De Nobili Research Library, Occasional Papers, 2), pp. 11-28.
9. Hacker, op. cit. 1957, p. 177 (=Hacker, Kleine Schriften, p. 386.)
10. J. Gonda, Visnuism and Sivaism. A Comparison, London 1970 (School of Oriental
and African Studies, Joidan Lectures of Comparative Religion, 9), p. 95.
1 1 . Gonda, op. cit.: pp. 92 and 194-196.
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sects within Hinduism. From this, however, one has to distinguish the
attitude of Hinduism towards
- the Indian avaidika- or nastika-dogmas of Buddhists, Jainas and materialists on the one hand, which the Hindus generally received with a
peculiar mixture of prevalent brusque exclusivism and inclusivi~ti~
efforts to integrate and dominate them at the same time12
- and, on the other hand, the attitude towards non-Indian religions
including Islam, that orthodox Hindu literature remained practically
silent about right up to the middle of the 19th centuryI3.
With the emergence of Neo-Hinduism and its declaration of an
Indian religious nationalism - along with the dogma of the unity of all
religions in the world - the relation to Buddhism, Islam and Christianity
was based on new principles. This view of modern, western orientated
Hindus - that, by the way, seems to be inspired again rather by
inclusivism than tolerance - has never been accepted by western
indologists as valid for the ancient Sanskrit tradition of Hinduism or
drawn into their discussion about Hindu tolerance - with one single
exception, however, and that is the Hindu kingdom of Nepal.
Let us now turn our eyes to the Himalayan kingdom of Nepal and
especially to its core, the Kathmandu Valley. Of course, there too the
idea of a special Hindu tolerance has not remained unnoticed, and it is
not surprising that the claim for an extraordinary religious tolerance has
been made in Nepal as well. But with religion things are different here
from those in India:
- While in India the formerly thriving Buddhism practically vanished
700 years ago it has kept its place alongside Hinduism in the
Kathmandu Valley.
- In the little and densely populated Valley both the great South Asian
religions, Buddhism and Hinduism, have throughout the course of
their attested history of more than 1500 years co-existed in a geographically very confined area and, consequently, in very close contact.
Now, if the inhabitants of the Kathmandu Valley, who certainly were

12. Halbfass, op. cit., p. 214.
13. Halbfass, op. cit., p. 203 f.
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originally influenced from India, lay their claim to an extraordi~lary
degree of religious tolerance, Nepal's special religious history and situation has been taken into consideration: Particularly the Nepalese Hindus
even feel superior towards their Indian brothers in faith since, as the
Indians are frequently told, Buddhism has been driven out of their country, whereas in Nepal it has still its place at the side of the present state
religion of Hinduism. So here the idea of tolerance is, in accordance to
Neo-Hinduism, extended to the attitude towards Buddhism.
The view that the continuance of Buddhism at the side of Hinduism
in the Kathmandu Valley is owing to a religious tolerance that is special
for Nepal actually corresponds to the way many modern Nepalese see
themselves, but it is particularly conspicuous in the government propaganda. After the in many respects undoubtedly intolerant Riina regime1"
Nepals officials nowadays have taken up the course of tolerance as a
general ideal, and so in Nepal one comes again and again across the
opinion that in puncto religious tolerance Nepal could lean on a tradition already established in ancient times and that this tradition only
needed to be revived. Here historical research plays an important r61e,
because its interpretations and constructions come into play to provide
the necessary evidence. As the following will show it was not in the least
western Nepal research that contributed to the development and the
spreading of the conviction of a special Nepalese tradition of tolerance.
In Nepal again it is syncretism that leaps to the eye of the outsider
looking at the religious circumstances in Nepal; and it is syncretism
again that makes it sometimes difficult not only for the layman to assign
single religious phenomena to one of the two main confessions. Religious syncretism in Nepal has been impressively described by Siegfried
LienhardI5. His account of syncretism in Nepal is an exception in the
recent literature on Nepalese history of religion in as much as here the
view that syncretism in Nepal is closely linked to tolerance is entirely
disposed of. But in Lienhard's definition of the term 'syncretism' the

14. During the second half of the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries.
15. S. Lienhard, Religionssynkretismus in Nepal, in: Buddhism in Ceylon and Studies
on Religious Syncretism in Buddhist Countries (Symposien zur Buddhismusforschung I).
Report on a Symposium in Gottingen, ed. by H. Bechert, Gottingen 1978 (Abh. der Akad.
der Wiss. in Gottingen, phi1.-hist. Klasse, 3. Folge, Nr. 108), pp. 146-177.
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subject of interconfessional conflicts and rivalry remains practically unconsidered,just as in his account of the religious circumstances in Nepal
in which he obviously tried to avoid evaluation.
In contrast to that, in Mary S. Slusser's book "Nepal Mandala" the
evidence of the claim that from times immemorial tolerance and
'nonsectarianism' characterized religion in Nepal takes up many
pagesI6. For the moment, however, this is to be seen as an advantag,
since in many other recent works on the history of ideas in Nepal this
view is presented as an already proved insight, or rather it is presupposed
for the interpretation of historic factsI7.
In the following I will take a closer look at what seem to me to be
fundamental works on the subject at issue, namely
1. Sylvain Levi's "Le Nepal" from the beginning of our centuryI8 which
appears to me to have prepared the grounds up to a certain degree for
the idea of a special Nepalese tradition of tolerance, and
2. the book already mentioned, by Mrs. Slusser, published in 1982.
But before I start let me make it quite clear that in the following
remarks I am not concerned in confronting the view in question with a
collection of cases of intolerance throughout Nepal's past. That there is
historic evidence of recurring intolerance in Nepal is well known. But
there is a notable tendency to throw the veil over such evidence in view
of the idea of a special tradition of tolerance. My only concern throughout the following is the question of whether there is sufficient evidence
to substantiate the claim that Nepal has an extraordinary or even unique
tradition of tolerance as it is frequently supposed in recent Nepal
literature.
I shall start with Levi's observations. He worked on Nepal and travelled through this country in times of intellectual and religious intolerance under the despotic Rgnas. Levi was well aware of this fact, and he
particularly denounced the 'degrading suppression of Buddhism in his

16. M.S. Slusser, Nepal Mandala. A Cultural Study of the Kathmandu Valley, ~01s.1-21
Princeton 1982 (cf. Index "nonsectarianism").
17. Cf. e.g. D.R.Regmi, Ancient Nepal, Calcutta 1960, p. 33; P. Pal, The Arts o f Nepal,
pt. 1 : sculpture, Leiden 1974, p. 13; G. Toffin, Socidti et religion chez les Newar du Nepal,
Paris 1984, p. 432.
18. S. Levi, Le Nepal. ~ t u d ehistorique d'un royaurne hindou, vols 1-3, Paris 1905-8
(Annales du Musee Guimet, Bibliotheque d'etudes, 17-19).
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time". In contrast to this, however, he saw the history of the Nepal valley
until the Gorkha conquest as an equilibrium as well as a mixing of
Hinduism and Buddhism, and he contrasted these circumstances with
those in India where both religions had divided as rivals. The main
source for this historical point-of-view seems to have been Evi's discovery of an eclectic syncretism especially in the Nepalamahatmya
which he thought to be typical of Nepal in general and at the same time
very different from the sectarian fanatism of Indian Puranas and
..
Mahatmyas. Levi believed that in the said Nepalamahatmya Siva, Visnu
and the Buddha were represented as of the same high standing. He was
obviously deeply impressed by this observation and on several occasions
refers to this work as proof of a special religious attitude in Nepalese historyZ0.
Let me now, in relation to this, sum up the results of my own studies
of the three most important puranic works of Nepalese Hinduism,
namely the Pasupatipurana, the Nepalamahatmya and the part concerning Nepal of the HimavatkhandaZ1:
- The handed down Paiupatipurana has originated in a compilation of
two texts, a Vaisnava tractatus on the Vagmati mythology on the one
hand and a Saiva text on the Pasupati legend as well as the Pajupatinatha temple on the other. The said originally Vaisnava part shows distinct traces of a controversy about the Vagmati mythology between
Saiva and Vaisnava redactors.
- the Nepalamahatmya is obviously based on the compilation of two
different texts in the Pasupatipurana and continues the controversy
referred to, sometimes even in a more severe tone. This is the context
. . . (i.e. Visnu) and Siva can be found; but
in which the equation of Krsna
here, clearly the equation serves only for the incorporation of the Vagmati mythology, originally conceived by Vaisnavas, through Saivas.
- The Nepal part of the Himavatkhanda is again based on the Pasupatipurana, though the contents of this now appear in a radically and consistently saivaitized form.

19. Levi, op. cit., vol. 1 , p. 27.
20. Cf. e.g. Levi, op. cit., vol. I , pp. 204 and 318.
2 1 . A detailed account of the results is to be found in: H. Brinkhaus, The PradyumnaPrabhavati Legend in Nepal. A study of the Hindu myth of the draining o f the Nepal Valley,
Stuttgart 1987 (Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien, 32).
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consistently saivaitized form.
On balance the results of the investigation are: An inner-Hindu
controversy is mirrored by the three Nepalese Hindu Mahatmyas mainly
as the endeavour of Saiva redactors to inclusivistically take over Vaisnava
..
legends and to link them by means of certain modifications to their own
mythology. Moreover, of the three named works it is particularly the
Nepalamahatmya that shows explicit references to Buddhism. But there
the Buddha is not at all represented as being of the same standing as Siva,
as Levi thought, but is clearly subordinated as a prominent worshipper of
Siva whom Pgrvati allowed to found his community in the valley22.Exactly the reverse is to be found in the Buddhist Svayambhupurana
where Visnu, being in Cangu Narayana, an important Vaisnava shrine in
the Valley, is described as a prominent worshipper of the Bodhisattva
LokeSvara (=A~alokiteSvara)'~
and where again the main Saiva shrine of
Pasupatinatha is claimed by Buddhism, since it is said that the mentioned Bodhisattva was worshipped there by the Bhatta-Brahmins and
others under the name of P a ~ u p a t i * ~ .
I think what I said so far demonstrates that the Nepalese Mahatmyas
with their sectarian characteristics do not at all differ on principle from
Indian works of the same literary genre and that the Nepalamahatmya
cannot provide any evidence of a particular Nepalese tradition of tolerance whatsoever. Nevertheless, Levi's view of a Nepalese history of religion free of sectarianism seems to have had a strong influence, particularly on recent research.
Let us now turn to the literature of the last two decades and here
especially to the already named book by Mrs. Slusser. Here we find, apart
from Levi's argumentation and the conclusion he has drawn from the
Nepalamahatmya, many other historic documents arranged in order to
proof that 'tolerance and nonsectarianism' have characterized the religious life of the inhabitants of the valley to a great extent since the

22. Cf. H. Brinkhaus, References ro Buddhism in the Nepalamahatmya, in: ~ o u r n aot
l
the Nepal Research Centre 4, 1980, pp. 276 ff.
23. Cf. H. Brinkhaus, Harihariharivahana Lokeivara in Nepal, in: ~eitschriftder
Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, Supplementband VI, Stuttgan 1985, PP.424 ff.
-24. The Vrihat Svayarnbhu Puranam, ed. by Haraprasad Sastri, Calcutta 1894-1900
(Bibliotheca Indica), p. 496.
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beginning of the Licchavi era, which means right from the beginning of
Nepalese historiography. It is impossible to deal with every single proof
in the course of this lecture; therefore I will stick to the discussion of a
few chosen examples, not without stressing that to my mind not even the
totality of the historic evidence and interpretation gathered by Mrs.
Slusser and others up to now can sufficiently proof the stated extraordinary Nepalese tradition of tolerance. I will explain this further with
reference to the evidence in particular collected for the first millennium
A.D.
But before I do so, I will briefly point out a widespread inconsequent
dissimilarity of the way in which sources pro and contra religious tolerance are dealt with. On the one hand, Levi's argumentation concerning
the Nepalamahatmya as a proof of nonsectarianism is quite readily accepted, but, meanwhile, on the other hand it is found out that local
Mahatmyas and chronicles (vamsavali) likewise do show signs of religious arguments. But here the objection is raised this was "largely
confined to the realm of theologians" and it "must have little affected the
everyday behavior of the people"25.If this objection was to be taken
seriously one consequently had to accept it for practically all the written
evidence and for the greater part of the art-historical testimonies of
Nepal's earlier history. The consequence of that then would be that one
had to do without any clues for religious thought and behaviour of the
Nepalese people of the past. That would to a large extent apply to the
oldest sources that up to now have provided the evidence of religious
tolerance during the Licchavi era of Nepal.
The most important historical primary source for the first millennium A.D. is certainly the corpus of about 200 inscriptions of the Licchavi era. According to Mrs. Slusser it proves that "religion in Licchavi
Nepal was an all-pervasive influence characterized by tolerance and
nonsectarianism "26. This interpretation is preeminently based on the
fact - which is undoubtedly proved by these inscriptions - that the
sovereigns of those days had supported various religions. Particularly the
Hindu king Amsuvarman is printed out, who supported Hindus and
Buddhists alike and used, apart hom Vaisnava emblems, Buddhist ones

25. Slusser, o p . cit., vol. 1 , p. 220.
26. Slusser, o p . c i f . ,vol. 1 , p. 39.
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as well in his inscriptions; and this Hindu king had in turn been explicitly
praised by Buddhists2'. Theodore Riccardi too emphasized in his studies
of the Licchavi inscriptions the liberality of the Hindu sovereigns of these
times towards the Buddhist order, and Riccardi saw "the only note of
disharmony" in a Vaisnava
..
inscription in which Buddhists are denounced as heretics28.The fact that individual sovereigns have pursued a
liberal church policy appears to me not to reflect the general 'Zeitgeist'
of religious tolerance but rather the political power structure of the
country. For all we know in those days both the Buddhist and the Hindu
congregations were powerful authorities of public life in the Nepal valley, that leading politicians had to take into account. It is not impossible,
of course, that political liberality went hand in hand with individual
religious tolerance of the sovereigns, but it cannot be definitely proved
by the inscriptions that have been handed down.
Apart from official royal statements that do not really allow for conclusions on the general religious attitude of the population, the corpus
contains inscriptions by subjects of the crown committed to religion.
Among these, however, I find only two that could give hints at the more
general religious situation of these days:
- The first one is the above mentioned inscription that Riccardi described as an exception and this is a definite proof of religious discord, since in this hymn in praise of the Mahabharata, Buddhists are
attacked as heretics.
- In another inscription of the year 565 A.D.29the donator of a ~ankaraNarayana sculpture reports he wanted to set the unity of ~ i v aand
Visnu, shown by the statue, against those people who were misguided
by sectarianism. Two different items are thus proved. On the one hand
..
and Saivas the donator has
the sectarian discords between Vaisnavas
turned against, and on the other hand the certainly honourable attempt to help to overcome these religious discords. But the latter is

27. Cf. Licchavikala-ku abhilekha, ed. by Dha~lavajraVajracarya, Kathmandu V.S.
2030 (A.D. 1973/74), inscr. No. 88.
28. Th. Riccardi, Buddhism in Ancient and Early Medieval Nepal, in: Studies in History of Buddhism, ed. by A.K. Narain, Delhi 1980, pp. 272 f.
29. Cf. the bibliographical references to that inscription in: Slusser, op. cit., vol. 1, P.
[407], and additionally D.R. Regmi, Inscriptions of Ancient Nepal, "01. 1-3, Calcutta 1983,
insc. No. XLV.
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again done in a dogmatic way since the pugnacious Hindus are confronted with an unitarian theology. Even this attempt to harmonize
sectarian differences, which is by the way far from being a rarity in
the Nepalese as well as in the Indian religious history, cannot in the
literal sense be rated as an example of tolerant religious thinking.
Finally, also the Nepal report by the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang
from the 7th century A.D.30is certainly not a proof of tolerance. Mrs.
Slusser quotes him as though he had virtually written in admiration of
the people of the Nepal valley: "Temples and monasteries stand
harmoniously side by sideJJ3'.But, actually, Hiuen Tsang has just printed
out the fact that there temples and monasteries stood close together,
which from a Chinese or Indian point-of-viewwas certainly remarkable;
but otherwise the Chinese just showed his contempt for the insidious and
uneducated Nepalese people.
As a result, let me point out that I am not only unable to find enough
historical evidence which could justify the conclusion of an extraordinary or even unique attitude of religious tolerance for Nepalese people
of the first millennium A.D., but that I rather don't see even a single
unequivocal testimony for that view. Only the fact, that Hindus and
Buddhists lived close together in the Nepal valley for many centuries
does not necessarily imply religious toleration in itself. The close contact
and the social mixing in the valley may have suggested to the politicians
the ideas of impartiality and liberality, i.e. of practical toleration towards
the different religious communities in their kingdoms, but on the other
hand religious arguments and conflicts between theologians turned out
to be unavoidable. According to the handed-down evidence, the representatives of different creeds sought by dogmatic means of syncretism
or inclusivism to invalidate the incompatibilities of different religious
points-of-view, but did also not refrain from direct attacks against
convictions and attitudes disapproved of.

30. S. Beal, Si-yu-ki:Buddhist Records of the Western World, transl. from the Chinese
of Hiuen Tsang (AD 629), Delhi 1969 ('1884), pp. 80 f., and LRvi, op. cit., vol. 1 , pp. 154 f.
31. Slusser, op. cit., vol. 1 , p. 39.

TODD T. LEWIS

A CHRONOLOGY OF NEWAR-TIBETAN RELATIONS IN
THE KATHMANDU VALLEY

Introduction

Modern analyses of Newar Buddhism have generally not taken into
full account the long-standing connections with Tibet and therefore have
ignored the full "religious field" (Tambiah 1970) present in the
Kathmandu Valley. A deeper understanding of this relationship and of
ethnohistorical processes on the Himalavan frontier should enable
scholars to advance their assessments. This chronology has been devised
concordant with other recent writings that analyze these issues (Lewis
1989) and present new source materials (Lewis and Jamspal 1988).
Over the past fourteen centuries, cultural relations between Nepal
and Tibet oscillated with the changing fortunes of Buddhist tradition
across the region. At times, Nepalese Buddhist teachers and viharas were
instrumental in enriching Buddhism in the Tibetan highlands; at other
times, especially over the last 500 years, great lamas from Tibet and
Tibetan monasteries in the Kathmandu Valley affected Nepalese
Buddhism. Throughout this era, there was a trans-Himalayan Buddhist
network plied by traders, monks, artisans, and pilgrims. Indians,
highlanders from Tibet, and others centered in-between travelled up and
down such routes. In this regional context, the Kathmandu Valley became an important entrepot and its socio-cultural evolution was shaped
by those who migrated from both directions (Lewis and Shakya 1988;
Lewis 1992).

What emerges most strikingly from the historical record is that over
the past five centuries, Tibetan institutions in the Kathmandu Valley have
attracted aspirants from local society and likely extended Tibetan-style
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Vajrayana Buddhist influences into the local communities. In the later
Malls period, Kargyupa gompas were especially active in maintaining
the Valley as a notable center of highland-style Mahayana-Vajravana
Buddhism on the periphery of Tibetan civilization. As the wealth of
guidebooks attest, highland pilgrims also contributed to this process
(Wylie 1970; Macdonald and Rinpoche 1981; Dowman 1982).
Tibetan sources underline the fact that religious relationships of this
era must be framed in a regional context, especially with reference to the
peoples in the mid-hills, i.e., those now referred to as Tamangs, as well as
other ethnic groups that had been converted to Tibetan Buddhism.
Lamas from Tibet travelled and preached among these "Tibeto-Burman"
peoples who lived on the periphery of Tibetan civilization. For these
groups, the Kathmandu Valley was recognized as a major Buddhist tenter where important shrines, large monasteries, and noted teachers were
located. The patronage by Tibetanized mid-montane peoples helped support Buddhist monasteries and temples in the Valley and created certain
alliances with the Valley's urban Buddhist communities.
Just as the political and cultural boundaries of Newar civilization
spread far beyond the Valley's geographic limits in the Malla era, so, too,
must scholars discard the Newar ethnic boundary paradigm to understand the field of Buddhist tradition within it. Malla Kings made land
grants to Tibetan monasteries outside the Valley (Clarke 1983); and
across the region, Tibetan gompas in the Valley remained refuges for the
"true elite" who desidered the celibate lifestyle of traditional monastic
Buddhism.
This shift in perception thereby challenges one of the timeworn
scholarly cliches regarding Newar Buddhism: celibate monasticism in
the Buddhist field of Kathmandu Valley civilization is a historical continuity and did not disappear.

As inquiry on this area shows, historians and anthropologists should
recognize the analytical limitations that go with accepting ethnic group
names as the sole nuclei around which regional history in the ~imalayas
evolves. Tibetan monastic networks extended into Kathmandu and regional alliances involving certain Valley sub-groups created a very pluralistic, factioned cultural environment.
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Throughout Asian history, long-distance traders were closely
alligned with the Buddhist tradition of the area to which their trade
caravans travelled. Newar Tibetan traders active across the highlands
were prominent patrons of Tibetan institutions at home and on the trade
routes (Lewis 1984: 12). Even today, Newar connections with contemporary Tibetan traditions extend to entire castes, especially the Uray of
Kathmandu, the Dhakwa of Patan, and the Bare found throughout the
Valley. Though their numbers are small in comparison to Newar society
overall, these groups constitute a significant portion of the prosperous
commercial class in the Valley. Their status as an economic and religious
elite began early in the Malla period.
Individuals from each of these communities still make donations to
local gompas, take teachings from Tibetan gurus, and call lamas to their
homes to perform rituals. In the last century, men from these castes also
became lamas in Kathmandu. Newar traders' continuing patronage of
Tibetan monasteries and the recruitment of high caste Newars as monks
were the key foci of Newar-Tibetan relations. An excerpt from the recently
published autobiography of the famous Newar monk Mahaprajna
(1901-1979))given in the Appendix, is a paradigmatic example of this
point. Other examples have appeared in recent publications (Dharmalok
1980, Shakya 1986).

The chronology developed below fills out a detailed perception of
the ancient and continuing relations that existed between the Nepal
Valley and the Tibetan Buddhist Highlands. Most of the sources come
from Tibetan textual records'. There are many other valuable sources yet

1. Many citations listed here have not yet been corroborated by other sources, and so
do not meet the strictest standards of historical confirmation. But a lack of independent
confirmation is just that and does not necessarily falsify the single source's assertions.
There are indications that these texts merit serious consideration. The author of the
Blue Annals, from which many of the references chronicled here derive, mentions his
"...minute examination of the ancient chronicles" and "...many other accounts in which
there are no mistakes in [reckoning] the number of years (Roerich 1949: 1086)". Remaining open-minded regarding the Tibetan chronicles, despite their often being presented in
legendary hagiographic style seems to be the proper scholarly attitude, "lest we become
the victims of barren criticism", to quote Helmut Hoffman's assessment of this issue (1975:
27).
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to be located in this vast literature: one day these will contribute much to
our understanding of Newar-Tibetan relations and the history of
Buddhism in the Kathmandu Valley.

Chronology
464:
First Licchavi Inscription in Nepal.
609-649:
Srongsen Gompo marries Nepalese princess Brikuti and Chinese
princess Mun C'ang: Nepalese pandit Silamanju in Tibet to help edit and
and translate first texts. [Buston]
643:
Tibetans help Narendradeva, a refugee from the Valley in their territory, to overthrow usurper Vishnugupta, restoring the Licchavi dynasty to
the throne. Afterwards, King remained "a protegee of Tibet". [Petech
1984: 241
648:
Nepalese King assists Chinese by joining with Tibetans in a military
mission to Kanauj in retaliation for mistreatment suffered by Chinese
ambassador Hsuan-ts'e by Harsa's usurpers. [Petech 1984: 241
700:
Padmasambhava and Santaraksita linked to Nepal. [Buston; Blue
Annals- (hereafter BA)] A Bhutanese text [c. 11301 reads: "Padmasambhava went to Nepal, accompanied by 1,000 iiciiryas. There he established the centers of the doctrine and vastly increased the number of
monks". [Aris 19801
c. 710:
Sanci, a Tibetan prince, sent to gather texts in Nepal. Meets Santaraksita and questions the saint as to whether he "utters bad spells of the
south or of Nepal". On a second trip to Tibet, again originating from
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Nepal, Santaraksita founds Samye, the first Buddhist monastery in central Tibet. [Buston 11: 1881
c. 775:
For decorating the Samye monastery, the king of Tibet calls upon
Nepalese and other artists of Kashmir, Khotan, etc. [Stein 1961 : 7 1-21
900:
Vinaya master Pretaka, "a Brahman living in Nepal ", teaches
Tibetan pupil Gyalrai Sheirab. [Buston 11: 2 1 3; BA, 851
1030:
Vajrapani, renowned preacher of the Mahamudra Tantra, in Nepal,
[BA, 11, 8551
c. 1040:
Brom journeys to Nepal with his teacher, Jobo Se-bstsun; there the
latter defeats an heretical acarya in debate [BA, 25 11
1041:
Atisa, the great Bengali monk, in the Kathmandu Valley and Nuvakot; conducts piija at Svayambhu, has audience with King Anandakirti;
founds Tham Vihara north of the city; initiates many devotees [Chattopadhyay 1967: 305-3251
1050:
Nepalese nobleman Bharo P'yag-rdum collaborates in translation of
Indian Buddhist texts into Tibetan. [Petech 1984: 1901
c. 1050:
Era of Kathmandu Master Devakarachandra, author of many texts
now in the Tanjur; transmitter of Vajrayana lineages, supported by patron
Mahe Bharo. [BA, 392-3941
Era of Nepalese Master Varendraruci (Tib.: Hamu dKarpo), a Varahi
cycle adept who passed on these traditions to Tibetan disciples. [BA,
3961. Some of these also studied with Nepalese teacher Kayasri, master
of several "New Class Tantras" who once traveled to Tibet. [BA, 3951
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pham-mthin-pa (or Vagisvarakirti), a great teacher of the Guhyasamaja system, major figure in Nepal at Pharping. He and his brothers all
tantric adepts identified as "the chief disciples of Naropa": Dharmamati,
Vajisvara, Dus- 'khor-ba, Bodhibadra, Mahakaruna. [BA, 3831
Other notable Nepalese teachers mentioned are Mohan Vajra and
Yeranba; they and Indian Atulyavajra instruct Tibetan devotees. [BA,
2271
Tibetan Khon-phu-pa hears Maitri-pa doctrine from Yeranba, Kalacakra from Pham-mthin-pa, as well as the Samvara cycle and the Naropa
system from Atyulyavajra; rNog Lo-chen-po ( 1059-1109) studied with the
latter and the Nepalese Varendraruci. [BA, 3251
Two of Rinchen-bzampo's students, 'Brogmi and sTag-lo gZonnubrtson- 'grus, spend 1 year in Nepal learning Sanskrit from Nepalese
pandit Santibhadra, and acquire several Vajrayana texts. Santibhadra
tied to Vikramasila master Santipa. [BA, 2051
1054:
Pandita Jnanakara of Kashmir, student of Naropa, invited to Nepal
by Nepalese nobleman Dhoga Bharo [Petech 1984: 190; Life of Atisa in
Chattopadhyaya 1967: 397; BA, 2601
c. 1060:
Chag Chos-rje-dpal studies extensively with Nepalese pandita Ravendraruci, revising translations of commentaries on the Guhyasamaja, Dindikrtasadhana, Paficakrama, and others. [BA, 366-71
c. 1065:
Marpa Do-pa travels to Nepal, studies with: Siddha Vajrapani, Indian
disciple of Maitri-pa, who was residing in Nepal; Brahman ~ r s n a p a d a ,
disciple of Nepalese Dze-hum; and Pham-mthin-pa. [BA, 3841
Marpa visits Nepal for three years to get accustomed to the Indian
climate. Studies tantras with Nepalese sPi-ther-pa, goes with Nepalese
Paindapatika to Nalanda to meet Naropa. Visits Nepal on other occasions. especially with teacher Pham-mthin-pa. [BA. 400- 11
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1076:
Rwa Lotsava studies with Nepalese master Mahakarunika, the latter
identified as in the spiritual lineage of Naropa and Nepalese Kanakasri
[BA, 361, 3821. Acquires over 40 major and minor texts [BA, 3751. Later,
~ a h a k a r u n i k avisits Rwa Lotsava in Tibet and receives offerings from
him throughout his lifetime [BA, 3781. Other Nepalese teachers of
Tibetan scholars also cited: Sanghasri, Laksmisri, "White Handu". [Ferrari 1958: 981.
c. 1085:
Marpa the Translator advises Milarepa (1052-1123) to go to Nepal to
obtain the "Nine Texts of Buddhism, the Navagrantha (or Navadharma)
still held as canonical in Newar Buddhism. [Shakya 1986b: 361
c. 1090:
Dam-pa sKor, originally a musk trader, visits Nepal with famous
Tibetan teachers, studies Kriya and Yoga tantras there; gets Mahamudra
yogini initiation and practices with Nepalese mudra. [BA, 849-531
c. 1 130:
Tibetan Khyrin-po on first visit to Nepal accumulates initiations and
over 50 sadhanas from Nepalese (?) Vasumati. On second visit, studies
the Samvara cycle with Pham-mthin-pa and travels to India. [BA,
729-311
Tens-pa Lotsava Tshul-khrims 'byun-snas stops in Nepal to study
tantras and sutras with 13 different scholars, including the Nepalese
Nayasri. [BA, 10531
c. 1140:
Zig-po of U, a Nyingmapa, journeys to Nepal to practice precepts of
sNan-brgyud ("Precious Oral Tradition "); later, Nepalese disciples visit
him in Tibet. [BA, 130; 139-1411
c. 1 150:
Lha-rje Zla-b'ai 'odzer visits Nepal to study with Nepalese Jayasena,
a tantric adept known for numerous ganacakra rites [BA, 2301; Tibetan
Dharma Yon-ton also studies with Jayasena and accompanies him to
Tibet where they translate many Vajrayana texts. [BA. 388-91
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Fasting rite in propitiation of Avalokitesvara transmitted to Tibet via
Nepalese Pe-na-ba. [BA, 10081
1198:
Buddhasri, once a monastic official ("Sthavira") at Vikramasila,
travels to Tibet. Later returns to Nepal to preach the Prajfiaparamita,
Guhyatantra, etc. Known for his "free-living style". [Blue Annals 11,709,
1033, 1055-6;Taranatha, 3 171.
C. 1200:
Nepalese (?) Ratnaraksita, Tantracarya of Vikramasila, goes to Nepal
after the fall of Magadha, then continues on to Tibet [Taranatha 3181.
While in Nepal, Tibetan Phurba skyabs studies Sanskrit with him.
Mahabodhi, son of Jagatanandajivabhadra, transmits initiation lineage of Kriyasarnuccaya back into Nepal from Tibet where it was originally "brought by a Nepalese merchant". [BA, 10451
c. 1210:
Khro-phu Lotsava visits Nepal and studies tantras and sutras with
"Mahapandita" Buddhasri who later comes to Tibet and teaches numerous disciples. K. also invites Nepalese master "Venerable Mitra" to Tibet
and he spends 18 months there before returning. [BA, 709-7101
c. 1215:
KO-brag-paof Dingri invites Nepalese Vibhutichandra to teach Sadanga Yoga (of the Kalacakra cycle) [BA, 7271. In turn, KO-brag-pabestows many "hidden precepts" on Vibhutichandra and these precepts
"spread rapidly". [BA, 796-7971
c. 1220:
Nepalese Grags-pa ' Bum-me transmits "incomplete Maharnudra" to
Tibetan Jo- 'bar. [BA, 1951
1226-34:
Tibetan Dharmaswamin (Crag Lotsawa C'os-rje-dpal) in the
Kathmandu Valley; visits Indian teacher in residence, Ratnaraksita; visits
Atisa's Tham Vihara. [Roerich 19591
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124 1-2:
Dharmasvamin's second visit; local noblemen (Bharo) noted as
main patrons. [Roerich 19591
c. 1250:
Tibetan Zig-po Kun-grol studies doha under Nepalese teachers
Bum-me and Grags- 'bum. [BA, 3 191
1260:
Mongol Kublai Khan orders the erection of a gompa in Sakya;
Nepalese artisans are called upon, including Arniko, who later travels to
Peking.
1274:
Nepalese ruler Anantamalla (ruled 1274-1310) has close relations
with Shigatse. [Petech 1984: 991
c. 1300:

Tibetan linguistic master and translator sTag-sde-ba visits Nepal
seven times to revise and retranslate numerous tantras and sutras. [BA,
7861
1322:
Buston's History of Buddhism mentions seven important Nepalese
teachers; his own Tibetan guru studied in Nepal for fourteen years.
c. 1325:
Son-ston rDo j e rGyal-mtshan visits Nepal and studies Sanskrit and
"Five lesser sciences, including grammar" with Nepalese master Mahendrabhadra. [BA, 784-51
1400-1450:
Vanaratna, a great teacher from eastern India, visits Svayambhu,
then travels throughout Tibet and Bhutan before returning in last years
to settle at Svayambhu, in Nepal. There he preaches and bestows gifts on
local popoulation, while continuing to receive donations h o m devotees
in Tibet and regular visits by Tibetan disceples. [BA, 799-8261
C.
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1415:
Tibetan lama conveys Chinese gifts to Nepal as part of tribute
exchange. [Petech 1984: 2 191
1429:
Sakya teacher Kun-dgaJ-bzan-posummons Nepalese artists to work
at monastery in Nor. [Petech 1984: 1791
c. 1440:
Rinchen byan Bzans-pa visits Svayambhu. [BA, 97 11
1476-1478:
Blue Annals
(1392-1481).

composed

by

'

Gos

Lo-tsa-ba gZon-na-dpal

c. 1498:
Kargyu Monk gTsan-smyon visits Nepal. [Smith 19691
1504:
gTsan-smyon restores Svayambhu, under patronage of Ratha Malla.
[Smith 19691
1560:
Nepalese coins used as currency in Tibet. [Rhodes 1980: 2621
1608:
Taranatha writes his History of Buddhism in India.
1639:
Mughal war with Ladakh cuts off Indo-Tibetan trade through
Kashmir; all movement shifts to Patna-Nepal-Lhasaroute. Era of cultural
prosperity in the Kathmandu Valley. [Rhodes 1980: 2641

Tibetan lamas supported by Pratap Malla restore ~vayambhu[Landon 1928,II: 451
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1642:
Nepalese send tribute to Bhutanese leader Zhabs-drung. [Aris 1980:
2301
c. 1650:
Trade treaty with Malla rulers guarantees Nepalese traders duty-free
rights and monopoly in trade between Tibet and the Gangetic plains.
[Rose 1973: 141
1657:
Tibetan monk from Tashilunpo establishes a vihara in Bhaktapur.
[Locke 1985: 4391
1673:
Coming ostensibly to search for the great ruler Zhabs-drung's cave
retreat, Zarchen Chosje Damchos Pedkar (1636-1708) of Bhutan establishes Drukpa monasteries at Svayambhu. Nepalese king and ministers
support Drukpa monks. [Bhutanese Annals, in Aris 1980: 240-2491
1678:
Bhutan appoints abbots to head newly established gornpas at Svayambhu, Lahul, Manasarowar, Ladakh, Dolpo, and Mustang. [Aris
19801
1680:
Nying-ma-pa lama Bstan-dzin Norbu, the third Rig-dzin Yolmo-ba
Sprul-sku, active among people of the Valley and among Tamangs and
Magars. "Received with fervor by youth and ladies of Kathmandu" and
met with the King. [Macdonald and Stahl 1979: 321
1690:
Newar artisans decorate Tago monastery, north of Thimpu, Bhutan.
[Aris 1980: 2101
1700:
Era of prosperous trans-Himalayan trade for Nepal; revival of
Tibetan interest in Indian studies leads highland scholars to Nepal.
[Smith 1968: 117-1 191
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1723:
Jagat Jaya Malla, King of Kathmandu, receives Tibetan lama
entourage, including Si-tu Pan-chen. Begins life-long correspondence
between the two men. In 1736, messenger sent to Situ in Tibet to inform
him of the King's death and to request that he perform special rites.
[Smith 19681
1726:
Prominent Nyingmapa lamas in Kathmandu; Manchu records note
that each year Tibetans go on pilgrimage to whitewash Nepal Valley
monuments. [Landon 1928,II: 2731
1748:
Si-tu Pan-chen returns to the Valley and mentions that Newar Uray
are his chief students and major patrons; received by the royal courts in
Kathmandu and Bhaktapur; says that there are many local Buddhist
pandits who are most learned. Encourages Newars to translate Tibetan
texts into their language. He translates a short version of the Svayambhu
Purana into Tibetan. [Smith 19681
1750-1:
Karmapa lama Du Dul Doj e in Nepal, on pilgrimage. Meets Jaya
Prakash Malla and arranges for Svayambhu restoration.
Nyingmapa lama in Nepal tries to arrange peace between Gorkha
and Valley kings; dies in Nepal. [Petech 1977: 1031
1755:
Druk-pa incarnate lama Brug c'en in Nepal. [Macdonald and Stah1
1979: 321
c. 1760:
Tibetan lama cures deathly-ill Ranajit Malla of Bhaktapur; rewarded
with land, money, and official title. [Uprety 1980: 211
1769:
Gorkha Conquest of the Kathmandu Valley.
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1780-90:
A Karma-pa lama, Kva-dmar-pa, takes refuge in the Kathmandu Valley from Chinese army; Gorkha king refuses to turn him over; dies in the
Valley, where local Buddhists preserve his relics. [Richardson 1957-8: 1641
1790-91:
Tibetan government seeks guaranteed yearly access to the
Kathmandu Valley for state-sponsored lamas and pledges to close other
trade routes to perpetuate Nepalese monopoly. [Uprety 1980: 381
1792-3:
Nepal-Tibet War. Chinese army proceeds to Kiyrong where peace
treaty is arranged. Official tarifs on Tibetan trade reported as 1 Lakh,
Nepalese rupees.
1826:
Stambha of Svayambhu stupa, broken by lightening in 1816, replaced with contributions from Lhasa. [Oldfield 1880, 11: 222-31
1822-1843:
British resident Brian Hodgson in Nepal. He collects and sends out
many Newari, Sanskrit, and Tibetan manuscripts.
1846:
End of Bhutanese control of Svayambhu. [Nado 19771
1854:
Incidents in Lhasa involving Nepalese traders: disputes and Tibetan
boycott of shops. [Uprety 1980: 64fl
1855:
Nepal-Tibet Wax Gelugpa lamas in capital trying to avert war.
[Oldfield 11: 14 11
1856:
Muluki Ain state code in place. Statutes regard Tibetanized peoples
as "enslavable alcohol drinkers" and prescribe enslavement as penalty
for killing cows and yaks.
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1883:
Major incidents involving Nepalese traders in Lhasa: all 84 shops
looted and all merchants flee Tibet. [Uprety 1980: 971
1903-4:
Younghusband Expedition forces through new India-Tibet trade
route through the Chumbi Valley, Sikkim; Kathmandu loses its
preeminent place as entrepot. Tibetans prohibit Nepalese traders from
using Sikkim route until 1914. [Uprety 1980: 177m
1912:
After revival of trade, 38 shops in Lhasa again looted, burned, five
Nepalese traders killed. [Uprety 1980: 1331
1922:
Tibetans tolerated as pilgrims, but Ranas expel influential monk,
Kyanchen Lama who had become popular in the Valley. [Rosser 1964;
Shakya 1986: 571
1930-50:
Newar traders in Tibet, with several large businesses extended from
Calcutta, Darjeeling, and in major Tibetan towns. One business contracted to supply metals to the government mint. Newars active in bringing
photography and imported luxury goods to Lhasa.
1950:
Chinese army occupies Tibet, beginning 9 years of uneasy coexistence, with extended episodes of armed resistance and economic chaos.
Most Newars leave.
1956:
Reigning Karmapa visits Nepal and "gives teachings to thousands".
[Douglas 1976: 1141
Kyabje Rinpoche, the XIVth Dalai Lama's tutor, visits Nepal on pilgrimage. [Shakya 1986b: 471
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1959:
Revolt against Chinese rule in Tibet leads to large-scale refugee
movement into Nepal.
1969:
Karmapa establishes lineage monastery at Bauddha. After it is inaugurated by King Mahendra in 1970, he conducts Samvara cycle initiations. [Douglas 1976: 1141
1980-91:
Period of extensive new gornpa building in the Kathmandu Valley.

Appendix

Excerpts2 from Darasha Newami ed. An Autobiography of the Late
Buddhist Yogi Mahapragyan (Kathmandu: MIS Books and Books,
1968)
(P.sp 5:) At that time one Lama was staying in the residence of
Dharmaman Sahu. That Lama was the younger brother of His Holiness
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. He was renowned as Kushyo Rinpoche of
Tsheco Ling Monastery of Lhasa in Tibet. Mahapragyan once had a
chance to meet this Lama and out of faith for him he prostrated before
this Lama and requested that he ordain him as a monk. This lama highly
praised his strong feeling of renunciation but admonished him saying
that it will be too difficult for him to be a monk and live a life of renunciation. And so, the Lama left for Tibet with some of his disciples.
Next day he [Mahapragyan] left his home ... to go with that Lama.
With articles and money donated by this Sahu, he ... went downwards
near the river Tadi ... and encountered great difficulties on the road. The
journey was very hazardous. When they reached Kyi-rong, Mahapragyan
requested that the Lama ordain him. But they were ordained only when

2. This text has been edited, with minor stylistic revisions, with permission of the
editor of this translation.
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they reached Phags-Monastery. Among the ordained along with
Mahapragyan there were two other [Newars], Harsha Deva and Kanchha
Shakya. Then these three went to Pangsi Gompa where Sherab Dhargye,
the abbot of the monastery, gave them the Lung of the Nyong-Ne practice
of the 1008-armed Avalokitesvara. Three of them were ordained as sramanera (Geshul) and given the names Palden Sherab (Mahapragyan),
Palden Khyarab (Harsha Deva), and Palden Dawa (Kanchha Shak~a).
Thus they stayed there in the monastery for thirteen days. The climate and weather conditions being too severe, they decided to return to
Kathmandu. They came back to Kathmandu ... and began to stay in Nagarjuna Hill with a Lama called Tshering Norbu. Tshering Norbu was a
Nying-ma Lama, a meditator. Seeing him as follower of a Lama,
brahmans of the Kathmandu Valley criticized him and [tried to] persuade him to follow the Hindu religion. But he resisted and instructed
them to understand Dharma as avoiding evil and performing virtuous
deeds.
Mahapragyan informed his Guru of these incidents and later
received the teachings Hyong-ba, Gyur-ba, Rig-pa and Pho-ba from
Tshering Norbu. Later in the same place, other of his friends were added.
[The Lama] gave the name "Palden Dawa" to Mahachandra,
"Mahajnana" to Dalchini Shakya of Chikanmugal, "Mahavirya" to Bekha
Raj Shakya of Patan, and "Mahakshanti" to Jnana of Humat Tole ...
Journey to Lhasa [p. 91
In 1926 A.D. Mahapragyan and his Guru Tshering Norbu started for
Lhasa in the month of Jestha ... While Mahapragyan was staying in the city
of Lhasa, he wished to study some fundamental doctrines of the Tibetan
Buddhist tradition. So he discussed these matters with the Nepalese
merchant upasakas. Then Mr. Jog Narayan Sahu made all the necessary
arrangements in the Kechan Shyar Gompa. There he studied the Lam Rin
teachings from the abbot of the monastery who was the disciple of Ven.
Phorankha Rinpoche. He was a teacher of logic.
While he was studying Lam Rim teachings under this great logician,
he had to study very hard besides doing manual work like taking water
from the river, cooking tea etc. In his leisure time he used to draw some
pictures on pieces of paper according to his understanding of Lam Rim
teachings. Once his Guru saw those pictures ... and he called him to
explain the meaning and significance of his drawings. ~esitatingly,he
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explained them all. Hearing this, his Guru was highly satisfied and he
signed his name on those pictures and instructed him to show these to
the Nepalese merchants. Later some of them even wore them as amulets.
One day this abbot Guru gave him an empowerment to confer initiations
if he desired. Thus he was given the certificate of empowerment. Afterwards he gave some teachings to his Nepalese disciples. He gave them the
Pho-ba teaching also...
After intensive meditation in ... [a] ... cave, he fell ill with paralytic
symptoms. Then Mr. Kulaman Singh Vaidya treated him very well and
cured him to some extent. Ven. Mahapragyan taught him some fundamental teachings and later he, too, renounced his household life and
became a monk called Tshul Khrim Thinley. Along with Karmasila and
Maha Virya, Mahapragyan started for Shigatshe and reached there after
18 days. There they were received by Nepalese merchants again ...
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LUCIAN0 PETECH

CHINESE AND TIBETAN MATERIALS
ON THE NEPALESE QUINQUENNIAL MISSIONS

The present paper does not claim to break new ground, nor it is
aimed at solving any special problem. It belongs rather in the category of
collections of documents. A rather dreary job, which, however, serves to
complete a picture by supplying the other side of the formal relations of
Nepal with China in the 19th century.
As it is well known, one of the stipulations of the treaty which concluded the war of 179112 was the promise by Nepal to send every fifth
year a complimentary mission bearing presents to the Chinese court.
The Nepalese saw in the missions no token of subordination and no
recognition of Chinese suzerainty. For them, it was merely a mark of the
respect due to a mighty neighbour, as well as a way of ensuring the
smooth operation of trade with Tibet, an important consideration for
their economy. At some periods it was also looked upon as a counterassurance against pressure from the British-Indian government. However, after the rise to power of Jang Bahadur, the Gorkha government
never again tried to play that card.
For the Chinese, the Nepalese connection fitted most easily in the
age-honoured frame of tributary relations', although this frame was becoming more and more moth-eaten as the 19th century advanced. The
Nepalese, like the Koreans, the Vietnamese and the Ryukyu islanders,
were supposed to come to Peking to gaze with awe at, and to bow
dutifully to the majesty of the Lord of All-under-Heaven, considered as
the centre of the civilized world. The presents the envoys carried were

1 . See the three studies by J.K. Fairbank, Yang Lien-sheng and M. Mancall in J.K.
Fairbank (ed.), The Chinese world order, Cambridge Mass. 1968.
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regarded as tribute. Of course the emperor was bound by custom to
reciprocate with gifts of equal if not higher value: noblesse oblige! Many
of these missions, and chiefly those from the statelets of Central Asia,
amounted to a decorously disguised trade enterprise, as the envoys
brought with them duty-free merchandise, which they sold privately at
the capital, usually at great profit. Also, from the moment they entered
imperial territory their travel arrangements and maintenance became
the responsibility of China as the host country. All this laid a heavy
burden upon the Chinese finances. This explains why the imperial government, although flattered, was generally not very keen to receive such
missions too often, and regulated by statute the periodicity of the
visits.
For reasons of prestige the Chinese government tried, and usually
succeeded in arranging for all the tributary envoys to arrive in Peking in
time for the solemn New Year gratulation audience with the emperor2,
or, if they had arrived earlier, to detain them till that moment and then to
send them off at once.
In the second half of the 19th century the periodicity of the Nepalese
missions was no longer strictly observed, and the commercial aspects
came to the fore; they indulged in downright smuggling, chiefly of
opium, prolonging their stay in China for ever longer periods.
As a rule, the Nepalese mission was composed of a high official with
the rank of Kaji as chief envoy, an army officer with the rank of Sardar as
second envoy, several minor officials (mostly military men), a few Gorkha soldiers as escort and the necessary complement of attendants, servants etc., for a total of forty-five men. They usually stopped en route at
Tashilhunpo and Lhasa. From the Tibetan capital to the Chinese province
of Szechwan they were accompanied by a Chinese officer with a military
escort.
AS long as these embassies represented a novelty, as well as a visible
reminder of the imperial victory of 1792, the envoys were gatified with

2. A typical example in point is the unseemly haste with which the Dutch embassy of
van Braam Houckgeest was hustled from Canton to Peking in order to arrive there before
the New Year's day of 1795. J.J.L. Duyvendak, "The last Dutch embassy to the Chinese court
(1794-1795)", in T'oung Pao, 34 (1938), 18-20, 41-44.
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the grant of Chinese ranks and of the insignia pertaining thereto. This
was toned down later, and eventually was reduced to the grant of the
peacock feather, o r even of a sum of money. When the political situation
rendered it advisable, presents and dresses of honour were bestowed
upon the Nepalese king, being usually brought to Kathmandu by special
imperial missions. On at least three occasions (1872, 1889, 1902) the
high military title t'ung-ling ping-ma kuo-kan wang was conferred upon
the Rana de-facto ruler.
The Tibetan authorities were not directly concerned with the embassies. Their relations with Nepal were limited to trade, religious
missions to the Buddhist shrines in the Kathmandu valley, and border
frictions, occasionally leading the two countries to the brink of war; at
times there was also unpleasantness with the Newari merchants residing
in Lhasa, who under the treaty of 1856 enjoyed a specially protected
status. As a matter of courtesy, however, on their passage through Tibet
the missions were received in audience by the Dalai-Lama and the Panchen Lama, to whom they offered some small presents.
The main texts from which we have drawn our materials are the Ta
Ch'ing Shih-lu, the Veritable Documents of the Manchu dynasty. The
entries are quite formal and mostly rather uninteresting; at least, they are
valuable for the chronological support they afford. They never refer to
particular questions being raised by the envoys; their task was merely
ceremonial and the normal diplomatic and commercial relations with
Nepal were handled by the two ambans, the imperial representatives in
Lhasa.
The monograph on Nepal in the Ch'ing-shih k'ao (the unofficial
history of the last imperial dynasty), ch.529, is quite deceptive, as it deals
almost exclusively with the events of 1788192.
The name always employed for Nepal in the Chinese documents is
K'uo-erh-ka, i.e. Gorkha. The names of the Nepalese kings and envoys
are transcribed into Chinese according to their vernacular
pronounciation as transmitted by the interpreters, and not according to
their proper spelling.
The Tibetan texts are practically limited to the biographies of the
Dalai-Lamas and the Pan-chen, which often register the complimentary
visits paid by the envoys to the two heads of the Yellow Church.
I did not try to check Nepalese archival material unpublished o r
published; this want is partly supplied by a recent work by T.R. Manan-
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dhar and T.P. Mishra3,although their information on the personnel ofthe
embassies is hardly sufficient.
The material here presented refers to the quinquennial missions
strictly speaking; I have left out of consideration the letters despatched
from Kathmandu independently of the missions, as well as the
correspondance concerning the several crises that arose in the course of
the 19th century, such as the Dogra war of 184 112, the Tibetan-Nepalese
war of 1854/6, the grave tension of 187 1, the disturbances in the Lhasa
market in 1883/4, the border crisis in Sikkim in 1887/90 and the
Younghusband expedition of 1904.
The following abbreviations will be used:
CS
= Ch'ing-shih k'ao; the edition here quoted is the
Ch'ing-shih published at Taipei in 196 1; for our limited
purpose it is practically identical with the Ch'ing-shih
k'ao.
= Life of the Tenth Dalai-Lama.
DL10
= Life of the Thirteenth Dalai-Lama.
DL13
= Ta Ch'ing li-ch'ao shih-lu, Hsiian-tsung.
HTSL
= Ta Ch'ing li-ch'ao Shih-lu, Jen-tsung.
JTSL
= Ta Ch'ing li-ch'ao shih-lu, Kao-tsung.
KTSL
MM
= T.R.
Manandhar a n d T.P. Mishra, Nepal's
quinquennial missions to China, Kathmandu 1986.
= Hsi-tsang tsou-shu, memorials and documents of
MP
Meng-pao, amban in Tibet 1839-1844, photoreprint, Taipei 1966.
= Ta Ch'ing li-ch'ao shih-lu, Mu-tsung.
MTSL
PC4
= Life of the Fourth Pan-chen lo-bzang-dpal-ldan
bstan-pa'i-nyi-ma.
PC5
= Life of the Fifth Pan-chen dPal-ldan chos-kyi-gragsPa.
Rose
= L.S. Rose, Nepal: Strategy for Survival, University of
California Press, 197 1 .
SPS
= Sandhipatra-saitgrahaf edited by Yogi ~ a r a h a r i n a t h ,
Benares, Shaka 1887, Vikrama Samvat 2022.
3. T.R. Manandhar and T.P. Mishra, Nepal's quinquennial missions to China, Kathmandu 1986.1 am deeply indebted to Professor Theodore Riccardi, who drew my attention to this book and most kindly sent me a copy.
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TTSL
WTSL

=
=

Ta Ch'ing li-ch'ao shih-lu, T@-tsung.
Ta Ch'ing li-ch'ao shih-lu, Wen-tsung.

PEACE MISSION OF 179213
The peace mission led by Kaji Devadatta Thapa, which had been sent
to the Chinese camp to negotiate with the imperial commander Fuk'angan, concluded the peace treaty on 30 September 1792, after which
it continued its journey for Lhasa and Peking.

Chinese Texts:
(KTSL, 1419.12a-13a) On 14/u-tzu.X11=4th February 1793 the mission,
consisting of four men, arrived at Peking at the end of the Chinese
year, and on that date Kaji Devadatta Thapa was received bv the
imperial authorities outside the Hsi-yuan gate (cf. also CS, ch.529,
p. 5788,8).
(KTSL, 1420.12a) On j2n-yin.I= 18th February 1793 the mission was
received in audience by the emperor, together with the other tributaries.
17a) On ting-wei.I= 23rd February 1793 the mission was
(KTSL, 1420.16~treated to a banquet together with the other tributaries.
(KTSL, 1446.10a-11a) On kuei-hai.II=6th March 1794, a document dealing with other matters mentions incidentally the fact that Kaji Devadatta, sent the year before by the Gorkha king, had returned home
and that honours had been conferred on the king4.
There was a sequel to Devadatta's mission: some officers were sent
for the special purpose of accompanying to Peking five elephants as a
present to the emperor.
(KTSL, 1424.8a-10a) On hsin-chlou.III= 18th April 1793 a memorial was
received from Fu-k'ang-an, informing that a Gorkha party had ar-

4. Cf. a letter sent by the envoys to their government on their way home, dated Lhasa
7 September 1796. The names of the envoys are: Devadatta Thapa, Pratiman Rana, Jayanta
Sah, Balabhadra; SPS 23-24. A letter they sent from Shigatse, where they had arrived on 1
October 1796, is quoted in D.R. Regmi, Modem Nepal, Calcutta 1961, 196.
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rived at Lhasa with elephants and horses sent as tribute. The journey
of the elephants raised some problems.
(KTSL, 1434.18b-19a) On chia-hsii.VIII= 18th September 1793 a memorial sent by Fu-k'ang-an's second in command ~ - 1 ~ - t e n ~dealt
-~ao
with the same subject and with the journey of the elephants and
horses to the Kokonor.

Tibetan Texts:
(PC4,74a) On 4.11= 15th March 1793 the Pan-chen was much pleased by
the arrival of the elephant intended for him. A golden letter (gser gyi
bka', i.e. a rescript of the emperor) had laid down that, out of the five
elephants sent in homage (phyag 'tshal) to the emperor by the Bara
Saheb of Nepal, one each were to b e given to the Pan-chen and to the
Dalai-Lama.
(PC4, 84b) This present of one elephant out of five is mentioned also at
the end of 1795, when the Pan-chen inspected the flour ration allotted to the animal.
Of course the elephants never reached Peking and the ambans requested that no such animals should b e sent in the future5.

MISSION OF 179516

Chinese Texts:
(KTSL, 1494.26a-28b) On wu-chPen.I=29thFebruary 1796 an imperial
rescript was addressed to the Gorkha Erdeni Wang (Sino-Mongolian
title meaning "Precious King") Ratna Bahadur expressing
appreciation for his havingsent a special mission to gratulate upon the
emperor's completion of sixty years of reign. Regular tribute was
expected in the following year. The names of the envoys are: Kaji
Nai-erh-hsing (Nar Singh) and the officer Ma-tu Sa-yeh, later also

5. MM, 37 n. 15.
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spelt Pa-tu Sa-yeh (Madho Sahi). The following honours were
granted to the envoys: to Nar Singh the 2nd-class button with the
peacock feathers; to Madho Sahi the 3rd-class button; to eight
higher officials the 5th-class button; to five lower officials the 6thclass button; to the rest of the suite sundry gifts; to the men of the
escort some cash.
(CS, 15.214, 1) The imperial audience with the presentation of the tribute
is registered under the year 1796.

Tibetan Texts:
(Life of the Eighth Dalai-Lama, 250b) On 12.VII= 15 August 1796 the
Dalai-Lama received in audience Kaji Nara Singh and sBar-dur
Pa-ye (sic for Sa-ye; Madho Sahi), sent the year before to the emperor and now on their way home6.

MISSION OF 1802
This mission was delayed because of the unsettled conditions in
Nepal. It did not proceed to Peking, but handed over the presents to the
Chinese officials on the Tibetan-Nepalese border7.

Chinese Texts:
(JTSL, 104.16b-17a) On jin-hsu.X = 9 November 1802 information was
received from the amban Ying-shan that the king Chi-&rh-pa-naTsu-

6. In a Chinese document (KTSL, 1446.lOb-1l b ) a memorial from the arnban Ho-lin,
received at Peking on kuei-hai.I1=6 March 1794 informs that the Gorkha king Ratna (sic for
Rana) Bahadur had sent Ka-pu-tan Su-la Pi-Crh K'a-ta-li (Captain Sura Bir Khattri). Another
memorial by Ho-lin (KTSL, 1446.1 lb-13a) adds the information that Sura Bir Khattri was
the brother of the Kaji (Devadatta?). His was a mission limited to Lhasa, perhaps to settle
some details arising from the peace treaty; he never went to Peking. And yet this information misled CS, 15.21 1.2, to register the arrival at court of a tribute-bearing embassy
from Gorkha under the same date of kuei-hai.11.
7. MM, 24.
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t'a Pi-ka-Crh-ma Sa-ye (Girbana Judha Bikarma Sahi) was sending
tribute.

MISSION OF 1807
This mission too handed over the presents at Kuti on the frontier,
without proceeding farther8.

Chinese Texts:
(JTSL, 159.29b-30a)On hsin-ch'ou.IV= 6 June 1806 the imperial government reminded the amban of the date of the next Gorkha mission; as
five years had passed since the last one, it was due in the following
year.
(JTSL, 191.7a) On i-ssu.I=4 February 1808 on the occasion of the New
Year's audiences the Gorkha Erdeni Wang Girbana Judha Bikarma
Sahi presented tribute.

MISSION OF 1812

Chinese Texts:
(JTSL. 253.12b-13a) On kuei-ssu.I= 2 March 1812 the emperor informed
the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko) that the Gorkha king had sent a letter
stating his intention to send again to court a Kaji and other officials
to bring tribute. The imperial government gave its assent. The envoy
was expected to go to Tibet and from there to proceed to the Court.

8. MM, 24-25. In that connection we find again Sura Bir Khattri, by now a Kaji, sent
to Kirong to make arrangements. Letter of the ambans Yu (Yii-ning) and LJ (Wen-pi)dated
Chia-ch'ing 12, 24.IV= 19 May 1807; SPS, 64.
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MISSION OF 1817
Chinese Texts:
(JTSL, 320.13a- 14a) On hsi-yii.VII= 5 September 1816 the general Sai-

chung-a, commanding the imperial forces sent to Tibet as a measure
of precaution during the British-Nepalese war, in the frame of a war
report informed Peking that the Gorkha king would send a Kaji and
other officials to bring tribute within the year 18 17.
(JTSL, 322.1 la) On ting-mao.XI = 9th January 1817 a communication was
received from general Sai-chung-a informing again the government
that the Gorkha king was sending a Kaji to bring tribute.
(JTSL, 337.22b-23b) On hsin-mao.X1=28 January 1818 the Gorkha envoy
Kaji Jan-la tso-erh T'a-pa (Ranajor Thapa) and another are mentioned among the foreign missions present to the New Year's celebrations.
(JTSL, 338.3b) On j2n-yin. 1=8 February 1818 mention is made of the
tributary envoys sent by the Gorkha Erdeni Wang J$-tsun-ta-erh Pika-erh-ma Sa-yeh (Rajendar Bikarma Sahi).

MISSION OF 1822123

Chinese Texts:
(HTSL, 14.15a-b) On jin-hsii. III= 13 April 182 1 the amban Yii-lin reported that the Gorkha king intended to send tribute. The imperial
government approved.
(HTSL, 33.13b- 14a) On hsin-hai.IV = 27 May 1822 the amban Wen-kan
reported that the Gorkha king was sending tribute.
(HTSL, 40.16b- 17a) On wu-ch'en.VIII = 11 October 1822 the amban Wenkan reported that the Gorkha envoys were coming to Court. In the
Ch'ien-lung period their ruler Ratna Bahadur had been granted the
jewel button. Kaji Bhim Sen Thapa was now governing the kingdom;
it was advisable to grant him the third-class button.
(HTSL, 48.17b-18b) On wy-yin.I= 6 March 1823 information was
received on the Gorkha Erdeni Wang Rajendar Bikarma Sahi and his
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country. He had sent Kaji Ta-na-p'ang-tsa Pang-li (Dalabhanjan
Pande) and others. Now the Kaji was returning home (more or less
the same information, only somewhat shortened, is conveyed in CS,
235,8).
(HTSL, 49.2b-3b) On hsin-ch'ou. 11= 13 March 1823 a deliberation of the
Grand Council recalled that in the preceeding year Wen-kan had
submitted information on the Gorkha kingdom and on the royal
family. A Kaji had come to Court and now he had left for home. A
complete list to the tribute is given.
(HTSL, 64.18a-b) On kuei-wei.I= 17 February 1824, deliberation of the
Grand Council. The Gorkha king has sent tribute. The Gorkha Kaji
Bhim Sen Thapa is managing the affairs of the kingdom. The king
has sent now a letter asking for the conferment of honours to him.
Bhim Sen Thapa is accordingly granted the second-class button
with the peacock feathers.

Tibetan Texts:
(DL10, 133b) On 10.VII= 16 August 1823 the Dalai-Lama granted audience to the Nepalese envoys; the Kar-ci (Kaji), the sTag-gsar (Sardar), Jayadhara and others, thirty men together, returning home
from Peking.

MISSION OF 1827

Chinese Texts:
(HTSL, 123.9a-b) On wu-yin.VIII= 25 September 1827 a communication
was received from the amban Sung-t'ing to the effect that the Gorkha Erdeni Wang Rajendar Bikarma Sahi was sending tribute.
(HTSL, 121.26b-27b) On keng-yin.XII =4 February 1828 among the
missions arrived for the New Year's ceremonies there is mention of
the envoys of the Gorkha king, Kaji Pi-j@Ke-sa-j&tsu Pang-li (Bir
Kesar ju Pande) and another.
(HTSL, 132.6a) On ting-wei.I=2 1 February 1828 the Gorkha Erdeni Wang
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Sahi had sent tribute.
(HTSL, 132.1la-b) On chia-yii.I=28 Fabruary 1828 the Gorkha envoy
Pi-jt Ke-sa-jt tsu Pang-li (Bir Kesar ju Pande) and the second envoy
tho-lan-ken-tst-chia-Crh-ke (?) were granted the peacock feathers.

Tibetan Texts:

(DUO, 184a-b)At the end of the 7th month (August/September) 1827 the
Dalai-Lama granted audience to the Gorkha envoys to the emperor,
the Kar-ci and Sag-rdar (Sardar) with the Dza-ma-rdar (Jamadars)
etc., forty men in all.

MISSION OF 1832

Tibetan Texts:
(DL10, 27 la) On 8.VI=4 August 1832 the Dalai-Lama granted audience
to the envoys Bir Kaisher etc.

MISSION OF 1837

Chinese Texts:
(HTSL, 300.39a-40a) On chia-hsii.VIII=28 September 1837 the government received a communication from the amban Kuan-shtn-pao.
The Gorkha mission had arrived in Tibet. The list of the tribute items
is given. The Kaji was the bearer of a letter from the king. Besides
the regular tribute, the mission brought other items as personal
presents from the king's wife. These objects should be left in Tibet,
to be taken back when the envoys returned home. The Kaji was to be
informed that the regulations did not permit a queen to offer personal tribute. All the items sent by the queen should be returned.
(HTSL, 304.32a) On ping-yin.XII = 18 January 1838, the Gorkha envoys
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are mentioned among the missions arrived for the New Year's ceremonies.
(HTSL, 305.7a) On chi-rnao.I=3 1 January 1838 (the envoy of) the Gorkha
Erdeni Wang Rajendar Bikarma Sahi presented tribute.
(HTSL, 305.15a) On ping-hsu.I=7 February 1838 the Gorkha envoy Kaji
Tsou-ta-je-mu Pu-ssu-ka-chi Sa-ha (Chautaria Pushkar Sah; two
characters are mistaken) and the second envoy Sardar Ke-shih-ti-totsa-pang-she (?) were granted the peacock feathers.
(HTSL, 306.7b) On ping-wu.I1=27 February 1838 the Dependencies
Superintendency (Ii-fan-yuan) gave instructions for the journey
home of the envoys through Szechwan.
(HTSL, 3 13.7b-8a) On i-hai.VIII=24 September 1838 a communication
was received from the amban Kuan-shen-pao regarding the arrival
in Tibet of the Gorkha envoys. The imperial government gave orders
that the fire arms sent by the king over and above the normal tribute
should be kept under lock and key in Lhasa. Now that the Kaji was
on his way home, these objects were to be handed back to him.
(HTSL, 3 15.28b-29a) On chia-wu.X= 12 December 1838 a communication from the amban Kuan-shen-pao was received, dealing with
the same subject. The impounded objects should be handed back to
the Kaji.

Tibetan Texts:
(DL10 , 313b) On 19.VII= 7 September 1837 the Dalai-Lama granted audience and entertained the Nepalese envoys, the Kaji and Sardar, en
route for Peking9.

MISSION OF 1842
Chinese Texts:
(MP, 3.7 a-b) On 29.VI = 15 August 1841 the amban Meng-pao reported

9. Cf. a letter from the king to Pushkar Sah dated 13 March 1838; SPS, 107-109.
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that the Nepalese mission would leave for China in the following
year.
(HTSL, 380.8b-9a) On chi-yii.IX=7 October 1842 information was
received from Meng-pa0 that the Gorkha king was presenting a
memorial and that the envoys were starting.
(MP,3.8b-9b)A letter fi-om Meng-pao despatched on 28.VII=2 September
1842 informs that the Gorkha envoy Kaji Tsa-ka-ta Pa-meng Pang-che
(Jagat Barn Pande) had left Yambu (Kathmandu) on 28.V= 16 July. On
27.VII= 15 September the mission, duly escorted, departed from
Lhasa after having paid their respects to the Dalai-Lama.
(MP,3.10a-1 1a and 12a-13a) Appended to the above document are a list of
the items composing the tribute and the roll ofthe mission, as follows:
Chief envoy Kaji Tsa-ka-ta Pa-meng Pang-che (Jagat Bam Pande);
Second envoy Sardar Pi-je-pa-ta-je (Virabhadra), a high military
officer;
Eight higher officials, viz.:
Su-pi-ta-jeSu-je-tun Pan-che (SubedaK.. Pande), a military officer;
Subedar Pi-na-man-je-tun(Bir...), a military officer;
Subedar Ha-jih Ke-ssu-lang (Hari...), a military officer knowing Chinese;
Subedar Hsi-ti-la-hsing (Sthira Singh?), a military officer knowing
written Gorkhali;
Subedar Ha-la-ha hsing Ch'ia-ti (Kharakh Sing Chhatri), a military
officer;
Subedar Po-ch'u-pa Ch'ia-ti (...Chhatri), a military officer;
Subedar La-na hsing Ch'ia-jih (Rana Singh Kharidar?) a military officer;
Six subaltern officers, viz.:
Tsa-ma-ta-jt Ti-pi Pa-sa-erh-ta Pang-chi2 (Jamadar Devi Prasad
Pande) , a subaltern;
Jamadar Tsan-ha-pi Ch'ia-ti (... Chhatri), a subaltern;
Jamadar Ying-ta hsing Ch'ia-ti (Indar Singh Chhatri), a subaltern;
Jamadar Chi-ti-ma (Kirtiman), a subaltern;
Jamadar Pa-ta-ma (Padma), a subaltern;
Jamadar Ma-lu (Mallu), a subaltern;
Plus nineteen soldiers and ten attendants, for a total of forty-five
men.
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(HTSL, 387.30a) On hsin-ch10u.XII=27January 1843 the Gorkha envoy
Jagat Bam Pande is listed among the foreign missions arrived for the
New Year.
(CS, 259, 3) Same information.
(HTSL, 388.19a-20b) On ting-ss~i.I=12 February 1843 the emperor
addressed a rescript to the Gorkha Erdeni Wang Rajendar Bikarma
Sahi, appreciating his sending Kaji Jagat Bam Pande with a letter; the
presents were reciprocated and leave was granted to the two envoys to
return home.
(MP, 3.29a-30b) On 12.VIII= 5 October 1843 Meng-pao reported that the
envoys on their way back had arrived in Lhasa on 2 1.VII = 16 August
of that year.
(MP, 3.36a-b) The above document and a similar one were received in
Peking on kuei-mao.II= 24 March 1844.
(HTSL, 402, 28b-29b) On ting-ssu.I1=7 April 1844 a report was received
from Meng-pao concerning a letter from the Gorkha king. The Kaji
who last year had come to Peking did not dare to return home
because of the disturbed conditions in Nepal.

MISSION OF 18471°

Chinese Texts:
(HTSL, 45 1.12b) On hsin-mao.I= 20 February 1848 the imperial government remarked that in this year the Gorkha envoys were somewhat
late, and thus were unable to take part in the New Year's ceremonies.
(HTSL, 45 1.13b) On kuei-ssu.I=22 February 1848 the newly-crowned
Gorkha king Su-jan-ta-erh Pi-ka-erh-ma Sa-yeh (Surendar Bikarma
Sahi) was granted the jewel button. His envoys Kaji Su-je-ta hsing
Pen-t'a (Surath Singh Pantha) and Sardar A-hsi-pa JG-la Pa-sa-niyen-ta (... Rana Basnyet?) received the peacock feathers.

10. According to Rose, 107, this mission did not take place. However, evidence to the
contrary is supplied in MM, 26-27, supported now by the Chinese documents.
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(HTSL, 45 1.14b) On the same date the Gorkha envoy Surath Singh Pantha and his colleague were received in audience on the Drilling
Field ' I.
(HTSL, 452.9b) On kuei-ch'ou.II= 14 March 1848 the imperial government took notice that the Gorkha Erdeni Wang Surendar had sent
an envoy bearing a letter.
(HTSL, 476.IIb-12a) On kuei-mao.X11=21 February 1850, the day of the
New Year's festival, several foreign envoys were feted, among whom
those from Gorkha (this last entry is chronologically difficult to explain).

Tibetan Texts:
(PC4, 3 lob) On 2 1.V=3 July 1847 the Pan-chen gave audience to the
envoys of the king of Gorkha.
(Life of the 1l t h Dalai-Lama, 89a) In the 9th month (October/November)
of 1847 the Dalai-Lama, being ill, was unable to receive in audience
the Kar-ci, envoy of the Gorkha king to the emperor, but presented
him with the customary gifts.

MISSION OF 1852
Both the envoy Gambhir Singh and the second envoy died in Peking.
The rest of the mission returned home in May 185412.

Chinese Texts:
(WTSL, 80.1 la-b) On wu-hsii.XII= 3 1 January 1853 a communication
was received from the ambans intimating that the Gorkha envoys
were on their way.

11. On this square in Peking, called Shan-kao shui-ch'ang,see J.J.L. ~uyvendak,OP.
cit., 66.

12. MM,27-28.
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(WTSL, 88.42b) On chia-tzu.III=27 April 1853 the government granted
three hundred taels to the Gorkha envoy Kaji Keng-pieh-jC ch'ing
(Gambhir Singh) and two hundred taels to the other man Pa-ta-la
hsing Ka-lo Ch'ia-ti-jC (Bhadra Singh.. . Chhatri).

Tibetan Texts:
(PC4,365b) In the 7th month (August/September of 1852) the Pan-chen
gave audience to the Nepalese Kar-ci, Sardar etc., bearers of presents
to the emperor. The Sardar was a believer in Tibetan Buddhism.

The mission due in this year never despatched; Peking exempted the
Gorkha king from this obligation, as per the following Imperial rescript.

Chinese Texts:
(WTSL, 2 15.19a) On jin-yin.XII= 14 January 1857 an imperial rescript to
the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko) reminded them that, after the Gorkhas had sent their mission in 1852, the time was approaching for
another mission. However, We remember that they had been involved in a conflict with Tibet, although hostilities have ceased. If
now We order them to bring their local products, since this represents for them a long journey, it would mean a lack of consideration for their difficulties. Regarding the intended regular embassy
of 1857, We make it know that We excuse their tributary mission for
this time, in order to show Our sympathy with the good sentiments
of these faraway people.
(WTSL, 228.lb-2a) On ting-ssu.V=29 May 1857 a letter from the king of
Gorkha was received. He had been excused for this time from offering the customary tribute and an imperial edict had been issued to
this effect.
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(THE EXPECTED MISSION OF 186213)
This mission was cancelled with imperial consent, although preparations had been already started13.

Chinese Texts:
(MTSL, 12.66b) On kuei-hai.VI = 9 January 1862 the government voiced
its expectation that the Gorkhas would bring tribute in the following
year.
(MTSL, 32.10a) On kuei-yii.VI= 18 July 1862 a report was received from
the amban Man-ch'ing assuring that the Gorkhas intended to send
the normal tribute. Orders were passed for the transport of the
tribute goods.

MISSION OF 186718
The mission, headed by the Kaji Jagat Sher Sijipati, left Kathmandu
on 2 August 1866. They traveled as far as Ta-chien-lu on the Szechwan
border; but the Chinese, on the official plea of the Muslim rebellions,
never gave them permission to proceed to Peking. So after two years they
returned to Kathmandu 14.
Chinese Texts:
(CS, 308,5) On chia-wu.X= 20 November 1865 the imperial government
reminded the Gorkhas of their tribute.
(MTSL, 260.2a-b) On hsin-ch'o~.VI=9July 1869 a report was received

13. MM, 28. In the 5th month (June/July)andon 22 July 1861 the pan-chenandthe
Dalai-Lama had received a Nepalese mission of about twenty men, bringing as present
some fine chargers (ti-pi-cag);P C ~130a;
,
Life of the T~rlelfrhDalai-Larna, 85a. This had
nothing to do with the mission which was due to start for China in the following year. The
Tibetan texts do not mention the emperor in this connection and most probably it wasa
complimentanr mission sent by Jang Bahadur to the two heads of the Tibetan
church.
14. Rose, 135-136; MM, 58.
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from the amban En-lin informing that in the preceeding year the
Gorkha envoys had returned to Tibet.

Tibetan Texts:
(Life of the Twelfth Dalai-Lama, 158b) On 12.X=26 November 1868 the
Dalai-Lama received in audience the Gorkha envoys that had gone
to China.

(THE EXPECTED MISSION OF 1872)
The mission was not despatched, as the Chinese government had
granted an exception15, although preparations had already ben made.
Chinese Texts:
(MTSL, 336.lOa-1 l a ) On chi-ch'ou.VII= 10 August 1872 the amban En-lin
reported that, as the Gorkha king was expected to send tribute,
arrangements were being made and funds provided for the journey of
the envoys to the capital.

MISSION OF 1877
This mission had to wait at Ta-chien-lu for a long time and reached
Peking only in December 1879. It stayed there till May 1880 and reached
home in 188216.
Chinese Texts:
(Ch'ing-chih wai-chiao shih-liao, 12.29a-30b) On 9.XI = 3 January 1877 a
report from the amban Sung-kuei came in: the Gorkha Erdeni Wang

15. MM, 28-29.
16. Rose, 137-138; MM, 29, 58-59.
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Surendar was sending a first and a second envoy for the
quinquennial mission. The name of the first envoy was Ti-cha Paha-tu J$-na (Tej Bahadur Rana). The mission started from Yarnbu
( ~ a t h m a n d u on
) 2.VI = 12 July and arrived at Lhasa on 1 9.VIII = 25
September. Accounts were submitted for the expenses incurred for
food, for the escort etc.
(TTSL, 5 1.31b-14a) On j6n-shen.V= 26 June 1877 a report was received
from the amban Sung-kuei on the death of Jang Bahadur and on his
succession.
(TTSL, 61.12a-b) On keng-shen.XII= 13 December 1877 a report came in
from the amban Sung-kuei: the Gorkha envoys had arrived in Lhasa
and the amban was sending some officials to escort them to Szechwan.
(TTSL, 72.9a-b) On kuei-mao.IV=25 May 1878; as previously intimated
by Heng-hsiin (the governor of Szechwan) and by Sung-kuei, the
Gorkhas were coming to Court to present tribute1'.
(TTSL, 102.8a-b) On keng-shen.X= 3 December 1879 arrangements were
made by the Dependencies Superintendency (li-fan yuan) for the
passage of the Gorkha tributary mission through Szechwan.
(TTSL, 103.1lb) On j6n-wu.X=31 December 1879 the Gorkha envoy Kaji
Tieh-tsu Pa-ha-tu-erh (Tej Bahadur) with fifteen men was received
outside the Shenwu gate.
(CS, 329,O) The Nepalese mission is listed among those arrived during
the year 1879.
(TTSL, 105.4b) On ting-wei.XII= 19 January 1880 the Gorkha envoy Tiehcha Pa-ha (Tej Bahadur) and the second envoy P'a-na Pa-ha (?) were
granted the peacock feathers.
(CS,329,8) Gorkha is mentioned again among the foreign countries which
brought tribute in the year 1880.
(TTSL, 109.3b-4b) On kuei-mao.II= 15 March 1880 the Gorkha tribute
arrived at court; the Dependencies Superintendency took the necessary measures.

17. A document (TTSL, 74.6b) datedldn-shen.V=9June 1878 refers to a memorial of
the Gorkha king arriving along with the tribute. This is certainly due to some error, as it is
proved that the envoys arrived at Peking only in December 1879. This mistake has caused a
wrong entry in CS, 328,1, listing the Gorkha tributary mission among those which arrived
at the end of 1878.
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(TTSL, 111.17a) On Kuei-ssu.III= 4 May 1880 the Gorkha envoys left on
their return journey.
(TTSL, 126.3b) On wu-hsii.XI1 = 4 January 188 1 the government, hearing
of the difficulties encountered by the Gorkha envoys during their
journey, gave orders to the governor-general of Szechwan and to the
amban to give them assistance.
re(TTSL, 145.5a-b) On ping-yin.IV=28 May 1882 the amban S&-leng-@
ported that the Gorkha envoys had arrived at Lhasa.
(TTSL, 152.8b) On ping-yii.X=3 November 1882 the Gorkha king
received the jewel button @ao-shih).

Tibetan Texts:
(PC5,246b) On 2.VIII=9 September 1877 the Pan-chen gave audience to
the Gorkha envoys, the Dza-man (Jamadars) etc.
(DL13, Ka, 101a) At the end of the 3rd month (March to May) of 1882 the
Dalai-Lama received in audience the Gorkha envoys who had gone
to Peking.

MISSION OF 1886
This mission came back in 1891 onlyI8.
Chinese Texts:
(TTSL, 252.9a) On keng-yin.II= 20 March 1888 the Gorkha envoy Kaji
JC-la Pi-ka-Crh-maJ&-na(Rana Bikarma Rana) came to the imperial
audience outside the Tung-hua gate.
(TTSL, 258. lob) On ting-yii.VIII=23 September 1888 the first Gorkha
(?)
envoy Rana Bikarma Rana and the second envoy ~i-j&-k'o-man-la
were granted the peacock feathers.

18. Rose, 143-144.
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Tibetan Texts:
( D L3,~ Ka. 150a) On 28.X= 22 December 1886 the Dalai-Lama gave audience to the Kaji and the Nepalese mission, composed of about fifty
men, on their way to the imperial court.
( D L3,
~ Ka, 2 12a) On 1.II= 11 March 189 1 the Dalai-Lama received in
audience the Gorkha Kaji who had brought presents to the emperor,

MISSION OF 1894
This mission came back in 1901 only l g .

Chinese Texts:
(TTSL, 393.17a) On hsi-yii.VII=S September 1896 the (second) Gorkha
envoy Sa-erh-ta-muTsu-ta Pi-je K'a-cha-ka Ch'ieh-ti-je (Sardar Judha
Bir Kharak (?) Chhetri) was granted compensation funds.

Tibetan Texts:
(DL13. Ka, 332a) In the first month (March) of 1900 the Dalai-Lama
granted audience to the Kaji and the Gorkha envoys returning
home.

MISSION OF 1906
The envoys returned home in 19 lo2'.

19. Rose, 145; MM, 30.

20. MM, 30.
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Chinese Texts:
(Ch'ing-chi ch'ou-Tsang tsou-tu, Yu-t'ai, 2.36) On 6.V=27 June 1906 the
amban Yu-t'ai reported the impending departure from Kathmandu
of the envoys carrying the tribute as well as a royal letter dated
10.IX = 8 October 1905, which recalled the precedents of 1892. The
name of the envoy was Kaji P'ei-jC Pa-ha-tu-je Keng-cha-t'o-cha
Ch'ieh-ti-j@(Bhairav Bahadur Gadhatola Chhetri). The second envoy
was Sardar Ka-ha-hsin K'a-cha-ka Ch'ieh-ti-jC (...Chhetri). They were
expected to start from Kathmandu on 1.VI = July by the Milam route.
This report was received at Peking on 17.VIII= 4 October 1906.
(CS, 365,5) On ping-wu.III= 2 1 April 1908 the mission was received at
Court.

Tibetan Texts:
(DL13, K'a, 35a) In 1907 the Dalai-Lama, then traveling in North China,
met the Sardar leading the Nepalese mission and granted his blessing to the Kaji, who was ailing.

GAUTAM VAJRACHARYA

THE LOCALES OF MANAGRHA AND KAILASAKUTA-BHAVANA:
OLD PROBLEM, NEW APPROACH

Introduction

A Sanskrit word frequently used in classical Sanskrit literature as
well as in the Licchavi inscriptions for "palace compound" is rajakula
which became lajakula in medieval Newari and layku in modern Newari.
Ancient rajakulas not only served as the residence for the royal family,
but also functioned as the centre for administration and justice. As prescribed by architectural texts, they even included a prison1. Furthermore, just like ancient Indian palaces the Licchavi palaces of Nepal
included a tower-like, several stories high, main royal residence in the
middle of each compound. This was one of the main features of the
ancient palaces described in the Sanskrit fictions and architectural texts.
A good example is the court poet Bana's vivid depiction of the royal
residential white tower, Dhavalagrha, in the middle of the Emperor Harsapspalace ground, which inclided many other buildings such as a
courthouse, residences for the members of royal family and a private
sacretory, quarters for horses and elephants, a bath house and a water
reservoir2.Nepalese palaces of this time shared most of these features, as
we know from Amsuvarman's Hadigaon inscription3.
The Licchavi period saw two rajakulas. One of them was Daksinarajakula located in southern Kathmandu; the other one, which seems to be

1 . Manasara, 40.77; Samarangana-Siitradhara, 76.38.
2. V.S. Agrawal, Harsacarita: Eka Sanskritika Adhyayana (Patna: Bihara Ras~rabh4.5
Parisad, 1964), pp. 92-93, plates 25-26.
3. Dhanavajra Vajracharya, Licchavikalaka Abhilekha, (Kathmandu: Institute of Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvana University, 1973), inscr. 72, pp. 301-302.
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identical with Pundrirajakula,
..
was situated in Hadigaon near modern
Manmanesvari temple and served as the coronation palace of the Litchavi kings. These two palace compounds fulfilled the need of the dual
monarchy for this period. Toward its end, however, the coronation palace
of Hadigaon was abandoned by the Licchavi kings as we learn from the
Narayanachaur inscription of Jayadeva 114.

A New Approach
Previous authors, without giving any attention to the difference between a rajakula and a main royal building within it, considered Managrha a palace compound5.One scholar regarded Kailasakiita-bhavanaas
a chancery6,yet other historians believed it to be a palace compound and
hence comparable to Daksinarajakula and Pundrirajakula7. We have,
however, strong reasons to believe that Managrha and Kailasakiitabhavana were not palace compounds but main buildings in two different
rajakulas. Our argument is based on the following points:
1. In the Licchavi inscriptions, Managrha and Kailasakufa-bhavana were
never designated as rajakula.
2. As the names themselves attest, they were grha or bhavana, both
Sanskrit synonyms for building.
3. Narendradeva's Bhansarchok inscription compares Kailasakutabhavana with a mountain peak: kailasakiifabhavanad bhuvanaprakaSaj jyotsnavamrstahimavac
. ..
chi(kharagra)dipteh 8 . . " From Kailasakuta-

4. These introductory remarks summarize the first part of the paper I presented at
the conference.
5. For example, see Prayag Raj Sharma, "The Land System of the Licchavis in Nepal",
Kailas, A Journal o f Himalayan Studies, (1983) vol. 10, no. 1-2, pp. 27-28: "The rulers had
expansive palace grounds, such as Managrha and Kailasakutabhavana, which, besides
containing living apartments for their families also housed 'important high offices of
state".
6. Mary Slusser, Nepal Mandala, A Cultural Study of the Kathmandu Valley,
(Princeton: Princeton University-Press, 1982) p. 108.
7. D.R. Regmi, Inscriptions of Ancient Nepal, 3 vols. (New Delhi: Abhinava Publication, 1983) vol. 3, pp. 253-254. Kamal P. Malla, "Epigraphy and Society in Ancient Nepal:
A Critique of Regmi, 1983", Contribution to Nepalese Studies (1985) vol. 13, no. 1 , p. 69.
8. Vajracharya, Licchavikalakd Abhilekha, inscr. 123, p. 458.
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bhavana which is the light of the world and bright as the rnoon-lit
snow-capped mountain peak of Himalaya". If Kailasak~ya-bhavana
was a palace site, this comparison would not make any sense. Evidently, it was a tall building.
4. A brief yet vivid description of a Licchavi palace, with included a tall
building in the middle of the compound, may be gleaned from the
travel account of the Chinese envoy Wang Hsiiant'se who visited
Nepal several times between A.D. 643-657:
In the middle of the palace there is a tower of seven stories roofed with copper tiles.
Its balustrade, grilles, columns, beams, and everything therein are set with fine and
even precious stones. At each of the four comers of the tower there projects a
waterpipe of copper9.

5. Since many features and functions of the Licchavi palaces were similar to those of ancient palaces described in Sanskrit texts, we have a
strong reason to believe that Managrha and Kailaakup-bhavana were
also several story high royal edifices like Dhavalagrha in the middle of
the rajakula of Emperor Harsa who was contemporary with king Amsuvarman.
Besides, we have cumulative evidence not only to prove that they
were buildings but also to show which rajakula they belonged to. We will
proceed to discuss this.

Managrha, the Main Edifice of the Coronation Palace o f Hadigaon

Amsuvarman's Hadigaon inscription of Samvat 30 refers to the door
of Managrha: rttanagrhadvarasya pu 1 pa 4 "One purana four pana for
MBnagrha door"10. his statement clearly indicates that M~nagrhawas
within the coronation palace of Hadigaon. Unfortunately, it has been
misunderstood by several generations of scholars, mainly because they
believed that the inscription was connected with Kailasakup-bhavana
and the coronation of the non-Licchavi King Amsuvarman who first
owned the palace.

9. K.P. Jayaswal, Chronology and History of Nepal (Varanasi:Bharati-Prakasan,1976),
p. 87.

10. Vajracharya, Licchavikiilaka Abhilekha, inscr. 72, pp. 301-302.
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The originator of this theory was Sylvan Levi, who discovered the
inscription in the beginning of the twentieth century when he was
writing Le Nepal. For our study it is important to observe the development of his theory.
There are many points of similarity between this inscription and
another important inscription of the same king found in the village of
Bungamati. Both have many new features not seen in the earlier Licchavi
inscriptions ' I . Both are issued from Kailasakuta-bhavana instead of Managyha; the Licchavi king was replaced by Amsuvarman, although his
title rnahasamanta remained unchanged. Even more noticeably, the aka
era, which had been used since the beginning of the Licchavi period
documents, was replaced by a new era identified by modern historians as
the Manadeva era, but previously considered as the Harsa era. The Bungamati inscription is dated Samvat 29; thus it antedates the Hadigaon
inscription by a year. But in 1880 when Bhagvanlal and Buhler discovered the Bungamati inscription, they deciphered its date as 3412;only
in 1965 did Nayaraja Panta prove it to be 2913. Therefore, in 1905 when
Levi found the inscription of Samvat 30 he naively considered that it
made the earliest reference to Kailasakuta-bhavana and was the very first
appearance of Amsuvarman as a sole ruler without mention of the
Licchavi king Sivadeva. On this misconception he developed his theoq
He writes:
La premiere inscription personelle dlAmquvarman, en I'an 30, le montre sans doute
au lendemain de son avenement, reclame par I'organisation de sa cour; c'est le
moment ou il installe son personnel a I'entour du palais neuf. Le site, que les Vamqavalis appellent Madhyalakhu, porte dans les inscriptions le nom de Kailiisakuta ...
Hadigaon, ou j'ai trouve cette inscription dressee contre un chapelle, avec I'inscription de I'an 32 qui lui fait pendant, est situe a I'Ouest de Paqupati, separe par le
"Ruisseau de Blanchisseurs" (DhobiKhola) du plateau qui porte Deo Patan, la ville de
Paqupati, et qui retombe en pente abrupte a I'Est sur la BagmatiI4.

Madhyalakhu literally means "middle gate". It is Newari version of

1 1. Ibid., inscr. 7 1, pp. 290-291.
12. Indraji Bhagavanlal, and G. Buhler, "Inscriptions from Nepal", Indian Antiquary
(1880), no. 9, pp. 163-194.
13. Nayaraja Panta, "Licchavikalaka abhilekhama dekhapareka 55 sammaka samvatka ankako nirnaya", Put-+rna (V.S.2022), vol. 2, no. 3, pp.
1-7.
- 14. Sylvan Levi, Le Nepal, 3 vols. (Paris: Ernst Leroux, 1905-1908) vol. 2, p. 138
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mndhyarnadvara,a palatial unit mentioned in the Hadigaon inscription
of samvat 30. From architectural texts and Pali literature we know that
the middle gate was an important feature of an ancient palace because
only the people closely associated with the palace were allowed to go
beyond the gate. Many ancient palaces of kings and rich merchants
included such a feature. Therefore the faint memory of madhyalakhu
given in the Vamsavali o r the chronicles may be helpful in finding
ancient palaces, but not necessarily Kailasakuta. (This issue is elaborately treated in the unabridged version of this article.)
Furthermore Levi believed that Amsuvarman's coronation took
place in Samvat 30 mainly because the inscription was issued in that year
which he mistakenly considered the earliest of this type; hence, he took
for granted that the coronation elephant and horse mentioned in the
inscription indicated the historical event when Amsurvarman ascended
the throne:
Ces donations se rattachent evidemment a une ceremonie; la mention du cheval du
sacre et de I'elephant du sacre donne a croire que I'occasion en est I'abhi~eka,le
sacre dlAmquvarman...
L'inscription est datee de samvat 30, correspondant a 625 J.-C...La date de I'abhiseka,
en samvat 30, montre bien qulAmquvarman n'a pas fonde, mais emprunte I'ere dont
il se sert; mais ce n'est point a Harsa qu'il a emprunte, plus ou moins volontairernent,
son ereI5.

Clearly all these assumptions, one after another, were built upon one
misconception. This is not surprising because Levi did not know that the
Bungamati inscription bears an earlier date. What is surprising is that even
after the date of the Bungamati inscription was correctly deciphered as
Samvat 29, many historians, without citing any reason, continued to
believe that he was crowned in Samvat 30, and hence the inscription of
that date was associated with his coronation and his new palace.
It is true that the palace compound which existed close to the Hadigaon inscription was a coronation palace, not only because the inscription refers to the coronation elephant and horse, but also because it lists
the holders of royal insignias and the supervisor of the throne. This does
not necessarily mean that this palace belonged to Amsuvarman and
hence the coronation was his. Instead, we have strong reasons to believe

15. Ibid., vol. 3, pp. 83-85.
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that this was an older palace which belonged to the Licchavi kings. First,
thl-ough the edict Amsuvarman announced that the financial management of the palace followed the regulations set up by the earlier kings
(pfirvaraianuvrttya). This expression clearly suggests the historic nature
of the palace. obviously, this was not AmSuvarman's brand new palace.
Therefore, "the earlier kings" must be the Licchavi monarchs who made
regulation not for the future palace of Amsuvarman but for the palace
where they were living. Besides, it is illogical to assume that an intelligent man like Amsurvarman, who always remained rnahasarnanta and
never claimed to be a iribhattiirakapiida o r deva, ordered for himself and
his palace staff the amount which had been required for the earlier
Licchavi kings and their officers.
Secondly, the edict does not mention Amsuvarman o r his family
members as recipients of rnaryadapana, the customary regular payment.
Instead, immediately after the list of gods and goddesses of the palace the
Licchavi king and his family members are given as recipients of payments: Sribhatfarakapadanam pratyekam pu 25. The terminology used
..
here to indicate the members of the Licchavi royal family is Suibhattarakapada. Levi wrongly considered that it implied Pasupati. Although it is
true that the god is often designated as bhatfaraka, this exact terminology
was never used for Pasupati. Besides, in Amsuvarman's other Hadigaon
inscription of Samvat 32, Paiupati and iridhat!drakapdda are listed separately as the recipients of the cash collected annually in the beginning
of the financial year starting from the month of Sravana (iravanikadanarn) 1 6 . Therefore, they cannot be identical. In fact, iribhatfarakapada
was a royal epithet used only for the kings and crown princes of the
Licchavi dynasty as we learn from their inscriptions.
Even though Amsuvarman became absolute ruler of Nepal, he never
received this title in his lifetime; however, in his undated coins and in an
inscription of the later period posthumously he is given the royal title
maharayadhiuaya. Possibly toward the end of his rule he might have
received it, but certainly at the time of the Hadigaon inscription of
Samvat 30 he was r7yahasamanta and continued to have the same title
for many more years.
According to Vamsavalis, King Sivadeva retired as a Buddhist monk.

16. Vajracharya, Licchavikalaka Abhilekha, inscr. 7 7 , pp. 320-321.
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Therefore, in his lifetime Amsuvarman ruled the kingdom. This state..
ment seems to have some significance. In the inscription the Sribhattaraknpada is plural. Although in Sanskrit the plural form is often used as
honoroficlhere it indicates simply plurality. This we know from the next
word pratyekaml meaning 'each'. Thus, Sribhattarakapadanam
..
prat~ekam means "to each bhaffarakapada" which seems to indicate the
Licchavi King ~ i v a d e v aand crown prince Udayadeva. Apparentlyl King
Sivadeva was still alive when ArflSuvarman began to rule the kingdom as
a mahasamanta. The reference to a title referring only to the members of
the royal family of the Licchavi dynasty in the list of the edict testifies that
this palace belonged to the Licchavi kings.
Thus, the inscriptional reference to the door of Managrha supports
our theory even more emphatically. For Levi and others, this was the
most troublesome part in the development of their view. Levi interpreted
managvhadvara as the gate of the Managrha palace without realizing that
in Sanskrit dvara also means a door of a house. He tried to solve this
problem by stating that Kailasakuta-bhavana was built facing the gate of
the older palace Managrha:
Dans tous les cas, la nouvelle residence royale etait, soit au Nord, soit au Sud, soit a
I'Ouest, dans le voisinage immediat de Deo Patan, la capitale de Civadeva et dans le
voisinage immediat du palais des Lit thavis, Managrha, puisqu'une desportes indiquees
dans la repartition dlAmquvarman est appelee "la porte de Mana-grha"".

Slusser attempted a different solution:
Certainly the troublesome "Managyha gate" of the inscription, upon which Levi and
others leaned so heavily in arguing the palaces' proximity, is a very insubstantial one,
leading only to error. One has but to reflect on Indian cities to grasp the weakness of
this argument. There is a Lahore Gate in Delhi, named because it leads to Lahore, not
because Lahore stands by the gatela.

This view is based on her belief that Managrha was a palace compound
with many quadrangles and courtyards. She writes:
As MBnagrha may have consisted of ephemeral quadrangles of wood and brick,
perhaps the recovered terraces and courtyards, deemed unworthy of such a celebrated palace, in fact pertained to that very place19.

17. Levi, Le Nepal, vol. 2 , p. 138.
18. Slusser, Nepal Mandala, p. 1 18.
19. Ibid.
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Here lies her main problem. In fact, the Managrha gate was listed in
the inscription neither because it existed close to Kailasakufa-bhavanaas
LCvi has suggested, nor because the gate led to the Managrha palace
compound as Slusser has explained. The problem will be solved only if
we realize that Managrha was a building not a compound. The inscrip
tion clearly refers to the Managrha door in the middle of the south, west,
north, and middle gates of the palace compound:

...daksinadvarasyapu 3 pa 1...tasya pu 1 p 4 pratoly* pu 1 pu 4 pa~cimadvaras~a
pu 1
pa 4, a x sya pu - pa 4 managrhadvarasya pu 1 pa 4 rnadhyamad~aras~a
pu 1 p 4
uttaradvarasya pu 1 pa 4*O.
"3 puranas 1 pana for southern gate; 1 puranana, 4 panas for pratoli (pavilian-like
elevated structure); 1 purana, 4 panas for western gate; ...purana, 4 pana for...; 1
purana 4 panas for the Managrha door; 1 pursna, 4 panas for the middle gate; 1
purana 4 panas for northern gate".
Here an important question arises. If Managrha was a palace compound instead of a royal edifice, why is just one entrance designated as
managrhadvara whereas other gates are simply called southern, western,
northein, and middle gates without being associated with Managrha?
The answer is: the other gates were not the entrances of Managrha; they
were actually the gates of the palace compound which include'd MBnagrha in the middle. Therefore, Managrha evidently was not the palace
ground but the main royal edifice within the Licchavi palace complex of
Hadigaon.
Managrha was never occupied by non-Licchavi rulers. In all its history this royal residence faithfully remained the seat of the Licchavi
dynasty. Thus, the evidence which supports Managrha's existence in this
coronation palace also supports our view that this palace belonged to the
Licchavi monarchs.
These observations reveal the true meaning of the Hadigaon inscriptions. When Amsuvarman began to rule from Kailasakuta-bhavana as an
absolute ruler, but without removing the Licchavi dynasty from the political scene, the situation in the contemporary administration was unusual. People did not know exactly what would be the position of the
Licchavi royal family and their palace, which had been the centre for
administration for about a hundred and forty years. In fact, the main

20. Vajracharya, Licchavikalakd Abhilekha, inscr. 72, pp. 301-302.
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purpose of both Hadigaon inscriptions was to make this situation clear.
Through these two edicts Amsuvarman wanted to convince the Licchavis
and their subjects that the royal family would be as highly respected as
they had been in the past, and the financial regulation and the tradition
of their palace would continue in accordance with earlier customs. This
explains why the bha!raraka-padas and Managrha are listed as the recipients of the annual cash offering and why Kailasakufa-bhavana and the
mahasarnanta are not2'.

~ailasakuta-bhavana,the Main Edifice of Dak~ina-rajakula
If Managrha was the main royal edifice of the coronation palace of
Hadigaon, a question immediately arises: which palace compound did
Kailasakuta-bhavana belong to? Was it within the other palace compound of southern Kathmandu? We find the answers in the Jiianesvar inscription:

...Kailasakutabhavanad apratihatadharmaiaano licchavi- (kulaketuh). .. paramabhattaraka (maharajadhirajasri jayadevah) nepalamandalantarnivasino yath%vam adhikarana.. . yatharham kusalam abhidhaya samajfiapayati.. .
...paiicalikair eva grhito rajakulasyarpaniya ...
...Sripurvadhi(karana)... purvakam karyesu b r a m a n a n a m ma 40 prasadanam
vrddhi. .. daksinarajakulasya (pu)rvadhikarana.. .
...t e ~ a mpanapuranax deya ... pancal ikanam pradatavya yastu dravyam na prayachhet.. . panadvayam sat panapurana.. . svadvaravagatam daksinarajakula.. .
...dutakotra \.r~var~iaSrivijya~adevah~~.
"From Kailasakuta-bhavana ... ~aramabhattaraka(maharajadhiraja Sri Javadeva, who
is like the chief symbol of the Licchavi family), whose legal order is unquestioned,
issues this order after making a respectful i n q u i q about the health and welfare of
..
who are working on their own official affairs...
the people of Nepala-mandala
21. It is true that the edict does refer to Kailasakukta-bhavana in the very beginning
of the inscription, not as a place where money is paid but as the address of the ruler (sllasti
k a i l u s a k i l ! a - b h a ~ l a ~ ~This
a t ) . is a customary expression which follows the prevailing settled
format seen in many other roval edicts; hence it does not help to prove that Kailasakuta was
also located near the Hadigaon inscriptions of Amsuvarman.
Furthermore fired bricks with Amsuvarman's name on them, found during the excavation at Hadigaon, led some scholar-s to believe that Kailasakuta once stood in that locale.
This is a wrong assumption. In Nepal it was customan. to stamp the name of reigning
monarch not onlv on coins but also on the bricks. Thev \yere used all over his kingdom. Even
these davs traditional brick makers of the Kathmandu Vallev have not forgatten this
CuStome.
22. Vajrachaqa, Liccha1,ikdlaka Ablzilekha, inscr. 150, pp. 573-574.
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(The criminal) should be arrested and submitted to rajakula by the members of the
Pancali themselves ... One panapurana for Sri Purvadhikarana (the Royal Eastern of.
fice) located at Daksinarajakula ...
They should be paid ... panapurana ... it should be given to the members of the Pa"cali,
If a person does not pay the money ... two panas six panapurana ... belonging to its own
entrance (of) Daksinarajakula ...
The crown-prince Vijavadeva is called here diltaka, the roval representative".

The Licchavi monarch, whose name is missing in the inscription,
can be no other than Jayadeva, because his son Vijayadeva is mentioned
in the last line of the inscription as dutaka, representative. The residence
of this monarch was Kailasakuta-bhavana from where the inscriptional
edict is issued. Although this inscription is very much mutilated, we can
be sure that a main purpose of the edict was to convey the message to the
members of the local Paiicali that they should bring any convicted person to the rajakula (paiicalikaireva grhito rajakulasyarpaniyah). Since
the palace of the contemporary Licchavi monarch was the centre for
administration, a court of justice and a place for physical punishment of
a criminal, this rajakula to which the convicted person was to be brought
has to be the palace compound of the reigning Licchavi king who resided
in Kailasakuta-bhavana and issued the edict from there. In other words,
this rajakula was where Kailasakuta-bhavana was located as its main
building. From the passages of the edict we also know definitely that the
name of this palace compound was Daksina-rajakula (daksinarajakulasya
purvadhikarana, svadvaravagatam daksinarajakula). Therefore, Kailasakuta-bhavana evidently was the main royal edifice of ~aksina-rajakula,
just as Managha was of the coronation palace of Hadigaon o r Dhavalagrha of Harsa's rajakula.
This view carries weight particularly because the only other Licchavi
rajakula, the palace of Hadigaon by the time of Ja~adevaI1 was totally
abandoned. The later Licchavi kings, from Narendradeva on, always
issued edicts from Kailasakuta-bhavana. Jayadeva I1 was one of them.
But his Narayanachaur edict clearly shows that half of the Hadigaon
palace from the east gate to the west gate (purvadvarena praviSya
rajanganamadhyena paScimudvarena ... ttaraq? gurva 2 3 ) was in the territory over which the members of Paficali and dauvarikas, the local authorities appointed by the palace, received their administrative right as

23. Ibid., inscr. 149, p. 566.
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well as jurisdiction. This would be impossible if the ruling king was
living in that palace. Therefore, Kailasakuta-bhavana where King
~ ~ ~ ~I1d was
e v residing
a
when he issued Jfianesvara edict cannot be in
the Hadigaon palace.
Furthermore, later when the Licchavi monarchs ruled from Kailaakuta-bhavana, two important royal administrative officers known as
piirvadhikarana, the Eastern Office, and Paicimadhikarana, the Western
Office,became very famous. They appeared in the inscriptions together
with Kail~sakuta-bhavana.The early Licchavi inscriptions do not mention these two offices, but do mention totally different offices inherited
from the preceding non-Aryan rulers as attested by the non-Sanskritic
names Kuthera, solla, Lingvala, and Mapcoka. Early edicts often use a
formula to indicate that the authorities of these four offices should not
interfere with the business of an autonomous village or villages (caturbhiradhikaranaih na pravegavyam, "all four offices should not enter [the
village])". This group did not include the Western and Eastern Offices.
Therefore, in later Licchavi inscriptions instead of caturbhiradhikaranaih,
a new terminology, sarvadhikarana, "all offices", was used to signify both
traditional and new offices. The new offices were designated as puma
(eastern) and paicirna (western) because of their location in the rajakula.
The palace compound which housed the Eastern and Western Offices
and remained active even in the later Licchavi period cannot be identical
with the abandoned palace of Hadigaon. In fact this rajakula belonged to
the kings ruling from Kailiisakuta-bhavana. Clearly Kailaakuta and
those directional offices were in ;he same palace compound. Now we
come to the main point. The Jiianesvara inscription states that the East..
(dak~inarajakulasyapumaern Office was located in Daksina-rajakula
dhikarana). Thus, Kailasakiita-bhavana must also have belonged to
Dak~ina-rajakulaof southern ~ a t h m a n d u .

Yapringrama, the Capital City of the Later Licchavi Period
In addition to the Jiianesvar inscription of Jayadeva 11, there is
another important Licchavi inscription which can be used from a different point of view to support our theory of the locale of KailaakBtabhavana.
The de facto ruler Jisnugupta,
..
who came to power just after AmSu-
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varman and shared the rule with the Licchavi kings, lived in Kailasakutabhavana. All his edicts are issued from this address. The Nilavarahi inscription is not an edict, but it contains an exceptional reference to
Jisnugupta's address24.In the inscription the ruler is highly eulogized.
The eulogy is written in a Sanskrit meter known as rnandakrantli. The
three-word name Kailasakuta-bhavana does not fit into this meter. Cornpare the well-known verse f;om Narendradheva's Bhansarchok inscription: kailasakufabhavanad bhuvanaprakai iij... This verse is in the Vasanta Tilaka meter; Kailasakuta-bhavana fits here without difficulty,but
this is not true in mandakranta meter. Therefore, the composer referred
to the king's address differently. According to the verse, King Jisnugupta
lived in the capital city called Yapringrama: Yapringrarne sthitavati ripun
rnulanadik~itecche... ksrnapatau Jisnugupte,
..
"(in the reign of) King
Jisngupta
..
who lives in ~ a ~ r i r i ~ r aand
r n ahas made his desire obvious by
uprooting his enemies". This statement clearly indicates that
Kailasakuta-bhavana, the residence of the reigning King Jisnugupta, was
in Yapringrama. Recently, it was convincingly shown that grama does not
always mean village, but sometimes a city. Therefore, Yapringr2ma
should not be mistaken as a village; it was a capital city. Yapringrama, in
our opinion, was the ancient name for the city of Kathmandu, as
Khoprn, K h p u n , or Khoprm was for Bhaktapur in Licchavi Nepal. In
classical Newari, Khoprri became Khopva or Khopu, and Yapyin became
Yambu. Although in the medieval period Yambu was considered as the
northern part of Kathmandu city, Yangala being the southern25,Chinese
and Tibetan authors often call the entire city Yang pou our Yamput6.
Undoubtedly this Yambu was different from Yangala, Yambu designation.
Tibetan writers knew this difference and sometimes Nepalese documents also use Yambu for entire Kathmandu city, but Yangala is never
used in this sense. ' ~ v e ntoday Kathmandu is known to the Tamangs as
Yambu.
The Licchavi inscriptions mention almost a dozen places ending
with the name prin, which indicated contextually a village or town. Ya-

24. Ibid., inscr. 1 14, pp. 43 1-432.
25. Gautam Vajracharya, "Yangala, Ymbu", Contribution to Nepalese Studies (197411
vol. 1 , no. 2, pp. 90-98.
26. Levi, Le Nepal, vol. 1, pp. 54, 187.
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prifi, therefore, literally means the City of Kathmandu known in the
Newari language as Ya o r Yam as in Yalni "an inhabitant of Kathmandu ".
Therefore, Yapririgrama, mentioned in the Nilavarahi inscription as the
city address of Jisnugupta, can be no other than the city of Kathmandu.
This observation agrees with our view that Kailasakuta once stood in the
palace compound of southern Kathmandu.

Chinese Sources
The T'ang Annals also substantiate our view. We know certainly that
King Narendradeva was ruling from the royal residence when the Chinese Ambassador Wang Hsiian-ts'e came to Nepal. The annals briefly
record his travel account:
In the second year of Hien-king ( 6 5 7 ) an imperial order sent Wang Hiuen-ts'e and
some others into the kingdoms of the West to offer to the Buddha a Keaya. They went
to Ni-po-lo (Nepala) towards the South-West. Arriving at Pouo-lo-tou, they came to the
east of the village at the bottom of a depression. There was there a small lake of water
on fire. If one takes in hand some lighted fire to illuminate it, suddenly on its surface
appears a luminous fire which emerges From the very bottom of the water. If one
wishes to extinguish it by drenching it with the water, the water changes into fire and
burns. The Chinese envoy and his followers placed thereon a cooking vessel and thus
prepared their nourishment by heating.
...The Naga of fire protects it and defends it; the fire of this lake is the fire of the Naga
of Fire2'.

Another version of the account relates:
To the South-East of the capital, at a small distance, there is a lake of water and of fire.
In going one li towards the East, one finds the fountain A-ki-po-li (according to
Jayaswal the Fa-Youen-tchou-lin bears: A-ki-po-mi, the same alternations in the two
redactions of the History of the T'angs)...
TOthe South of the ~ o \ rn , at more than 10 li, is found an isolated mountain covered
with extraordinary Iregetation; temples are disposed there in numerous stories
which one would take for a crown of clouds. Under the pines and the bamboos, the
fish and the dragons follow man, tame and confiding. They approach the man and
come to receive what to eat. Who does them violence causes the ruin of those his
own 2s.

27. Jayaswal, Chronology and History o f Nepal, pp. 89-90.
28. Ibid., pp. 90-91.
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The place named Poua-lo-tou seems to be derived from a nonSanskritic native word for the locality. We know certainly that poh or po
was the ancient Newari name for the royal palace29,the Dalai Lamas1
palace Potala also being related to this term. Most likely, Poua-la-touwas
a derivative of the native word poh-tala "palace area". The fire pond
A-ki-po-li or A-ki-po-mi,which could be a petroleum spring, no longer
exists in the Kathmandu Valley. However, if we know the exact location of
the Licchavi palace the location of the pond can be discovered since the
Chinese account clearly states that it was located only one li away from
the capital.
The hill and lake which were situated 10 li south of the capital can be
identified convincingly. Although the Kathmandu Valley is surrounded
by high mountains, the valley itself is very flat. The only prominent hills
within the area where the existence of the Licchavi palace is possible are
Swayambhu Hill and Chobhar Hill, linked with Kirtipur Hill within a
short distance. Levi suggested that the hill mentioned by Chinese visitors
must be Swayambhu Hil130,but this suggestion is unacceptable because
close to Swayambhu Hill there is no lake such as is described in the
Chinese sources and there is no possibility of having the Licchavi capital
north of Swayambhu Hill. In our opinion this hill and lake could be no
other than Chobhar Hill and the well-known Lake Tava daha or Taudah at
its southern foothill.
Chobhar, Newari Coba, literally means hill-top monastery This Buddhist monastery, which includes a Newar style temple of Avalokitesvara,
still exists on the hill. Close to the main temple of the monastery a
Licchavi inscription has been found, but its script is so badly damaged
that not even a single sentence can be deciphered with certainty3'.A
closer look of the the inscription, however, clearly reveals that the stone
slab once contained a Licchavi period edict because it refers to the royal
office solla and Lingvala and contains a phrase "(they) should not enter
(the village)". This indicates the historical nature of the place.
In Newar myth Lake Tava Daha plays a more important role than the

29. Gautam Vajracharya, Hanumandhokd Rajadarbara (Kathmandu: The Institute of
Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan University, V.S. 2033), pp. 15-16.
30. Levi, Le Nepal, vol. 1 , p. 159n.
3 1 . Regmi, Inscriptions of Ancient Nepal, vol. 1 , inscr. 1 14, pp. 1 1 1 - 1 12.
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hill since it is believed to be a remnant of the primordial lake which once
covered the entire valley. According to Wright's chronicle, during the
reign of Surendra Bikram "an unsuccessful attempt was made to draw
offwater with the view of getting the wealth supposed to be sunk in it " 3 2 .
Even today it is thought that this lake is inhabited by legendary minagas,
fire dragons o r serpents, and who does them violence causes his own
ruin, exactly as the Chinese visitor recorded more than a thousand years
ago. Chobhar Hill is located southwest from Kathmandu, more toward
the south, which tallies with the Chinese description. (It should be noted
that Chobhar Hill is not the same as Kirtipur Hill which is more
southwest than south). According to the Ta'ng period weights and
measures given in table 5 of The Cambridge History of China ten li is
approximately 3 miles33,its actual distance from southern Kathmandu.
Thus, the Chinese documents certainly support our opinion that Kailiisakuta-bhavana once stood in the southern part of Kathmandu.
The fire pond, in this case, appears to be the small spring called
Rajatirtha "royal sacred spring" located on the southern bank of the
Visnumati River, on the other side of the Pacali Bhairava shrine. The
Buddhist Newars regard the spring as especially sacred tirtha since its
water is believed to have healing power against many skin diseases. It is
true that its water has a special smell, very strong sulfuric smell. If this
spring can be geologically proven as a dead petroleum spring or an
extinct small volcanic pond, this also could be helpful in locating the palace.

Conclusion
During the Licchavi period southern Kathmandu and Hadigaon
played an important role mainly because both were on the main route

32. Daniel Wright (ed.), History of Nepal (Calcutta: Ranjan Gupta, 1966, reprint), p.
107n.

33. Denis Twitchell (ed.), The Cambridge History o f China, Sui and Tang China.
589-906 (London: Cambridge University Press, 1979), vol. 3, pt. 1 , p. 20. Grateful
acknowledgement is made to Prof. William Nienhauser. Chairman of the Department of
East Asian Language and Literature, University of Wisconsin, Madison, for providing me
with this information about the ancient Chinese measurement.
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which still crosses the entire valley and links it with the outside world
beyond Chandragiri Hill at the northwest and beyond Sankhu Hill at the
southeast. In the seventh century, when political and cultural relations
were established between Nepal and Tibet, this highway served as a trade
route bringing India and Tibet closer together. Until recently there was
no other convenient trade route between them.
The capital city of the Licchavi kings before Manadeva was certainly
the southern part of Kathmandu, for the Degutale inscription of Amsuvarman refers to the existence here of an old Licchavi palace, identified
~ ~ . King Manadeva built his new palace at Hadias D a k.s i.n a - r a j a k ~ l aAfter
gaon, this old palace was abandoned. Managrha stood within the new
palace, which also housed the lion throne. Close by, but on the other side
of the Dhobikhola river, somewhere between it and modern Bodhnath,
there was a palace-like residential area inhabited by powerful de facto
rulers, mahapratiharas. The Narayanachaur inscription calls the area
mahapratihara-grha-mandala35.
..
Amsuvarman, as a powerful de facto
ruler himself, could have lived here but he found the old Licchavi palace
in Kathmandu more suitable for his personality. Perhaps it gave him the
opportunity to claim that he was living in an old restored palace and to
keep his favorite epithet Srikalahabhimani "proud of being opposed to
the goddess of wealth", although he not only renovated the entire palace,
but also built within it a magnificent new edifice as well. When the later
. .
it was time for the Hadigaon
Licchavi kings moved to Daksina-rajakula,
palace to be abandoned. This background information will help clarify
our position based on the following points:
1. Managrha and Kailasakuta-bhavana were not palace compounds but
main buildings in two different compounds.
2. Managrha belonged to the Hadigaon coronation palace of the Licchavis, whereas Kailasakuta-bhavana was the tower-like royal residence
of Daksina-rajakula.
. .
3. Amsuvarman's Hadigaon edicts were issued for the organization of
the Licchavi palace of that area. They had nothing to do with Kailasakuta-bhavana.
4. By the time of Jayadeva I1 the Hadigaon palace was totally abandoned

34. Vajracharya, Hanumandhoka Rajadarbara, pp. 3- 16.
35. Vajracharya, Licchavikalaka Abhilekha, inscr. 149, p. 566.
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by the Licchavi kings when they moved from Managrha to Kail2sakuta-bhavana.
5 . ;isnugupta
..
ruled horn Kailasak~ta-bhavana,
and Yiipriligrama was his
capital city. This clearly indicates that Kailasakuta-bhavana was in yapririgrama.
6. Yaprin was the same as Yambu, the non-Sanskritic name for Kathmandu, just as Khoprn o r Khopu was for Bhakta~ur.
7. The T'ang annals describe a lake and a hill with temples three miles
south of the Licchavi capital. This lake and hill could be no other than
Lake Tava Daha and Chobhar Hill close to Kirtipur. The distance and
direction substantiate of our view that Kailasakuta once stood in the
southern part of Kathrnandd6.

3 6 . The prestigious Kailasa palace of the medieval ~ e r i o dwas located in the same
area of southern Kathmandu where the Licchavi palace Daksinarajakula once existed. In
name and site, this palace seems to be reminiscent of ~ailasakuta-bhavana.~ u r t h e r m o r e ,
the unpretentious shrine of the goddess Sasthi located in this area can be no other than a
Sasthidevakula, an important feature of akc'iknt palaces. These points which 1 have elaborated in the unabridged \rel-sion of my paper have been also treated bv Slusser, Nepal
Mal!d~la,pp. 1 19- I 2 I .

V. RELIGION
a) Buddhism

MICHAEL ALLEN

PROCESSION AND PILGRIMAGE IN NEWAR RELIGION

Most visitors to Kathmandu valley are immediately impressed by the
immense proliferation of physical manifestations of the sacred o r divine.
As well as the countless temples and shrines dedicated to almost every
known deity of both the Hindu and Buddhist pantheons, not to mention
numerous others of purely local significance, there is an almost infinite
number of sacred places and objects scattered throughout the valley some man-made structures, such as caityas, stupas, lingas, wells, statues
and cremation grounds, others natural features, such as trees, stones,
caves, rivers o r hill-tops. Religion is, as it were, visibly made manifest
wherever one turns. But what is perhaps even more striking is that this
proliferation of sacra is matched by an equally visible emphasis on
highly-organized human physical activity as the primary mode of religious worship. To an exceptional degree the Newars spend a great deal
of their time, energy and resources making offerings at temples and
shrines, performing sacrifices and other elaborate rituals, attending numerous and popular festivals and fairs, and participating in processions
and pilgrimages. These two features of Newar religion, that is to say the
objectification of the divine and the ~roliferationof rituals of the physically active o r 'doing' kind, are but two sides of the same coin. Because
the divine is scattered around the landscape in a great variety of physical
forms, so too is there a corresponding development of ritual procedures
designed to bring worshipper and deity into productive contact.
Such pragmatic and this-worldlv features of Newar religion are, of
course, in marked contrast to the high repute commonly accorded to
renunciation, detachment and physical quiescence in important strands
of orthodox Hindu and Buddhist doctrine and practice. Though a few
contemporary Newars do occasionally opt for the other-worldly ap-
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proach to salvation, it has been of very little importance since celibate
monasticism of the Buddhist variety went into decline some six or seven
hundred years ago. Today, a visitor to the valley, rather than hear ~ u d dhist monks quietly chanting in a monastery or come across Hindu
ascetics in a state of deep meditational trance, is more likely to witness a
married priest busily performing a domestic ceremony in a crowded
courtyard, a group of peasants pulling a god's chariot through a noisy
market-place, or a procession of neatly dressed men, women and children making offerings to all the caityas in a locality.
In a previous publication (Allen 1973) I argued that the decline of
Newar monastic Buddhism coincided with the increasing political dominance of a minority of orthodox Hindus. Though rulers were mostly
tolerant of Buddhism, the inevitable decline in royal patronage steadily
eroded the economic and political support base that had previously
underpinned the elaborate monastic system with its large body of celibate monks. This process was yet further accelerated when the Newars
were conquered by the highly militaristic and orthodox Hindu Gorkhas
in 1768. Nevertheless, throughout this long period the Newars retained a
high level of commitment to Buddhism. But, as I argued in my 1973
paper, the decline in royal patronage for such elitist religious activities as
organized monasticism was matched by a corresponding increase in
activities of a more popular kind. I briefly examined some of the principal forms that this transformation took, in particular the offering of
priestly services by the descendants of the former monks to a wide range
of lay clients, the opening of the former monasteries as places of public
worship, and the development of a large number of popular cults based
on the worship of syncretistic deities.
In the present paper I intend to draw attention to yet another manifestation of this popularization of Newar religion - the proliferation of
numerous and highly-organized processions, ritual journeys and pilgrimages. Such a development has, of course, its initial raison d'etre in the
multiplication of temples, shrines and other forms of objective sacra. But
what is especially distinctive of the Newar response is the highly elaborate and community-based way that they go about organizing such activities. It is only on comparatively rare occasions that the Newar goes on a
physically arduous pilgrimage to a remote shrine, and it is even rarer to
find the journey marked by penances, austerities or bodily sufferings. On
the contrary, most Newar ritual journeys are confined to the valley, sel-
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dam take longer than twenty-four hours, and are pleasant social OCcasions usually undertaken with this - wordly rather than other-worldly
motivations, such as the preservation of health, accumulation of merit,

or success in a business or political enterprise.
Let me stress here the contrast that I am making between these two
forms of ritual journey. On the one hand, there are those major pilgrimages, frequently of an arduous kind, which sometimes also involve the
crossing of political boundaries, to remote and famous shrines, temples
or other sacred places, and on the other hand, there are those much
more concentrated journeys which involve the sequential visiting of numerous shrines within a restricted locality. Just as organized monasticism is in large measure dependant on state or elitist support so too is the
development of the long range form of pilgrimage. Ambitious rulers,
seeking for ways to give added legitimacy to their expanding domains,
make land or other grants for the establishment of major shrines or
temples of sufficient fame to attract devotees and pilgrims from afar. By
contrast, the locality-based variety of ritual journey is almost wholly a
product of popular support within a community.
Amongst Newar Buddhists these locality-based ritual journeys have
been developed to a quite exceptional degree with numerous varieties
focussing on different classes of sacra. But before describing two of the
more popoular of such journeys, I need to place them in the broader
context of ritual movement in general - movement, that is, that has as its
primary aim the bridging of the gap between human worshipper and
objectified sacra. Such movements are of two main kinds, on the one
hand the going forth of humans from their various residences to visit
temples, shrines, rivers and other forms of sacra, and on the other the
periodic going forth of iconographic representations of deities from their
abodes so that humans may the more easily see, worship and make
offeringsto them. The most elaborate and popular festivals in the Newar
religious calendar combine both forms of movement, that is to say, humans and gods meet whilst both are abroad on ritually prescribed journeys.
The simplest of all ritual journeys are those that most Newars individually undertake almost every morning when they visit one or a number of their favourite local temples, a visit which may take only a few
minutes and involve no more than a token offering with simple prascid in
return. Another popular and recurrent individual ritual journey is that
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undertaken, again in the early morning, by most housewifes when they
carry gleaming brass pots from their homes to fill with 'pure' water from
a nearby well, water which subsequently will be used by the male head of
the house in his daily devotions to the domestic deities. Though both of
these journeys are very simple affairs, they are nevertheless quite clearly
of a ritual kind, a fact which is made apparent in the careful observance
of various taboos whilst undertaking the course of the journey.
Individuals may also voluntarily decide at any time or for any one of
a number of reasons to go on a more extended tour of sacred places.
Popular choices include visiting a set of tirthas, i.e. fords, bathing places,
junctions or other sacred spots on a river, a set of temples dedicated to a
particular class of deities or all of the ex-monasteries in a town, city or
district. Decisions to make such 'journeys', which commonly consist of
visiting one of a set of shrines on successive full moons, are usually made
after some personal misfortune, such as the death of a close relative or
the collapse of a business enterprise.
But by far the most popular form of ritual journeys are those that are
jointly participated in by the residents of a locality on a regular, frequently annual, basis. Such community-based journeys, like virtually all
regularly recurrent Newar social events, especially those of a religious
kind, are organized and funded by corporate ritual associations known as
guthis. Guthi are established when individuals, or sometimes groups of
individuals, set aside areas of land, the income from which is to be used
in perpetuity by their patrilineal descendants for the performance of a
ritual. Sometimes, when a guthi is founded by a king or other wealthy
individual, the income is alone sufficient to finance a major annual ritual
performance. However, in the case of annual pilgrimages to specified
temples, etc. it is more usual to find that dozens, in some cases even
hundreds, of small groups of worshippers, each constituting a separate
guthi, visit the shrine separately to perform their own separate acts of
worship. For example, during the sacred Newari month of gumla, which
occurs between mid-July and mid-August, dozens of both lineage-and
locality-based guthi associations set out each day from all over the valley
to visit Swayambunath, a sacred complex located on a small hill a few
kilometres west of Kathmandu and on which are located a huge and very
ancient stupa, three Tibetan monasteries, and numerous shrines, groves
and caves of mythological importance to all Newars, especially to those
who profess Buddhism. Each of these small guthi groups, consisting
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mostly of some six to twenty men, approach the hill playing drums,
cymbals and horns and after performing a ceremony focussing on the
worship of the group's founding ancestor, as well as making offerings to a
"ariety of sacra on different parts of the hill, spend a number of hours
picnicing and consuming considerable quantities of rice-wine until finally it is time for a noisy and discordant journey home again.
Also during the month of gumla each Newar Buddhist householder
ritually prepares his home by establishing an altar on which are displayed all of the household's images. In front of the images are placed
large baskets o r mounds of five offerings, the paficadana, consisting of
four varieties of grain together with salt. All day long the male members
of the two highest Buddhist castes, that is to say the castes whose ancestors were once the celibate inhabitants of monasteries, but are today
mostly married ritual experts, visit their lay clients' houses in order to
collect their share of the offered alms. Such a ritual journey is, of course,
the direct obverse of the typical pilgrimage in that the journey is undertaken by sacred persons in order to receive homage and offerings by
resident laity. It is, indeed, quite clearly modelled on the classic monastic
custom of monks visiting lay householders to seek alms.
One of the most popular of the many community-organized
pilgrimage-type ritual journeys undertaken by Newars is that know as
Dipankara yatra. It occurs whenever five astrological omens coincide on
the same day: a full moon, the first day of the month, the first day of the
week, the lunar mansion known as Rebati, and the lunar conjunction
known as Harshana. Such a coincidence of omens is a comparatively
rare occurence, the gap between performances often being as long as 15
to 20 years. For example, the yatra that I participated in in October 1967
was the first that had taken place for 19 years, and so far as I am aware it
has not occurred since. The vatra is funded and organized by a guthi
consisting of the residents of Nagbaha, a large residential courtyard
which is one of the principal ex-monasteries. Its main caitya, o r reliquary
monument, dates back as early as the seventh century A.D., and according to some informants it was once the leading monastery in Patan. But
what is of special interest in connection with the Dipankara yatra is that
the baha is named after two huge nagas, o r water serpents, which are
iconographically represented on the wall of a small shrine in the corner
of the courtyard. Nagas are associated with the origins of human habitation in the valley, and are worshipped as powerful deities by both
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Hindus and Buddhists alike, especially when drought is feared. According to a widely known tale, long ago during a particularly bad drought
the nagas had seized Prajnaparamita, the Buddhist goddess of wisdom
and knowledge, and selfishlv held her in custody. But Dipankara Buddha,
who supposedly preceded Gautama Buddha, succeeded in wresting
Prajnaparamita away from the nagas, thereby both ending the draught
and leading to the universal acceptance of Buddhism as a superior
religion.
Dipankara Buddhas became extremely popular in the valley from
the beginning of the Malla period and today every ex-monastery of any
kind of repute possesses images of one o r more of these imposing figures. They are so constructed from basketry, metalwork and cloth that a
man can stand concealed inside and walk about as though literally a
Buddha moving amongst mortals. On numerous occasions these Buddhas are taken out of their storerooms and brought on procession. According to some informants the Dipankara yatra is so called because the
route taken by the pilgrims replicates that of the legendary Dipanakara
when he spread the Buddhist dharma throughout the valley. However,
there is another, and more popular legend which has as its central figure
Salikarac~rya,the renowned ninth-century South Indian Hindu reformer who zealously combated Buddhism by advocating the development of a Hindu version of the form of celibate monasticism that had
been so successful during the preceding millenium throughout much of
Asia. Sankaracarya figures in countless Newar Buddhist tales as the chief
villain who laid the foundations for the downfall of Buddhist monasticism in the valley, though many of the tales also depict him as ultimately
defeated by the Vajracarya, the newly emergent non-celibate and Tantric
Buddhists who have remained to the present day as the owners and ritual
custodians of the ex-monasteries, including Nagbaha. According to the
a,
visiting Nagbaha found a white bull there and
tale, ~ a n k a r a c a r ~when
then took it to Pasupatinath as its proper abode. Pasupatinath is, of
course, the principal Hindu shrine in Nepal, which is dedicated to
,
hence indeed the proper abode of a bull,
Pasupati, a form of ~ i v aand
which is ~ i v a ' sdivine mount (vahana). But ~ a n k a r a c a r ~
clearly
a
anticipated trouble from the N a g b h a Buddhists for he put a whole series of
magic blocks all around Pasupati so that the bull could not escape.
However, the Nagbaha tantric priests began to slowly draw the bull back
to Patan through the power of their Buddhist mantras. But because the
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bull kept getting temporarily blocked by Sankaracar-a'smagic traps, the
route that it traversed from Pasupatinath to Nagbaha was long and circuitous, and it is precisely this route that is today followed by the pilgrims
during Dipankara yatra. During its journey back to Nagbaha the bull
circumambulated the 129 gods and goddesses today visited by the pilgrims, until finally it reached N a g b a a where it turned into stone and
where it still stands as an image in Nagbaha's courtyard.
The pilgrimage route, which begins and ends at the shrine of the bull
in Nagbaha, after traversing various parts of Patan, most notably Kwab a a , the old Newar palace area with its surrounding temples and the
famous ex-monasteries of Tangabaha and Tahbana, leaves the city via
Lagankhel in the west where it heads straight south to Bungamati, the
small southern town which, as the country residence of the famous deity
Matsyendranath, is of special importance to all Newars. The pilgrims
then head north again visiting numerous temples, caityas and other
sacred spots in the Newar towns of Khokona and Chobar before briefly
re-entering the western suburbs of Patan and from thence going north
again to cross the Bagmati river en route to Kathmandu. Only a few
places are visited in the capital city prior to heading west to Kimdol,
Icangu and back again to Swayambhu, a major destination where numerous offerings are made. The route then returns to Kathmandu where a
number of shrines, temples and ex-monasteries are visited in the northern and western areas of the city, including Thambahi, Lazimpat, the
King's palace area, Naksal and Tangal. Heading east out of the city the
pilgrims then visit Chabahi and Baudhanath before approaching the PaSupatinath area where 15 major shrines must be visited, including, of
course, that of Lord Pasupatinath himself. After again crossing the Bagmati only a few stops remain before Patan is re-entered and the pilgrimage comes to an end at the Mahalaksmi shrine in Thache tol.
Young and enthusiastic pilgrims, who make only a few brief stops for
food and rest, can complete the full circuit quite comfortably within
twenty-four hours. Others, either the less energetic walkers or those
more inclined to take lengthy breaks for food and rest, may take as long
as 36 hours, whilst a significant minority are content to complete only
certain sections of the full-route. According to my calculations,
approximately 7000 participated in 1967 and of these a good 5000 comt
both Buddhists and Patan residents,
pleted the full circuit. ~ o s were
and with only very few exceptions were also members of those 'clean'
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castes that are traditionally identified as Buddhist, most notably the vajracarya and Sakya, that is, the members of the ex-monastic ritual associations, together with their principal clients, the Uray and the Buddhist
resth. . ha and Jyapu. Adult participants were about equally male and female, and 1 would estimate that a good three-quarters were young adults
aged between 15 and 40. Everyone arrived in immaculately clean clothes
of the best quality and armed with a substantial bag o r box containing
their offerings, something in the order of 2 o r 3 kilos of rice, lesser
quantities of maize and/or corn, and a considerable number of low denomination coins.
The principal reason offered for participation was simply that this
was a rare and important occasion for Patan Buddhists to visibly and
dramatically proclaim their status as such. Informants stated that it
made them feel good to jointly participate in such a popular community
activity. Some, specifically refering to the Sankaracarya and bull origin
myth, asserted that the event was celebrating the triumph of Tantric
Buddhist ritual efficacy over that of orthodox Hinduism. Most of those I
spoke to also made some reference to the merit that they would accumulate by making offerings to so many deities, but they did so very much as
a minor after-thought. Though those who completed the full-circuit undoubtedly took some pride in their achievements, the stress on suffering
o r discomfort was low key. On the contrary, most comments focussed on
the more enjoyable aspects of the experience, the sense of shared
achievement, pride in Newar Buddhist status, and the pleasure of
picnicing on the slopes of Swayambhu towards evening. In short, it was a
large-scale community financed and organized event in which the primary values evoked were of a distincting Durkheimian kind.
Despite the overwhelmingly Buddhist character of the event, the
syncretism of Newar religion is also fully reflected in the diversity of
deities worshipped. Of the 129 listed in the official guidebook only 42 are
quite explicitly Buddhist, while 60 are Hindu and 27 are fully
syncretistic. By far the most popular are the various forms of the Devi,
most of the 17 being located at tivtha near rivers, followed by 10 G a n k
9 Buddha, 7 Bhagawan, 5 Bhairava, 5 Mahadeva and 4 Lokesvara.
A similar and even more emphatically Buddhist community-type
a . the Dipankara yatva, ~ ~
religious event is that known as ~ ~ o lLike
consists of a procession of devotees making offerings at a succession of
shrines, in this case caitya, o r Buddhist reliquary monuments, in the
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almost wholly Newar city of Patan. Again, like most Newar ritual events,
it can be performed either on a cyclical basis when the astrological signs
are correct, in which case it is funded by the income from a substantial
p t h i trust account, o r it can be performed whenever a particular individual decides to sponsor and finance the event from his o r her private
resources. Patan, which has been almost exclusively Buddhist for a least
1,500years, is, as may be imagined, richly endowed with caitya. Though
there are no formal restrictions as to who can construct a caitya, only
those that have been properly consecrated by the Buddhist Tantric
priests, the Vajracarya, are admitted to a formal list of caitya eligible to
receive offerings during a wola procession. This list is kept by the Patan
acah guthi, which may be described with considerable accuracy as the
Vajracarya trade-union, a formal organization which protects the vested
interests of its members vis-a-vis their clients, their competitors, especially the Brahmin priests, and the government. Though it is in conformity with the anti-caste spirit of Buddhist doctrine for a Vajracarya to
consecrate a caitya built by anyone, even a member of an unclean caste,
the fact that the Vajracarya have, like their Brahmin competitors, formed
themselves into a closed shop through the hereditary transmission of
clients, has ensured that the list of formally consecrated caitya is substantially restricted to the members of high-ranking Buddhist castes.
Most are, in fact, owned by the members of the former monasteries, the
Vajrficarya themselves and the &kya, with a small number built by
prominent resth
. . ha o r Jyapu laity. There are currently some 500 caitya on
the official acah guthi list.
Early in 1978 an interesting event occured in Konti, a low-caste area
on the outskirts of Patan. A Nai, that is to say a member of the impure
butcher's caste, built a substantial caitya in the courtyard of his house.
This man, by name Bekhanara, had originally grown rich through a
boom in the butchering profession, an event in large measure precipitated by the influx of western tourists that occured in the early 1960's.
But by about 1975 he had established himself as a merchant, dealing
mostly in h i t , a "pure" commodity, and had given up butchering. The
caitya cost him over a thousand Australian dollars to build, and his
decision to do so was clearly taken, in conjunction with his change in
occupation, to improve his ritual status. However, the ~hysicalbuilding
of the structure was a mere beginning, for without consecration it was
also without religious worth. Initially it seems that BekhanarSs' am-
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bitions were modest enough for it was his intent simply to use his own
purohita to perform the consecration ceremony. Like other members of
his caste, he traditionally employed as his purohita a man known as a Nai
Gubhaju. These men were supposedly the descendants of a true GubQu,
that is a Vajracarya, who had married a Jyapu woman, and as a result of
such degradation had been obliged to take the Nai as their clients. Needless to say, though the Nai Gubhaju could consecrate the two structures
in a manner acceptable to the members of the Nai caste, such a ceremony would not be acceptable to the high-ranking Buddhists and would
certainly not result in the admittance of the caitya to the formal list of
those eligible to be worshipped during a wola ceremony. For the man to
realize his ambition of sponsoring a wola ceremony it was essential that
he succeed in persuading a genuine Gubhaju to consecrate his caitya.
When word got around in Patan that he was looking for a cooperative Gubhaju, many of the older and more conservative members of
the caste objected strongly. However, it also soon emerged that the exbutcher had a considerable number of influential supporters amongst
the Gubhaju, most notably a man by the name of Ratnaraj Gubh2ju, a
high-ranking and popular member of Kwabaha, the foremost of Patan's
ex-monasteries. Ratnaraj immediately agreed to consecrete the caitya for
the Nai, an action that won the approval of the growing number of
Gubhaju who felt that Patan Buddhists must take every opportunity to
combat the pernicous influence of caste. One very learned and much
respected Gubhaju won over a number of waverers at a public meeting in
Patan by recounting the myth of origin of wola, a myth which recounts
how the daughters of a fisherman in the holy Hindu city of Benares
progressed, by means of both building and worshipping caitya, from the
most debased of all statuses to that of celibate Buddhist nuns and from
thence to rebirth as the daughters of the Raja of Benares. The message
was clear - if caitya building and worship originated in the action of
girls of the most debased of all castes, then it was clearly quite in order
for a much respected former butcher to do likewise. It is, so it was
agreed, precisely through such uniquely Buddhist forms of worship that
people of low caste may hope to attain the ultimate goal of nirvana.
The division amongst the Kwabaha Gubhaju over the issue was such
that a full meeting of the baha's acah p t h i was summoned, but having
failed to reach a decision the liberal progressives decided to lodge a
complaint with the government that the Nai Gubhaju was being sub-
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jetted to discrimination on the grounds of caste by the acah guthi, contrary to the government's anti-caste legislation.
The government sent a delegation of high-ranking officials to Patan
to investigate the allegations, an action which greatly stiffened both the
Nai Gubhaju and the progressive high-caste Buddhists' resolve to hold a
wola in the name of the Nai Gubhaju. Because Bekhanara could not
himself alone finance such a costly undertaking, the Nai caste as a whole
decided that they would jointly contribute - he was now their champion
in a struggle to improve the public image of their caste. The progressives
on their part also negotiated with the Nai Gubhaju by offering him, as
compensation for his loss of leading role in the wola, the right to perform
the important Vedic sacrificial ritual of yajfiasala of the second day.
Furthermore, the Nai Gubhaju was granted permission to perform the
rite on the same yirjAa structure as that used by Ratna, the high-caste
Gubhiihju, on the first and third days. By thus performing the same ritual
on the same structure, the two men were in effect proclaiming their
ritual parity with one another. Furthermore, in the wola procession itself
the Nai Gubhaju, as part of his duty as one of the presiding purohitas was
required to make an offering known as nisala to the owner or caretaker
of each of the 500 caitya visited. Each nisala consisted of flattened rice,
uncooked banana, sweets, ginger and salt on a clay saucer, and each
recipient, most of whom were of high-Buddhist caste, especially sakya
and Gubhaju, was ritually required to eat the offerings. Once again, such
commensality, even of such 'pure' foods as those offered, was quite
contrary to the normal canons of inter-caste behaviour. Numerous informants stressed the importance of these two acts as indicative of anticaste solidarity and status homogeneity amongst Newar Buddhists.
The wola procession itself took place successfully on 16 October
1978. Preceded by a Gubhaju reciting appropriate sutras and accompanied by a drummer sounding out a three-time rhythm representing the
triratna, the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, together with a cymbal player,
the 3,000 or so devotees were led by Ratna, the officiating orthodox
Gubhaju performing the 'chief worship', and immediately followed by
the Nai himself and the Nai Gubhau, with the latter also pedorming
agrapuja. Agrapzija requires the presentation of five offerings to each of
the 500 or so caitya visited, a nisala saucer plus a piece of rope, a pindo
ball of the type offered to ancestral spirits during jraddha rites, sesame
seeds, honey, ghee and a miniature broom, a collection deemed es-
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pecially appropriate for the spirits of the dead associated with caitya. The
route, which took the devotees to all of the 15 main and most of the 100
o r more branch bahas and bahis, i.e. ex-monasteries, in Patan, plus the
courtvards of numerous other Buddhist households that contained caityas, as well as many Lokesvara, required the making of some 1700
offerings in all and took about six hours to complete. The whole route
had been carefully marked out with coloured ropes by the members of
an organizing committee set up by the Patan acah guthi and with representatives drawn from all of Patan's named localities(to1). Furthermore, those participating from each locality, especially localities with an
important ex-monastery, turned up for the procession in identical or
near identical clothes, including in some cases plastic buckets of the
same size and colour for carrying the required offerings. I would estimate that approximately three-quarters of the participants were female,
and of these almost half were from the large Jyapu o r agricultural
labouring caste, that is to say the main caste from whom the Gubhaju
priests recruit their lay clients. Some devotees carried trays with
hundreds of tiny oil and wick burning offerings to place on or around the
caitya. All those who had participated in a ceremony on the preceding
day at the new caitya in the Nai's courtyard were obliged to keep silent
throughout the procession, a fulfilment of the ahoratra vrata, or ascetic
vow, made the day before. All those participating were expected to keep
in mind the three jewels of Buddhism, and each step taken on the journey
was said to have a value equivalent to an offering of 1 lal, o r 1/100th of a
tola of gold.

Conclusion
In my opening comments I distinguished between two forms of
pilgrimage commonly found in South Asian communities: on the one
hand, those major journeys over long distances to famous shrines, and on
the other, those locality-based journeys frequently of a circular kind that
enable the devotee to visit numerous shrines, most of them of purely
local significance. I suggested that the great-shrine type of pilgrimage
most commonly develops as a direct consequence of royal or other elitist
patronage. It is most especially when rulers succeed, whether through
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or some other means, in greatly expanding their political domains, that they are most likely t~ seek added legitimacy by building
impressivetemples, monasteries o r other shrines and in providing facilities to encourage long-range pilgrimage. A royally endowed temple that
draws large numbers of pilgrims not only adds to the ruler's prestige, but
hopefully leads to increased loyalty and political commitment. Important economic gains are also likely to flow from a high pilgrim intake. In
addition to the likelihood of flourishing markets at the great centres,
direct pilgrim taxes can become, as in Puri, Orissa, a major source of
royal revenue (Eschmann et al. 1978).
In Kathmandu valley, prior to the Gorkha conquest, the maximal
political units only rarely exceeded in size the three small city states of
Kathmandu, Patan and Bhadgaon. Though these states were at various
times engaged in important external relations, not with one another but
with major polities in north India and Tibet, thev exhibited a high level of
both autonomy and internal solidarity. It is, so I would contend, primarily for this reason that Newar worshipping practices have so strongl"
developed in the direction of pragmatic and highly-localized action,
above all the constant making of offerings at countless shrines of purely
local importance. The influence of rulers on this pattern of ritual action
has been primarily to integrate the local shrines within each city state
into connected networks, and this has been most effectively achieved
through the sponsorship of numerous community-type pilgrimages and
festivals.
After the Gorkha conquest, that is since 1768, the previously autonomous Newar city states have been incorporated into the much larger
nation state of Nepal. As might be expected, the Gorkha rulers, especially
the Rana dynasty which held power for a hundred-year period that ended
just thirty years ago, took every opportunity to develop, through their
patronage, a number of Newar festivals that especially appealed to them,
as events of not just Newar but of national importance. Pasupatinath,
which has enjoyed the patronage of the Newar Kings of Kathmandu for a
long time, became a pilgrimage centre of greatly increased popularity
and today the annual festival of Sivaratri draws huge crowds of devotees
not only from many remote parts of Nepal but also from parts of India as
well. Other Newar cults that have undergone major expansion and development since the Gorkha conquest include the chariot festivals in
honour of Matsyendranath and KumBri. The key feature of all of these
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popular cults is the way in which they combine the procession of both
gods and humans on prescribed ritual journeys.
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DAVID N. GELLNER

'THE PERFECTION OF WISDOM' - A TEXT AND ITS USES IN
KWA BAHA, LALITPUR

1. Introduction'

Kws Bahi, Hiranyavarna-mahavihiira or, as it is known in English,
"the Golden Temple" is the largest Buddhist monastery of Lalitpur and is
one of the most important Buddhist shrines of the city2.Casual visitors to
the monastery often see an old manuscript of the Perfection of Wisdom
in Eight Thousand Lines (Astasahasrika-prajfiaparami~)
..
being read3.
During the year August 1985-August 1986 it was read 243 times accords
with the safeing to Tusingh Shakya, one of the guthi of ~ a k y a charged
keeping of the manuscript.
Many other Buddhist monasteries possess old copies of this text but
only in Kwa Baha has a ritual grown up around it so that it is read
frequently at the request of devotees. Having the text read is a very
popular practice with members of Kwii Baha as well as with other castes
in the locality. Members of Kwg Baha are proud of the fact that more
rules (niyama) have to be kept in Kw2 Baha than in any other monastery;
and they sometimes say that they have to be kept because the Perfection
of Wisdom is here. Unlike other monasteries, which just have the text, in

1. I would like to record my gratitude to the Leverhulme Trust which funded two
vears of fieldwork, 1982-4, in Nepal, and also to the Spalding Trust which funded a return
trip in the summer of 1986. See GELLNER (1992).
2. Other monasteries which are of citywide importance are Ta Baha, which houses
the temple of K a r u n i m a p (Matsj~endranatha),Taiga Baha, with its temple of Cakwadyah
(Minanatha), and Ha Baha, home of Lalitpur's roval Kurnari. See LOCKE (1985) for details.
3. See photos in SLUSSER ( 1982 11: No. 491) and TOFFIN (1984: 570).
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K W Baha,
~
they say, the goddess herself is present. Both as a physical
object displayed in the monastery, and as a goddess in the minds of her
devotees, The Perfection of Wisdom is the object of great reverence.

2. The ritual and the guthi
Having the text read is known locally as pa thyakegu or thakegu. This
derives from path (Skt. pa!ha) yakegu. Newars from Kathmandu recognize only this latter form, and correct the former. However it deserves to
be accepted as a dialect term; it has probably entered Lalitpur Newari
through the influence of the ritual to be described. Pa thyakegu is similar
to other Newari examples such as pu jyaye (from puja yaye) and siddhayke (from siddha y ~ k e ) ~ .
When a devotee decides to have the text read, he or she approaches
one of the Vajracarya priests of Kwa Baha who reads the text regularly
and asks for a day to be set aside. The devotee is given a stencilled sheet
entitled "List of materials for the worship-reading of the blessed goddess
Perfection of WisdomM5.
The list is a follows:
Worship plate incl. bowl of yoghurt
Flower garland, flowers
Vermilion & sandalwood powder
Thread in a circle (jajamka)
Popped rice
Ground rice (for drawing mandalas)
Mustard oil for lamp
Five-coloured thread
Half metre of red clothlo

Broken beaten rice ( c w a k a b ~ j i ) ~
Red powder (abhir)
5 kisali7
5 saucers of food8
Ghee
Molasses
1 p a f h i of rice for kibhu9
1 pathi of beaten rice for
nisala

'

4. I am grateful to Kashinath TAMOT tor pointing this out to me.
5. ~ r prajfiap~ramita
i
devi puja pathya jordamya tapsil. Data on this, especially
amounts in rupees, relate to 1983.
6 . For making rice cones (gwahja).
7. Spelt kisli on list. This is a small clay saucer with unpolished rice, and areca nut
and a coin in it. It is used in making a vow (phyunal? ( a y e ) to a deity, see below, and is also
placed on the Flask during Flask Worship (kaluSu ptlja). According to Allen ( 1 982: 206 h.
12) "the clav cup svmbolises earth, the rice grain crops, the arecanut space and the coin
population - together they represent the whole human world".
8. Naivedya: here beaten rice, molasses and ghee.
9. Spelt here kevu. It is a prestation of rice given to priests after a ritual.
10. To tear into ties ( k w a k h a y ) to be put around the neck after the ritual.
1 1. A prestation of beaten rice, rock salt, ginger and one sweet pastry always made to
a Buddhist priest at the end of a ritual.
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18 bananas, 18 sweet
pastries, 18 pieces of
ginger
1 6 x 2 rupees stipend,
@a!h duk:it!a),
total 32 rupees.
Give stipend to family-priest when
he gives !iku in accordance with
your faith.
For worship (kalanl puia) upstairs: pancaku (buffalomeat), lentil cake or ;j,evi-sweet,
spirits, rice-beer, feast expenses: 1 6 x 5 rupees, total 80 rupees.
May the fears and sufferingsof those who have faith in the blessed goddess Perfection of
Wisdom be destroved.

Fruits
Various paslries to offer 10
the god
6 r n a ~ aof rice for throne (asai?~ki)
(of the god)

On any one day two readings of the text are permittedI2. Until the
reading is over all the participants must fast: this includes the sponsor of
the ritual, the ten priests reading the text and the member of the sakya
guthi who is responsible for returning the text safely to the shrine when
the rite is over. This means that if one day there are two sponsorsI3,one of
whom elects to give money instead of a feast (because it is less work), he
will be placed first, the other second.
There are seven Vajrgcarya families with the hereditary right to read
the text, two in Nyakhacuk, two in Cuka Baha, one in Ila Nani, one in
Kwalakhu and one in Ikhachem. All are members of Kwa Baha. (Pundit
Asha Kaji Vajracharya called them "the Seven tathngata", but unlike the
designation of the ten elders of a monastery as the Ten Moral Perfections,
daiaparamita, this identification is not well known.) In some of the
families the right has been divided through inheritance and therefore
alternates, year to year, between different branches. In other families
only a single line survives and one man has the permanent right to read.
However, many of those with a turn, including those with a permanent
turn, send a substitute in their place, either because they cannot read the
script, or because they are too old o r too busy to attend. Here, as when a
Vajraciirya priest sends a substitute in his place to any other ritual, the
substitute turns over half the stipend (dak~ina)to the right-holder, but

12. People remember a time when three were permitted.
13. If a 'casteless' (bejat) person such as a foreigner, ~ u t c h e (Khadgi)
r
or Untouchable, wishes to have the text read, they have to appoint someone else as ritual sponsor
Gayma) in their place.
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keeps the other prestations for himself.
Three other Vajracaryas also read the text. These are chosen by the
family-priest of the sponsor. Normally the family-priest fills the role of
main priest (rnulacarya) who worships the text at the beginning of the
ritual, but he may not be the main priest if he is not a member of Kwa
&ha. A Vajracarya who is not a member of Kwa Baha may read the text
as an occasional reader but may not be main priest. In this case the
sponsor is likely to approach one of the regular readers who will happily
fill in as main priest, since he will then receive five shares of most of the
offerings: as main priest, as reader (he reads two shares if doubling up in
this way), plus the share for the main priest's wife, the share for the text
itself, and the share offered to the worship utensils (thapam). When the
main priest is not a regular reader (one of the seven) he takes four shares,
while the regular reader receives one only.
The sixteen stipends and feasts or feast-expenses mentioned in the
list above are destined as follows:
Tab. I: Recipients of stipend ( d a k ~ i n a )and feast (bhway) or feast-expenses bhwaykharca).
10 2 111-

readers of the text
sakya members of the guthi
to the main deity (kwabaju), taken by the god-guardian
to the main priest's wife (gurumam)
to the text/goddess14.

The eighteen prestations of rice (kibhu) and beaten rice (nisala) are
destined as follows:
Tab. 11: Recipients of ritual prestations (kibhu and nisala).
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

the ten readers
the main deity (kwabaju)
the enshrined Svayambhu caitya or digudyah
Vajrasattva
Yogambara, the main Tantric deity of the monastery
the textlgoddess PrajfiapfiramiG
the main priest
the main priest's wife
the worship utensils (thapam).

14. The sakya guthi takes the stipend offered to the text, the main priest the feast or
feast-expenses.
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Some people give these offeringsby mistake to the sakya members of the
pthi; the priests are quick to correct them. They are intended only for
deities or for priestly services.
The ritual itself is fairly simple. There is no Flask (kalaia), only
yoghurt pots (sagam dhaupatti), lamp (sukunda) and spirit-offering
(bali). The five kisali are offered to the main deity, Svayambh~,
Vajrasattva, Yoggmbara (considered the principal deities of the monastery) and to PrajAgparamita herself. In reciting the 'intention '
(sarnkalpa) of the rite the words purvasamkalpita ('as previously intended') may be included if the text is being read in fulfilment of a vow;
otherwise yathairaddha ("in accordance with the faithldevotion [of the
devotee]") is included. A specific intention, e.g. for the prevention of
fights, may also be included. The text is divided into ten equal parts
which are then read simultaneously. Each priest performs the guru
. . rite (see Locke 1980: 8 1-95)before beginning and touches the
mandala
text to his head, in respectful obeisance at the end. Once the text has
been read and put away, a brief Tantric rite is performed to Yogambara
on the first floor, including worship of the alcohol pot (thyaka) as VaruniGuhyesvari-Mamaki (the Tantric identity of PrajfiaparamiG). Only after
the Tantric rite is over do the participants break their fast with buffalo
meat (paficaku). Rich sponsors may add the communal snack samay baji
before proceeding to the feast, but this is optional.
The &kya guthi I have referred to has seventeen members. Originally it seems to have been organized in two halves (kawah) each descended from one man, each of which provided one man to carry out the
duties of the guthi. With departures from the guthi and new members
entering, the kawah structure is no longer clear. One member has inherited two membership places. All the members are however still
Sakyas from Ngg Baha and its immediate surroundings. Two members
still take turns each year. The first opens the box in which the text is kept
and breaks the seal (civ chiiyernhatcihna tachayemha); he may then
depart. The second has to be present, fasting (except for drinking tea)
until the rite is over; he then checks that the text is all there and reseals
the box. Thus he is called cim dimho (applier of the seal).
The Sakya guthi has several ropanis of land and a bank account in
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which money offered to the text is kept (devotees often place money on
the texts's throne as they visit the monastery). The guthi organizes feasts
for its seventeen members on five days a year. One feast is held on Mukhastami
. . in the month of Karttika when the guthi itself sponsors a reading of
the text. On this occasion the Paficavimsati-prajfiaramita (a longer version of the text, in twenty-five thousand lines) is also brought out of the
shrine. This was the day, one member of the guthi told me, that the text
was brought to Kwa Baha from Bu Baha (see below, section 4). The other
four feasts are held within nine days of each other during the holy month
of Giimla. On the tenth day of Gumla turns of service in the guthi are
and
handed over (pa gwayegu). Six days later on SB PBru (Nep. Gai Jat~-2)
two days after that (the day after Mataya) are two days of feasting called
"Mahakaruna" ("great compassion"). On these two days the seven regular Vajracarya readers of the text are also invited. On the first of these
days the senior of the two new 'turners', and on the second the junior, is
responsible for organizing the feast. The final day of feasting (called
samapad, 'conclusion') is the day after the second Mahakaruna day. The
accounts are checked (lya swaye). In the old days this would be a feast
with boiled rice (jabhway) (including leftovers from the previous day no
doubt); nowadays beaten rice (baji), less susceptible to disputes over
status, is eaten, as in the other feasts.

3. Background and motives of the sponsors
According to members of the guthi every year the number of devotees asking for the text to be read increases. One member of the guthi,
Tusingh Shakya, kindly, allowed me to copy a list he had kept during his
turn of duty for the year 1985-6. According to him, as noted above, the
text had been read a total of 243 times during the year. One of these
..
and for 22 ococcasions had been by the guthi itself (on Mukhastami)
casions data was not available. The rest broke down as shown in table
111.
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~ ~ 111:
b Distribution
.
of sponsors during the year 1985-6. (Information unavailable in 22
cases.)

Sakya
Mahaj a n & Dangol
Vajracarya
Srestha (incl. one Josi)
Silpakr
Tuladhar et al. (Kathmandu)
Awale
Nakarmi
Khadgi
Citrakar
Napit
Tibetan monk (Newar origin)

110
40
31
13
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
210

52.4%
19.0%
14.8%
6.2%
1 .4%
1.45%
1.4%
.95%
.95%
.5 O/O

.5%
.5%

100%

If, however, we subtract members of Kwa Baha, who have a special
regard for the text and sponsor the reading on a wider variety of occasions than non-members, the figures are as in table IV.

Tab. IV Distribution of sponsors by caste for year 1985-6, excluding members of Kwa
Baha.

Mahaj a n and Dangol
40
31*
Vajracarya and sftkya
Srestha (including one Josi
13
Tulaclhar et al. (from Kathmandu)
3
3 each
Awale, silpakar
2 each
Nakarmi, Khadgi
Citrakar, Napit, Tibetan monk
1 each
100

40%
31%*
13%
3%
3% each
2% each
1% each
100

* Approximate figure only since monastic attachment was not recorded: in some cases it
was known, but in other it had to be deduced from the twa (too of the sponsor.

These figures (in table IV) bear a rough resemblance to the proportion of the caste within the total population of Lalitpur, except that
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Vajracaryas and Sakyas are over-represented. This over-representation of
Vajracaryas and sakyas is to be expected (a) because of the specifically
Buddhist nature of the rite; and (b) because sakyas and Vajracaryasof
Lalitpur are likely to be related by marriage to members of Kwa Baha,
and are therefore exposed, more than others, to accounts of its excellence. One should note that resth has, many of whom have Buddhist
family-priests in Lalitpur, even if they mostly prefer to consider themselves Hindus, are represented; and also that it is not unknown for JoSis,
whose own religious traditions are wholly Hindu, to sponsor a textreading. With a few exceptions the sponsors all come from Lalitpur's.
The figures in table IV suggest the hypothesis that. Sakyas and Vajr2caryas and Brahmans apart16, other castes within Lalitpur are about
equally likely to sponsor a text-reading. Unfortunately I do not have
survey figures which might confirm or refute this. However figures for
ward 15 1 7 , given in table V, certainly illustrate that sakyas and Vajriiciiryas are far more likely than other castes to sponsor the rite; but they also
show that members of the local peasant caste (Maharjan and Daligol) are
not far behind. Roughly two thirds of the &kya and Vajracarya families
in the ward (nearly all of whose male members belong to Kwa Baha)
have had the text read at least once during the last ten years. One in ten
sakya families have had it done more than four times. Indeed in this last
group are many locally recognized 'rich men' (sahu) who have the text
read several times a year, or at least once a year, at any special religious
occasion in the family, or when any member of the family particularly
desires it. One other noteworthy fact is that members of the p t h i , as well
as Vajracaryas who frequently read the text, feel little need to have the
text read themselves, since they believe that they benefit from frequent
contact and receiving the goddess' blessing (prasad).

15. These conclusions are borne out in the proportions revealed by 54 random
observations of text reading by me between April 1983 and February 1984. By chance no
Rajkarnikars sponsored a text-reading in 1985-6, although I observed three such cases.
16. One should probably add the Tamrakars (who in Lalitpur are strongly Hindu) and
Untouchables to this list.
17. Ward 15 includes the Ashok Cinema Hall, Nyakhacuk, Nag Baha, Sarasvati Nani
and Kwa Baha. I surveyed approximately 170 households myself. The remaining ~ a k y and
a
Vajracarya households were surveyed for me by Mr. Daya Ratna SHAKYA, and the others by
Mr. S. P. SHRESTHA.
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~ ~ V bFamilies
.
of ward 15, Lalitpur, by caste according to number of sponsorings
text-readingin Kwa Baha in the last ten years.
Number
of
families
S&ya (incl. Dhakhwa)
Vajracarya
Srestha (incl. JoSi)
Maharjan & Dangol
Napit
Total number

21 1
66
43
21
7
348

Sponsored
at least
once

Sponsored
more than
once

64.5% (136)
66.7%
(44)
2.3%*
(I)*
47.6%
(10)
28.5%
(2)
193

19.45% (41)
18.2% (12)

I

of

Sponsored
four times
or more

9.6%

(2)

1

-

53

10.4%
3.0%

I
I
1

(22)
(2)

24

* This figure may be an underestimate due to reluctance to admit having sponsored a
Buddhist ritual.

Why then do people have the text read? Assessing motives is a difficult business. I included a question asking the occasion (upalak~ya)for
having the text read in the questionnaires which provided the data for
table V above. For present purposes, in order to ensure that the responses are of a comparable value, I shall restrict myself to the 184
questionnaires I administered myselfi all of them to sakyas and
VajrScaryas, and all of them within ward 15, or in its immediate environs.
Of these 184, 114 (62%)had had the text read in the last ten years. Of the
114, 30.7% (35) mentioned illness as a reason for having the text read;
28.1% (32) said simply that they desired to have it readI8; 16.7% (19)
mentioned an auspicious occasion as the reason19;2.6% (3) mentioned a
rite connected to death20;5.3% (6) mentioned their job2'; 3.5% (4) mentioned long-distance travel (the hope of a safe return); 3.5% (4) mentioned ill fortune or bad luck at homeZ2;3.5% (4) mentioned the duties of

18. The most common expression used here was last^ (13), meaning simply that they
desired to do so. Other expressions used were phannus ('voluntary act') (3), khusi (3) and
mansubd (2) (Nepali and Persian equivalents of lasta), athem ('I just did') (2), lahar ('for
fun') ( I ) , Sraddha ('out of faith/devotionl), manay h a r ~ awaye, manya kamana (1 each), all
meaning roughly 'I decided to'. The different percentages given here and below add up to
more than 100% because some respondents gave several reasons for having the text
read.
19. Wedding ( l o ) , birthday (3), child's first rice-feeding (nzaca jalnk119a) (2), old-age
initiation (bura janjk~r:a)(2), monastic initiation (bare chuyegu) (2).
20. After a death in family (2); at the one-year anniversary of a death (dakhild) ( 1 ).
2 I. One man mentioned that he had done it in the hope of obtaining a new job and on
another occasion in the hope of promotion.
22. Expressions used: chel?r <anti ( I ) ; dasa ma bhina ( I ) apad (2).
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a guthi23;1.75% (2) mentioned buying or completing the building of a
house. Where specific reasons are given, the predominance of illness is
clear. I suspect that were one to ask other sponsors, non-members of
Kwa Baha, severe illness would loom even larger as the main reason for
having the text read, and that among them it would be more unusual to
have the text read to celebrate an auspicious life-cycle rite.
These are all specific, personal and self-interestedreasons for having
the text read. 14% (16) used the terms phyanah taye or (using the Nep.
term) bhiikal yaye, meaning that they made a vow to have the text read if
the goddess fulfilled their desire2'. Many of those who said simply that
they wanted to have the text read, may well have made a vow, but not
wanted to say so; and some of those who gave illness as a reason, those
who had the text read after the illness was cured, had almost certainly
made a vow. It is believed that if one vows to have the text read and then
forgets, once the desired outcome is secured, the goddess will appear, in
reality or in a dream, to remind the devotee.
One member of the guthi told me that the very moment one vows to
have the text read, the ill person begins to get better. He listed various
cases, including one of diabetes, where people had recovered thanks to
the goddess. Another local had the text read three days in a row, he said,
when he had won a court case2=.Another was trading in Tibet in the old
days and had a lot of gold which it was forbidden to bring out of the
country. He vowed to the Perfection of Wisdom: somehow the border
guards forgot to check his luggage at the frontier. Then in India he vowed
a second time. When they finally returned safely to Nepal, he and his
family had the text read three times in a row.
This kind of attitude towards a divinity represents, according to
Weber (1968: 424), the "do ut des... [which] clings to the routine and the
mass religious behavior of all people at all times and in all religions". In

23. Taking up one's turn as god-guardian in Kwa Baha ( I ) , on leaving it (2);
on completing subsequent duties connected with organizing the annual feast of Kwa
Baha (1).
24. One other respondent used an expression implying the same: manovameha puray
yayeta.

25. Another sakya man told me that there is no difference between this kind of
text-reading and the paritran of the Theravada monks (cf. VAIDYA 1986: ch. 28), but that
one ought not to do it to thank the goddess for defeating one's enemies, helping one to seize
their land etc.; nor should one do it to impress others with one's wealth.
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Theravada Buddhism however it is denied that Buddhism can give such
worldlybenefits, and Theravada Buddhists have to take recourse to gods
which are defined locally as non-Buddhist. In Mahayana Buddhism by
contrast worshippers are not forbidden, and are often encouraged, to see
Buddhist divinities in this way. However this view of things, while authentically Buddhist, is only the lowest level of a path with many stages of
understanding. Canonically, it is the merit derived from worship which is
deemed capable of having immediate beneficial results. Furthermore,
Newar Buddhists of any learning know that one is not supposed to desire
things for oneself, o r that at least one should wish well for others too,
even (or especially) when carrying out a ritual, such as that being considered here, which is widely known as a frequent self-interested resort.
Thus 19.3%(22) gave a reason which seemed intended to accord with the
scriptural teachings of Mahayana Buddhism. Three said that this was
doing dhamza, good religious work. Four said that it would bring peace
(Santi) or prevent obstacles (vighna) o r dangers (bhaya). One said that it
was a way of showing devotion (bhakti) to the lord (iivara). Five said that
it would uplift beings o r the worldz6.Finally two gave self-regarding, but
more scripturally sound, reasons when they focused on the psychological
consequences of the text-reading: one said that it would bring peace to
his mind; the second that by bringing happiness (ananda) to his mind,
the illness would be cured.

4. Myth and history of the text and ritual
According to Hemraj Sakya (Sakya and Vaidya 1970: 19-20)the colophon of the text records that it was copied by Ananda Bhiksu of
Kapitanagar in 345 N.S. (i.e. 1225) in the reign of Abhaya Malla2'. Because of the importance of the text however various myths have grown up
around it. In another work, his book on Bhimchem Baha (1973: 37-a),
Sakya records the tradition that the famous vajracarya Narendradeva,
who brought Karuniimaya from Assam, had three daughters and no sons.

26. Of these, three used the phrase sattvaprarzipbn uddhdr, one said samsar uddhar
and one parayata uddhar.
27. I have not been able to discover where Kapitanagar is.
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One daughter was given in marriage in Kathmandu, and kept his house;
another was given in marriage in Bhaktapur, and inherited his land; the
third daughter was given in marriage in Lalitpur in Bhimchem Baha, and
she took all Narendradeva's books, deities and Tantric paraphenalia.
Among the books was the famous Prajfiaparamita of Kwa Baha. This
tradition is confined however to Bhimchem Baha. It originates in an
attempt to explain the name 'Bhimchem' and its similarity to bhimca,
New. son or daughter of a daughterlsister given out of the family in marriage.
The story I heard in Nag Baha is related to that given briefly in
Wright's History of Nepal (1972: 159)28.In Wright a Brahman widow
brings the book "dated 245 Vikram S a m ~ a t when
) ' ~ ~ she flees, along with
her son, from the village of Jhul. The account in Wright is abbreviated
and does not explain how the text got from Bu Baha to Kwa Baha. This is
a summary of the account I collected in Nag Baha:
The Prajfiaparamita was in the possession of a Brahman of Visalnagar (presentday
Tangal-Hadigaon). He used to do the astami vrata Observance regularly and, like
every married Brahman there, had a Fire Sacrifice pit Cyajffaiala) in the house. One
day his daughter-in-law went and excreted in the pit in the night, and it all turned to
gold. Others asked how he became so rich and he explained how it had happened. So
they all had their daughters-in-law excrete in the night in their firepits and they all
became rich with gold. But famine came to the country and there was nothing to eat.
Then the Lord (Buddha) came in the form of a buffalo, thinking that he must feed the
people. He allowed them to cut off bits of meat to eat, and there was enough for
everyone. Now the wife of the Brahman who had the Prajiiaparamita and performed
the asfami vrata was pregnant and she asked her husband to fetch her some meat. He
tried to persuade her that it was not a buffalo but a god, but she insisted. He went and
spoke to the buffalo who said, "Don't stay in this country. It is about to be destroyed by
fire. Take what you have in a worship basket (kalamca) and flee!" So they put the
Prajfiaparamita and other wealth in the basket and fled. As they looked back the
firepits in every house blazed up and consumed the whole city. They came finally to
Bu Baha in the area (ilaka) of Ga Baha, and stayed in the agniiala. They were in fact
two brothers, elder and younger, and then quarrelled over who should keep the

28. I have published the account I was given by the late Gyan Ratna Shakya of
Tahalcheli, Nag Baha, in GELLNER (1984). I have checked Wright's translation of this
passage, and it is fundamentally sound. Where WRIGHT reads "To this day the bandyas of
this bihar only follow this custom" the translation should read: "Only here does the custom
of having Monastic Initiation performed in two different places by members of the same
association (samgha) exist; elsewhere (such a custom) does not exist." (Cambridge Univ.
MSS Add. 1952a: 83a).
29. SAKYA and VAIDYA (1970: 19) note that the original date must have been
changed from 345 to 245 in one of the many restorations of the manuscript.
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prajfiaparamit&.The pregnant wife said: "Don't fight over it, you don't need i t . put it
in Kwa Baha."

The reference to Kwa Baha, and the introduction of a second
brother,are tacked on as an addendum to the basic myth, which is about
the Brahman origin of (at least some of) the Vajracaryas of Bu BahaJo.In
other versions I was told that a girl given in marriage from Bu Buha to
KWB Baha brought the book with her; and in another account, that a girl
given in marriage from Kwa Baha to Bu Baha offered it in Kwa Baha
during a baha puja because her husband was dead and she had no sons.
In another account collected in Kwa Baha by S. Rajbhandari (1 978: 3 1),
the Brahman woman, called Yasodhara, of Kapitanagar3', brought the
book "here" [presumably: Lalitpur] because of a vision and kept it "in a
secret hole". She then gave it to Kwa Baha as the best place to keep the
strict rules it required. The sakya guthi, according to this account, are
supposed to be her relatives. It is because of the presence of
Prajfiaparamita, Rajbhandari was told, that the main doors of Kwa Baha,
unlike those of other monasteries, have to be kept open all day long.
Clearly then there are many variant local accounts which have
received little formalization or systematization. What they all share (except for the story from Bhimchem Baha) is the belief that the text was
originally in Bu Baha, brought there by a Brahman. One final mythological element is that the members of Michu Baha, immediately behind
Kwa Baha, say that their copy of the Prajfiaparamita is the original and
should be used to copy or replace the Kwa Baha
What of the history? This depends on the location of Kapitanagar,
mentioned in the colophon. The colophon also reveals that the text has
been restored (i.e. rewritten in gold) in the years N.S. 723. 748. 1032,

30. Other versions of the myth recount how, of two brothers, one became a Buddhist
in BU Baha and the other remained a Hindu and tended the perpetual fire in the
Agnimatha. The myth is cited to account for the existence of a guthi shared by Brahmans
attached to the Agnimatha and the Vajracaryas of Bu Baha, in which in one year a Brahman
sits at the head, the next year a Vajraciirya.
31. This detail derives from the fact that the colophon records the scribe as Ananda
bhiksu of Kapitanagar (SAKYA and VAIDYA 1970: 20).
32. The relative antiquity of the Michu Baha text is borne out by the colophon, dated
N.S. 13 1 (SAKYA and VAIDYA 1970: 1-2).The story expresses a claim to priority on the part
0fMichu Baha also found in their myth of origin (see GELLNER 1987).
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1063 and 1080 (Sakya and Vaidya 1970: 19). It was copied again in
February 1983 (N.S. 1 103) which corresponded to an extra intercalated
month (anala), an inauspicious time when it was thought inappropriate
to have the text read. The dates of restorations suggest that the text was
read frequently in the seventeenth century but that afterwards there was
a lull. The box in which the text is kept is dated N.S. 948 (1828) and refers
to the eleven donors as a guthi. In N.S. 979 (1859) the box was washed
with gold by several devotees. In N.S. 1020 (1900) the Dhakhwa family,
according to an inscription in the monastery, donated a gold-plated
throne for the box.
1 suspect therefore that the ritual of having the text read dates, in its
present form, and with its present organization, only from the beginning
of the nineteenth century. The emergence of this ritual and its increasing
popularity in the city of Lalitpur may well be associated with the rise of
Kwa Baha itself. Probably we have here an example of religious innovation - change - which is yet highly continuous with what went before
and which fits easily into established Buddhist notions.

5. Conclusion
The kind of text-reading rite that we have considered here is common in all forms of Buddhism. What is unusual is the power attributed to
this particular manuscript and, within Mahayana Buddhism, that it
should be attributed specifically to 'The Perfection of Wisdom'. There is
another text, the Paficaraksa, which in traditional Newar Buddhism is
frequently read for apotropaic purposes. It is not surprising however, and
it is in accord with the Mahayana outlook, that the Prajfiaparamita, a text
which when deified is considered a form of Tar%,should be considered a
means of resort when in dire straits.
The ritual and beliefs which surround this text can be compared
(and some Lalitpur Newars do so compare it) to the cult of Hariti in
Svayambhu. Both cults seem to be growing in popularity, and the reasons
for worshipping Hariti would, if analyzed, probably turn out to be very
similar to those given here. Nonetheless the two goddesses are, from a
Buddhist point of view, on very different levels. Prajfiaparamita is a personification of the ultimate salvific wisdom whereas Hariti is a once-evil
spirit converted to Buddhism, the goddess of smallpox and small children.
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In future one can perhaps expect the cult of Hariti to grow f a t e r
than that of Prajfiaparamita for several reasons. Firstly' because
Kathmandu has a larger population; secondly because of Kathmandu's
cultural dominance as the capital; thirdly because Hariti h a - as
prajfiaparamita has not - numerous ambassadors in every area of the
big cities in the form of women (and occasionally men) who are possessed by HBriti (and/or her children Dhan Bhaju, Dhan Maiju, k&
Bhaju, Lata Maiju) and send their patients to the Hariti temple3j. A final
factor working in Hariti's favour is that as a lowly goddess she can, with
less conceptual strain, be accepted by Hindus. Even strict Hindus do not
mind making use of a Buddhist priest to deal with low spirits, as for
instance in the rite of making safe the foundations of a new house. The
method by which the Perfection of Wisdom must be worshipped - the
reading of a holy text - makes the central Buddhist identity of the
procedure much harder to ignore.
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Fig. 1. A reading of the Prajriaparaniita text by
seven Vajracaryas (November, 1982).

Fig. 2. Areading by ten ~ajracat-yas,
seven sitting in line, one to the right ofthe ~ i c t u r eand
, two in front of
[he shrine of Vajrasattva in the background. The woman in the foreground has ordered the text-reading
andshe isactingas ritual sponsorGajman,,a~~rna).
The main priest (r?lulacarya)next to her is performing
the worship ofthe text while the other nine Vajr~cat-yashave already begun reading. His share of the text
can be seen in the middle distance (April, 1984).

Fig. 3 . At the end of a text-reading the Rituals
officer (betaju) of Kwa BahA puts the sections of
text back in the right order. The box in which the
text is kept can be seen in the middle and the
throne, offerings piled up in front of it, on the right
of the picture (July, 1986).

SIEGFRIED LIENHARD

ON SOME KEY-TERMS IN NEWAR BUDDHISM

An exceedingly difficult field of learning in which most of the work
still remains to be done, is, as we know, the history of Newar Buddhism.
Though there is no paucity of material and though researchers can draw
on vast and manifold sources, such as large numbers of manuscript
colophons and inscriptions, several chronicles (vamSavali) and, last but
not least, quite a few foreign reports, from Chinese pilgrims to Catholic
missionaries and British government officers, we are still ignorant of
even the main lines of this history and have only a faint idea of the
development of Newar monasteries and Buddhist monastic life in the
Kathmandu Valley.
An extremely disturbing obstacle in investigations concerning
Newar Buddhism is undoubtedly the fact that its scholars have not yet
been able clearly to define certain terms given to some of its fundamental institutions and thus, to mention only the two most important examples, fail to interpret the words baha: and bahi correctly. The present
paper attempts to elucidate a few key-terms in Newar Buddhism. In
recent years, the meaning of some of these terms has been repeatedly discussed I .

1 . A.W. Macdonald and A. Vergati-Stahl, Newar Art. Nepalese Art During the Malla
Period, Warminster 1979, pp. 73 f.; M.Sh. Slusser, Nepal Mandala. A Cultural Study o f the
Kathmandu Valley, Volume I: Text, Princeton 1982, pp. 137 ff. and 294 ff.; S. Lienhard, The
Survival o f Indian Buddhism in a Himalayan Kingdom, in H . Bechert and R. Gombrich, The
World of Buddhism, London 1984, pp. 1 1 1 ff.; D. N. Gellner, he ~ e w l aBuddhist
r
Monaste~.
An Anthropological and Historical Typology in: N. Gutschow and A. Michaels, Heritage of
the Kathmandu Valley, Sankt Augustin 1987 (Nepalica, 4), pp. 367-414;J.K. Locker The h i 9ue Features of Newar Buddhism in: T. Skorupski, The Buddhist Heritage, Tring 1989 (Buddhica Britannica, Scr-es Cant. I), pp. 71-1 16. - See also Lokesh Chandra, ~ o r o b u d u rA. New
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In Newar Buddhism, objects and persons have either a Sanskrit or a
Newari name or, which is most useful for all sorts of research, both a
Sanskrit and a Newari denomination. In Newari a Vajracarya is called a
gubhaju, which goes back to the older forms gurubhaju < gurubharddaiu
and means 'guru saint', 'holy guru1, while the term SakYa(bhiksu),
though often replaced by the word bare, has no exact equivalen; in
Newari. bare (from Skt. vandya) is ambiguous, since, above all in older
Newari, Vajracaryas were also considered to be bares, especially as long
as they had not yet undergone their acaryabhi~eka.Strangely enough,
there is no native word corresponding to Skt. vihara, which is pronounced bihara in Newari and is the most widely used term in the whole
Buddhist world, to designate the monastery building. There are, it is
true, the words baha: and bahi which, however, do not mean 'monastery'
or 'temple building' in general, but are, as is well-known, two different
types of vihara. In the bahi, the community consists of Sakya(bhiksu)s;in
the baha:, however, it may consist either of Vajracaryas only, of
Sakya(bhiksu)s only, or of a mixture of Vajracaryas and ~ ~ k ~ a ( b h i k s u ) s .
The deity installed in the main-shrine of a baha: is invariably called the
kva:pa:dya:, whereas, in a bahi, the deity is termed gamdhuridya:. Both
expressions appear arcane and have, since no Sanskrit equivalents have
been found, continued to puzzle curious scholars.
We may assume that things which are known only by a Newari, and
not also a Sanskrit, term are institutions which perhaps arose in a later
phase of development, when Newar Buddhism, a survival of the Indian
Buddhist tradition, had proceeded its own way and that they are therefore specifically Newar. Such is the case with bdha: and bahi. As can be
shown by comparing the Sanskrit names of Newar monasteries with the
Newari names of the same monasteries, the Sanskrit word vihara, which
has been in use since early Buddhist times, stands not only for Newari
baha: but also for bahi. The Ratnakaramahavihara, one of the most
famous baha:s in Patan, is in Newari called Ha:khabaha:, 'the baha: near
the River Ha: ' (Ha:khusi < Ha:kha) *, while the ~ikramasilamahavihara,

Interpretation, in: A.L. Dallapiccola and St. Zingel-Ave Lallemant, The Stupa. Its religious,
historical and architectural significance, Wiesbaden 1980 (Beitrage zur
Sudasienforschung, Sudasien-Institut, Univ. Heidelberg, 5 5 ) , pp. 306-308.
2. This was the old site of the Ha:khabaha:which, being a /dykfihahu:,a baha: of the
Royal House (of Patan), was originally situated in the vicinity of the Royal Palace in Mangal
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one of the oldest bahis in Kathmandu, was also called the Thambahi in
Newaribecause of its location, meaning 'the bahi of the Upper Town (of
Kathmandu) '.
No scholar has so far seriously questioned the commonly accepted
assumptionthat Newari baha: is derived hom Skt. vihara / bihara. Since
there is a striking similarity between the word baha: (the older, literary
form of which is bahala / bahara) and Skt. vihara. More thought, on the
other hand, has been devoted to the expression bahi, the meaning of
which has been considered to be more problematic. Various scholars
have pointed out certain differences in the architectural structure of the
baha: and that of the bahi3. Some observe that bahis seem to be older
and, as has already been mentioned above, are connected with Sakya
(bhiksu)~(or Brahmacaryabhiksus4, whereas baha:s house Vajracaryas
and/or sikya(bhiksu)s. But practically all scholars stress the fact that
many bahis, as opposed to baha:s, lie 'outside' the cities. As this observation could be corroborated by linguistically approximating Newari
bahi to Skt. bahis 'outside', the term bahi has a rule been taken to mean
an 'outsidep-town-monastery'.
A great step forward in ascertaining the function and, to some extent, the history of viharas has been achieved by David N. Gellner in his
study on The Newar Buddhist Monastery? In one of its parts, the author
attempts to outline the history of the bahis and their relation to baha:s on
the basis of the BhasavarnSavali written in Patan about 18006.As we
know, this modern chronicle composed in Nepali covers Nepalese history from its very beginnings and has become known to a wider circle of
readers through the - thrice reprinted - free translation into English7.

Bazar However, it retained its old name Ha:khabaha: when, during the 17th century. the
Royal Palace in Patan was extended and the monastery, to make space, had to move to its
present site opposite Bubaha:.
3. M.B. Joseph, The Vihc~rasof the Kathmandu Valley, in: Oriental Art, XVII, 1 (1971),
P P 121-143;W. Korn, The Traditional Architecture of the ~ a t h m a n d uvalley, Kathmandu
1979; M. Sh. Slusser, op cit., pp. 136 ff.
4. A.W. Macdonald and A. Vergati-Stahl, op. cit., p. 73. - The ~rahmacalyabhihus
have, in later times, called themselves ~ ~ k ~ a ( b h i k u ) s .
5. Cf. footnote 1.
6. Cf. L. Petech, Mediaeval History of Nepal ( c . 750-1482), Rome '1984 (Serie
Orientale Roma LIV), p. 8.
7. History o f Nepal. Translated from Parbatiya by Munshi Shew Shunker Singh and
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Having gone to the original text, Gellner shows that the chronicler
speaks of those living in bahis as of nirvanik vanaprasthas8. In the same
VamMvali, the bahi is, as Gellner points out, paraphrased in Nepali by
nirvanik vanaprasthabihar, which, freely translated, means 'monastery of
the non-married (and) nirvana-orientated', while baha: is glossed in
Nepali as samsarik tamtrik bihar, which, of course, means 'monastery of
the tantric (and) world-orientated'. The term vanaprastha bhik~u,used to
denote the inhabitants of the bahis, is further contrasted with the expression grhastha acarya, which clearly designates residents in baha:~.AS
Gellner rightly remarks, bahis nowadays do not differ profoundly from
baha:~,since, in the course of time, bahis have adopted most of the
features characteristic of baha:~.bahis, which are older, were viharas
frequented by celibate monks, whereas baha:s, which are newer, were
inhabited by the married followers of Vajrayana, who were naturally
tantric and, at least from the Malla period onwards, came to represent
the main stream of the Doctrine. The Bhiksus of the bahis embraced the
s baha:s on the other hand,
nirvanic form of the Doctrine, the ~ c a r y a in
accepted karmatic or, to employ the term used in the Bha~avamiavali,
samsaric Buddhism9.
We should, however, be careful when interpreting the word vanaprastha, which, in this context, is used in a very particular manner. I cannot
subscribe to Gellner's opinion that, though viinaprastha 'usually denotes
a Hindu forest ascetic, the third of the classic four stages (airama) of a
Hindu's life', the Bha~avamicivaliseems 'to use vanaprastha as a synonym for Skt. vanaviisi, 'living in a forest', which is precisely the term
used for Theravada monks.' On the contrary, the chronicler employs the
term vanaprastha to refer to those individuals who, like Hindus, have
withdrawn from house and family to live an ascetic life. Writing in Nepali
- a language, which for the most part is spoken by Hindus - the author,

Pandit Sri Gunanand, with an introductory sketch of the country and people o f Nepal by the
editor Daniel Wright, Cambridge '1877, Calcutta *1958, New Delhi 31983.
8. Wright 1958, pp. 143 f. - The word vanaprastha is a tatsama and should thus not be
rendered with n, as has consistently been done by Gellner. See the Nepali Brhat Sabdakoj
edited by the Nepala Rsjakiya Prajfia-Pratisthan, Kathmandu 2040, sub verbo.
9. For the distinction between nirvanic ('nibbanic') and karmatic ('kammatic')
Buddhism, see M.E. Spiro, Buddhism and Society. A Great Tradition and Its Burmese
Vicissitudes, Berkeley - Los Angeles - London 21982, pp. 31-139. Cf. also S. ~ienhard,
Gumla, der heilige Monat der buddhistischen Newars (in publication).
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however, used this predominantly Hindu expression to define not certain
Hindus, but certain Buddhists. When describing people living in bahis as
vanaprastha~,
the author of the Vamiavali by no means intends to say that
these people were forest-dwellers (vanavasin) and thus lived 'outside'
(skt.bahis) the cities. He simply stresses the fact that the inhabitants of
the bahis were not 'householders', as are the Acaryas of the bahiz:s. While
the Acaryas have always lived in the bosom of their families and could
therefore be described as samsaric, the Bhiksus in the bahis were celibate and, according to the chronicle, still aimed at Nirvana as their
soteriological goal.
It is fascinating to discover that definitions very similar to those
found in the Bha~avamSavaliare given by the Newar informant of B.H.
Hodgson. As Hodgson, who was the British Resident in Nepal from 1833
to 1843, had entered Nepal already in 182 1, a gap of only about twenty
years lies between Hodgson's arrival in Nepal and the date of completion
of the Bha~avamiavali(ca. 1800). To this may be added that both the
chronicler and B.H. Hodgson's informant were born in Patan. Hodgson
refers to his learned Newar informant Amytananda, who was a sakya
(bhiksu) by birth, in his essay On the the Languages, Literature and
Religion of Nepal and Tibetlo and, in the same work, reproduces Amfignanda's answers to twenty questions on Newar Buddhism. In his reply to
Hodgson's twentieth question on 'How many castes are there amongst
the Banras?'ll, A m ~ a n a n d asays inter alia: 'The Bandyas are divided into
two classes; those who follow the Vahya-charya, and those who adopt the
Abhyantara-charya - words equivalent to the Grihastha k r a m a and
Vairagi asrama of the B r a m a n a s . The first class is denominated Bhi-

10. Essay on the Languages, Literature and Religion of Nepal and Tibet, together wirh
further papers on the geography, ethnology and commerce o f those countries, Serampore
1841, Calcutta 1857; London 1874 (reprinted, with corrections and additions); and
Amsterdam 31982 (reprinted, with a supplement by Dr. Mahadeva Prasad Saha), p. 35:
'Soon after my arrival in Nepaul (1821), I began to devise means of procuring some
accurate information relative to Buddhism ... My first object was to ascertain the existence
or otherwise of Bauddha scriptures in Nepaul; and to this end I privately instituted inquiries in various directions, in the course of which the reputation for knowledge of an old
Bauddha residing in the city of pgtan, drew one of my ~ e o p l eto his abode ...' See also ibid.,
P a 65: 'These extracts were made for me. .. some years ago by Amrita Nanda ~ a n d y athe
,
n~ostlearned Buddhist then, o r now, living in that country.'
11. bar?lrci (also b a l l ~ d a is
) the Nepali equivalent for Newari ba(il)re, Skt.~fandxa.
Cf.
S. Lienhard, A Note 017 the Newavi Ten,? bare, IT XIV (1987/88), pp. 265-268.
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kshu, the second Vajra Acharya. The Bhikshu cannot marry; but the Vajra
Acharya is a family man.'12 This is indeed an extremely important statement, as it not only confirms what has been said in the Patan Vamjavali
but also offers a clue to what I think is the correct interpretation of the
word bahi.
caryd, a term often used both in Hinduism and in Buddhism, denotes a certain religious 'attitude', 'state' or 'course of life' adopted by a
group of believers. Thus, for example, brahrnacarya is 'the state of an
unmarried student', bhik~ucary6'the course of life of a bhiksu' and, a
term well-known in Newar Buddhism, upasakacarya 'the religious attitude of a layman'. Instead of the Hindu term adrama employed in the
Bha~avamsavali,Amrtananda makes use of the word caryd, which, as we
said, is not exclusivel; Hindu but occurs in Buddhist terminology, too. It
is characteristic of the four Hindu stages of life that they are regulated by
age and follow one after the other, while there is no such succession as
regards the Buddhist caryd. The terms abhyantara- and vahyacarya, both
of which are tatsamas, are opposites: whereas abhyantara has the meaning of 'inside' and is used in phrases such as 'inside the house', 'inside
the door' but also 'inside a (certain) community', vahya, which would
better be rendered as bahya, means 'outside' and occurs in constructions such as, for example, 'outside the house', 'outside the door', but
also 'outside a community', be that a caste, a family or a country. It is in
exact conformity with this latter use, that is to say, 'inside' or 'outside' a
(certain) community', that we must interpret abhyantara- and
bahyacarya, for abhyantara, on the one hand, denotes a 'course of life
i n s i d e the family, bahyacarya, on the other hand, a course of life o u t s i d e the family'.
Arranging the material we have discussed until now under the
headings baha: and bahi, we get the following tabel:
baha:
Acarya = Vajracarya
grhastha
abhyantaracarya
samsaric
tantric
12. B.H. Hodgson, Essays, etc., pp. 51-52.

bahi
Bhiksu = ~ a k ~ a b h i k s u
vanaprastha
bahyacarya
nirvanic
non - tantric
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we now see that the baha:s are inhabited by (Vajra-)acaryas,who are
householdersand thus have adopted the 'inside-the-family-way': they are
furthermore world-orientated and tantric. The bahis, however, house
~hiksus,who, in older times, were celibate and thus followed the
~outside-the-family-way'.
Most of the expressions given in my table are
foundin the Bha~avamiavali.The terms acarya (vajracarya) and bhik~u,
however, are also employed by A m ~ a n a n d awhile
,
it is only Amrtananda
who uses the words bahyacarya and a b h y a n t a r a ~ a r ~ a .
The word bahya brings us back to the discussion on the Newari word
bahi, the older, literary form of which is bahiri / bahili. bahi, however, is
not a genuine Newari term. It is an Indo-Aryan loan-word; in Nepali, for
example, we have bahiri, an adjective, and bahira, which can be used as
an adverb, a postposition o r an adjective. Both words mean 'outside',
'being outside', 'outsider' and are related to Sanskrit bahya and bahis.
Since not all bahis were situated outside the city, the term bahi can hardly
be explained as meaning an 'outside-town-monastery '. We arrive, as a matter of fact, at a much better and far more convincing interpretation, if we
connect bahi with Skt. bahya (or bahis) in the specific sense that the term
'outside' bears in the compound bahyacarya. If we interpret it in this way,
the word bahi can b e defined as designating an 'outsidefamily-monastery' or, in other words, a vihara the inhabitants of which
had (in the past) adopted a 'course of life o u t s i d e t h e f a m i 1 y'.
In contradistinction to the bahi, the baha: represents a newer type of
vihara, the inhabitants of which have embraced a 'course of life i n s i d e
t h e f a m i 1 y'. As we have already said, the Bhiksus of the bahis were
formerly celibate but later largely adapted themselves to the tradition of
Vajrayana and are nowadays married, whereas the Vajr2cBryas in the
baha:s have always been married. Unlike the word bahi, baha: does not
indicate anything about the state of the inhabitants of the baha:.
Scholars, in fact, never saw the need to explain its meaning o r derivation,
as baha:, with an apocope of the ultimate syllable, goes back to the older
form bahara /bahala which, being strikingly similar to Skt. vihara /
bihara, was simply taken to be a Newarized variant of bihara13.In reality,

13. Cf. p. 243 of this article. - Even the vowel change (bihara < b a h ~ r a posed
)
no
serious problem, since i in unstressed syllables of tatsamas has been often pronounced as a
and could thus be written as either i or a . The phenomenon is well-known from, for
example, Bihari and Hindi. It is interesting to observe that H.A. Oldfield in his work on
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the word baha: is not a Newari equivalent of bihara but is a modern
contraction of the classical word bharada, which is derived from skt.
bhattara(ka)
..
(m.), bhagirika (f.). 1't is noteworthy that the use of skt.
bhattara(ka)
..
and Newari bharada is by no means restricted only to ~ u d dhism and Buddhist monastery buildings. Just as Skt. bhattiira(ka) served
to denote a 'great man' or a 'great deity'14, in particular learned
Buddhist teachers and a special class of ~ a i v amonks, so does New.
bharada, as well as its modern forms bbha: and, still more contracted,
bha, designate a 'god', a 'great lord' or a 'worshipful person'. Thus, for
example, God Kumara is frequently spoken of as Kumara-bharada, the
'great Lord Kumara', and a Vajracarya is in Newari, as already men~,
in modern Newari is shortened to
tioned, called a g ~ b h a r a d a j u 'which
gubhaju, a 'venerable guru'. In later times, the semantic field of bharada
as well as of baha: and bha was extended so much that the term came to
denote any deity, person, place or object that was considered 'sacred'.
Although all Buddhist monasteries inhabited by Vajracaryas have
been named baha:s, the same term, which simply means 'sanctum', is
sometimes used of Hindu shrines, too. When in the summer of 1986 I
visited the town. of Samko and there made inquiries about its baha:s,
some elderly people pointed out to me several buildings which were
clearly Hindu. In Kathmandu we have, for instance, the Kuladipabaha:

Nepal renders the name of the region Bihar, thus called on account of its numerous
Buddhist monasteries and today one of the States of the Republic of India, not as 'Bihar'
but as 'Bahar'; Sketches from Nepal. Historical and Descriptive with an Essay on Nepalese
Buddhism & Illustrations of Religious Monuments & Architecture, 2 vols., Delhi 1974 (reprint), vol. 11, pp. 40 ('Modem Bahar'), 52 ('Bahar Proper'), 53, 58 and 59 ('Bahar').
14. Examples for this use are abundant in both the epigraphy and the historiography
of Nepal. See, for instance, R. Gnoli, Nepalese inscriptions in Gupta Characters (Rome
1956, Serie Orientale Roma, X), bhattaraka- maharajairi-Vasantadeva (pp. 22 and 22),
bha!!araka-maharajairi-Gqadeva (pp. 26 and 28-29), bha!laraka-mahfiriijairi-sivadeva
(pp. 31-32, 35, 37, 41 and 43) and Dhanavajra Vajracarya and Kamal P. Malla, The
Gopalaraja~~amsavali
(Wiesbaden 1985, NRC Publications, 9): i r i m a t - ~ a i u ~ a t i - b h a ! a r a k a
(p. 25), iri-Pai~lpati-bha!dvaka
(pp. 3 1 and 36), Sri-Bt~~malokeJ'vara-bhagraka
(p. 31), V i m hhalaraka (p. 30) and Saiikuresvara-bhafarika (p. 32). It is not without interest to note that
the word bha!(t)araka,when used for a king, precedes the respective name but, when used
for a god, is put after the name.
15. ju placed after the noun is a Newari term of respect. bhaju in gubhaju is, however,
not to be confused with the lexeme bhaju meaning 'lord', 'gentleman', 'master', the etymology of
which is quite different, since bha in bhaju must be derived from Sanskrit bhadra 'pleasant',
'kind', 'good' to which is added the Newari honorific ju.
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situatedat Teku, the confluence of the Rivers Bishnumati and Bagmati,
as well as the Bincchebaha:, the agam of the clan of the BijugusIh.~ 0 t h
are Hindu sanctuaries but are, as can be seen from their names, considered as baha:s.
The use of the term baha: is also attested in connection with caityas,
books and religious paintings, as all these things are regarded as sacred
and worthy of worship. A current expression for caitya in modern Newari
is cibaha: (or civaha:) which is frequently shortened to cibu: (or civa:
respectively)and has as its older, classical form caityabharada, a 'caitya
sanctuary'. A term to be mentioned in this context is cibaha:bare. It is
especially common in Patan and refers to members of Buddhist castes
s u can only receive a
below the rank of a Vajracarya and ~ a k ~ a b h i k who
lower type of bare ordination. They are callad cibaha: bare, i.e. 'bare of a
caitya sanctuary', since their consacration takes place, not in a vihara, as
in the case for Vajracaryas and SakyabhikSus,but near a caitya inside a
courtyard.
The word baha: appears furthermore in the technical term paubaha:
or, shortened, paubha:. It is derived from the older form patibharada, a
'baha:, that is to say, a holy object, in the shape of a painting (pati)' and is
the name given to a special type of narrative painting which depicts the
various episodes of the story in successive scenes arranged below and
contiguous to each other1'.
In the same way as baha: was used of caityas, books (puthibharada,
'holy book') and sacred paintings, so did the same term serve to name
that type of vihara which became representative of Vajrayana, the main
stream of Newar Buddhism. While the term bahi should be connected
with Skt. bahya or bahis in the specific sense of 'outside the family' and
thus characterizes a monastery of celibate Bhiksus, baha: is a shortened
form of bharada and designates the holy thing par excellence:a sanctuary
of VajrBcaryas.
It appears that for some time Vajracaryas were the sole ministers of

16. Also called Bincchem (< Bijuguchem). The Bijugus were Pradhans from
Bhaktapur who later moved to Kathmandu.
17. Cf. S. Lienhard, Die Abenteuer des Kaufntanns Sir?zhala. Eirre ~ e p a l i s c h e
Bilderrolle aus der S a i ~ ~ n ~ l l rdes
l ? g M u s e u n ~ sfiir Irzdische Kunst Berlirz, Berlin 1985
(Ver~ffentlichun~en
des Museums fur Indische Kunst Berlin, vol. 7 ) , p. 45 and footnote
143.
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Vajrayana, since we must bear in mind that Vajrayana evolved inside
Mahay~naand we can, therefore, assume that Acaryas living in bahd:s
were originally mahayanic. Bhiksus, on the other hand, were devotees
not so much of Mahayana as of Hinayana. Of the two initiation ceremonies, pravrajya and upasampada, Vajrayana communities performed only
pravrajya (Newari bare chuyagu), which was once the rite of admission
into the Order but was gradually transformed into the ceremony of admission into the community of the respective baha:, while upasampada
was replaced by the ordination into a Vajracarya, the acaryabhiseka
(Newari aca: Iuyagu). It goes without saying that baha:s had no place for
monk ordination, as all members lived as householders, whereas in older
times Bhiksus living in bahis must naturally have performed both pravrajya, the ceremony of acceptance into the Order, and up as amp ad^'^.
When Vajrayana became powerful, Bhiksus in the bahis found diffi.
they were
culty in resisting this esoteric branch of ~ L d d h i s m Since
celibate, they were called - o r called themselves - Brahmacaryabhiksus (Brahmacarins for short), a title which they replaced with sakyabhikSu or, for short, s3kya, when Vajrayana became
more and more dominant and Vajracaryas began to look down upon
Bhiksus. The strange fact that there exist today not only baha:s and bahis
which are exclusively inhabited by ~ a k ~ a b h i k s ubut
s , also baha:s with
u s help us to trace the development. It
Vajracaryas and ~ a k ~ a b h i k s can
seems Bhiksus in all the bahis divided into three groups which eventually
embraced the prevailing form of Buddhism, although in different ways
and at various stages. Some Bhiksus, having abandoned both their customs and their bahis, sought admission to some of the baha:s, which led
to the formation of mixed sanghas (Vajracaryas and ~ a k ~ a b h i k s u s ) .
Others founded their own baha:s (consisting exclusively of
s ~ k ~ a b h i k s u swhile
) , the third and biggest group remained in their timehonoured bahis, though these Bhiksus, too, finally adjusted themselves to
the practices of the baha:s. ~ e a i u r e swhich distinguish them from
18. Since, before the time when Vajrayana took over, there existed a clear dichotomy
between householder-Acaryas and celibate monks, that is to say, between baha:s and bahis,
I can by no means subscribe to the opinion of Hemraj Shakya and other Newar scholars
that bahis were a lower type of vihara where (sakya) bhiksus received preparatory training
for entering a bahi: and becoming Vajracaryas. Cf. also M. Sh. Slusser, op. cit., vol. I , p. 295:
'Some Nepalese Buddhist hold that the bahi were schools for novices'. Others claim the
term bahi as the diminutive form of bahi; see M. Sh. Slusser, ibid.
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Vajrscsryas are, above all, that ~ a k ~ a b h i k s are
u s not entitled to p e r f o m
saclifices with fire (homa) and that their councils of elders (stavira)
consist of only five elders, not ten as is the case in V a j r a c ~ a - b a h a : ~ .
Other marks that distinguish Vajracaryas from ~ a k ~ a b h i k s uin
s , the
past as well as today, are their head-dresses and the insignia they carry.
~owadays,the use of the ceremonial dress is restricted to Sthaviras of
both classes; they shave their hair in connection with certain rituals only
and wear their robes solely at religious ceremonies. It may, however, be
taken for granted that, originally, many Acarya-householders and certainly all celibate monks always had shorn heads and wore their priestly
clothes all day long. Vajracaryas and B h i k ~ u sdressed identically in their
priestly capacity, wearing the same clothes as they do today: the upper
part of the body covered by a wide jacket with sleeves, the civara, the
lower part by a long skirt, the nivasa, fastened round the waist and
reaching down to the ankles. There is, however, as already H.A. Oldfield,
a fine observer, has noted, a marked difference with regard to headus
with them are
dress and instruments. The insignia ~ a k ~ a b h i k s carried
New.
,
gulupa: < gurupatra) and a
a begging-bowl (Skt. p i n d a p ~ t r a ' ~
sceptre-like metal staff (Skt. khakkhara, khikkhira, khikkhirika, khikkhilika, New. s i l a p ~ p a u *which,
~)
in older times, was used by alms-begging
monks to keep dangerous dogs and cattle at bay2'.The begging-bowl and
metal staff are even today handed over to the newly ordained monk in the
bare chuyagu rite. Since for the inhabitants of the baha:s monkhood is
only a transitory stage and is succeeded by higher initiations, a
Vajracarya is characterized by other insignia. He wears a rosary around
his neck and should hold in his hand, o r carry with him, a book and the
thunderbolt (vajra) he receives at the end of his acaryabhiseka. As headdresses, which like the other insignia are today only worn during ceremonies and on festive occasions, Vajracaryas use splendidly

19. That is to say, 'the bowl ( p a p a ) for the daily food ration (pinda)';for p i n d ~cf. J.
Fezas, Le droit nhpalais de la succession et ses sources classigues, V O ~ .1, Paris 1985, PP. 309
- 12.
20. ~ i l a - p u - ~ agoes
u back to j i l ~ - ~ a v i t r ~ - ~ a'the
! h ipure
,
staff of disciplined conduct:
21. For this metal staff cf. J . Takakusu (ed.), A Record of the Buddhist Religiolt as
practiced in India and the Ma/a?Archipelago (A.D.671-695). B,v I-tsing. Transl. by J . ~akakr4s~l.
Oxford 1896, Taipei 1970 (reprint), p. I 91. - See H. Arnbrose Oldfield, Sketches from Nepal*
"01. 11, Delhi 1974 (reprint), pp. 141-43.
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ornamented copper-gilt crowns; sakyas, however, cloth-caps coloured
bright red.
It is clear that, with the exception of the cloth-cap, an apparently
recent innovation added to the insignia proper when Bhiksus in the bahis
gradually adapted themselves to Vajrayana, the whole outfit of Sakyabhiksus is that of a monk and thus corroborates what we have stated above.
~lthou~
it hproves difficult to date the period of their conversion to the
form of Buddhism practised in the baha:s, we may not be wrong if we
tentatively place the main part of transition between the reign of King
Jayasthiti Malla (1382 - 1395 A.D.), when the caste system became consolidated, and the middle of the 17th century.
Two terms extremely difficult to account for are kva:pa:dya: and
gamdhuridya:. As I have mentioned at the beginning of this article,
kva:pa:dya: is the name given to the main deity in the non-tantric shrine
in baha:s, while quite another word, namely gamdhiiridya:, is used for the
same deity in b ~ h i sBoth
~ ~ . terms have been interpreted in various ways.
The word kva:pa:dya: has been twice explained by J. Locke, though each
~ ~ , considers kva:pa:dya:
time differently. In his first i n t e r p r e t a t i ~ nLocke
to be a 'corruption' of kvacapaladeva, which, according to him, means
'the guardian deity of the sangha'. The expression kvacapala, shortened
to kva:pa in modern Newari, is well attested in older documents24.Some
Newar scholars do indeed maintain that kvaca is an old term for sangha
which since long fell into oblivion25.Apart from its occurence in the

22. Though the gamdhuridya: is said to belong only to bahis, according to an inscription dated 1388 A.D. mentioned by M. Sh. Slusser a gamdhulibhaftaraka was installed in
Laganbaha: in Kathmandu; cf. Slusser, op. cit., p. 295, footnote 138. Cf. also D. N. Gellner,
op. cit., pp. 391 f.
2 3 . J.K. Locke, Karunamaya. The Cult o f Avalokitesvara - Matsyendranatha in the
Valley o f Kathmandu, Tribhuvan University (Kathmandu) 1980, p. 14, footnote 15.
24. Thus, for example, in an inscription from the Kvabaha: (Hiranyavarna-Mahavihara) in Patan of the year N.E. 653 (A.D.1533); see Hemaraj Sakya
(and) T.L. Vaidya (ed.), Medieval Nepal (Colophons and Inscriptions), Kathmandu 1970,
p. 84.
25. kva: (< kvaca) is employed as a classifier in modern Newari in phrases such as bu
cha kva: 'a (certain) measure of land'. When requested to elaborate on this matter, one of
my Newar informants suggested very tentatively, that kvaca in the meaning of 'sangha'
could possibly be explained on the basis of a construction such as * b h i k s ~ ucha kvaca, 'a
group of monks', where the same classifier would be used for a certain number of
people.
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compoundkvacapala, there is, however, no textual evidence for the use
of kvnca as a separate word in the meaning of 'sangha'. Gellner holds
the view that 'the term kvacapaladeva may have been deliberately derived from (a) a place associated with the Buddha and (b) a similarsounding (though actually different)root (ku[i/ku(a) and made into the
technical term for the main deity of a b ~ h a ' ~In" another, recent and
much more plausible, interpretation2', J. Locke considers kvri:pri:dya:, as
before, to be a modern Newari contraction of kvacapaladeva (also
spelledkocaO/ kvocaO),though he now derives the word kvaca, with good
reason, from Skt. kogha. As Locke discovered, the word kosthapala,
..
a
Sanskrit equivalent for kvacapala, is used as an attribute for Buddha in a
Nepalese copper-plate inscription in Sanskrit from the year Vikr. S. 1445
(A.D. 138728).This inscription celebrates the installation of a golden
Buddha image by a donor named Minacandra sakYain the Kirtipunyamahavihara in Lagan, Kathmandu. The word (vara)koghapala occurs
in stanza 6, which, like the majority of the 12 verses, is composed in
Upajati metre. Locke's discovery is very important. In an article pubIt is
lished in 1985*', I gave kvathapala as the older form of k~a:pa:~O.
tnie that kvatha also means 'fort' and, in this sense, is connected with
Skt.koffa.But kvatha is, as a matter of fact, also an older variant of kvaca.
Although kvatha, a Neo-Indo-Aryan loan-word, is not attested in litera. . would, according to well-known rules of phonetic develture, Skt.kostha
.. in Middle-Indian. At a later stage
opment, be transformed into kottha
kotfhaka (< Skt. ko~thaka),a form enlarged by the suffix ka, became
ko(ha / kotha in many modem Indian languages, including Nepali. In
Newari the loan-word kotha / kotha is spelled kotha, kvotha or kvdtha and
26. Op. cit., p. 368, footnote 4.
27. The Unique Features of Newar Buddhism, p. 177 f.
28. For an edition (and translation into Nepali) of the inscription see ~ankarman
ejvamsi, Sthiti Mallako pnlnko Vi.sam. 1445 ko Mnnacandra ~ u k ~ a tamrapatra
ko
ra tyasko
aitihcisik vycikhyci, Piiqima I , 4, pp. 54-57.
29. S. Lienhard, Buddhistisches Gemeindeleben in Nepal, in: H . Bechert (ed.), Zur
Sch~lzugehori~keit
von Werken der Hinayana-Literatur. Erster Teil, Gijttingen 1985
(Abhdl. der Akad. der Wiss. in Gijttingen, Philolog.-Hist. KI., 3. Folge, Nr. 1491, p. 263.
30. Cf. J . K . Locke, Unique Features of Nelztar Buddl?ism, footnote 6: 'Some have
interpreted kwapa asashortened formofklzsatha (See forexampleSiegfried Lienhard, 'Nepal:
the Survival... K l l ~ a t his~a Newari term for a fort and it is true that some of the t,iharas were
referred to as forts ... However, most of the ~lihciraswere not forts and were not referred to as
forts.'
I).
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can even be rendered as kvaca, since t , non-aspirated or aspirated, and
are interchangeable phonemes3'.
Although it is clear that kvatha and kvaca are variants which both
derive from the Sanskrit word kogha, the main difficulty is how to understand the compound word kvacapala. Locke translates the word simply
as 'guardian', but comments, following his own first interpretation, that
this guardian is a guardian of the sangha'. As ko~fha(ka)/ koghika also
means an 'inner apartment'32or 'a room for keeping valuable books
(and other things which are holy)'33,I am inclined to translate kvaca as
'sacred room', 'shrine'. Locke is certainly right when he states that Skt.
kosthapala 'means a guard, a watchman or a storekeeper'. Nevertheless
the word pala in kvacapala is not to be interpreted in this, its original
meaning but in the much vaguer sense which the word pala, or to be
more precise palaka, has acquired in Neo-Indo-Aryan where pala(ka)
and its derivations only indicate '(somebody who is) related (to something)'34kva:pa: (kvacapala), in my opinion, means, therefore, 'the one
related to the shrine' and kva:pa:dya: 'the God in the shrine'. We may
perhaps assume that kvaca was the word used for the non-tantric shrine
and thus, as a more or less technical term, standing in opposition to the
term agam.
An extremely interesting word is gamdhuridya: which, as r and 1 can
be interchanged in Newari, is also frequently rendered as gamdhiilidya:.
A detailed account is given by M. Sh. S l u s ~ e rwho
~ ~ observes that it
'presumably... derives from Sanskrit gamdhulideva, a term encountered
from time to time in Nepali sources'. As a possible variant of gamdhuli
she adduces Skt. godhuli ' e a r t h d ~ s t 'While
~ ~ . the correct spelling of g i m dhulilg6mdhuri is gamdhurilgamdhuli (whit a) and dya: of course
3 1 . Cf. H. Jsrgensen, A Grammar of the Classical Newari, Copenhagen 1941 (Det Kg!.
Danske Videnskabernes Selskab, Hist.-FilologiskeMeddelelser, XXVII, 3), p. 12,§ 9. To the
examples given by Jsrgensen (sdcan - sdtan 'falcon' and cijak : tijak 'quiet') can be added
pvatha : pvaca 'belly', 'abdomen' (Skt. paca 'digestion') and the causative suffix cake:
take.
32. Cf. D. N. Gellner, op. cit., p. 368, footnote 4.
33. For the latter meaning see F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar and
Dictionary, Vol. 11: Dictionary, Delhi - Patna - Varanasi 1970 (reprint), sub verbo koghikn.
34. Such as, for example, vala in Hindi.
35. Op. cit., p. 295 and footnote 138.
36. For godhuli see S. Lienhard, Cow-dust and Sun-dust: Remarks on Skt. godhuli and
gorajas, IT X (1982), pp. 147-53.
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represents the Newari equivalent of Skt. deva, the word giirndhuri is not
really Sanskrit but a Newari contraction and has nothing to do with Skt.
godhtili". The only scholar who has hitherto tried to give an etymology of
the expression is D. N. Gellner. He derives gamdhuri from the Sanskrit word
gandhaku!i which means 'perfumed hut' and was, as is elaborated by
Ge]lner,'an ancient honorific originally used to describe the place, wherever it was, that the Buddha happened to be staying. In Theravada
Buddhism kufi, hut, is still the term used for the room in which a monk
lives'. Though Gellner's derivation certainly looks very convincing, I
cannot quite understand how Skt.gandhaku!i could ever develop into
~ e w a rgamdhuli.
i
The syllables gun and ti do not cause any problem, since
gun /gum remains and s c a n become ri in Newari. The difficulty lies in the
factthat, in this derivation, gandhakufi is strangely split up intogan, dha-ku
and ti and that dha-ku, a very odd combination of the final syllable of the
word gandha and the initial part of ku!i, could scarcely -both together be abbreviated into Newari dhu.
My interpretation is different. If based on a Sanskrit lexeme, Newari
gum can only derive from gana, which designates a 'group' of gods, men,
animals or things and is a n old synonym of the word sangha. In Pali a
ganacariya is a teacher with (many) followers and the Pali phrase gani ca
sanghi ca ganacariyo ca frequently refers to Gautama Buddha.
Interestinglyenough, the wordgana occursalso in the Sanskrit Formula of
the Threefold Refuge (trisaranagamana),in the specific form in which it is
used in Newar viharas whenever the bare chuyagu ceremony is performed.
The third of the three refuges runs as follows:
sanghasya Saranam gacchami ganunam ~ g r y a m ~ ~

'I take refuge with the saligha, the foremost of (all) assemblies'. The
passage 'the foremost of (all) assemblies' is here expressed by the phrase
gananarn agryam. In this phrase the Skt. word dhur?~a(~lz),
which also
means 'best', 'foremost', could be easily substituted for the Skt. word
agryaln and this substitution would result in the variant gal?anar?l

37. D . N . Gellner, op. cit., p. 390.
38. Cf. S . Lienhard. Buddhistisches Gemeindeleben in Nepal, p. 271.
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likely that the Newari contraction gamdhuri/gamdhuli is based on
Skt, ganadhurya. The gamdhuridya: installed in the main shrine of the
bahis is thus the 'God of the best of (all) assemblies', that is to sayl 'of all
salighas'. The first sentence of the triiarana formula describes Buddha as
the "foremost of (all) bipeds", the second the Dharma as being the "foremost of (all doctrines that lead to) the freedom from passions". As these
ideas39are intimately connected with the basic teaching of Buddhism.
they fit well into the general atmosphere of the bahis, the atmosphere
which in former times pervaded this older form of the Newar vihara.

39. The Formula of the Threefold Refuge is paraphrased in Dipavamsa XI, 35 where
the Emperor Asoka is made to utter the following stanza:
Buddho dakkhineyyan'aggo Dhammo aggo viraginaml
Samgho ca pufifiakkhettaggo tini a g g ~sadevakell
"The Buddha is the foremost of (all) worthy of gifts, the (Buddhist) Doctrine is the foremost
of (all teachings that lead to) the freedom from passions; the (Buddhist) Community is the
foremost of (all) fields of merit. These three are the three foremost (things) in the world of
men and gods".

JOHN K. LOCKE, S.J.

BUDDHISTTHEMES ON THE TORANAS OF NEWAR MONASTERIES

One of the most characteristic features of Nepalese shrines is the
semicircular decorative panel o r tympanum, known as a torana', which
one finds over the doorway of nearly all Hindu temples and over the
doorway leading into the Buddhist shrines within the Newar monasteries
(known as baha o r bahi). Around the outside of the semi-circle is a motif
which is common to nearly all of the toranas, whether Hindu o r Buddhist. In the corners facing out are a pair of makaras, the mythical sea
creatures who represent water. Above the makaras rise swirls of vapour
from which in turn rise the coils of a pair of serpent deities (naga), often
with human heads. At the very top is either a Garuda who grasps the
nagas in his talons o r a kirtimukha2 plus two hands reaching over the
edge of the top circle and clasping the nagas.
The bottom of the semi-circular panel rests on the lintel over the
doorway into the shrine and usually measures about four feet across.
1. The original meaning of torana in India was a decorated archway leading into a
shrine or religious complex such as the great stupa at Sanchi. According to Slusser what is
called a torana in Nepal is called a candrahila in India. (Slusser, 1: 135, note 2 1). A few
toranas in Nepal recall this earlier form.
2. Kirtimukha means "face of glory" and seems to be the more common motif on the
older toranas, though it is also found on a number which have been erected in the 1 s t
hundred years. The Newari name for this figure is chepu o r chepa. As Slusser remarks, the
nagas are ubiquitous symbols in the Kathmandu Valley and ~ r i m a r i l ysignify water. The
Vallev as a former lake is still considered to be the abode of the nagas. AS symbols of water
one of their primary function is to lustrate the gods. (Slusser 1 :358) However, the following
Buddhist explanatibn of the svmbolism is common: The n.rakaras represent water which
is evaporated into clouds bv the action of the sun. The nagas represent the water \Tapourin
the clouds. The Garuda o r kirtilllllkha, who represents the skv, consumes the nagas. The sk?,
is a symbol for the absolute void (shlr17vata)
and the whole represents the absorption of all
creation into the void.
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Most tovanas are truly semi-circular and hence rise about two feet above
the bottom line, though a few are squat and many of the more elaborate
toranas are elongated. The older toranas are carved in wood on two or
more planks joined together. Many of the old wooden toranas show
traces of paint and all of the wooden toranas were probably painted at
one time with soft mineral colours. Within the past two years a number
of the old wooden toranas and most of the recently made ones have been
repainted with gaudy enamel paint. Those made in the seventeenth
century and after are often of metal, either copper (sometimes gilded) or
brass repousse, the entire piece being made from several sheets of metal
joined together. On a few of the more elaborate toranas the background
and figures along the edge have been made of repousse metal with cast
images set into the centre for the main figures. A few are made of
repousse silver with cast silver figures set into the field.
In the centre of the tovana is usually one main figure of a deity often
surrounded by other attendant deities o r devotees. In the case of Hindu
temples the main figure in the centre of the tovana is of the deity
enshrined in the temple. Thus if it is a Ganesh temple one will find a
figure of Ganesh in the centre of the tovana, if it is a temple of Vishnu one
will find a figure of Vishnu on the tovana, though not necessarily the
same form of the deity that is found in the temple. Thus the figure on the
torana serves to identify the deity in the temple. In the case of the Buddhist shrines this is not true. In over two thirds of the vihava shrines the
image is of the Buddha seated in vajvasana and showing the earthtouching gesture3. The main figure on the tovana seldom corresponds to
the image inside the shrine. Rather the figure, o r figures, in the centre of
the tovana express a Buddhist theme such as the Buddha-DharmaSangha o r show a Buddha or Bodhisattva different from the image in the
shrine. Thus the toranas serve in this case as a sort of catechesis of the
main teachings or features of Mahayana Buddhism.
The purpose of this paper is simply to illustrate some of the principal
themes found on these toranas over the doorways of vihara shrines4.All

3 . This figure may represent either the historical Shakyamuni Buddha in the earthtouching gesture 01- it may represent the transcendent Buddha Akshobhya. Informants in
Patan say that the image in the vihara shrine is always Sakyamuni Buddha, but this is
contradicted in many places by inscriptions which speak of the setting up of Akshobhya.
4. The vihuru shrines in question are the Newar institutions found within the Kath-
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of the toranas illustrated and described below are found over the doorways of monastery shrines, except for two which have been included
because of their special features. One does find other toranas at these
monasteries, often over the street entrance o r over other subsidiary
(usually tantric) shrines within the compound. These have not been
included since they show a wide variety of themes and often contain a
number of obscure tantric figures which are difficult to identify.

1 . The Buddha in Dhyana Mudra or Amitabha
This first torana (figure 1) from Twaya Baha in Patan is a modern
wooden piece erected within the past ten years when the shrine was
renovated, and its very simplicity highlights the main features of the
torana. Around the outside can be seen the makaras with the coils of the
serpents rising above, grasped by two hands and being devoured by the
kirtimukha. In the centre is a simple figure of the Buddha in dhya~za
mudra flanked by two attendants waving fly-whisks. The image in this
particular shrine is Padmapani Lokesvara, and one can see a small figure
of Padmapani attached to the lintel below the torana. Iconographically
this Buddha figure can be either Shakyamuni Buddha or the transcendent Buddha Amitabha. However, in this case it is surely intended to be
Amitabha Buddha to whose family Padmapani Lokeshvara belongs.

2. Buddha in Bhumi Sparsa Mudra or Akshobhya
Figure 2 is also a modern torana over the shrine at Gubha Baha in
Kathmandu. The central figure is a Buddha showing the earth touching
gesture. He is flanked by the two famous monk disciples of the Buddha,
Shariputra and Maudgal~ayana.In this case the figure on the torana
corresponds to the image in the shrine. Iconographically the figure can
be either Shakyamuni o r Akshobhya, but the entire torana was painted
recently and the Buddha figure has been painted blue, the colour of

mandu Valley which are called either baha or bahi in Newari. For a survey and description
of the 363 extant institutions see Locke 1985.
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Akshobhya. The piece is undated, but the shrine itself was constructed in
the sixteenth century.

3. The Five Transcendent Buddhas
A fairly common theme is the five transcendent Buddhas as seen in
the wooden torana in figure 3 from Bikama Baha in Kathmandu. This is a
fairly recent work dated N.S. 1002 (A.D. 1881-2) and, since the picture
was taken, has been painted in gaudy enamel colours. In the central
position is Akshobhya showing the earth-touching gesture with
Vairocana showing the gesture of preaching to his right and Arnitabha
showing the gesture of meditation to his left. Above to the right is
Ratnasambhava showing the boon-granting gesture, and to the left is
Amoghasiddhi showing the gesture of fearlessness. Note that Akshobhya
is in the central position, though Vairocana is usually in the central
position in a mandala depicting the five Buddhas. This may have been
done because the image in the shrine is Akshobhya o r the arrangement
may be based on the mandala described in the Guhya Samaja Tantra, the
only mandala which in fact places Akshobhya in the central position5.
The same basic arrangement can be seen in figure 4 which shows the
exquisite torana over the shrine in Kwa Baha in Patan. The entire piece,
erected in the time of King Prithvi Bir Bikram Shah (A.D. 1881-191I ) , is
of silver, the background in repousse into which are set the cast silver
figures. This is the only torana at a baha done in silver. The central figure
is Akshobhya flanked by Shariputra and Maudgalyayana flanked in turn
by two attendants holding fly-whisks. Above rise the other four transcendent Buddhas with an image of Vajrasattva at the very top. Though the
two makara figures can be seen at the very corners of the torana, the
usual serpent deities and Garuda are missing. This torana which is only
about a hundred years old replaced an earlier and identical one done
entirely in gilt copper which now hangs over the inside of the entryway to
the main courtyard.
A slightly different arrangement is seen in figures 5 and 6 of the
gilded torana from Uku Baha in Patan. The piece is undated but may well

5. Bhattacharyya, 1967: 7 .
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date to a late seventeeth century renovation. The background of this
torana is made of repousse gilded copper and all of the figures are cast
gilt-copperimages. The background is made up entirely of a creeper and
leaf design, one of the very few toranas over a baha shrine which does not
have the usual theme of mnkarn, snake deities and Garuda. Here the
central figure in the torana is Shakyamuni Buddha showing the earthtouching gesture (or Aksobhya), accompanied by Shariputra and Maudgalyayana, with the figures of the five Buddhas set into the leaf design.
Vairocana occupies the central position. Just outside of the two monk
figures can be seen two small four-armed figures: Prajnaparamita and
Shadakshari Lokeshvara. Hence the torana shows three themes: The
Buddha showing the earth-touching gesture, the Five Buddhas, and the
Buddha-Dharma-Sangha (described below).
Another variation on this theme can be seen in figure 7, a wooden
torana from Sawal Baha in Kathmandu dated N.S. 805 (A.D. 1684-85).
This also depicts the five Buddhas; but the central figure is a four-headed,
eight-armed figure sitting in vajrasana on a lion throne. His two main
hands are in the gesture of preaching, the remaining right hands hold a
sword, an arrow and a vajra, while the left hold a book, a bow and a bell.
This figure is Dharmadhatu Vagishvara, a form of Manjushri which is
often substituted for Vairocana6. To his right is Amitabha and to his left
Akshobhya with Ratnasambhava above to his right and Amoghasiddhi to
his left. The central figure itself sits in an archway surmounted by a small
torana showing simply the makaras, serpent deities, and the
kirtimukha.

4 . Vajrasattva

Vajrasattva is sometimes considered to be a sixth transcendent Buddha who functions as the tantric priest for the other five. Unlike the other
five Buddhas who wear monastic dress he is pictured with a rich dress
and a crown. In his right hand he holds the vajra and in his left the bell.
He is of great importance in Nepal where he is considered the patron of

6. For a further description of this deity see Bhattacharyya 1968: 103 ff, and
Mallmann 60 ff and 256.
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the tantric Buddhist priests, the Vajracaryas. Though his worship is
always secret he is found frequently on the toranas over the doomar to
his separate shrine which is found in every vihara which has Vajracarya
members. Occasionally he is found on the torana over the main shrine as
in the example shown here.
Figure 8 is a wooden torana from Nhu Baha in Kathmandu. The
piece is undated but appears fairly recent and may date to the time of a
renovation of the shrine about a hundred years ago. The central figure is
Vajrasattva flanked by two attendants with fly whisks. Above are two
other attendants with banners. One very unusual feature of this piece is
that the main figures sit directly on the ground without either a lotus seat
or a vehicle. Below the torana itself can be seen a small Buddha figure in
the meditation posture, though the image in the shrine is a standing
Buddha showing the bhavishyavyakarana mudra.

5. Shadaksari Lokeshvara
Shadakshari is a form of Avalokiteshvara with one face and four
arms. His colour is white, he wears the ornaments and crown of a
Bodhisattva, his two main hands are in the gesture of greeting, his other
right hand holds a rosary and his left a lotus. According to Bhattacharyya
this form of Avalokiteshvara is drawn from the Karandavyuha. The name
means the Lokeshvara of the six syllables, the famous mantra "Om
Manipadme Hum".7 He is usually flanked by Shadakshari Mahavidya, a
personification of the mantra, and Manidhara, both of whom are
inconographically identical to Shadakshari Lokeshvara himself. The
wooden torana depicted in figure 9 is from Dugan Bahi in Kathmandu
and is dated N.S. 748 (A.D. 1627-28). The main figure is Shadakshari
Lokeshvara with Manidhara to his right and Shadakshari Mahavidya to
his left. In this case the main figure of the torana corresponds to the
image in the shrine. Forthermore the Sanskrit name of the monastery is
Shadakshari Mahavihara, an ancient foundation which we know existed
as early as A.D. 1380.

7. See Bhattacharyya, 1968: 125-6 and Mallmann 109.
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6. The Three Jewels
The most common theme by far found on the toranas of the
monasteries in the Valley of Nepal is some of a personification of the
Three Jewels: The Buddha, The Dharma, and The Sangha. 55% of all
toranas have this theme. The Buddha is usually Akshobhya. The Dharma
is a four-armed figure of Prajnaparamita with two hands joined before
her breast in the preaching gesture with the other right and left hands
holding a rosary and a book representing the Prajnaparamita. Alternately, she may hold the stem of the blue lotus on which rests the book.
The Sangha is most frequently represented by Shadakshari Lokeshvara.
This theme is portrayed on the gilt-copper torana at Ha Baha in Patan. The
piece is undated. In the centre Akshobhya Buddha sits in the earth-touching gesture flanked by Prajnaparamita on his right and Shadakshari
Lokeshvara on his left. Below the torana on the lintel is a figure of
Akshobhya, and at the very top above the Garuda is a figure of Vairocana.
Figure 10 is a very unusual modern torana from Ta Baha in Kathmandu. It is dated N.S. 1070 (A.D. 1950). The main figures are the same,
with a small figure of Vajrasattva below the torana and a larger figure of
Vajrasattva sitting above the Garuda. The figures are rather crudely carved
and the most unusual feature is the wavy halos behind the heads ofthe main
figures.
Figure 11, a wooden torana from Mahabu Kacca Baha in Katmandu
dated N.S. 987 (1866-67), depicts the same theme with several added
figures. The three main figures are the same as above; but note the two
elephants, the vehicle of Akshobhya, below the Buddha figure. On either
side of the three main figures are Shariputra and Maudgalyayana. Above
are three other figures: Vajradhara (holding the vajra and the bell in the
vairahumkara mudra). To his right is a two-armed figure of Manjushri
with his hands in the gesture of preaching and holding the stems of two
lotuses, one surmounted by a sword and the other by a book. TO his left
is a monk figure, possibly of Tibetan inspiration.
A slight variation on this theme is seen in figure 12, a wooden torana
at Ga Baha in Patan. The piece is undated and the present shrine is a
modern reconstruction, but the torana is certainly older than that and
probably h-om the 17th o r 18th century. The theme is again the Three
Jewels, but the Sangha is represented by a seated white form of ~valokite-
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shvara with two hands, the right hand showing the gesture of grantinga
boon and the left in the gesture of meditation and holding the stem o f a
lotus which rises to his left. To the sides of the three main figures are two
small attendants holding fly whisks.
Figure 13, an undated wooden torana from Mahabuddha Baha in
Patan is placed not over the shrine but over the inside of the street
entryway. This again presents the same theme, but the Sangha is represented by a standing figure of Padmapani Lokeshvara with his right
hand in the gesture of granting a boon and his left holding the stem of a
lotus.
Another variation of this theme is seen in figure 14, the gilt-copper
torana at Bhinche Baha in Patan dated N.S. 852 (A.D. 1731-32)8.Here the
central figure representing the Buddha is Dharmadhatu Vagishvara
seated on the lion throne. (See the description above). The Dharma
(Prajnaparamita) and Sangha (Shadakshari Lokeshvara) are reversed,
with the Sangha to the right of the main figure and the Dharma to the left.
To the side are two attendant deities holding banners. The central figure
sits in an archway with a torana showing the makaras, serpent deities and
kirtimukha. In the background above are figures of the five transcendent
Buddhas with Vairocana at the very top above the Garuda. Just above the
makaras on either side are attendant deities with fly-whisks and above
these on either side are figures of a peacock. These are related to the
Sanskrit name of this monastery: Mayura[Peacock]varna Mahavihara.
Figure 15, a wooden torana from Kwa Baha in Kathmandu dated
N.S. 789 (A.D. 1668-9))is a similar piece. This finely carved piece now
hangs over the outer doorway leading into the monastery. It originally
hung over the shrine but was replaced by an identical copper repousse
torana of inferior quality as part of a later renovation. The central figure
is again Dharmadhatu Vagishvara with the Dharma (Prajnaparamita) on
his right and the Sangha (Shadakshari Lokeshvara) on his left. Above are
four tantric figures, each with four faces and eight arms. These roba ably
represent the four transcendent Buddhas (minus Vairocana who is represented by Dharmadhatu Vagishvara) in their tantric forms9.However, it
is impossible to make a positive identification since the symbols held in

8. See Sakya, 45.
9. Mallmann, 92.
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their hands are no longer clear and their vehicles are missing. Above the
Garuda is a figure of Vajrasattva.
Figure 16, an undated brass repousse torana from Su Baha in Patan,
shows again the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha; but the central figure is
the tantric form of Akshobhya. He has four faces and eight hands. In his
right hands he holds the sword, the arrow, the elephant goad, and the
vajra; in his left hands he holds the discus, a lotus, the bow, and the
bell 'O.

7. The Preaching Buddha
Figure 17 from Yatakha Baha in Kathmandu is unique. A squat torana with the figures cut in high relief and very simple in design, it is
probably the oldest existing torana. The central figure is the Buddha with
his right hand raised in the gesture of fearlessness and his left hand in the
posture of meditation. He is accompanied by six figures - an ascetic,
four women and a gnome - who are listening to his preaching. In the
background can be seen the stylized cubist configurations that were used
frequently in Licchavi and early Malla sculpture to represent mountains,
rocks or rocky caves. The makaras are turned in rather than out, and the
serpents rise from their mouth to form a border for the torana, a sort of
shelter over the seated figures. Unfortunately the piece is undated and
has been erected over the shrine of a building that is certainly no more
than two hundred years old. Because of the style, which is not found on
any of the Malla period toranas, Slusser dates the piece to the late Thakuri or early Malla period, i.e. eleventh to thirteenth century1'.

8. The Temptation of the Buddha

Another early, but undated piece, is the very elaborate wooden torana from Itum Baha in Kathmandu shown in figure 19. This hangs over

10. One feature of this deity does not fit with the description which Mallmann gives
from the Nishpannayogavali, namely, he should hold the noose instead of the disk.
11. Slusser, 1 : 283, note 80 and 18 1 .
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the doorway into the main monastery courtyard in the very large cornof Itum Baha. This is probably also an early piece and depicts the
Buddha's temptation bv the Maras after his enlightenment. The Buddha
can be seen in the centre displaying the earth-touching gestur- and
calling the earth to witness to his enlightenment. The piece is badly
weathered and it is now impossible to identify the many crowded figures
on the piece.

9. Prajnaparamita
The exquisitely carved torana in figure 19 hangs over the street
entrance to Chusya Baha in Kathmandu, one of the few monastic complexes in Kathmandu to survive the ravages of time intact. The present
building was constructed in the seventeenth century but all
commentators have agreed that most of the woodwork is much older,
perhaps fifteenth century12.The central figure on the torana is a female
figure sitting in vajrasana on a lotus seat. She has one face and four arms,
the two main hands joined in the gesture of preaching, the other right
holding a rosary and the left holding a lotus on which rests the book of
the Prajnaparamita. She is surrounded by five other female figures, one
below her seat and four above her. Three of these sit in vajrasana and two
in Ialitasana. It is impossible to make a definite identification of these
five, but van Kooij concludes that they are five of the six Paramitas:
Ratnaparamita, Danaparamita, Shilaparamita, Kshantiparamita, and Viryaparamita13. Thus the entire torana represents the six Paramitas.

10. Padmanarteshvara
Figure 20 shows an unusual form of Avalokiteshvara known as Padmanarteshvara - "The Lotus Lord of the Dance". This torana over the

12. van Kooij 41. This article is a superb description of all of the woodwork at Chusya
Baha which has some of the finest woodwork at any of the viharas. It is also the only one of
the viharas where all of the various deities portrayed are actually named and identified.
13. van Kooij 73.
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door of the shrine in Tanga Baha in Patan is of copper repousse and
undated, but the temple was renovated in 1886 at which time the brass
fittings around the door were donated. The torana may date from that
time also. This particular form of Padmanarteshvara has one face and
eighteen arms. He stands in the dancing posture known as ardhaparyanka and holds a double lotus in each of his hands. On his crown is a
small image of Amitabha, the progenitor of Avalokiteshvara. To either
side are two small, four-armed images which may be Tara and Sudhana.
~eyondthese are two rather grotesque male figures, each with his consort14.The image enshrined in this temple is Padmapani Lokeshvara, the
small Macchendranath also known as Minnath.

1 1 . Namasangiti
The wooden, undated torana in figures 21 and 22 from Sikhamu
Baha in Kathmandu shows the Namasangiti, a common theme found on
the toranas of Kathmandu but not in either Patan or Bhaktapur. This
deity seems to be a peculiarly Nepalese creation and is a personification
of the text of the same name which is frequently recited in the
monasteries in Kathmandu15. Namasangiti is a single-faced figure with
six pairs of hands. The first pair at the heart show the gesture of fearlessness, the second pair above the crown show the anjali mudra, the third
pair each hold a staff - one surmounted by a sword and the other the
khatvanga. The fourth pair exhibit the tarpana mudra (offering of a libation), the fifth pair the kshepana mudra (sprinkling nectar) and the
sixth pair rest on the lap in the gesture of meditation with the begging
bowl resting on them. The figure sits in vajrasana on a lion seat with an
up-ended vajra directly below the seated figure. On either side of the main
figure are two crowned, standing bodhisattva figures. The one to the
right of the main figure is a two-armed bodhisattva figure with his right

14. Bhattacharyya, 1968: 133-4. Padmanarteshvara is usually flanked by Tam,
Sudhana, Bhrkuti and Hayagriva, but the four figures on this torana do not conform to the
iconography given in the sadhana.
15. For a description of this deity see Bhattacharyya. 206 and Mallmann 274. This
figure must not be confused with Namasangiti Manjushri, which is a different deity and a
form of Manjushri (see Mallmann 254).
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hand holding a rosary and his left hand the stem of a lotus with a caitya
on it, Maitreya. To the left is a standing, two-armed figure of Manjushri.
His two hands are joined in the gesture of preaching and hold the stems
of two lotuses with a sword on the one to his right and a book on the one
to his left. In the next circle are the five transcendent Buddhas in their
tantric form: lower right, Amoehasiddhi on the Garuda throne, upper
right Ratnasambhava on the horse throne, lower left Vairocana on the
lion throne, upper left Amitabha on the peacock throne, with Akshobhya
on the elephant throne at the very top. Above this figure and outside the
circle of the torana is a floral mandala into which is set a figure of
Vairocana. In the outer circle are six other tantric figures.
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V. RELIGION
b) Hinduism

NIELS GUTSCHOW

BISKETJATRA OF BHAKTAPUR
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE OF AN URBAN RITUAL

The fgstival of New Year - a cosmodrarna
The calendar of festivals is marked by a continuous sequence of
rituals of renewal such as Bisket (April), Indrajatra (September), Dasai
(October) and Holi (March). Bisket is the most prominent of these
events, as it marks, according to Vikram Samvat, the beginning of the
New Year on the occasion of the spring equinox1.In marked contrast to
most other festivals, New Year does not occur on a tithi of the lunar
month but at the beginning of the solar month of Baisakh2.The occasion,
when time comes to an end to be renewed, or when the order of the
cosmos is destroyed to be recreated, is thus clearly fixed - it does not
float like a tithi. Since time immemorial the spring equinox seemed an
appropriate and auspicious time to celebrate the New Year as a festival of
renewal: in Babylon3 it was this day, when the gods had to be saved from
the underworld in order to return to the world of man and to be -just

1. Due to the precession of the time of spring, the equinox is celebrated 22 davs after
the real equinox. The Indian zodiac is sidereal, it has a fixed relation to the stars. Thus all
solar festivals of Nepal (and India) slowly move back about one and a half day per century. I
owe this information to Bill Templer.
2. The vayScivali as published by Wright mentions that Jagatjyoti Malla established
the 'rathjatra of ~ d i - ~ h a i r a on
v a the anniversary of the Mesh Samkranti'. Daniel Wright,
History of Nepal, Cambridge 1877, reprint Kathmandu 1972, p. 190, 191. Kamal P.Malls
drew my attention to a tydsaph0 (MS No. 1696, microfilm A 301112, ~ a t i o n a Archives,
l
Kathmandu), which mentions the erection of the ole on Samvat 741 (162 l ) , Caitra sukla
P u ~ i m aSunday
,
Necessarily, the tycisaphci mentions the tithi following the year according
to Nepal Samvat. This does not imply that the jcitrci did not take place on a Samkranti. The
same was true for 1987, when New Year fell on Caitra pumima, Monday.
3. Heinrich Zimmern, Zum babylonischen Neujahrsfest. Berichte iiber die verhand-
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like in Bhaktapur - paraded along a fixed processional route through
the town.
The specific meaning of Bisket and the message of the legends spun
around it are discussed elsewhere. Anne Vergati4has pointed out that the
festival commemorates the foundation of Bhaktapur by a prince, who
was vested with a sword as the symbol of kingship by a goddess (Bhadrakali). The prince became king of the territory by liberating an unmarried princess who was in the power of two demon-snakes. The festival basically re-enacts this legend of creation end thereby renews the
inherent qualities of the place. It may be added in short, that the two
represent the world tree or dhvaja, by which Indra pushed heaven and
earth asunder, thus creating space and time.
Indeed, creation is the basic theme of this festival: the iconic representations of the gods and goddesses, which have twofold representations, return to their 'seat' in open shrines on New Year's Eve as if they
were returning to their place of origin. Here they are represented by
unhewn stones in their primeval non-iconic forms. Moreover, the two
halves of the town engage in a fierce battle. Hundreds of farmers pull, in
either direction, the chariot in which Bhairava has to be brought to the
festival ground.
The disintegration of the accepted order is brought about, as destruction precedes the ensuing renewal of the cosmos in the aspects of
time and space. Menancing chaos marks the ending year and New Year is
thus experienced as a liberation. Just as the princess is liberated from the
menacing snakes, the people of the town are delivered from chaos.

The programme of events: continuity ('old' gods) and change ('young' gods)
Bisketjatra starts as long as six weeks before the central stretch of
sacred time, those nine days and eight nights around New Year. On trtiya,
after full moon in February, green leaves of mustard plants are offered tp
Bhairava's iconic representation which is enshrined on the first floor of

lungen der Koniglich-Sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Vol. 58 and 70, Leipzig
1906 and 1918.
4. Anne Vergati, Commemorating the killing of the serpents or the founding of the
town of Bhakapur, see this volume pp. 333-341.
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the large temple at Taumadhi square (tukdcapuja). On paficarni before
~~li-pitrnirna
(full moon in March) red beer is offered (nydcapirjd). At
the same time the head carpenter (mukahmi) will start with his
helpers to reassemble the ceremonial chariots renewing broken o r rotten parts. This takes place on Taumadhi square: the nearing event becomes visible.
The actual festival starts on Caitra 27, four days before New Year. The
sacred nine days last until Baisakh 5, when Bhairava and Bhadrakdi, the
divine couple, return to their dyahche', and Chuma, Canes performs the
last procession. Finally, the bicapuja on the following Wednesday or
Sunday is understood as a release of the presence of the gods in their
iconic representations.
Nine days are generally considered suitable for the accomplishment
of a complex urban ritual. In this case the advent of New Year serves as a
line of symmetry to divide the active days of the festival into two equal
parts: four days for the ritual journey of Bhairava to the festival ground
and four days for his return journey. The ninth day concludes the festival
with no public event.

Bhaktapur - Bisketiatra: seauence of events during the nine sacred davs

27
28
29
30

Caitra: beginning of festival - chariots start
Caitra: rathjatra continued
Caitra: no event
Caitra: gods return to p i ~ h(dyah kvaha biiyaigu world tree
(sacred pole) erected

NEW
YEAR
gods return to dyahchP(tval? rnltikeglr jatra)
1 Baisakh: sacred pole taken down
2 Baisakh: Mahakali: Mahalaksmi ti~a!l 111~4ikegu
jatra
3 Baisakh: gods brought to phalca (d?lah si,agd plta!~ tvarlegu)
4 Baisakh: exhibition/worship of 34 gods (dyalz svaga bijyaigu)

5 Baisakh: Bhairava and Bhadrakali return to dyahche
following Wednesday or Saturday: bicapfija
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The events of the nine days of the festival are summarized as followss:
1. Caitra 27: On the fourth day before the end of the year the
ceremonial chariots are fully decorated while standing on Taumadhi
square. The divine couple, the 'master' (nayah = Bhairav= new. Bhailahdyah) and his consort (nakhi = Bhadrakali) are taken into their respectAre chariots to be led in procession to their temporary dyahche in the
adjoining quarter of Lakulache. The destination has to be reached within
the following two days. Within that time there remains ample opportunity for the contesting parties to pull Bhairava's chariot along the main
road into their territory. Chuma Ganes descends to the groundfloor of his
dyahchc.
2.13. Caitra 28/29: No event.
4. Caitra 30: New Year's Eve. The morning's activity is known by the
name of syakvatyakva. Bhairav receives various sacrifices, while every
family of the town sacrifices a goat, o r participates in a joint offering of a
buffalo. The feast at the end of the year is an important opportunity to
reaffirm the basic ties of a family o r clan (phuki). In the afternoon Bhairav is brought to the groundfloor of his dyahchz. It is said that he 'comes
down' (dyah kvahd bijyaigu). This is the signal for all the other 18 'old'
gods to descend from the upper floor of their d y a h c h ~to be brought to
their piths - the "seats" in open shrines. Here they reside in their noniconic form, represented by an unhewn stone which sometimes shows
basic characteristics of the image of the respective god. The 11 'young'
gods do not strictly adhere to this rule, but are brought to their piths only
on Baisakh 3 before setting out for the procession through the quarter. In
one case, the image is not brought back to his 'seat' at all. Moreover,
many guthis have quarrels as to how to bear the expenditure of the final
feast. Therefore 2-3 gods do not appear at all in the ritual of Bisketjatr2.
In the late afternoon, Bhairav is brought back into his chariot and
down the ritual axis of Bhaktapur towards the open square along the

5. The summary of events covers only the main rituals and leaves out the involvement of the different castes, the varieties of sacrifices, the specific peculiarities of many
tvul? nluikegcl jatras, the erection of a second pole in Talakva and the important ~ h a j ~ k h a h cajatra, which re-enacts the carrying of an empty bier toward the cremation grounds on
New Year's Eve. The author has witnessed Bisketjatri in 1973, 1974, 1975,1984,1985,1986,
1987. A final account of the festivals of Bhaktapur might be expected after another five
vears of field work.
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riverside (~ahsikhyah).Legends tell US that this is the place where the
god was beheaded when he once watched the festival and, having been
discovered,tried to vanish. Thus he was forced to remain in town. In his
presence only may the long pole be erected to herald the coming of the
New Year. After the erection of the pole Bhairav is seated on a raised
(mandapa) next to the pole and Bhadrakali in her pi!h behind it.
5. Baisakh 1: New Year. In the early morning the people of the town
come for a ritual bath at Cupighat. From there they ascend the platform,
worship the 'master' of the town and return home, purified and blessed.
The same morning, the iconic representations of the gods return to their
home, their permanent abode in their dyahchz. In most cases, this is not
done directly, but involves an elaborate procession through the lanes and
streets of the respective quarter, the territory of the god o r goddess. In
this way, the 24 quarters of the town6are identified through the symbolic
actions of the gods. Indrayani is the first goddess, who visits her quarter
in the early morning, Varahi is the last one. She visits the three westernmost quarters of the town consecutively, as these stand for the latest
spatial development of the town and in the early 18th century had not
installed their own god of the quarter. Brahmayani and Chuma Ganes
visit only half of their territory. They visit the other part only when they
have finally returned to their dyahch? on the last day of the festival.
Mahalaksmi and Mahakali return straight to their dyahche, because their
jlitra is a joint one on the following day during which they circumambulate the central block of their territory, Bhvalache and Thalache, three
times. Laskudhvakha, the quarter of the Brahmins opposite the palace is
the only one without a procession. In the evening the New Year pole is
brought down again. Now Bhairav and Bhadrakali may leave their places
to be seated once more in their chariots and pulled up the hill to Gahhiti
square, just below the main road.
The ritual journey through the quarter (tvah muikegu iatra) either

6. For a discussion of urban patterns and the division into quarters see: Niels
Gutschow and Bernhard KGlver, Bhaktapur. Ordered Space. Concepts and Functions in a
Town of Nepal, Wiesbaden 1975.
Niels Gutschow, Stadtraum und Ritual der newarischen Stadte im ~ a t h m a n d uTal,
Stuttgart 1 982.
Kurt Stiirzbecher, Bhaktapur, Architektur und Stadtentwicklung irn ~athrnandutal,
Aachen 1980.
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moves

circumambulates one block after the other, or, as in most cases,
into one lane after the other, always returning to the main street. In many
cases the processional movements stop at the very edge of a quarter, as if
halted by an invisible barrier. The boundary is rarely transgressed, out of
respect for the god of the neighbouring quarter. The processions of the
Astamatrka
..
last for hours, because people wish to worship them and
occasionally sacrifice eggs o r even a rooster. These offerings are made
while the palanquin passes by a house o r during breaks which divide the
procession into different stretches. The place where they stop the people
from neighbouring blocks and streets may gather to worship 'their' god,
the god of their territory.
The eleven 'young' gods which were installed after 1920 fall into two
categories: they either follow the existing 'old' god of the quarter, as is
the case in Kvathiidau, where the KBmal Binayak and the Kutipikha
Ganes follow the Bhajan Bhairav in his elaborate procession through the
quarter; or, as with most, they perform a rather short jatra on the third
day of the New Year, on their way from the pith to the place, where they
are worshipped the following day.
6. Baisakh 3: In the morning, the chariots of Bhairava and Bhadakali are forcefully pushed together on Gahhiti square. The procreative
act is but another expression of the same theme, to understand
Bisketjatra as a festival of renewal. Now Bhairav returns straight to his
temporary dyahchz in Lakulache, where his image is kept for another
three days. Bhadrakali's chariot is pulled until Nasahmana. There her
image is placed in a small open palanquin and carried up to the entrance
passage to the courtyard. Her priest (an Acaju) carries her image to the
dyahchz, where the goddess in welcomed by the guthi members.
7. Baisakh 3: The gods leave their dyahchz again to be brought to an
open rest house (phalca) o r a porch on the ground floor of a dyahche
(dalc). In two cases the god is placed on the ground floor of a dyahch~,
where he is worshipped by the people as they pass through the building.
Only Bhairava remains on the first floor of his temporary dyahchg.
Bhadrakali is brought back to her chariot which is then ~ u l l e dto Taumadhi square. There her image is placed in an open porch.
8. Baisakh 4: All gods of the town, who are represented in an iconic
as well as a non-iconic form, are worshipped in their respective place of
origin in the course of procession (dyah svagd bijyaigu). In the morning
groups of women make their round with baskets full of offerings, es-
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pecially 34 eggs, one for each god and goddess. They may join the continuous procession of thousands of people at the point nearest to their
neighbo~rh~
and
~ d follow the prescribed route of the year which includes all gods. The route is changed the moment another god is installed. In the afternoon, groups of men make their round with music. At
night 30 of the gods and goddesses are taken back into their dyahch~.In
some cases this procession again develops into a visit to a quarter (tvah
rnuikegu jatra) o r at least to part of it. Brahmayani, for instance, is carried through the western part of Taulache, the southern part of Tacapah
and the western part of JElS.
9. Baisakh 5: The divine couple, Bhairav and Bhadrakali are taken
back into their chariots to reach their dyahchZ before midnight. The
concluding action, however, is the jatra of Chum3 Ganes. He is taken to
the lower parts of the neighbouring Byasi quarter to leave the town and
cross the Kasankhusi river.

The installation of 'new' gods - duplication of an existing ritual pattern
We may well consider the Astamatrka,
..
Tripurasundari, Bhairava and
Beta1 to be the focal points of the dyah svagii procession. Their dyahchZs
and pi~hsare significative of the ritual pattern of the town at least since
the 15th century. Their worship migth have dominated the scene, when
Bisketjatra was introduced in the early 17th century. The following group
of eight Ganesas (in Talakva, Itache, Yalache, Cvache, Yache, Tacapah,
Gvahmadhi and Tibukche), two Bhairavas (in BvalachE/Ghatka and Kvathgdau) and one Balkumari (in GahchC) have dyahch~sas individual
buildings, which are located next to the pith, and in one case even above
the pith. Eight of these buildings have retained their original shape with
elaborate tympana (tvalii) above the entrance doors and characteristic
pinnacles (phuca). The details of the carvings allow a definite dating to
the first half of the 18th century. The remaining three buildings are
dyahches in a reduced shape due to renovations after the devastating
earthquake of 1934.
Strangely, enough, there seems to be a marked gap between 1750
and 1920, when the first of the 'young' or 'new' gods was installed in
J&; it was Macva Bhairav, whose shrine lies on the edge of the quarter,
covered by a pagodastyle roof. At that time the procession was forced to
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take account of a detour into JEla. This was because the people decided
not to move their god towards the processional route, which crossed
Dattatreya square. More gods were installed in 1930 (Sveta Bhairav), the
sixties (two Ganesas, two Balkumaris) and the seventies (four Ganeias).
When in 1980 the people of Cvarca decided to exhibit the existing iconic
representation of the Ganes of their quarter on the fourth day of the New
Year, they enforced another detour of the processional route. The same
happened, when in 1983 the iconic representation on Manakamana was
installed in Dumalaca, a small square of M5galach~quarter and the
people again decided to exhibit their image at their square on the occasion of the dyah svagii bijyaigu jatra. It seems as if any quarter in which
a 'new' god is installed enjoys the blessing of the procession. A certain
self-consciousness is probably necessary to cause a change in the processional route instead of humbly moving towards the route. It should
not be forgotten that, with the exception of Sveta Bhairava (who is kept
by a Pu-painter family), all 'new' gods have Jyapu donors, who since the
sixties represent the rising class of the town. Installing a god or building
a temple has ever since been an act which provides status.
Whereas the 'old' gods have a trust (guthi), which runs all affairs and
pays all expenses from the income of fields (once donated for that purpose), the 'young' gods have no such provision. The donor of a 'new' god
meets the expenses for the making of the image and the consecration
ritual (pvanapratighapuja), but does not establish a guthi. The carrying
of the palanquin and the organization of the yearly feast is informal and
does not transcend the donor's clan. As the implementation of the ritual
programme becomes reduced, its organization involves fewer people
and less expenditure.

The consecration of Manakamana in 1983
The square of Dumalaca is a typical subcentre of a formal quarter
(tvah), of which 24 can be identified in Bhaktapur. On three sides of the
square there are open ground floors (dalz), which provide ample public
space for children to play, for the old to chat and for musicians to perform. There is a pifh of Bhairav on the eastern edge of the square and a
somewhat larger shrine which opens towards the south. Besides GaneS,
Bhimsen and Nasahdyah, there is a small, 5 cm high stone in a carved
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niche which represents Manakamana. It is said, that ' 150 years ago'
Sangram Singh Jakibanjar, a farmer from this square, used to visit the
famousshrine of Manakamana7 near Gorkha in central Nepal every year.
When he became older and weak, he realized, that before long he would
have to give up his yearly pilgrimage. Whit this in mind, he collected a
stone from the hill of Manakamana, brought it home and enshrined it on
the square of his own neighbourhood, just in front of his house.
Sangram Singh's grandson, Narain Bhakta Jakibanjar takes care of
Manakamana's pifh, but there was not a birthday of the goddess to the
celebrated and no ritual specialist was involved in the worship. Only
recently did the scene change. In 1982 Narain Bhakta had learned to play
flute in order to join the local basuribhajan group. When he finished his
apprenticeship, he invited his fellow musicians for a feast in honour of
the Ngsahdyah of Nasahmana. On that occasion he discussed with his
friends by what means he could fulfill his fervent wish for a son.
Subsequently he initiated a month long fasting in January-February
(Mfigh dal8) 1983 in the compound of the sivalaya at Magalghat. The
concluding ritual was combined with the consecration of an image of
Manakamana by a Karmacarya priest. From now on this iconic representation of the goddess would be the counterpart of the non-iconic representation which was once installed by his grandfather. By fitting into a
family tradition and by performing a pious act, he made the utmost effort
to invoke the help of the goddess in getting a son. The making of the
image, the ensuing consecration puja and the inevitable feast did not
imply a greater expenditure than about 6000 Rupies. Moreover, the
donor had a simple palanquin with a tin roof made.
The New Year ritual of Manakamana follows a somewhat simple
pattern, although the basic requirements are fulfilled. On Baisakh 3 the
image is brought from the house of the donor's family and is put before
the stone in the shrine (see late). There the goddes receives the sacrifice
of a goat. The image is then worshipped mainly by the members of the
donor's family and five music groups which perform in the porches of
the square. Five hours later the image is placed in the palanquin, which.
7 . As a result of better access Manakamana's temple has developed into a major
pilgrimage centre for central Nepal during the past twenty years. This has made her
popular especially among the Newar community. For a detailed account see: Giinter
Unbescheid, in: Journal of the Nepal Research Centre, Vol. VII, Wiesbaden 1985, P. 23.
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since 1986 has been elaborately carved with a roof of coppersheet. An
Acaju, a Jyapu-priest, worships the goddess there in the palanquin before
starting its journey for the tvah muikegu jatra at dusk. Eight boys aged
between 10 to 14 shoulder the light wooden structure. They are accompanied by the donor, Narain Bhakta, his father who carries a yak whisk
behind the palanquin, about 15 children with incense sticks and 52
musicians. A basuribhajan group with eight flutes and seven drummers
and singers heads the long procession. A dhimay group of the usual three
musicians, a dapha group with eleven musicians and a dhalak group with
10 musicians follow. In the distance the palanquin comes. It needs much
space for the characteristic movement back and forth, which occasionally will be of a violent force. A rasbhajan group with Indian harmonium
forms the end of the procession. The route to follow developed slowly
during the last 5 vears and still seems to be in its formative period.
In 1983 and 1984 the adjoining block was circumambulated, and in
1985 the neighbouring eastern block was included. In 1986, the palanquin was forced to move up into the neighbouring quarter of Khauma
towards the temple of KvalachE Ganes. It was a daring detour into alien
territory, which was not repeated in 1987. The recent jatra on 16th April
1987 revealed, however, an uncertainty about the movement of the palanquin along the main road. There were shy pushes towards the Varahi
dyahche in the west and towards Nasahmana square in the east, as if at
least the palanquin bearers wished to extend the procession. The donor,
however, pulled them back. Moreover, the leading music group had
already made its way along the usual route, at a conspicuous fast pace.
Obviously, Manakamang, eve11 here, was on alien territory, dominated by
Varahi, the powerful goddess of the eastern quarters. Here, nobody worshipped Manakamana in her palanquin, no offering was made and no
prasad taken. In general, the goddess did not receive much attention and
hardly any offerings. The accompanying boy in the palanquin always had
.
the whole
difficulty finding enough flowers to return as ~ r a s a d Along
processional route, not more than twenty women stepped out of their
houses to worship the goddess with flowers and vermilion powder. Not
even an egg was given. It seems as if a 'new' god o r goddess has to slowly
build up a tradition to receive more attention, if not faith in the divine
power.
The procession of Manakamana remains more o r less a demonstration of the donor, as if she would be his personal goddess. After all!
there is ample opportunity for the music groups of Dumalaca to perform
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in public on an auspicious occasion like Bisketjatra. Returning to the
square after the procession, the image of Manakamana is placed on the
northern edge porch. There the goddess is worshipped on the following
day along the dyah svagd bijyaigu procession, when all the 34 gods of the
town are visited in the course of one procession. The people occasionally
miss the odd detour from the usual processional route to Dumalaca.
Huge cloth banners with painted auspicious kalaias and a depiction of
Manakamana flanked by Ganes and Bhairav, are hung at the entrance
lane into the narrow farmers' quarter to advertise the visit of the 'new'
goddess. Narain Bhakta's father sits beside the image as the temporary
caretaker (dyahpalah), and receives the abundant offerings of thousands
of visitors. In the evening of this day, Manakamana is taken back into the
donor's house. Instead of returning to a dyahchz twice, as the 'old' gods
usually do, the essential programme - the visiting of the pich, the performance of a procession and the exhibition in a phalca - was accomplished within 32 hours. As all the three points of topographic reference
- the house of the donor, the pifh and the phalca - are in close proximity, a fast and simple ritual, which still mirrors the ritual journeys of the
'old' gods, is possible.
Conclusions
Bisketjatra, the sequence of nine sacred days and its major events,
seems to have remained unchanged since the establishment of the festival some 365 years ago. The programme of the divine couple, the ritual
journey of the chariots, and the erection of the pole convey a strong
sense of continuity. The convincing feeling of continuity manifests itself
in the fact that almost everybody participates in the dyah svagii bijyaigu
procession. The appearance of the 34 gods and goddesses along the
processional route is taken as evidence that time and space have been
renewed, and persist. The gods and goddesses symbolize the continuity
of urban existence.
The 'old' gods, certainly the sisters of Bhadrakali, perform a ritual
with a strictly defined programme which mirrors death and creation, the
basic theme of Bisketjatra.
The creation of ever more iconic representations of gods who
already exist in the town in a non-iconic form, cannot be considered as
change. Each of these many non-iconic gods and goddesses of Bhakta~ur
has an inherent potential to unfold into an iconic representation. A
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donor is needed and a simple consecration ritual has to be performed,
Obviously the society still accepts such pious acts as an effective means
to have a wish fulfilled. The consecration of 'new' iconic representations
time and again reproduces the existing pattern which underlies the ritual
activities of the Astamatrkas.
..
In this manner the sacred infrastructure of
the town is enriched.
actual ritual, however, is but a faint reflection
of the original pattern. This is a point where one can identify an element
of change. The ritual of the 'new' gods leaves the essential aspect of time
and tends to achieve the same result by squeezing the programme
together. This, without doubt, reflects a general tendency towards the
reduction in scale of rituals. It may happen to such an extent, that the
programme is only theoretically fulfilled.
The final collective procession of the people of the town largely
follows the accepted pradaksinapatha which somehow symbolizes the
backbone of the urban bod;:'
the ridge of the collective house. The
processional route stands for the physical body, the material world, the
continuity of which is ensured through rituals of renewal such as
Bisketjatra. Difficult to understand is a deviation in the north to meet
Mahakali (No. 7 on Fig. 2) and also that until 1920 the route included
shortcuts in the west as well as in the east. Obviously the pradaksinapatha was understood as a framework to be adjusted according to specific needs. Only during the sixties and seventies of this century,
when the town saw a kind of boom in the creation of 'new' gods, was the
existing route extended until in 1970 the full pradaksinapatha was established for the dyah svaga bijyaigu jatra procession. Eight of the 'new'
gods were exhibited along these lines. Three others, however, made
further deviations necessary.
Drawing the evidence together, one might conclude that the ritual
..
represents the sort
programme of the divine couple and the 'Astamatrkiis
of continuity which provides stability for space, time and society. Around
this core, ever new rings of activity may develop. The basic pattern allows
for repetition. Although repetition guarantees continuity, it bears the
seed of change.

he

8. For a detailed discussion of the pattern of pradak~inapathain an urban environment see the proceedings of the internatinal seminar 'Stadt und Ritual' in Darmstadt,June
1977, especially: Niels Gutschow, Kathmandu: Symbolik der Stadt in Raum und Zeit mandala, pradak~inci,jcitrci, p. 6-16. ~ e i n h a r dHerdick, Stadt und Ritual - am Beispiel der
Newarstadt Kirtipur, p. 17-25.

Fig. 1. Bhaktapur - Bisketjdtra: The usual processional route (pradaksinapatha - marked b?
big dots) as accepted bv most urban rituals and the deviations on the occasion of the d ~ a h
Sljaga biiydigu procession (marked bv small dots). 1. Bhaira\: 2. S u v a Binayak; 3. Buluca
Bhairav; 4. Jetha Ganei; 5. Manakam&i; 6. Varahi; 7. C\,Bga Ganes; 8. Phaitvakha Canes; 9.
Ina Canes; 10. lndriyani; 11 , Bilgkhu Ganei; 12. Chums Canes: 13. Mahakali; 14.
canes; 15. Mahalaksmi; 16. Sveta Bhairav; 17. B ~ l k u m a r i :18. Sali Gages: 19. Bhajan
Bhairav; 20. Kutip&ha Gages; 2 1 Kamal Bins@; 22 Balkuml1-i; 23. Balkurnan; 24.
Taulat~tiGanej; 25. Macva Bhairav; 26. Brahm@agi; 27. Mahesrari; 28. Crarci Canes:
2 9 Cvahrnidhi Ganei; 30. Tripurasundari; 3 1 Dahi Binayak: 32. Kaumari: 33. ~ h a d r a k ~ l i :
34. Betal.

Fig. 2. Bhaktapur-Bisketjatra: Development of the d y a h w a g 6 hijydigu processional route.
The Agamatrkas (1-8) and Tripurasundari (9) as well i s Bhairav/Betd seem to have provided the focal points of the basic procession. Later on GaneSas, Bhairavas and Balkumaris
were added and placed mainly along the route of the pradaksinapatha. During the last 65
years altogether 12 gods and goddesses were added to be included in the procession, the
last one being Manakamana in Magalache.
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Fig. 3. Bhaktapur-~isketjitri:Route of the t17ah muikega procession of ~ a e h ifrom
,
her
pi!h across the river to her dr~ahchc.The goddess is taken around the three Western quaners
of the town on an elaborate route to be worshipped by the people near or in front of fhelr
houses.
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Fig. 4. Bhaktapur-Bisketjatra: Route of the tvah muikegu jfitva of Manakarnana. I n the first
year after the establishment of the iconic representation of the goddess (1983) the route
was confined to the circumarnbulation of the adjoining block. Two years later the neighbouring eastern block was included and in 1986 a further extention of the route towards
the northern quarter was tried, but not repeated in 1987.

Plate 1: Bhaktapur - Bisketjstrg: A 5 cm high, longish stone, built into a 30 cm
represents the permanent seat of Man-&
the pi!h.

niche,

Flak 2: Bhaktapur-Bisketjatra:On BaiSM 3 the iconic representation of ManakBmd, a
s m d figure in silver repousse, is placed in front of the non-iconic representation,tiheflfk,
to receive the sacrifice of a goat. The figure is then placed into the palanquin to be pmded
through the quarter and exhibited in a nearby open ground fioox Squatting in the shrine,
the donor is Narain Bhakb 3&ibimjw.

LINDA L. ILTIS

WOMEN, PILGRIMAGE, POWER, AND THE CONCEPT OF PLACE
IN THE SWASTHAN~VRATA1

Swasthani, the goddess of one's own place, is the focus of one of the
most popular cycles of religious activities in Nepalese culture. Both the
textual and ritual representations of Swasthani assign a role of primary
importance to women. Women participate in the Swasthani rituals for
the benefit of self, family, and nation; and in so doing, define and
enhance the geocultural place they inhabit, and their own socio-cultural
placement within it. In contrast to the subservient roles of women found
by investigators in other areas of South Asia, the Swasthani texts and
practices of the Newars unambiguously place women in active and
cohesive roles that have both ideal and practical importance for the
maintenance of cultural traditions and adaptation to change. Vedic ritual
elements which are incorporated into the Swasthani vrata tradition are
also suggestive of a relationship between women, Swasthani, and
kingship.

The place of women in South Asian literature
Studies of women in South Asian societies have tended to focus
heavily on the negative aspects of women's roles, or their inferior status

1 . This study is based on research conducted in Nepal from 198 1 - 1983 in ~athmandu
and Sankhu. Funding was provided by a Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research
Award. I wish to thank the Center for Nepal and Asian Studies, and the ~ e s e a r c hDivision of
Tribhuvan University for granting permission for this study and for providing assistance
throughout my work.
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relative to men2. In studies of female symbolism in South Asian textsl
there is a general trend to look at "female ambiguity" or ambiguityas a
female characteristic, embodied in a composite Great Goddess who is
both bloodthirsty and a nurturing mother, both life-giving and lifedestroying3.Although ambiguity models include both positive and negative aspects, they nevertheless generally lead to negative evaluationsl
since, as Mary Douglas suggests, ambiguous things are things to be
avoided4.
For example, Lynn Bennett's Dangerous Wives and Sacred Sisters5
uses this ambiguityldanger model to characterize the subordinate
position of high-caste Brahman and Chetri women of Nepal. While both
texts and ritual behaviors were analyzed in her study, the rituals and texts
did not correspond to one another! Thus, the texts and contexts were not
matched, and ambiguous conclusions were drawn. From the viewpoint
of men and the patriline, women are seen as "dangerous wives", while
from the viewpoint of women and the agnates women are seen as
"sacred sisters". The textual/ideological models of these two female
identities are said to be exemplified by the fierce female deity, Durga, and
,
This is, however, confusing,
the benevolent perfect wife of ~ i v aParvati.
since Pamati is a wife and not dangerous, while Durga is not married,
nobody's sister, and both sacred and dangerous. To assume that a single
binary set of oppositions lies behind all the symbols in the world, South
2. See for example R. Needham, "A Structural Analysis of Purum Society", American
Anthropologist, Vol. 60. (1958), pp. 75-101; H.R. Hays, The Dangerous Sex: The Myth of
Feminine Evil, (1964), New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons; and M. Douglas, Purity and Danger,
(1966), New York: Praeger.
3. See for example L. Babb "Marriage and Malevolence: The Uses of Sexual Opposition in a Hindu Pantheon". Ethnology. Vol. 9, n. 2, (1970) pp. 137-148;W.D. O'Flaherty,
Asceticism and Eroticism in the Mythology of Siva, (1973), Oxford: Oxford University
Press.
4. See Douglas, n. 2 supra.
5. L. Bennett, Dangerous Wives and Sacred Sisters, (1983), New York: Columbia
University Press.
6. The texts provided in Bennett, n. 5 supra, are the Devi Mahdtmya and Swasth~ni
Vrata Katha, which are both used to support conclusions based on ritual data from Dasain,
Tij, and @i Paiicami. While Devi Mahdtmya may be recited during Dasain, it is not recited
during Swasthani. While two of the episodes in Swasthdni Vrata Kathd resemble stories
which are recounted during Tij, and &i Paficami, the final outcome of the two versions is
distinct; and in the context of the Swasthani ritual they are only parts of a larger story that
conveys a different message than that conveyed on Tij o r @i Paiicami.
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Asia, or even Nepal, seems even more ambiguous and dangerous.
The issue of marriage as the ultimate defining focus for the study of
roles in society seems to limit the range of inquily into status.
Western observers emphasize that South Asian women are assigned
different statuses depending on whether they are virgin, married, or
widowed7.
Surely, marriage affects the status of women and families in South
Asia, but it is not the only determinant of status, nor is it the only
motivating force for women. We might wonder whether life before
marriage or after the death of a husband has no meaning for women, or
whether they go through life hoping only to sip the foot water of their
husbands? Such is certainly not the case with the Newar women of the
Kathmandu Valley in Nepal, for whom divorce is an acceptable
alternative which in most cases has no stigma. Newar women have been
known to divorce and remarry seven timese.
Political and economic powers of women in South Asian contexts
have been documented widely enough to suggest that the legitimized
powers of women extend beyond the private domestic realm of a nuclear
family unit9.This is especially true among Newar women. Newar women
are frequently termed the "economic ministers of society". Their

7. Other recent studies by M. Allen, "The Hindu View of Women", (1982), and V.
Kondos, "The Triple Goddess and the Processual Approach to the World: the Parbatya
Case", (1982); both in M. Allen and S.N. Mukherjee Women in India and Nepal (1982),
Canberra: Anu Printing Press, use models of four vama or triguna to establish processual or
cyclic models of female identity which lead from positive formative years to negative old
age. These approaches seem more culturally appropriate than the binary approaches employed by others.
8. In B. Pradhan's The Newar Women of Bulu, (1981), The Status of Women in Nepal.
Val. 11, Part 6. Kathmandu: Ceda, Bins Pradhan documents a traditional liberal view of
divorce. I also encoutered this traditional attitude toward divorce among Vajfic-as
and
Stresthas in Sankhu. However, Newars in larger urban areas, particularly those living in
contexts influenced by Hindu orthodoxy, seem to experience more negative associations
with divorce.
9. See for example K. David, (1980), "Hidden Powers: Cultural and Socio-Economic
Accounts of Jaffna Women", in S. Wadley, ed., The Powers of Tamil Women, (19801,
Syracuse: Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, pp. 93-136. (A study which
illustrates the fallacy of viewing households as private entities in Tamil culture); S. Wadley.
ed., (1980), (about public powers of women), and M. Acharya and L. Bennett The Rural
Women of Nepal: An Aggregate Analysis and Summary of 8 Village Studies (19811, The Status
of Women in Nepal. Vol. 11, Part 9. Kathmandu. Ceda, (analysis of a statistical study on status
of women in Nepal which includes thorough time allocation data).
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participation in agricultural labor is essential, and many women have
private spinning and weaving businesses which provide substantial income to their families. Women also share in the management of family
shops l o .
But especially, religious power and ritual status seem to be generally
underemphasized by scholars in assessing the overall status of women in
South Asia, and yet there is a strong cultural valuation for religious
power. Among Newar women this religious power is more valued than
other forms of power or status '. Religious merit, personal liberation,
and devotion can be strong motivating forces for women leading
to personal improvement, family well being, and other altruistic ends.
The religious aspirations involving karma, rebirth, compassion,
transcendance, and trasformation are as much a part of the lives of
women as they are of the lives of men. Cultural valuation of religious
merit is very high, and the presence or absence of religiousness can
dramatically affect the status of both men and women. It is a highly
dynamic variable determinant of status.

Women, place, and ritual
The concept of place, or sthana, and the definition of social and
geographical place finds frequent expression in the religious traditions
of the Newars. In Newar society, the place, or sthana, of the individual is
affected by occupation, age, lineage status, marriage, and religious
status. Although patrilineal descent defines the kinship lineage in Newar
society, the ritual maintenance of the lineage is dependent on women

10. For statistical documentation see The status of w o m e n in Nepal. Vol. 11, Parts 1-9,
n. 9 supra; especially the volume on Newar women by B. Pradhan (1981), n. 8 supra.
11. In stating that religious power is more valued than other forms of power or
status, I do not mean to imply that it takes a top priority in all contexts of everyday life
decisions. Western observers seem to assume that the role of a priest has the highest ritual
status. But our understanding of ritual status needs to be expanded to include greater
consideration of acquired ritual status as well as the ascribed ritual status of hereditary
priests. Those who hire a priest to perform a ritual acquire a non-ascriptive high ritual
status, one that is based on religious power acquired through meritorious actions. This is
distinct from ascribed or inherited caste status, which although representative of potential
power, may in fact be more or less religiously meaningful depending on the degree of
religiousness of the individual.

Swasthani Vrata

and lineages of women who are religiously motivated.
Newar women, successively as members of their fathers1 and
husbands' lineages, help to maintain and renew lineage ties through
their participation in rituals such as mha puja, kija pirial*, and daily
worship of the lineage deities, in conjunction with household deities and
the deities in the surrounding shrines of the immediate community. This
daily worship, which incorporates lineage deities within the context of
the wider community, graphically portrays the placement of individuals
and families in a household in a localized community, on the one hand,
and the placement of individuals and families in lineage and society, on
the other. The daily maintenance and renewal of this ritual placement is
the responsibility of women, and the place of women in these rituals is
central to defining the context.
While such rituals stress maintenance and renewal of place, other
rituals seek to transform one's place through the acquisition of merit by
individuals who seek to improve their religious positions (also sthana)
for the benefit of themselves and their families. One of the most
accessible means of accruing religious merit is through the observance
of vratas or vows, the characteristic features of which include recitation
of a story, a vrata katha, combined with fasting, ritual bathing, and
voluntary adherence to precepts and/or austerities. he benefits of
vratas often extend beyond the immediate participants to integrate other
members of society on both inter-community and intra-community levels.
The vrata complex provides an ideal research combination of text
and context, because both text and ritual are parts of the same complex.
Examination of both provides conceptual and behavioral information
that belongs together and sheds light on each other. The vrata of
Swasthani, a goddess whose name literally means "One's Own P l a ~ e " ' ~ ,

12. See G.S. Nepali, The Newars, (1965), Bombay: United Asia Pubblications; G.
Tofin, Societe et Religion chez les N t w a r d u Nepal (1984), Paris: Editions du Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique; and T.T. Lewis The Tuladhars o f Kathmandu, (1984),
Ph. D.Dissertation, Columbia University, for additional information on these ceremonies.
Newar women perform a daily ritual which involves successive worship of home lineage
deity, threshold deity @ikd[akhu), deities of the local neighborhood, and again the
threshold deity.

13. Swasthani is popularly etymologized by Nepdis as s w a =own +sthan =place + i=
feminine marker. An alternative etymology suggested by Nepalese Sanskrit experts is Su-
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sheds light on both the roles of women in text and ritual representations,
and on the concept of geo-cosmic and social "place" in Newar
societyI4.
The Swasthani Vrata

Whether reading the Swasthani stories or observing the roles of
women participating in the Swasthani ritual, one is struck by the
independence, initiative, and positive and integrative images the women
display. The roles of women in both the ideological (i.e., textual) and
behavioral (i.e., ritual) levels are at considerable variance with many of
the standard writings on women, wheter cross-cultural or specific to
Nepal.
Both the Swasthani text and Swasthani Vrata ritual assign a
prominent place to female characters and participants. In contrast to the
image of women in Nepal presented by many previous studies, which
seem to stress subservience and negative evaluations of women,
women's images in Swasthani text and ritual appear positive,
independent, and cohesive. The roles of female characters in the stories
are generally quite positive, while the roles of male characters are
frequently negative. In comparing the separate episodes, and analyzing
the symbolism associated with the male and female characters, a
consistent pattern emerges whereby the men introduce conflict by their
disruptive, antagonistic behavior, and women resolve the conflict by
their harmonizing, cohesive actions.
The conflicts and bad conditions are often the result of a male
character's illusions. The female characters become avatar-like emanations of the Goddess of Great Illusion - Mahamaya - and help to
shatter the illusions. The ultimate realization of The Goddess of Great
Illusion, who, in the form of the Goddess Swasthani, teaches her ritual to
all creatures and finally to women in Nepal, in order to overcome life's
great illusions.

sthani, meaning "Goddess of Good Place" or "Goddess of Well Being". These alternative
etymologies do not seem to contradict one another.
14. For an English translation of a Newari edition of the Swasthiini Vrata Katha and
documentation of the vrata rituals, see L. Iltis, The Swasthani Vrata: Newar and Ritual in
Nepal, (1985), Ph. D. Dissertation, Madison: University of Wisconsin.
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So, in order to overcome conflicts in life, women in Nepal recite the
stories of Swasthani and are led to doing the vrata ritual. The name
~ ~ a s t h a n"Goddess
i,
of Own Place", refers to the goddess who came to
her own place in the HimalayasL5and to women in Nepal and their own
place, Nepal. But the meaning of "own place" may also be own body,
own home, own community, own town, or own place in life. The vrata of
Swasthani incorporates worship of all these "places ", ranging from
personal self-worship, to a valley-wide pilgrimage symbolizing the
nation.
The central feature of Swasthani Vrata ritual is a month-long nightly
recitation of the Swasthani Vrata Katha. The text is worshipped as an
emanation of the Goddess, and it is recited in homes throughout Nepal in
either Nepali or Newari. Reciting and hearing the stories of Swasthani is
what generates merit for the participants. Women motivate their families
to participate in this ritual. Depending on individual motivation, a
women may also choose to observe fasting, bathing, and/or other
precepts in connection with this month-long recitation. If her motivation
is particularly strong, a woman may choose to observe the Swasthani
Vrata in its most expanded, elaborate form, on the banks of the Salinadi
River in Sankhu16.According to the stories, Salinadi is the place where
some Apsarases taught the vrata to a Nepalese woman in order to
overcome her sin and misery. Today women stay in this pilgrimage center
and observe strict precepts, fasting, and bathing for the entire month in
single-minded concentration. These women also make a pilgrimage
around the Kathmandu Valley to five major shrines, walking barefoot
over two hundred kilometers. They receive food offerings from local
residents, and distribute prasad and other blessings in the localities they
visit. The activities culminate in an all-night ~svarnedhaYajfia (Vedic
"Horse Sacrifice") in which the women are the sacrificers, and the fruits
of their actions are realizedL7.
15. See n. 13 supra. J. Vaidya, Kalyini, (1967), Patan: J . Vaidya, Himalaya Press, p. 30
also offers this interpretation.
16. Sankhu lies in the Northeast corner of the Kathmandu Valley. This vrata is done
usually only once or three times in a lifetime, but some women claimed to have done it
seven times.
17. The ASvamedha Yajiia does not actually involve a horse or animal sacrifice,
instead, the women each sacrifice a favorite blouse or piece of gold-thread fabric on the
fire.
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Ritual demarcation of place
During the large-scale vrata, the river-side pilgrimage site of Salinadi
at Sgnkhu becomes the center of a geographic mandala, bracketed by the
pilgrimage sites on the outer edges of the Kathmandu Valley. The center
is defined by women doing Swasthani Vrata and the recitation of the
stories at this location. The women doing the vrata, who are motivated by
their desire to improve the lives and religious sthana of others in addition
to their own, blend identities with Mahgmaya Swasthani Devi, the
goddess of own place, through their worship of themselves in their
place.
In the pilgrimage around the valley, there are five main pilgrimage
locations. Two are dedicated to Mahadeva (Mygesvara at Pasupati, and
Paficamukha at Panauti), two are dedicated to Nargyana ( ~ e s Narayana
a
at Pharping, and Cgbgu Nariiyana at CHbgu), and one is dedicated to
Mahamaya (Khadga Yogini at Sankhu). The pilgrimage to Khadga Yogini
;
occurs first, before any of the others; and, together with ~ ~ n k hSglinadi
River, provides a central home from which the other four temple
pilgrimages are made (see Figure 1).
The array of four shrines, with Khadga Yogini at the center as the
fifth, together with the fact that Khadga Yogini is considered to be
primarily one form of the Buddhist Vajra Yogini, and is identified with
the female Buddha o r Boddhisattva, Tiira, suggests a mandala formation
like that of the Pafica Buddha, with Khadga Yogini/Mahamaya at the
center and two forms each of Mahadeva and Ngrayana in the surrounding ring (see Figure 2). Seen in this way, the pilgrimage would constitute a
as in Buddhist pilgrimage
..
ritual exploration of a geographic mandala,
rituals performed in Kathmandu and Patan l a .
The combination of three deities, Mahamay%, Mahfideva, and
NZrayana, also suggests the form of a triangle. The triangle shape is
generally used to represent the goddess o r the concept of female power.
The Goddess Tripurasundari, the royal deity of the city of Bhaktapur, who

18. See N. Gutschow and M. Bajracharya, "Ritual as Mediator of Space in Kathmandu". Journal o f the Nepal Research Centre, Vol. 1, (1977), Humanities, pp. 1-10; T.
Ellingson, The Mathematics of Newar Buddhist Music, this volume, pp. 470 ff., for
discussions of Asta Matrka mandalas in Kathmandu and Patan.
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is hequently portrayed at the center of the Astamatrka mandala,
..
is
represented by a triangle set in an eight-petalled lotus. Similarly, the
TriSakti (lit. three-Sakti) Devi of the town of Jala, or Harasiddhi, is
represented by a triangle. The pilgrimage of Swasthani Vrata involves the
three main deities (Swasthani, Mahgveda, and Narayana), and three main
places (Sankhu, Pharping, and Panauti) as well. I; is even remotely
possible that the name Swasthani may be derived from swa (New. =
three) thay (New. =place), with a deeper level of interpretation being the
three realms of svarga (heaven), martya (earth), and patala (hell), as
suggested bv Vaidva19. Diagrammed on a map, the pilgrimage reveals a
triangular shape with an external "center": the triangle outline with
Khadga Yogini above and outside, like the deity at the top of a Newar
pain;ing from whom the deities below emanate, or like the deity at the
center of a stupa (e.g. Swayambhu) portrayed outside on the periphery,
might be viewed as the defining of space, place, a kingdom, or nation
with power (see Figure 3). The triangle, associated with firm, unmoving
stability in the context of royal patron goddesses of towns, seems to be
applicable to the context of nation as well. The points of the triangle need
not define the boundaries of the place, but the triangle may signify the
firm "seat" or place of power.
Kingship and royalty are also prevalent themes in both the
Swasthani text and the ritual, and seem also to be linked to the concept of
place. In these contexts, the concept of kingship is identified with religious supremacy and triumph over sin and ignorance, rather than with
political sovereignty. For example, one of the female characters in the
Swasthani text, Gwamayju, does the vrata, which results in the selection
of her son, Navaraja, to become the new king of Lavanya Desa2', with
Gwamayeju herself performing the royal consecration. Thus we have a
female character associated with the giving of power and stability to a
person, a place, and a kingdom2'. The association of the Goddess Swa-

19. J. Vaidya, (1967), n. 15, supra, p. 64.
20. b v a n y a DeSa, according to Sankhu residents is located across the Salinadi from
Sankhu. The foundations of a large building are still visible in this locality.
21. The association of female deities with kingship is a penlasive theme in Newar
culture, as is exemplified by Kumari and Taleju. See M.Allen, The Cltlt of Klrmari: Virgirl
Worship in Nepal, (1 975), Kathmandu: Tribhuvan Universitv, Institute of ~ e p a and
l Asian
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sthani with the kingdom of Nepal is a popular explanation of Swasthani
etymology. In a modern Swasthani drama, Kalyani, Parvati explains that
Swasthani is the personification of her own place of birth, Himalaya,and
must be worshipped: swa janma sthana - "[our] own place of birth" Swasthani kha: - "is SwasthaniMzz.A new Newari edition of the
Swasthani Vrata Kathaz3has a frontispiece with a map of Nepal and the
devanagari script ~ r Swa
i Stha Ni Na Ma written across it. Above, is the
letter O m which radiates golden rays down through an image of the
royal crown and down around the map of Nepal (see Figure 4).
Many of the Swasthani Vrata Katha stories deal with origins, disruptions, and reestablishment of places. The gods are assigned to their
places, or celestial kingdoms. Mahadeva considers himself homeless
without his female counterpart. Both Sati Devi and Gwamayeju are faced
with the dilapidated homes of their husbands, which they transform into
better places. Portions of Sati Devi's rotting corpse form the fifty famous
pith, or lingayoni shrines in Nepal. The Naga wives and Gwamayeju perform the Swasthani Vrata in order to bring their husbands home from
extended journeys; and Ganga performs the vrata to bring her son, Kumara, safely home from a pilgrimage. Usually the rewards of performing
the vrata also include the firm establishment of both geographical place
and social-identity place, as when Navaraja, Gwamayeju, and Candravati
become the king and queens of the kingdom of Lavanya Desa.
The climax of the vrata, an Asvamedha Yajfig in the setting of the
ruins of a palace courtyard near the Salinadi River, also strongly suggests
associations with royalty. In the old Vedic version of the sacrifice, the
king was the sacrificer who performed the yajfia. In current Swasthani
Vrata ritual practice, the women become the sacrificers and perform the
yajfia, the benefits of which, extend to their families and to His Majesty
the King of Nepal.

Studies. G. Toffin (n. 12 supra, p. 457) also mentions the intimate connection between the
power of female deities, local power, and territory in Newar culture: "pas de roi sans deesse
inspiratrice, pas de terre royale sans deesse protectrice". We find a similar theme emerging in Orissa in conjunction with Devadasis. See F. Marglin's Wives of the God kin^, ( 1 984).
22. See J. Vaidya n. 15 supra, p. 30.
23. T. Rajabhandari, ed.,~ r i ~ w a s r h i i~nri a t a ~ a r h(1a985),
,
~athrnandu:TirthalalRajabhandsri.

Swasthani Vrala

Transforming one's own place
In the ritual, the problems of each individual are different. Some
may desire the establishment of a geographical place as their own home.
Others may have a good social, economic, or emotional "place" which
they hope to maintain in a state of well-being. Still others may have a bad
"place" which they hope to improve, transform, or transcend. All of
these options seem to be a part of the benefits to be obtained from doing
the vrata.
The vrata's primary focus in both the ritual and text is on the goddess of "own place" - Swasthani - who is surrounded by the eight
goddesses who are defenders of that place. So, by doing the vrata, each
woman resolves conflicts relating to her own place in space - i.e., the
home and surrounding community, - and in society - i.e., the family
and surrounding community.
The ultimate goal of the Swasthani Vrata is spiritual liberation or
salvation. The vrata is thus a transforming process, designed to transform the participants who in turn transform society. The rigorous bathing, fasting and austerities are said to increase the physical strength and
stamina of the women. Many participants claim to be more mentally
alert and filled with energy. They feel lighter and able to do more with
less effort.
Because of the length of the vrata and the time spent away from their
families, many women express a change in awareness of self identity.
Younger girls, especially, may emerge from the experience with more
confidence and maturity. Older women find themselves feeling younger
and stronger. The shy and retiring become more outgoing and outspoken. And the extroverts seem to develop more tact and self-restraint.
The participants, who are all strangers at the beginning, are forced to
bare their personalities before the group, and no one escapes peer evaluation in the process. Regardless of their age, all the women seem to
undergo some personal development from the experience.
In the stories, the female character Candravati is dramatically transformed from a crippled, diseased, miserable sinneress to a beautiful,
meritorious woman with 32 auspicious qualities. While few of the vrafa
participants expect to obtain such dramatic physical results, they seem to
identify themselves with the transformed state of the women in the Vrata
Katha stories, and they feel they have experienced some spiritual ad-
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vancement. This transformed state is symbolically represented in their
wearing of beautiful clothing for the procession on saptami and for the
final fire sacrifice. As a sign of this new state, all the women sacrificea
favoriteblouse or piece of fine cloth on the yajfia fire. The finer the fabric
in relation to their ability to afford its sacrifice, the closer they are
brought to enlightenment and fulfillment of their own heartfelt de.
sires.
This activity marks the climactic transformation and the acquisition
of good qualities, increased auspiciousness, and merit which they each
will carry and transmit to their families for the benefit of all. By improving their own spiritual status, they hope to improve the well-being of
their families; and by improving their families, they hope to improve
their community as well. Their daily circumambulation and homage to
the deities of S ~ n k h u
brings well-being to the town of Sankhu, and their
pilgrimage to the shrines around the Kathmandu Valley spreads the
benefits of their actions to other Valley communities. After returning to
their homes and communities, they distribute blessings to their family
and friends in the form of thread ties and prasada. A portion of this
prasada is also presented to His Majesty the King.
The friendships made through the vrata are maintained and intercommunity networks are expanded. The formation of new networks may
lead to the formation of new trade relationships or marriage alliances, as
unmarried girls and boys who do the Sankhu Vrata are considered excellent prospective brides or grooms because of their religious dispositions;
and marriages may occur between younger members of the older vrata
participants' families as well. Gradually these intercommunity
exchanges may lead to both strengthening of existing features and
changes in the society.
Swasthgni text and ritual present us with unambiguous evidence
that women have an indispensable role in ritual contexts, with implications that extend far beyond the ritual itself. Their role is neither
inferior nor superior to that of men, but complementary. Whether unmarried, married, or widowed, the women who do this vrata acquire
religious merit which permanently enhances their power and status in
ritual contexts and social contexts throughout life.
Perhaps the greatest danger associated with South Asian women and
Newar women in particular lies in ignoring their active and creative
participation in ritual. The power of female religiousness is indispens-
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able. It legitimizes and enhances other forms of religiously derived
power, status and social roles from the levels of individual and family to
the level of the king. It serves to define and strengthen both social and
p g r a p h i c a l place, drawing religious energy into sites of ritual performance, local communities, and even the kingdom itself.
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Fig. 2. The Swasthani pilgrimages as a four-cornered geographic mandala,
with external center at
..
Khadga Yogini, upper right, above Sankhu.
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Fig. 3. The Swasthfini pilgrimages as a 3-way triangulation of Mahamfiyfi, two Nafipna1 and two
Mahadeva.

Fig. 4. Frontispiece from R2jbhandiiri1s edition of Sri SwUsthani Vrata Kotha ( 1 9 8 5 ) depicting raYSof
light descending from the sacred syllable Om, at top, through the royal crown, then diffusingtopemde
the entire country of Nepal, labeled "Sri S n ~ aStha Ni N a m a " , "Praise to Goddess of Own Place".
Illustration by Uttam ~ r e ~ t h a .

AXEL MICHAELS

S I V A ~ T R AT
I DEOPATAN

1. In the Great Tradition1,the ~ i v a r a t rmyth
i
has been handed down

to us principally in its pur$ic sources, especially in the Siva-, Padmaand Skandapurana2. In nearly all its versions it is a hunter (vyadha,
lubdaka, kirata etc.) who gets lost in the jungle and - frightened at
nightfall by wild animals - then climbs a bilva tree. There he stays awake
the whole night, dropping from time to time some water and some
bilva leaves, which both fall upon a hidden linga on the ground. Unconsciously and unwillingly, he thus worships ~ i v athrough fasting
a
(upavasa), a night vigil (jagara), bilva leaves - much favoured by ~ i v and water (spariana). Siva therefore grants the hunter - who in the
social sphere stands at the bottom rang of the brahmanical hierarchy
because his profession involves the killing of animals - salvation (mukti)
or a place near to Siva (Sivaloka, -puri, -gana, -tulyata, -sarupya, etc.). He
also exculpates the hunter from his sinful way of life (by granting
papahina, nirdagdha, kilbi~a,etc.).
The Nepalese sources of this well known myth belong largely to the
Great Tradition o r - to be more precise - to the Sanskrit corpus of
Nepalese literature. There are, for instance, many Nepalese copies of
Sanskrit manuscripts of the puranic Sivar~trimyth; these for the most

1 . This paper is a partial summary of a chapter from a monograph on the Pajupatinatha Temple in preparation by the author. I gratefully acknowledge the support by the
Deutsche For~chungs~emeinschafr
for the fieldwork carried out in 198 1-83,and for another
six months during 1984 and 1987.
2. See AgniPur 193.1-6,GarudaPur 1.124.1-22,PadmaPur 4.240.1-103and 4.241.1-77
(cf. Caturvargacint~ma~i,
~ratakhanda,Pt. 2, 71. 16sqq.), LingaPur (=CaturvargacinGmani, Vratakhanda, Pt. 2, 94.9 sqq.j,
' s i v a ~ u r4.40.1-102, ~kandaPur(~ahe~varakhanda)
1.1.33.1-102.
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parts have the title Sivaratrikatha o r Sivaratrivratakatha. The oldest
manuscript of this kind known to me is dated N.S. 874 (1723 A.D.)', In
contrast to many Indian regions however, there are only a small number
of renderings into Nepalese languages. For example, one such rendering
is the ~ahasivaratriyamahimii,namely the 2 1st viirama of the Svasthinidharmavratakaths, which is a Nevari version of the Svasthani. (The
Nepali versions of the Svasthani do not contain any elaborate sections on
Sivar~tri.)Another text of this kind is the ~ i v a r a t r i ~ ~ r v a k a twhich
h a , was
written in Nevari in N.S. 998 (1877 A.D.)4. In the Himavatkhanda
..
Sivaratri is just mentioned briefly in several adhyayas5, yet not the
puranic myth. In recent years, we can witness quite a number of
adaptions of the ~ i v a r a t r myth
i
in Nepali, published periodically for the
festival in the Gorkhapatra newspaper o r in pamphlets sold in Deopatan.
The wealth of Sanskrit sources of the ~ i v a r a t r myth
i
thus contrasts
with a rather small number of original Nepalese texts, all of which are,
moreover, comparatively recent. In other words, the extensive celebration of Sivaratri in Nepal and especially at Deopatan, probably the
largest festival in Nepal based on the number of pilgrims, is surprisingly
not mirrored by popular written material. It is little wonder, therefore,
that the puranic Sivaratri myth is scarcely known in Nepal, although the
extremely popular Lukumahadyah myth (cf. Anderson 197 1: 264-265 and
Slusser 1982: 232) in which Siva, similar to the liizga in the ~ivaratri
myth, is manifested in a concealed form would offer readily recognizable
parallels.
When I interviewed about 350 pilgrims in a survey during ~ivaratri
in 1987 and asked them about the origin of this festival, there was not a
single devotee who knew about the story of the hunter! Instead the majority of the pilgrims said that the Sivaratri is the anniversary of the
wedding of Siva and Parvati o r Siva's birthday. To the best of my knowledge, the latter is not known to the Puranas, but we find similar statements in the ethnographical literature dealing with India.

3. Microfilmed, like many similar manuscripts, by the Nepal-German Manuscript
Preservation Project, Reel-No. E 157511 5.
4. The edition includes a translation into Nepali by Kumara Dhara ~ a r m a .
5 . See, for instance, a d h y ~ y a101.26-41.
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2. In addition to the puranic texts, there is another group of sources
related to Sivaratri, namely the Dharmasatras, Nibandhas and manuals
forthe proper celebration of this festival6.These texts are likewise almost
exclusivelywritten in Sanskrit, and again we note that there are several
Nepalese manuscript copies of the Indian originals.
Their main feature is the prescriptions they contain for the ~ivaratri
vrata, i.e, for the rituals to be performed on this day as well as for the
behaviour of the devotee. In accordance with the hunter of the puranic
myth, this vow is basically threefold, since it focuses on vigil, fasting and
puja. However, it is fascinating to note how the apparent social openness
of the myth, which seems primarily to be designed to legitimate the
a the low-castes and non-initiated as well, is altered by
worship of ~ i v by
i a vrata. For in the myth it is the
the smarta conception of ~ i v a r a t r as
accidental, unconscious and even unwilling worship of ~ i v awhich is
important. A vrata, on the other hand, is invalid without samkalpa, i.e., a
previous, formal and conscious declaration of what the devotee intends
to keep as his vow.
i Deopatan also differs considerably
The celebration of the ~ i v a r a t rat
in this respect from the Great Tradition and from most Indian little
traditions. Only very few pilgrims, for instance, keep a vow of fasting.
Moreover, most ritual activities do not take place - as is described in the
DharmaSastra - at nighttime, but during the day, the clima being perhaps the arrival of the king in the late afternoon. The ritual activities of
the night - when the Pasupati temple remains open and its jyotirlinga,
i.e. the main sanctum, is worshipped in accordance with the classical
~ i v a r a t r i ~ ~ j ~ vevery
i d h i three hours (prahara)', are somehow limited to
the Bhaga temple priests and their assistants, while most pilgrims, including the ascetics, simply sleep. In contrast, the Indian celebration of
sivar2tri8 is frequently a joyful event where many devotees remain

6. See especially the Sivaratri sections in the following texts: Elanimaya, V y a t a t tva, Caturvargacintamani (Vratakhanda and Kalakhanda), Tithitattva, Dharmasindhu, Nirnayam*, ~ i m a ~ a s i n d h~uu, r u s ~ r t h a c i n & m aand
~ i , Smcikaustubha.
7. For a description of Sivaratri temple worship in South India, see Long, 1982:
203-207.
8. For the literature on contemporary Sivargtri celebrations, see Holland 1979: 137ff.
and Long, 1982: fn. 2. Additionally, one could mention: Bhattacharya, 1956: 486. van
Glasenapp, 1928: 122 et passim, FilcherIMarathe, 1953: 197-208, Padfield, 1896: 172 and
177, Sharma, 1978: 12. However, except for Long, 1982 and some Census of ~ n d i areports.
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awake singing and dancing all night.
It is thus remarkable that the ~ivaratriat Deopatan is not celebrated
in its classical form. To a certain extent, only the calendrical date co.
incides with the ~ivaratriof the Great Tradition, but here too we observe
significant differences.

3. In the Dharmasastra and Nibandhas, each 14th of the dark half of
any month is called ~ivaratri.However, the kr+nacaturdaii of Phalguna
or Magha (depending on the amanta- or purnimanta-system) is
Mahasivaratri, the festival I am concerned with. In any case, it is the tithi,
the lunar day, which is decisive for fixing the exact time of the festival.
Nonetheless, due to the vows of night vigil and fasting (which involves
the daytime hours) natural time has to be taken into consideration for
determining the proper ritual time.
These essentials of the ~ivaratrivrata have led to an astronomical
and a chronological problem with implications for the ritual practice,
both of which are extensively discussed by the Dharmasastrins9. Basically, it is a quite common problem lo:a tithi often covers two, sometimes,
three civil or solar days (dina, divasa). It is therefore important not only
to insert intercalary or leap days and months, but also to determine the
exact natural time for the rituals. In the case of ~ivaratri,for example, it
is necessary to determine on which solar day one should, or better, one
must fast or keep awake, for Sivaritri is in traditional terms not an
optional (kamya) but a regular and obligatory (nitya, naimittika) celebration. According to the generally accepted yugmavakhya1',it is the
tithi which lasts until sunrise or is just beginning which gives the solar
day its name and number. However, since a tithi can be longer or shorter
than a solar day, it can occur that a lunar day begins after sunrise and
ends before the next sunrise, or that a certain lunar day stretches over
two sunrises.

almost all these descriptions are only short, sometimes very brief summaries of the festival.
9. See, for example, Kalanirnaya (pp. 297ff.), Kcyatattva (p. 461), Caturvargacintamani - Parisesakhanda, Pt. 2 (pp. 298-308), Purusarthacintamani (pp. 248-253).
10. For the general calendrical problems discussed here, see Sewell/Dikshit, 1896,
Thibaut, 1899, Freud/Freed, 1964 and Merrey, 1982.
1 1 . See, for instance, Dharmasindhu as cited by Kane, 1968: 75 (fn. 190).
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These problems of the Indian calendar are too broad and general to
be discussed in this paper, but its peculiarities for ~ivariitriat Deopatan
should at least be presented in outline form. For this purpose I would
like to refer to a typical example from the Srinepaladesiya PBAcahga of
the year V.S. 2040. In this calendar, the Sivaratri tithi began on
Wednesday, the 29th of February 1984 around midday, or more exactly, at
31 ghati and 58 pala (12147 p.m. Nepal Standard Time) and the tithi
ended on Thursday, the 1st of March at 2h43 p.m.I2. The ~ivaratritithi
therefore covers two solar days. According to the above mentioned
yugmavakhya, it was Thursday, o r more accurately, the solar day which
began at sunrise on Thursday when, according to most sastric rules, the
vow of fasting and vigil had to be kept. And indeed in India, I have been
told, several localities followed these rules.
At Deopatan, however, it was the day before when - in accordance
with the Paiicanga - the main celebrations including the king's visit to
Pasupati took place. This means that Sivaratri was celebrated on a day
when - at least in part - the Sivaratri tithi had not yet begun.
To be sure, the example just outlined is by no means an exceptional
case, neither in Nepal nor in India. It depends, of course, on what part of
the night is considered the most holy, the evening (pradosa) or midnight.
The regulation of Deopatan is even authorized by a minority of Dharmasastrins, by Hemadri for instance. However, this seems to be an unusual
way of determining the proper time for Sivaratri in the sense of that the
actual tithi - which is Siva's night proper - is somewhat weakened in its
ritual importance.

4. These astronomical problems of the calendar are not merely abstract theories discussed only by the learned. They have a direct relevance for the ritual practice, a h c t which can even be demonstrated by
historical sources. In a Thyasaphu published by Gautam Vajracarya it is
stated, for instance, that in the year N.S 83 1, the krl~natrayodaiiof M ~ h a
- the Nepal Samvat follows the amnnta system - lasted until 30 gha!i
and 52 vighati (=pala)... 48 vighati o r 11h28 and caturdaii until 29 gha!i
and 48 vighd!i o r 1lh28. If I understand the corrupt language of that

12. The fact that in this case caturdaii ~ a r t l yoverlaps with a leap day of the Gregorian
calendar in no way affects my argument.
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Thyasaphu properly, people should have followed the advice of the astrologer Gadgadharana of Vamkodo and celebrated ~ i v a r a t r ion the 14th
solar day. Other astrologers contradicted Gangadharana, including the
court astrologer of Bhaktapur named Visvambhara U p ~ d h y a [ y aAP.
~~.
parently there was a meeting then at (Kgntipur?) mulcok (rnuracuk),
although without agreement on the matter. In another passage of the
same Thy~saphu,dated N.S. 853 (1733 A.D.), it is stated that in a similar
case the inhabitants of Kathmandu celebrated ~ i v a r a t ron
i trayodaji, the
inhabitants of ~ a n k h u ,Cangu, Patan and Bhaktapur, however, on
caturdaii.
5. To the best of my knowledge, this Thyasaphu is among the earliest
references to ~ i v a r a t rin
i Nepal. The earliest document concerning Sivariitri from Deopatan appears to be an unpublished lalmohar dated N.S.
821 and addressed to Kesava Bhatta, a priest of the Pasupati temple, in
which he receives the right for dipaprajvala and dipadana during
~ivaratri.Interestingly, there are only very few documents in Deopatan
concerning this festival, but it must be admitted, that the greater proportion of these documents are not yet accessible to the researchers.
If it holds true that apart from the mythological material of the Great
Tradition, the historical documents of Sivaratri in Nepal are comparatively late, it would be another noteworthy difference in contrast to
India, because the earliest Indian references are from the beginning of
the 2nd millennium A.D. There are a) several inscriptions from Orissa
and South IndiaI3 (the earliest dated the 7th of February 1141 A.D.) and
b) tantric sources.
The latter material14 is especially interesting, since it contains
another ~ i v a r a t r imyth little known to date: during the damarayaga,
which is a kapalika ritual, Gauri is abducted by the Yoginis. When ~ i v a

13. See Ep. Ind. XI: 289, Mirashi, 1977: 241, Ep.Ind. XI: 43, Krishan, 1964: No. 178,
Ep.Ind. XXX: No. 5 (the date of 13.1.1939 A.D., given there, must be corrected to 12391,
Mirashi, 1977: 169, Ep.Ind. 111: 61, Ep.Ind. XI: 3 17, Krishan, 1964: No. 531 - all references
arranged in chronological order. To be sure, some of these inscriptions refer to Sivaratri,
not Mahasivaratri.
14. I am deeply indebted to Alexis Sanderson for the following remarks, who generously let me share his vast knowledge of tantric texts; I partly quote here from his long
letter on this topic dated 14th April 1986. For a short notice on these ~ivaratrisources~see
also Sanderson, 198t: h.128.
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that the Yoginis have even offered up Gauri as a sacrifice, he
becomes furious and causes the viivak~obha.He forces the Yoginis to
restore his spouse on the 14th day of the dark fortnight of Phalguna. The
myth not only explains the origin of Sivaratri, but also the bizarre feature
of a Kashmirian ritual that on Phalguna badi 12 and on the five nights
thereafter, the Bhairavas are worshipped with offerings of sivi, images of
the goddess Siva, usually made of flour.
This myth, which is known neither among the saivite ascetics nor
among the tantric priests in Deopatan, is fully mentioned for the first
time in the works of Jayaratha and his brother Jayadratha (fl. c.
1225-1275 A.D.)I5.On the basis of fragments in other agamic texts the
myth - or at least the mention of ~ivaratri- can, however, be tracked
back to approximately 1000 A.D.
Given these facts - the sparse mythological material of a popular
kind, the differences in ritual and the ritual time, and the late dates of
available documents - it seems to be a justified conclusion that in Nepal
Sivaratri is of a comparatively late origin " and that it is strongly rooted in
her (Newar) population. Such a conclusion is partly confirmed by the
fact that only a minority of Deopatan's own inhabitants worship Paiupati
during ~ivaratri.Despite its appearance and in sharp contrast to local
festivals for the godesses such as Vatsala or TrisuljMran, ~ivaratriis not a
festival of Deopatan, but rather of outsiders.

6. What then could be the reason for the origin of the ~ivaratri
celebrations at Deopatan and the Pasupatinatha? Due to the scarcity of
available historical documents, my answer must remain hypothetical.
Moreover, it is based on an extrapolation from modern observations into
history, a generally questionable procedure.
15. Jayratha presupposes the myth in his Tantralokaviveka (Vol. 11, ahnika 28, p. 5-6).
His brother Jayadratha, however, gives a lenghty version in his Haracaritacinti3mani (ch. 3 1,
VV. 33c-97b).
16. This perhaps only holds true for non-dik~ira,i.e., puranic ~ a i v a ssince
,
various
early manuscripts of agamic texts can be found in the National Archives, Kathmandu.
However, it is difficult to determine from these sources to what extent ~ivaratriwas celebrated in a tantric form at Paiupatindtha. All that can be said for the contemporary
situation is that not even the tantric Karmacarya priest of Deopatan follo~vthis tradition.

17. For description of these festivals, see Michaels, 1984 and 1987; for implications
regarding the ritual concept of Deopatan, Michaels, 1989.
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What might, however, serve as a possible clue for resolving this
question is the care for and protection of ascetics provided by the ~ ~
Samsthsn office during ~ivaratri:since at least the last century,
of different sects have been lured, more or less, to the Paiupatin&ha,
because they are offered free accomodation and foot at certain placesin
the Pasupatiksetra or at Kalamocan Ghat. Thus, Vairagis are directed to
the Ram Mandir, Samnyasis, Brahmacaryas and Nagas to the precincts of
the main temple, ~ ~ h o rand
i s Uddasis to BhasmeSvar Ghat, Nath Yogis to
the Gorakhnath Math, Dasnamis to Kalamocan Ghat, etc. Moreover, all
ascetics receive firewood and food supplied by clerks from the Guthi
Sarpsthin for a period of five days. On the day after Sivaratri, many
ascetics gather at Kalamocan Ghat, where the Guthi Samsthan distributes further alms such as rudrak~anuts, paisa or even marihuana. The
officers at this place sometimes even present antilope skins or precious
karnandalus
..
to especially dignified ascetics. All ascetics need a special
tiket (bidai patra) for this farewell ritual, which is given to them during
Sivaratri.
The service (seva) for ascetics is well-established in sacred tradition
by the tirtha-sections of the Dharmasastra. In the Tristhalisetu of
Nariiyana Bhatta
.. (w.5 1 and 52))for instance, it is stated that a holy place
becomes especially auspicious when it is frequented by ascetics. Thus, it
could be possible that a king or ruler was interested in increasing the
value of Deopatan as a place of pilgrimagels, and that he considered
~ivaratriand the ascetics as a good means for this purpose. In the Nepali
Vams%valis,we find several passages where various rulers, Jaya PrakaSa
Malla or Rana Bahadur S ~ h for
a instance, arranged feasts for ascetics.
One reason for such a service rendered to ascetics could have been
to establish closer ties to the South of the kingdom and even to North
India. Temple politics as an instrument to strengthen and consolidate the
kingdom was a common pratice among Hindu monarchs. The examples
from Orissa (cf. Kulke 1978 and 1985), for instance, confirm such a
hypothesis. Although a Hindu king was, at least according to the
Dharmasastra, not allowed to levy taxes on pilgrimage'9,trade and com-

18. For the Paiupatinatha as a place of pilgrimage as reflected in the traditional
literature, see Michaels, 1990.
19. See Visnusmti V. 13 1-132 (p. 82). At times, this Sastric prescription was appar-
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merce were stimulated by festivals like Sivarari. As an old saying (see
~ ~ 3v.S.
~ 2020:
~ a 10)
, indicates, this is not a recent development: D Y ~ ~ patan (or Paiupati) ko jatra sidhrako bepar. "The Deopatan (or Sivaratri)
pilgrimage is the business for dried fish (horn India)" - which means
ping to the Pasupatinatha on ~ i v a r a t r iis useful for killing two birds,
namely dariana and business, with one stone (or ritual).
The political and economic dimension, of course, is just one of the
factors to be considered. The king as the protector of dharma is always
advised to care for ascetics and to support them. As Heesterman (1985:
chapters 2 and 8-10) has aptly shown, the king's authority is limited to
territory and settlements (grama), but based on principles from the wilderness (aranya), the domain of the ascetics. It would appear that public
sacred places and festivals like ~ i v a r a t r ihelp to combine both these
contradictory and yet basic elements of Hindu society, since on such
occasions householders live to a certain extent the life of ascetics
through the austerity of wandering, fasting, vigil, etc., and ascetics
intermingle with the "normal" world, a sphere which ideally they should
avoid as far as possible.
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ANNE VERGATI

COMMEMORATING THE KILLING OF THE SERPENTS OR
THE FOUNDING OF THE TOWN OF BHAKTAPUR

The well-known festival of Bisket jatra at Bhaktapur has been interpreted as a ritual of fertility and a celebration of the New Year '. However I
should like to draw attention to the local interpretation of the origin of
the festival. Newar oral tradition established a link between the festival
and the founding of the town of Bhaktapur. The etymology of bisket is
explained as bi "serpent" and s k e t t s y a k o "to put to death, to sacrifice, to
kill". First of all, I shall summarize the most common version of the
legend. "A prince of the future Malla dynasty came one day to hunt in the
jungle close to the site of present-day Bhaktapur. At a place called Lhakulache, he saw a rat fighting with a cat. The rat won the fight; and when it
was over the prince went after the rat. The rat, who was in fact Ganesa,
said: "I can't ensure the success (siddhi) of your enterprise. That's beyond my powers. Go towards the south-west. There you will find an old
woman, looking towards the south, who is drying her hair. Stay behind
her back and ask her for permission to build the town". The prince
followed the instructions given by Ganesa. He found the old woman was
none other than the goddess Bhadrakdi, otherwise known as Vaisnavi.

1. N. Gutschow and B. Kolver, B h a k t a ~ u t :Ordered Space. Concepts and Functions in
a Town of Nepal. Wiesbaden, F. Steiner, 1975; p. 46: "Bisket jdtrd is essentially a fertility rite.
The two chief ritual performances are the raising of a huge wooden pole in the mound near
the Cyasilim Mandap and the collision between the two temple chariots involved, those of
Bhadrakali and Bhairava. Both can be understood as re-enactments of primal procreation:
Bhairava, of course, is an aspect of siva and ~ h a d r a k a l is
i taken as his Sakti (female enerm)
by Bhaktapur Tantriks. Again everybody knows the pole which is raised near the Cyasilirn
Mandap by the name of liilga, and surely it is not a far-fetched t h e o v to view the mound in
which the pole is raised as a symbol of the y o i . ~ i " .
See also J.C. hlarize, Bisket Jcitra, la fete communale de Bhaktapur, Objers et Moildes, t. 2 4 , fasc. 1 and 2, pp. 7-20.
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Having listened to the prince, she told him to stand in front of her, then
said to him: "Go and take a bath in the river at Hanumant ghat. In the
river, you'll find a sword (khadga). Take the sword and go into the
jungle: you will meet a serpent that YOU must kill. That serpent is the
serpent of the princess (riij kumari)". The prince did as she told him and
found the serpent, who said to him: "If you kill me, you must promise to
kill the serpents which come out of the nose of the princess and marry
her". The prince discovered the princess asleep in her palace. Close by
her, he saw the dead body of a young man on a stretcher. All of a sudden,
the goddess appeared before the prince and explained to him that every
night a young man who wanted to marry the princess (or who was her
lover) was killed by demon-serpents who came out of the nose of the
princess during her sleep. The prince listened to the counsels of the
goddess. When the two demon-serpents came out of the nose of the
princess, he seized the sword and killed them. In this manner, he succeeded in marrying the princess, in becoming king and in founding the
town of Bhaktapur. The first goddess to be installed in the centre of the
town was Tripurasundari. Then the king inaugurated the festival of
Bisket jatra in honour of the goddess Bhadrakalin2.
Other versions of the legend say that the founding prince was called
Bhadra. After his marriage with the princess, be became "king of the
serpents" (niiga juju), a title inherited by his descendants.
All these versions can be summarized in the following manner. A
goddess accords to a foreign prince the two means necessary for becoming a king and controlling a kingdom. The first is a sword, symbol of
military strength and sceptre of the future Malla kings. The second is a
territory, symbolized by an un-married princess (or one who cannot hold
a h ~ s b a n d )This
~ . princess is in the power of demoniacal forces which
2. D. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, Part 11, Calcutta, Firma K.L. Mukhopadhyay, 1966. p.
65 1: "One chronicle says that the flag-pole was meant to display a dead snake killed by a
king of Bhaktapur who found a poisonous reptile crawling from his wife's nose out to take
his life. Up till then no king was destined to rule for more than a day. As soon as he was
asleep in the royal appartment, the snoring by the queen would send a serpent wriggling,
which would bite the new ruler to death. According to another chronicle the two poles are
also said to represent the spiritual tutor and his wife of a king named Sivadeva in ancient
history of Nepal".
See also: M. Anderson, The festivals of N e p a l , London, Allen and Unwin, 1971.
pp. 41-43.
3. M.C. Porcher, La princesse et le royaume, J o ~ , r n a Asiatique,
l
t. CCLXXIII (1985)
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render just goverment impossible. She must therefore be liberated.
The prince always comes from elsewhere and is a foreigner. When he
meets the goddess Bhadrakali in the jungle, the site of his future capital is
deserted and, when the legend is told, the inhabitants stress that before
the coming of the Malla kings there were neither houses nor temples on
the site. Nonetheless, in the legend, the princess dwells in a "palaceM.
The goddess Bhadrakali who helps the prince to kill the serpents is also
called Vaisnavi: she is only called Bhadrakali throughout the duration of
the festival of Bisket jatra. She is the only one of the nine goddesses
..
composing the mandala of the town of Bhaktapur who is linked to Visnu.
Now all the kings of Nepal are partial incarnations of Visnu4 and the
principal wife of the king is identified with the goddess Sri. Sb the king is
at the same time the master of his territory and her husband. The foundation of the town coincides with the foundation of a Malla dynasty as the
king Bhadra, who killed the serpents, was the first king of his line according to oral tradition.
The founding of a town requires a murder. The prince killed the
serpents and liberated the princess who, in return, provided him with a
kingdom. The motive of serpent-demons coming out of the nostrils of a
princess is also to be found in the Tibetan version of the Tales of the
Vampire5.In the Tibetan text also, the prince comes from abroad; acting
in consequence of predictions made to him by Buddhist divinities such

pp. 183-207, p. 189: "Car malgre le denument premier, les kumara, s'assurent tous, au
terme de leur exploits, la possession d'un (quelquefois de plusieurs) royaume(s). Pour
parvenir a cette fin, ils usent invariablement du meme moyen, a savoir la conquete
d'une femme, d'une princesse (padois meme d'une reine) qui les met en situation
d'heritier du tr6ne royal.".
4. L. Petech, Medieval History of Nepal, Roma, Is.M.E.0, 1984, p. 133 and p. 205.
5. A.W. Macdonald, Materiaux pour l'etude de la litterature populaire tibetaine, I ,
Paris, PUF, 1967. p. 99: "Le jour passa. La dame fit un petit mouvement rapide. De nouveau
le couteau sortit du fourreau. Alors la dame se leva chancelante. A travers les poutres, on
entendit deux bruits t i ~ - t i hDu
. nez de la dame sortirent deux serpents ondulants. Voyant
les serpents, le prince eut peur et se leva. Le 'dre dit: "Prince, ne bougez pas". La pointe du
couteau s'agita. Lorsque les deux serpents furent sortis, le couteau du prince sortit du
fourreau et leur coupa le cou. Lorsque les dkmons male et femme (bdud-pho et bdud-mo)
furent domptes, la dame vint auprks du roi, dit: "Monsieur, Monsieur" et le toucha de sa
ttte".
See also Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India. t ran slated from the ~ i b e t a nby
Lama Chimpa and Chattopadhyaya, Simla, Indian Institute of Advanced Studies, 1979, pp.
257-59.
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as Vajrapani, he knows how to take possession of a territory and kills the
snakes. ~ l i h o u ~in
h ,the Tibetan text, it is not question of foundinga
town, the prince takes possession of a palace and a kingdom in liberating
a princess. It is therefore not impossible that certain elements in the
Bhaktapur legend quoted above derive from Tibet or "Haute Asie".
The founding of towns in the Valley of Nepal is always a royal action,
The king, however, does not act on his own initiative. He receives from a
goddess the order to found a town in a precise place. For instance, it was
the goddess Mahalaksmi (who also belongs to the category of Vaisnavite
goddesses) who ordered the future king of Kathmandu, ~u~akan&deva,
"to build a city in the shape of a sword (khadga) near the confluence of
rivers Bagmati and Visnumati " 6 . At Patan, the king received the order to
found the town from a Buddhist goddess Sarvesvara7.So accounts of the
founding of towns always include an order given by a goddess. In Newar
ideology, to found a town also implies to put in order, in an oriented
pattern (mandala), divinities and their temples and, as the two 19th
century chronicles stress, 12.000 houses for Bhaktapur and 18.000 for
Kathmandu. To found a town also necessitates inaugurating a festival in
honour of the goddess who indicated to the first king of the dynastythe
means for realizing his ambition.
The religious organization of space proceeds horn a centre. he first
goddess installed in the town and considered as the principal goddess
was Tripurasundari. It is well known that the temple of Tripurasundari
inside the town (dyo chE) is considered as the centre of the town. In a
recent article concerning the relationship between the king, the goddess
and power in Hindu Tantrism, R. Gombrich and S. Gupta drew attention
to the fact that in a mandala, cosmogram essential for Tantric worship,
the goddess, Visnu's wife, occupies a central positions.
In Bhaktapur oral tradition, there is certainly a mythic element and
remembrance of similar Indian texts. Many Indian texts explain the ideal
lay-out of buildings within the royal capital, especially that of a universal

6. B.J. Hasrat, History o f Nepal, Hoshiapur (India), Research Institute Press, 1970, P.
41.
7. D. Wright, History o f Nepal. Cambridge, University Press, 18777, p. 135.
Hasrat, o p . cit. p. 44.
8. S. Gupta and R. Gombrich, Kings, Power and the Goddess, in South Asia Research,
vol. 6, no 2, November 1986, p. 130.
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sovereign(cakravartin) in Buddhist tradition9. The medieval chronicle of
the kings of Kashmir, the Rajatarangini, states that when the king of
Kashrnir founded the town of Pravapura (today Srinagar) he did so with
the help of a local r a k ~ a s awho showed him where to found it and
indicated the propitious moment for doing so. However the Kashmiri
legend is not exactly similar to the Nepalese traditions; but the need to
collaborate with a local divinity and the usefulness of a sword are common elements in both".
These legends of the foundation of towns, legends which are so
influenced by Hinduism, reveal certain little-studied aspects of a king's
function. The sovereign is a founder: in the act of founding he is alone;
no priest, no Brahmin is present. Neither is the priest linked in any way
to the act of gaining control of the territory of the future kingdom. A
priest makes his appearance in the legends only when it is a question of
laying out temples and sanctuaries in the king's capital and sanctioning
hierarchy in the local population.
The legend of the foundation of Bhaktapur is a living tradition. It has
inspired the great local festival Bisket jatra. As N. Gutschow has explained, the festival lasts for nine days at the beginning of April. In my
opinion, the festival has two distinct parts. The first part lasts for four

9. Mahavastu translated by J . Jones, London, 1949. Sacred Books of the Buddhists,
no 17, vol. I,
pp. 152-153, vol. 11, p. 221.
10. M.A. Stein, Kalhana's Rajatarangini. A Chronicle o f the Kings o f Kashmir. Delhi,
Motilal Banarsidass, 1961, vol. 11, p. 442: "When king Pravarasena I1 had returned From his
victorious expeditions abroad, he desired to found a new capital which was to bear his
name. He was then residing in the city of his grandfather, Pravarasena I, i.e. in Puranadhisthana. From there the king went forth at night in order, as the text says, "to ascertain in a
supernatural way the proper site and the auspicious time for the foundation of the new
city". On his way he reached a stream which skirted a burning-ground and was illuminated
by the glow of funeral pyres. Then on the other bank of the stream there appeared to him a
demon of temble form. Promising him fulfilment of his desire, the demon invited the king
to cross over to his own side by the embankment he was preparing for him. Thereupon the
rasasa stretched out his own knee from the other bank, and thus caused the water of the
M a h a r i t to be parted by an embankment (setu).The courageous Pravarasena drew out his
dagger (ksurika) cut with it steps into the flesh of the r&asa, and thus crossed over to the
place which has since been known as Ksurikabala. The demon then indicated to him the
auspicious time and disappeared after telling him to build his town where he would see the
measuring-line laid down in the morning. This line (sutra) of the Vetala, the king eventually
discovered at the village of Sparitakaat which the goddess S'arika and the demon Atta
resided. There he built his city in which the first shrine erected was the famous one of ~ i v a
Pravaresvara " .
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days and involves the procession of the chariots of Akasa Bhairavaand
Bhadrakali. The second part lasts five days, and begins with the raisingof
the pole near the river: it consists of the procession of the 32 divinitiesof
the town. I am not going to explain the details of how the festival proceeds day by day but I wish to emphasize certain aspects linked with
kingship and the legend of foundation.
The festival begins when the sword of the ancient Malla kings is
taken out of the Taleju temple by a Rajopadhyaya Brahmin who puts it in
the chariot of Akasa Bhairava which is waiting on the Taumadhi squarell.
This is clearly an adaptation of an older ritual: in ancient times the Malla
kings were present in person at the festival and rode in the chariot, on the
first day at least. We find the same phenomena at the festival of Rato
Avalokitesvara Matsyendranatha at Patan1*:paintings (pata or paubha)
show the king in a chariot of the divinity at that festival13.The procession
can start only when the sword is in the chariot. After the meeting of the
two divinities Bhairav and Bhadrakali near the river Hanumante, on the
fourth day, in the evening, the pole (yahsirn) is erected. From its top, are
hung two long red banners with gold borders which represent the two
serpents killed by the prince. This is how the local inhabitants explain
the significance of the two banners and evoke the legend. They add that
the king ordered the dead bodies of the serpents to be strung up in view
of all. He also inaugurated a festival to commemorate his victory. The
erection of the pole is clearly one of the most important moments in the
sequence of the events. It is only on the day of its erection that the
divinities start coming out of their dyo c h and
~ are put on show in their
open sanctuaries. The procession and exhibition of the 32 gods of the

11. J. Gonda, Ancient Indian Kingship from the Religious Point of View. Leiden, E.J.
Brill, 1969, p. 37: "The paraphernalia o r emblems of royalty were supposed to represent the
sovereign authority. The five enseigns of royalty were a white umbrella, fly-whisk, shoes,
turban and throne (the paficakakudan): this term means literally: "the five summits"; we
shall see further on that the same term for "summit" is also given to the king himself.
Besides there was the sword of state. In other sources, the five are: the sword, umbrella,
crown, shoes and chowrie".
h valley
12. J.F. Locke, Karunamaya. The Cult of ~ v a l o k i t e i v a r a - ~ a t s ~ e n d r a nina tthe
o f Nepal. Kathmandu, Sahayogi Prakashan, 1980, p. 269.
13. A. Vergati, Le Roi faiseur de pluie: Une nouvelle version de la legende dlAvalokiteSvara Rouge au Nepal, Bulletin de I'Ecole Francaise dlExtrEme Orient, t . LXXIV, 1985,
p. 293.
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town can only take place after the killing of the serpents and the establishment of order by the kingI4. The procession of the town's divinities
takes place in a well established order which corresponds to the local
hierarchization of the divinities in the town site. Each divinity visits its
own quarter where hommage is paid to itIs.
At night-fall, a crowd forms near the river where there is an
octagonal sanctuary called Cyasilim mandap and in which the mask of
Akasa Bhairava is placed. Throughout the night, people go to worship the
mask, in an endless queue. The next morning, very early, people take a
bath in the Hanumante river at Ciupin ghaf. In the afternoon, before the
pole is taken down, the two goddesses Duimaju and Indrayani are taken
out in procession. The goddess Duimaju is considered as the mobile form
of the royal goddess Taleju16. In reality, she is not a statue but a simple
stone, decked out with jewels and ornaments. She first goes round the
square in front of the royal palace. At the same time, the priests of the
temple (dyo chz) of the goddess Indrayani take out the statue of the
goddess. The two processions meet up on the square in front of the royal
palace. Priests from both processions give prasad to the spectators, who
are supposed to go immediately to the river-side to participate in the
felling of the pole. Even today it is said that the Malla kings used to go on
the fifth day of the festival to pay hommage to Duimaju and Indrayani and
received prasad from them on the royal sword. Sword in hand, they then
went down to the banks of the Hanumante river to give the signal for the
felling of the pole. As I have already remarked, the royal sword is the only
surviving symbol of Malla sovereignty. The sword is taken out again on

14. J. Gonda, o p . cit. p. 18: "The king exists for upholding the dharma and not for
acting as he likes; all beings have to depend on dhanna which in its turn depends on the
king. Being an element of the eternal order himself he cannot act arbitrarilv".
15. For the religious organization of the town of Bhaktapur see: N. Gutschow, Stadrraum und Ritual der ne~zlarischenStadte im Kathmandu Tal. Stuttgart, W . Kohlhammer,
1982, pp. 50-54. A.W. Macdonald and A. Vergati Stahl, N e ~ v a rArt during the ~ a l l period.
a
Warminster, 1979, pp. 83-104.
16. M. Shepherd Slusser. Nepal Mandala. A Cultural Study of the ~ a t h m a n d uValley.
Princeton, New Jersey, University Press, 1982. p. 67: "Nonetheless Taleju was worshiped in
Mithila and in other parts of India and, with the Maithili influx into the Valley in the
fourteenth century, Taleju's cult received new impetus. Her ~ o p u l a rassociation with
Mithila is illustrated by one of her nicknames Domaju, the Mother goddess of the Doya
(Maithili)".
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the fifth day and taken in procession to the river. When its bearers arrive
there, the signal is given to cut down the ropes of the pole. When the pole
touches the ground the New Year begins.
I shall not go into details concerning the other town divinities:Niels
Gutschow has described their processions and their itineraries. However
we should note that the last divinity to come out in procession is
Tripurasundari who can be considered as the central religious divinity of
the town, and whose temple is indeed considered to be at its centre.
Other aspects of the festival recall the legend of the killing of the
serpents. On the fifth day of the festival, the statue of the goddess Bhadrakali is transported to her pati (phalca), situated in the south-western part
of the town. In the evening, before the pole is erected, a stretcher is put
on the ground close to Bhadrakali's sanctuary. This stretcher, in the
legend, was there to carry off to the ghat for burning the dead body of the
princess's lover, killed on the previous night by the serpents who came
out of her nostrils. Behind the stretcher, even today, is carried an
earthern pot containing bhog, the offering made in the course of funeral
rituals; some straw and fire in a pot for burning the dead body are also
carried. During the night, the stretcher is carried down to the riverside in
great secrecy.
In conclusion I have two points to make. First, Bisket jatra is closely
linked to the Malla kings of Bhaktapur. We have seen the important
moments at which they intervened in the ritual on the first and fifth day.
Ritual actions linked with concepts of fertility are certainly present: the
penetration of the soil by the pole, the couple Akasa Bhairava and Bhadrakali, etc. Secondly, the founding of the town is played out again each
year during Bisket j a t v a and the powers which allow fertility and prosperity are re-generated. Certainly a festival as complex as Bisket jlitra
cannot be analyzed thoroughly in one single perspective. This remark
applies also to other festivals held in other towns and villages of the
Valley. They too have changed throughout history, according to the SUCcess and failure of local rulers. Most festivals are ritual compilations;
their components have varied in the course of history just as the composition of local pantheons has varied.

V. RELIGION
c ) Jainism

ERNEST BENDER

NEPAL - THE JAIN CONNECTION

Contacts with the area of Nepal reach far back into India's antiquity
and are well attested. Interestingly enough, as contrasted with Brahmanism/Hinduism and with Buddhism, there are no facilely recognizable
traces of Jainism in Nepal. I found this intriguing, especially in view of
the recorded Jain presence in the adjacent area.
Mahavira restricted the peregrinations of monks and nuns to an area
he defined as "Aryan", that is one where their conduct could be safeguarded'. This was bounded by Anga-Magadha in the east and Kosambi
to the south, to Thuna (Thaneshwar) in the west and Kunala (~ravasti)in
the north. Three hundred years later the grandson of Asoka, Samprati,
expanded the "Aryan area" to the twenty-five and a half countries of his
empire, charging them to venerate Jain monks. The last of the countries
listed, Kekayi-ardha, is located at the base of Nepal in the north-east of
sravasti2.
Moreover, one cannot ignore the far-ranging trade routes of ancient
times, specifically the Uttarapatha, which stretching across the north of
the Indian continent from west to east (or, if you will, vice versa) linked
flourishing cities and towns. Among them were Vaisali, ~ r a v a s t iand
Kapilavastu. Moti Chandra has identified the site of the last with Tilaurakot in Nepal and, similarly, matches Janakpur with ith hi la, the ancient
capital of Videha3.
I . Por arya- see Sir Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-E~lglishDictionary, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1899. p. 152 arya- (fr. arya, vri) a respectable or honourable or faithful
man, an inhabitant of Aqavarta, one who is faithful to the religion of his country, etc.
2. Jagdishchandra Jain, Prakrit Narrative Literature, Origin and Growth. Munshiram
Manoharlal Publishers. New Delhi. 198 1. pp. 155-56; and Brhatkalpa Sutra, 1.50.
3. Moti Chandra, Trade and Trade Routes in Ancient India. Abhinav Publications. New
Delhi. 1977. pp. so, 77.
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~twas along the trade routes that the sarthas, the caravans great and
small passed, burdened with their diverse goods. In fear of the constant
threat from robber bands, the traveller as well as the wandering monk,
would join a caravan, entrusting his well being and property to the expertise of the sarthavaha or sarthavahana, the caravan leader, who was responsible for the management and ultimate success of the venture, He
directed the necessary arrangements for the operation of the caravan, its
route, its schedule, the types of vehicles utilized and, not least, its varied
participants, old, young, male, female, merchant, monk, casual cornmuter, e t ~And
. he had to deal with the officials of the jurisdictions lying
along the route in matters such as negotiations for permits for passage
through each area and the payment of taxes and surcharges. (A sartha has
been described as a consortium of merchants who had invested equal
amounts of capital and, traveling in a caravan, carried on trade with
outside markets. Indeed, one might view the sarthavaha as a forerunner
of present-day multinational organizations). And, in view of the sarthaviiha's manifold opportunities to observe political events, the social conditions and the geographical phenomena in the areas of which he com..
piled intimate knowledge, I suggest that court officials titled "sresthins"
(cf., for example, Hindi segh " m e r ~ h a n t " were
) ~ not only financial advisers, tax assessors and collectors for rajas and their representatives,but
because of their first-hand information collected from caravan-leaders
functioned as heads of intelligence networks, as well. (I will not digress
with references to the Arthasastra's comments on the recruitment for
espionage purposes of merchants and monks - Jain and Buddhist).
For other clues to the Jain presence in Nepal we turn to Jain literature. Moti Chandra in his Trade and Trade Routes in Ancient India which
first appeared in Hindi under the title Sarthavaha observes that the

4. Sec. e.g., Ardhakathanaka: Half a Tale by Mukund Lath. Publisher: Rajasthan Prakrit Bharati Sansthan, Jaipur; distributor: Irnpex India, New Delhi. 1981. On p. 11 1 DL Lath
writes "The Nisitha Curni a Jain text written by Jinadas Gani in the 7th century, records that
one of the ministers in a king's council of his days was called the 'sresthi'. He was an
important businessman, representative of merchants and trading guilds of the state". Seel
also, pp. 7-8 of this earliest biography of the mid-seventeenth century where the author
describes his Jain father's service in Bengal as a revenue-collector for the diwan, himselfa
pious Jain. "He had five hundred men serving under him as potdars [read: fotdar] (revenuecollectors), who were all lucky men, busy amassing great wealth".
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canonicalliterature, the angas, upangas, gathas, curnis and the commentaries pertaining thereto, contain cultural data not found in Wli or Sanskrit literature. The sparsity in the edited texts has made access to this
*aterial difficult. In discussing the sarthavaha Moti Chandra contrasts
the literary practices of the Buddhists with those of Jain writers: "... it is
difficult to [learn] from Buddhist litterature in what kinds of goods the
merchants traded and what was their organization ... Jaina literature believes in giving even the minutest details... The Jaina monks were wanderers... and, while travelling from place to place, they did not fail to
observe the life of the people. Jainism was also chiefly the religion of
merchants and, therefore, the Jaina literature has not failed to describe
the various aspects of the life of their followers. Jain monks, wherever
they went, studied [the] geographical and social conditions and also the
local language in order to preach ... Whatever... their date ... the material
preserved is ancient." The Paumacariu of Svayambhu of the second half
of the ninth century A.D. attests to Jain knowledge of Nepal in two references: one to its musk and the other to the thighs of its women5.
ra
are in general agreeBoth Digambara and ~ v e ~ m b a traditions
ment that during the reign of Candragupta Maurya (c. 322-289 B.C.) a
severe famine in Magadha, lasting a dozen years, forced a migration of
the Jains to the south of India. The ~vasyakacurniof Jinadasagani Mahattara (fl.second half of second century A.D.) first records the Svetambara
tradition describing the move to Nepal of Bhadrabhu, the head of the
Samgha6.
The famed Jain savant Hemacandra (fl. mid-twelfth century A.D.),
gives a fuller account in the Sthaviravali o r Pariiigaparvan, the appendix
to his Tri~astiialakapuru~acarita~.
..

5. Bhayani, Paumacariu, Vol. 11. pp. 192 and 224.
6. Asim Kumar Chattej e e , A Comprehensive History of Jainism (up to 1000 A.D.).
Firma KLM Private Limited. Calcutta. 1978. and Buddha Prakash, "The Genesis of the
Digambara-Sve&mbaraSplit", in Mahavira and His Teachings, Bhagava Mahavira 2500th
Nirvana Mahotsava Samiti, Bombay, 1977. p. 272, fn.4:
tammi ya kale b&asavariso dukkalo uvarthi samja&ito ya sumuddatire a c c h e t ~ ,
punaravi padaliputte milit3 annassa uddeso annassa khamdam evam samghaditemhim
tehim ekka&sa amgani samghati&ni
. ditthiv~do
..
natthi nepslavattani b h a y a v ~bhaddabahussami acchati cbdd&apuvvi.
7 . Sthaviriivali Charita or Parisishtaparvan. Being an Appendix of the
Trishashtisalikii Purusha Carita by Hemachandra. Edited by Hermann Jacobi, Ph. D., Pub-
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"During the famine, dreadful like the night of annihilation at the end
of the world, to survive the Samgha went to the sea. At that time the
sacred texts, neglected, were misremembered by the monks and horn
lack of practice, were about to be lost, even though they were studied by
the learned. When the famine was over the entire Samgha met at Pataliputra and, assembling the fragments they recalled, collected eleven
Adgas. Thinking to recover the twelfth Anga, the Drstivada, and knowing
that the venerable Bhadrabahu (the sole repository of that Anga) was
staying in Nepal, the Samgha sent two munis to call him (to the Council),
The two munis went there and bowing reverently addressed him. "The
Samgha sends for you". He replied, "I have begun the Mahaprana-

lished for the Biblioteca Indica. Calcutta: Printed at the Baptist Mission Press and published by the Asiatic Society. 1891.
itasca tasminduskale karale kalaratrivat I
nirvahartham sadhusamghastiram niranidheryayau 115511
agunyamanam tu tada sadhunam vismcam Srutam I
anubhyasanato nasyatyadhitam dhimatamapi (1 5611
samgho 'tha pataliputre duskalante 'khilo 'milat I
yadamgadhyayanoddesadyasidyasya tadadade 1 157 1 1
tataicaikadaiamgani Srisamgho 'melayattada I
drstivadanimittam ca tasthau kimcidvicintayan 115811
nepaladesamargastham bhadrabhum ca purvinam I
jnatva sarpghah samahvatum tatah praisinmunidvayam 115911
gatva natva muni tau tamitwcate k-njali
I
samadisati vah samghastatragamanahetave 116011
so 'pyuvaca mahapranam dhyanamarabdhamasti yat (
sadhyam dv8dasabhirvasairnirgamisyamyaham tatah 116111
mahaprane hi nispanne karye kasmimscidagate I
sarvapurvani gunyante sutrarthabhyam muhurtat* 1/6211
tadvacastau muni gatva samghasyaiamsatamatha I
samgho 'pyaparamahuyadideseti munidvayam 116311
gatva vacyah sa acaryo yah Srisamghasya Sasanam I
na karoti bhavettasya dandah ka iti samsa nah 116411
samghabahyah sa kartavya iti vakti yada sa tu I
tarhi taddandayogyo 'sityacaryo vacya uccakaih 1165(1
Gbhyam gatva tathaivokta acaryo 'pyevamucivan (
maivam karotu bhagagiinsamgh* kim tu karotvad* 116611
mayi prasadam kurvan* srisamghah prahinotviha I
Sisyanmedhavinastebhyah sapta dasyami vgcanah 1 I67 11
tatraikam vacanam d&ye bhiksacaryata aga* I
tisrsu kalavelasu tisro 'nya vacanastatha 116811
sayanhapratikramane jate tisro 'par* pun* I
setsyatyevam samghakaryam matkaryasyavibadhaya 11 6911
tabhyametya tathakhyate srisamgho 'pi prasadabhak I
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meditation which will take twelve years to complete. When I have completed the Mahaprana, I will recount in a short time all the Purvas and
the meanings of the Sutras". The two munis went off and repeated his
reply to the Samgha. The Samgha, once again, sent off two munis with
instructions to ask him the punishment an acarya should incur who does
not heed the bidding of the Samgha. "If he says it should be exclusion
from the Samgha, let him be told it is a fitting punishment". When this
took place, Bhadrabshu said to the two munis, "Let the Noble Samgha
not do so. However, let it do this. May the Revered Samgha be gracious
and send learned students to whom, when it is convenient (i.e., in the
intervals during my performance of the Mahaprana), I will recite seven
lectures to them every day". The Samgha agreed and sent to Bhadrabahu
five hundred munis, headed by Sthulabhadra. Of the group, only
Sthalabhadra was able to keep up with Bhadrabahu to the completion of
the Mahaprana and was able to learn the first ten Pumas".
Subsequently, having reason to consider Sthulabhadra unworthy,
Bhadrabahu discontinued his lectures, even though he begged his forgiveness. He finally relented and said he would instruct Sthulabhadra in
the remaining Pumas, with the provision that these (the last four Purvas)
cannot be taught by him to anyone. Sthulabhadra assumed the leadership of the Samgha after Bhadrab&uls death.

pr%hinotsthulabhadradisadhuparpcaiatim tat;ih 117011
Gnsumvacayarn%sate 'pyalpa vacana iti I
udbhajyeyurnijam sthanam sthulabhadrastvav%sthita (17111
Sribhadrab&upadanta sthulabhadro maddamati I
plirvanamstakam varsair apafhidastabhirbheam 117211
kimudbhagnastadityukt& slirina so 'bravididam I
nodbhajye bhagavankim tu samdpa eva vacan* 1/7311
surifice mama dhyanah pumaprayamidam ta* I
tadante v~canastubh~am
prad%syamitvadicchaya 1(74)(
sthulabhadrastatah
'dhitaiegam ca me kiyat I
samkhyam g~rustada~akh~adbindudadhyupamnae
1175 11
pume dhyane maha~ranesthulabhadro mahamunih I
dvivastunani purvani daia yavatsamapayat (17611
i~3khyayasthulabhadranujfiata jijamsrayam I
tit yayuh sthulabhadro 'pi vacanarthamagadgurum 11 10 111
na dadau vacanam tasyayogyo 'sityadisadguguh I
dik~adinatprabhrt~eso
'pyaparadhanvyacintayat 11 102( 1
cintayitva ca na hyagah smaramiti jagada ca I
ktva na manyase ~ g n t & papamityavadadgun& 11 1031 I
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It is possible that at certain times and in certain places the Jain
presence in Nepal was not welcomed, as suggested by the Nepali ~ o of ~ k
Omens, which is dated to c. 1800 as reported in The Art of Nepal. Among
the inauspicious symbols listed in the caption to the illustration are
owl, rooster, donkey, deer, naked Jain mendicant, alligator, snake, and
Saiva Kapalika"8.
Luciano Petech suggests in his Mediaeval History o f Nepal that the
Sulariki (also spelled Suraki) family of the principality of Sikharapuri
(Pharping), fourteenth to sixteenth centuries A.D., was connected with
the Solgnki dynasty of Gujarat - several of whose kings, incidentally,
were either Jains o r influenced by them. He further suggests that the
Pharping family had migrated from that area9.
In contrast to the present dearth of archaeological remains in the
area, the historian Vincent A. Smith, writing in 1915, noted: "In olden
days the creed of Mahavira was far more widely diffused than it is now. In
the 7th century A.D., for instance, the creed had numerous followers in
Vaisali (north of Patna) and in Eastern Bengal, localities where its adherents are now extremely few. I have myself seen abundant evidences of the
former prevalence of Jainism in Bundeklhand during the mediaeval
period especially in the 11th- 12th centuries. Jaina images in the country
are numerous in places where a Jaina is now never seen".I0
Sylvan Levi in his History of Nepal, Pt. I" describes an inscription
which he found at Kathmandu written on the pedestal of a statue which
has disappeared and has been replaced by another image. The gist of his
translation reads: "In the year 402, while the king ~ a n a d e v agoverned
the earth properly... the chief of a company of merchants, Guhamitra,
erected with devotion a holy Divakara under the name of Indra. He
assigned for revenue a field in the locality of Yathagumpadsum (?),
(valued) at a hundred panas and land to the size of a pindaka". Levi, I

8. Pratipaditya Pal, T h e Art of Nepal. Los Angeles County Museum of A r t in association with University of California Press, Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London, 1985,
p. 38.
9. Mediaeval History of Nepal (c. 750-1482) Second, thoroughly revised edition. BY
Luciano Petech. Roma. Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Or-ente. 1984. p. 195.
10. Modern Review. 1915. pp. 5 19-22.
1 1 . Sylvain Levi: The History of Nepal. Part I. Edited and translated by Theodore
Riccardi Jr., Kailash: A Journal of Hirnalayal? Strrdies. Vol. 111, NO. 1, 1975. p. 46 f.
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should note, considered the composite divinity, i.e., Divakara-Indra,
erected and worshipped by Guhamitra puzzlingly syncretic 12.
A search through Jain sources has yielded a clue to the clarification
of the meaning of the inscription. Acarya Ravisena, the author of the
Padma Purana (c. 678 A.D.) refers to himself as the granddisciple of
Arhatmuni, the disciple of Divakara whose preceptor was the earliest
guru, Indra13. The inscription can now be interpreted. Guhamitra, the
head of a sartha, a Jain, erected the image to the Urguru, Indra, whose
disciple was Divakara and that he, Guhamitra, had donated a portion of
land in Yathagumpadsum (?), the yield of which was for the maintenance
of the image and the attendant shrine.

12. Levi's reading of the inscription is as follows:
1. [samvalt 400 2 (1)) rajiiah q" m~nadevasayasamyak palayato mahim (1) % a d h a ~ u k l a s ~ a
tithau paficadaqyarp Gubh&tthin%(1)
2. vanijam sartthavahena, Guhamitrena bhaktitah ( 1 ) samsthapito tra bhagavan indro nama
divakar* (2) k ~ e t r a myath8gampadqum-prade~e
3. qatasya bh"mih pindakamani ca
Gnoli and V a j r a c a ~ aare in general agreement with the translation. Vajracarya has
variants in his read in^ of the text. (See Licchavikalaka Abhilekha. By ~hanavajraVajracaVa. Nepal ra ESyali Adhjayan Samsthan. Tribhuvan Visvavidyalaya. Kathrnandi Nepal).
13. A.K. Chatterjee, A C o ~ n p r e h r n s i ~H! ei s f o o~f ~Jainisnt, Vol. I . Firma KLM Private
Limited. Calcutta. 1978. p. 300.

V. RELIGION
d) Contemporary Buddhist Movements

JENS-UWE HARTMANN

CULTURAL CHANGE THROUGH SUBSTITUTION:
ORDINATION VERSUS
INITIATION IN NEWAR BUDDHISM

The Newar people are made up of two groups, a Buddhistic and a
Hinduistic, each of which has a caste system, and each caste system is
headed by the corresponding religious specialists: the Hindu Brahmins
and the Buddhist Vajracaryas. The Buddhism of the Newars belongs to
the tradition of the Indian Vajrayana o r Tantrayana Buddhism, but in the
course of its history it has developed a few peculiarities which are not
found in this form in any other Buddhistic tradition. There are, for example, no longer any monks. They have been replaced by a caste of
priests who traditionally inhabit buildings which are called Viharas and
are thought to be former monasteries. The life of the individual as well as
of the community is regulated by a multitude of complex rituals, many of
which are known to and may only be performed by the priests as the
ritual specialists1.Not all of these rituals display exclusively Buddhistic
features, and Hindu origins can easily be recognized in many of them.
, life-cycle rites, which
This is true of most of the so-called s a ~ s k a r a sthe
mark in similar fashion the stages of Buddhist and Hindu Newar life.
In the first decades of this century a few Newars had an encounter in
India with some monks of the Theravada tradition and had themselves
ordained as monks in this same tradition. They brought Theravada Buddhism back to Nepal. Since then, and especially since the end of the
Rana period, a steadily growing religious movement has emerged2. The

1. For a description of traditional Newar Buddhism see the literature cited in note 1
of H. Bechert and J.-U. Hartmann, Observations on the Reform o f Buddhism in Nepal,
Journal of the Nepal Research Centre 8 (1988), pp. 1-30.
2. For the history of the Theravada movement in Nepal see ~echert/Hartmann,op.
tit., and the literature cited in notes 7 to 20 and note 3 1 thereof; two additional biographical
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Theravada movement remains with few exceptions restricted to the ~ ~ d
dhist Newars, and thus its followers in the first place have been cornpelled to define their relationship to traditional Newar society and to
traditional Newar Buddhism.
NOW there are basically two ways in which a new religious movement
can gain ground in a religiously related territory. One possibility is to
blend teachings and ideas from both religious systems in order to arrive
at a synthesis; the other is to replace the traditional with an innovation.
The first possibility, a blending such as Heinz Bechert has observed
among the Theravadins in Java and called an intra-Buddhistic syncretism3, is not to be found among the Theravadins in Nepal. Here, in
contrast, the Theravada movement is marked by a decidedly uncompromising rejection of traditional Buddhism, and its proponents emphasize
the importance of recognizing the ideological differences.
This statement must, however, be qualified by the remark that such
categorical thinking is to be found almost exclusively among the
monastics, and whenever the Theravadins are mentioned here it is the
monks and the nuns4 who are meant. The position of most lay followers
is a good deal less clear cut, for they remain part of the caste system, and
this social structure has an immediate religious context, namely the
context of traditional Newar Buddhism. Social order determines religious order and vice versa, so that the higher one's caste, the more
difficult it is to turn exclusively to this new form of Buddhism. In the case
of lay followers this situation usually leads to a combining of the two
forms: they continue to visit the traditional cult centres and fulfill their
obligations by having the necessary rituals performed at the appropriate
time. Aside from this they go, when they feel the need, to the monks and

reports have appeared more recently: Chavilala Paudela, Eka [brahmana] bhiksuko jivani,
Kathmandu 1986 (Anandakuti Vihara Guthi, No. 49), and ~ a k ~ a n a n dMero
a , jivana ydtrd,
Kathmandu 1987 (Anandakuti Vihara Guthi, No. 54).
3 . Heinz Bechert, The Buddhayina of Indonesia: A Syncretistic Form o f ~heravdda,
Journal of the Pali Text Society 9 (1981), pp. 14f.
4. The designation "nun" is, strictly speaking, not appropriate, because they are no
bhikkhunis, but simply so-called dasasila-upasikas (cf. Bechert/Hartmann, op. cit., section
8). Since their self-interpretation - they call themselves "nuns" in English-language publications, cf. e.g. the self-portrait of the Dharmakirti Vihara: Dhannakirti in a Nutshell, (Kathmandu) 1986 - and life-style can best be expressed in English by the word "nun", we
employ this term.
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nuns of the Theravada movement. Hence it is quite common for lay
women before o r after a ceremony at the Dharmakirti Vihira, one of the
~ h ~ r a v a dcentres
a
in Kathmandu, to honour the shrines of the
~gthesimbhii-Stupa,which is just in front of the Vihara. Monks and nuns
are, however, scarcely to be seen revering it. Through their ordination
the monastics have, at least theoretically, renounced the world and have
thus freed themselves from all family ties. They alone can afford to ignore social obligations.
Since the Theravadins reject traditional Buddhism, there is no possibility of a synthesis and thus no possibility of a syncretism of whatever
kind. The attitude of the Theravadins does, however, favour something
else, namely an attempt at substitution. The Theravadins do not conceal
the fact that they intend to propagate their form of Buddhism, which they
regard as the only correct one; this more o r less amounts to the tacit aim
of pushing aside traditional Buddhism with its many phenomena which
are foreign to Theravada Buddhism and thus felt to be unbuddhistic. This
seems, in view of the specific circumstances of Newar society, to be
possible only if substitute forms are provided for at least some of the
rituals of traditional Buddhism. Theravada, which in comparison to
other branches of Buddhism employs relatively few rituals, has at its
disposal three forms of religious practice which are familiar in all Theravada countries. This is an important point since monasteries in all three
currently authoritative Theravada countries, namely Burma, Sri Lanka
and Thailand, serve as training centres for members of the Nepalese
Sangha. As a result the image of this Sangha is forced to do justice to the
influences of all three countries.
The three kinds of ritual performed by the Theravadins in Nepal are
the Buddhapcja, the Paritta, and various forms of temporary ordination.
Because the first two rituals deserve a more detailed description than is
possible here, they will be mentioned only briefly. The Buddhapuja normally takes place in the Theravada temples and monasteries in the morning. It includes the recitation of a few basic prayers starting with taking
refuge. Monastics and lay followers recite in unison in Pali, the holy
language of Theravada Buddhism. This represents an important deviation from traditional Buddhism, where prayers are recited by the priest
alone. In some Viharas also prayers in Newari are added5. The prayers
5. There are numerous textbooks, for example ~aksmiheraSthapita (ed.), Triratna
vandana va sutra pucah, Kathmandu N.S. 1100 (1980).
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are followed by a sermon, another fundamental difference from traditional Buddhism. The piria is normally concluded by an offeringceremony (dana), in which each monk and each nun is presented with at
least a small bowl of uncooked rice and some money.
The lay follower comes to the temple for the Buddhap~jja;for the
Paritta (Pali) o r Paritrana (Sanskrit) he usually invites the monastics to
his home. There the monks o r nuns recite the Paritta, a specific group of
canonical texts, whose recitation is thought to effect particularly great
blessings6. The reason for the invitation can be a family matter such as a
birth, an illness, o r a death, o r it can be a purely secular matter such as
the opening of a shop. In Nepal the religious responsibility for all these
matters used to be borne exclusively by the Vajracaryas, the priests of
traditional Buddhism, and hence it is easy to understand why the spread
of Theravada unavoidably led to a contrast between the Theravada
monastics and the Vajracaryas. That competition also exists on the economic plane becomes evident when one learns that the reasons for inviting the Theravadins instead of the Vajracaryas are not always based on
corresponding religious leanings; one even hears the argument that the
Theravadins are simply cheaper.
I mentioned temporary ordination, i.e. the status of monastic for a
limited period, as the third alternative ritual offered by the Theravadins.
Being ordained as novice (sarnanera) o r monk (bhikkhu) for a limited
time, at the end of which the robe is put aside, is a common practice in all
of the Theravada countries except Sri Lanka7.The same procedure lies at
the core of one of the rituals of traditional Buddhism, namely the bare
chuyegu initiation of the Vajracaryas and the Sakyass. Every male member of the highest Buddhist caste must undergo this form of cudakama

6. Meanwhile various Nepalese editions have become available, for example
Buddhagosa (ed.), Paritrcina (artha va nidana sahita), Patan 1983, and SudarSana (ed.1,
Maha~aritrana(Nepala b h a ~ a yartha sahita), Kathmandu 1982.
7. Recently attempts have been made to introduce temporary ordination in Sri Lanka
as well, cf. Richard Gombrich, Temporary Ordination in Sri Lanka, Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 7.2 (1984), pp. 41-65; this article includes observations on the connection between temporary ordination and rite de passage in Burma (PP.
42f.).
8. Cf. John K. Locke, Newar Buddhist Initiation Rites, Contributions to Nepalese
Studies 2.2 (1975), pp. 1-23, for a description of this ritual.
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in order to be admitted to the Sangha of his Vihara and thus obtain his
caste status. In the course of this initiation a more or less symbolic
four-daypravrajyatakes place, i.e. admission to the status of monastic for
the duration of four days, at the end of which the candidates return the
insignia of their monastic status and resume the status of laity.
Hence the news that the Nepalese Theravada monks had performed
several group temporary ordinations, one of them exclusively for sakyasI
seemed to indicate the beginning substitution of Theravada ordination
for the initiation of traditional Buddhism and to demonstrate the increasing Theravada influence. This came about, not surprisingly, in the caste
which regards itself as the Buddhistic caste and is so far the caste from
which the largest number of Theravada monastics comes.
Nonetheless I never managed to meet a sakya who had received
temporary ordination instead of the bare chuyegu, and recently a list was
published of the participants in that group ordination which had been
exclusively for sakyas9.The names were ordered according to age, and it
turned out that the youngest participants were twenty years old, so that
they had very likely received the bare chuyegu initiation long ago. The
bare chuyegu is sometimes performed for individuals and sometimes,
most probably for financial reasons, every few years for groups whose
youngest members can be one o r two years old, whereas the eldest can
be around eighteen l o . Since confirmation of the caste status is one of the
essential functions of this initiation, it is on closer examination highly
improbable that bare chuyegu and temporary ordination, in spite of their
common origin, might become interchangeable. If someone is unable to
participate in the initiation, he and, even worse, his children lose their
high caste status, for only the sons of the initiated may themselves be initiated.
In all of those cases in which it had at first seemed that temporary
ordination had been performed instead of bare chuyegu closer questioning revealed that bare chuyegu had not been possible because the parents
belonged to different castes, i.e. because only one of them was a sakya.
For the male offspring of the remaining castes and for those of mixed
9. The list appears in R.B. Bandyap Samgha mahanayaka bhadanta Praifidnanda
mah~sthaviraya jivani, Patan 1986, pp. 436-41 .
10. As observed at an initiation of Buddhacaryas at Svayambhunath in March.
1986.
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marriages involving a ~ a k y aor Vajr"darya and a member of some other
caste the kayta puja, i.e. the "loincloth puja", is performed1'.This cer.
emony corresponds closely to the Hindu vratabandha; it is a one-day
ritual which begins at home, includes a visit to the local Ganesh temple
and ends with a feast.
The Theravadins offer the alternative of ordaining a boy for seven
days as a novice (samanera) in one of their Viharas. Since the kayta poia
is not as important for the confirmation of caste status as is the bare
chuyegu, so that doing without it does not have the same social consequences, it is not surprising that it has been replaced by temporary
ordination in several cases. Nonetheless there can hardly have been
more than two or three dozen of them so far although the frequencyis
increasing. The first cases I was told of happened about ten years ago,
and it should be noted that several cases involved sons of mixed marriages who were excluded from the bare chuyegu.
The corresponding life-cycle rite for girls is a completely different
matter: one often finds it replaced by temporary ordination these days.
This is the barhay tayegu initiation12,which only in Nepal has been elevated to a samskara and corresponds to the kayta puja or the pravrajya for
boys.
The barhay tayegu ritual can be summarized as follows: after the ihi

11. For a description of this initiation cf. G . Toffin, Societe et Religion chez les Newar
du Nepal, Paris 1984, pp. 134-140.
12. Descriptions of this ritual can be found in Michael Allen, Girls' Pre-Puberty Rites
Amongst the Newars o f Kathmandu Valley, Women in India and Nepal, ed. by M. Allen and
S.N. Mukhe j e e , Canberra 1982 (Monographs on South Asia No. 8), pp. 192-195,G . Toffin,
op. cit., pp. 140f. and Siegfried Lienhard, Dreimal Unreinheit: Riten und Gebrauche der
Nevars bei Geburt, Menstruation und Tod, Nepalica 2, ed. by Bernhard Kolver und S.
Lienhard, Sankt Augustin 1986, pp. 137-143. Lienhard prefers the spelling barhay, since he
connects the word with Nepali bahra, Hindi barha, "twelve", and takes it to mean "(ein
Madchen) in die 12 (Tage dauernde Pudertiitsquarantiine) setzen" (p. 138). David N.
Gellner, in contrast, uses the spelling barha and, taking the word to be derived h-om badha,
he translates it as "placing a barrier" (Language, Caste, Religion and Territory. Newar
Identity Ancient,and Modem, European Journal of Sociology 27 (1986), p. 136). Usually the
terminology of Newar rituals is based on Sanskrit words; hence this is also to be expected
in the present case. On the other hand it is difficult to find a linguistic connection between
barha and vadha, since in Nevari d can be replaced by r or Y, whereas dh cannot be replaced
by rh (cf. Lienhard, op. cit., p. 138). The form vadha is however to be found in indigenous
texts, cf. Ratnakaji Bajracarya, Yem deya bauddha pcijci kriya ya halayzjvalayz, ~athmandu
1980, p. 19 (this was brought to
attention in a letter horn David Gellner).
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i.e. after the symbolic marriage with the Be1 fruit", each girl
(usuallybetween the ages of five and twelve years o r at the menarche at
the latest) must undergo the barhay tayegu initiation. Often several girls
participate, and the initiation is held at the home of one of them. The
girls must spend twelve days in a darkened room, and it is essential to the
success of the ritual that they are seen neither by a man nor by the sun
during this period. For the first three days, which are regarded as critical,
the girls are not allowed to wash themselves. On the morning of the
twelfth day a ceremonial purification takes place, and the girls are then
led outdoors. In a prescribed manner they are first exposed to the view of
the sun, upon which they honour the sun god with a puja which contains
elements of a marriage ceremony. The usual feast concludes the ritual.
As an alternative to this the Theravadins offer the rsini-pravrajya,
.. .
a
temporary ordination for women whose name means "going forth into
the homeless state as ascetic". This ordination has, of course, no foundation in the Vinaya, but the attempt is made to legitimize it by involving
post-canonical sources. In this context the work Anagatavamsa was mentioned which, however, contains no reference whatsoever to the rsinipravrajya. This form of ordination has evolved in comparatively recent
times in Burma, where it seems to be particularly popular among
women who participate in meditation courses.
The Newar nun Dhammavati, surely one of the best known and most
influential female Theravadins in Nepal, brought this tradition to Kathmandu from Burma, where she had been trained in a convent near
Moulmein. Twenty-one years ago the first two Nepalese women were
ordained according to this rite. Apparently it had from the very beginning been intended to replace the barhay tayegu rite. Hence the ginipravrajya was also planned to last the twelve days that a girl spends in the
confinement of barhay tayegu. This time interval is, of course, not present in the Burmese model.
The form of the ordination is very simple. Usually the girl comes to
the Vihara on the evening of the first day and asks to be ordained. First
she is given a sort of robe which consists of three pieces, a skirt-like
garment (lungi), a blouse (bliiuja, an English loan-word), and a kind of

13. A description is to be found in M.Allen, o p . cit., pp. 182-192, and in G . Toffin, op.
tit., pp. 401-405.
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scarf (ga).These names are by no means specific, and the only difference
between these garments and ordinary clothing is their uniform dark red
colour. The girl dons the robe and recites to the ordaining nun the asta
iila, i.e. the eight vows, which bind her for the twelve days. These asta
..
include the five vows usual for lay followers and three additional vows14
which, however, can also be made on various other occasions and are
thus not specific to the r ~ i n ordination.
i
Then the girl receives an ordination name, and the ceremony is already over. In contrast to all canonical forms of ordination, this one does not require cutting off the girlJs
hair. Instead the hair is bound up in the familiar knot of the ascetic, as the
name of this kind of ordination already implies. The fact that the girlPs
appearance is unchanged when she returns to normal life also seems to
have contributed to the acceptance of this form of ordination.
For eleven days following the ordination the girl remains at the
Vihara and follows a daily schedule which consists chiefly of participation in religious activities of the Vihara community and the performance of certain tasks, e.g. the cleaning of the shrine room. The girl
receives moreover a sort of religious instruction in the course of which
she tries, according to age and ability, to commit to memory as much as
possible of an introductory textbook15. One of the nuns is assigned the
duties of teacher and explains the text verbally. An important rule of the
barhay tayegu, the rule that forbids to be seen by a man, does not apply to
the rsini ordination at all. The only common features seem to be the
twelve days' duration and the element of confinement since the rsini is
confined to the Vihara within which the girls may, however, move about
freely. In recent times, however, another development seems to be
emerging. It happens increasingly often that the girls spend only seven
days at the Vihara, probably in analogy to the temporary ordination of the
boys, and thus the element of the twelve days' impurity vanishes. On the
last day, usually in the evening, the mother brings her daughter's ordinary clothing to the Vihara. The girl changes her clothes and makes the

iiia

14. (1) Not to kill, (2) not to steal, (3) not to commit adultery, (4) not to lie, (5)not to
use intoxicants, (6) not to eat after midday, (7) not to indulge in dancing, music or other
amusements as well as not to use perfume, cosmetics, jewelry and the like, (8) not to
sleep in high and luxurious beds.
15. For example Dhammavati AnSgBrikB, Trirama-guna smarana, ed. by ~harmakirti
Bauddha Adhyayana Gosthi, Kathmandu B.S. 25 16 (197 1).
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paficaiila,i.e. the five VOWS of the lay follower, to the nun who served as
teacher; this concludes the time as rsini.
.. .
Many girls have received this ordination. At first practised only in the
strongly Burma-oriented Dharmakirti Vihara, it is now an established
part of the religious life in other Theravada Viharas as well. The rsini.. .
pravrajya, like the barhay tayegu, is usually performed during the winter
months. In the Dharmakirti Vihara alone this ordination has meanwhile
been performed over five hundred times. On an absolute scale this figure
is not particulary large, but compared to the relatively limited number of
Theravada lay followers and in view of the resistance offered by the
priests of traditional Buddhism it is not inconsiderable.
. . ordination was conceived with the aim of replacing a ritual
The rsini
of traditional Buddhism, thus smoothing its followers' path to the
Theravadins. By offering this life-cycle rite just as by reciting the Paritta,
which was briefly mentioned above, the Theravada monks and nuns take
on a function which was heretofore reserved exclusively for the priests of
traditional Buddhism. This has evoked hefty criticism, particularly
among the VajracBryas, who saw their material interests jeopardized and
recognized the threat which, in a sense, was growing up within their own
ranks. This criticism made it necessary for the Theravadins in turn to
justify their innovations as convincingly as possible, and the rationalistic
argumentation employed is typical for "modernistic" Buddhist movements such as Theravada Buddhism of NepalI6. The argumentation
which justifies the replacement of the barhay tayegu may serve as an example:
1. During the twelve days of the barhay tayegu the girls live in unpleasant circumstances. Since the room is darkened, the ventilation is bad; because they are not
permitted to be seen by men, the girls receive no medical treatment in case of illness;
even the toilet must be in the same room. These arguments represent, so to speak, the
social o r humanitarian aspect.
2. During the bcrhny tayegu a ritual marriage to a Hindu deity takes place, namely to
Surya17,which cannot be reconciled with the Buddhist religion. This is the religious
aspect.
3. At the end of the barhay tayegu the girl's parents must hold a large feast; this is
unavoidable and represents in many cases a great financial burden. This is the material aspect, a regular part of the Theravada critique of the Buddhism of the Vajficaryas.

16. Cf. BechertIHartmann (note I ) , section 7.
17. Cf. M. Allen (note 12), p. 194.
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The Theravadins emphasize their low-cost policy: there is a nominal
fee of only ten Rupees a day for room and board during the time a girl
spends as rsini at the Dharmakirti Vihara. The parents also supply the
rsini
.. . robe, and at the end of the twelve days they can make a donationto
the Vihara in an amount determined by their own judgement.
The polemics of the Vajracaryas includes the criticism of the system
of donations on which the Theravadins ultimately depend. After the
meeting of the World Felloship of Buddhists (W.F.B.) in Kathmandu, in
the winter of 1986-7 a group of Vajracaryas circulated a leaflet in response to an open letter from the Theravada monk Asvaghosa. In his
letter Asvaghosa had discussed the outcome of the W.F.B. conference
and implied that the foreign delegates had asserted that the Vajracaryas
were still superstiti~us'~.
In the leaflet the Theravadins are first of all
accused of dedicating conspicuous Buddha statues in their Viharas in
order to encourage donations even though they are otherwise opposed to
the revering of cult images. Then comes the assertion that monks like
Asvaghosa are seven times as supestitious as the Vajracaryas; this is why
the daiakamza rituals, i.e. the life-cycle rites, which really ought to be
performed by the Vajraciryas, are carried out by the monks in their
Viharas these days.
This reproach is formulated so generally that it cannot apply to the
current situation, for the only samskaras to which it applies are the
barhay tayegu ritual and, to a far lesser degree, the kayta piija. The
reproach is, nonetheless, motivated by a justified fear. It has to be
reckoned with that the Theravadins will try to increase their following by
offering advantageous alternatives to the rituals of traditional Buddhism.
They have, for example, already compiled their own lists of samskara~'~,
and lay followers have recently suggested to the nun Dhammavati that
the wedding ceremony (vivaha) might be replaced by a ~heravadarite
patterned after the successful ~ i nordination.
i
This would make it possible to reduce the high costs of the celebration.
Precisely the reverse seems to be happening in connection with one
of the so far successfully substituted forms. The kayta piija ends with an
18. andhaviivasi; see Inapa, vol. 4, No. 46 (lO.12.1986),p. 4.
19. Asvaghosa, Bauddha samskara, Banepa 1979, lists nine samskdras; Cundag
Bauddha paddhati, Bupal B.S. 2523 (1979), lists ten, and it is surely no coincidence that he
tries to achieve the traditional number ten.
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obligatory feast (bhvay from Skt. bhoiana), and these days one observes
the tendency to keep the feast even when the kayta puja is replaced by
temporary ordination, chiefly in order to reconcile the relatives with the
innovation. This, however, eliminates one of the principal arguments,
namely expense, which the Theravadins usually employ successfully
against the rituals of traditional Buddhism.
Attempts at replacing the initiations of traditional Buddhism have so
far proved favourable to the growth of the Theravada movement, and one
cannot even exclude the possibility that a canonically correct ordination
of monks may once again replace the symbolic ordination which is part
of the bare chuyegu. If the great popularity of the Paritta recitation is also
taken into account, it is not surprising that even among the followers
voices can already be heard - some jeering, some concerned - calling
the monks and nuns of the Theravada movement the "new Vajracaryas".
The tactics which evoke such comments are one of the reasons for the
current success and, of course, simultaneously a potential danger; their
effect on the further development of the Nepalese Theravada Buddhism
cannot yet be predicted.

HEINZ BECHERT

THE ORIGINAL BUDDHA AND THE RECENT BUDDHA:
A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON BUDDHISM IN A GURUNG
COMMUNITY

The Mahajfiana Bauddha Vihara in Bufval
While travelling on the Mahendra highway, you will see at the westem end of Butval a comparatively small Buddhist temple on a rather
large plot of land. The name of the temple is inscribed there as
Mahajfiana Bauddha Vihara, and it is added that it was established on the
1st January, 1980, by the Gurung Society Rupandehi. The year is also
given as 2564 in "Kirant era". Besides the temple, one sees four strange
shapes inscribed with letters in Nagari script. The temple is at most times
closed by a roller-type shutter, but it is opened during the three daily
pujas and during the main festivals of the local Gurungs. Unfortunately, it
was closed during my first visit there, and nobody could give me any hint
as to the meaning of the symbols1.
During two subsequent visits at the site, however, I was able to trace
the chowkhidhar and the leader of this Gurung Society, Subedar Khadgabahadur Gurung. In the temple, one finds a rather large statue of
Sgkyamuni Buddha in the simple style of Nepalese Theravada figures,
and nine small statues of the Buddha. The walls are inscribed with texts.
On the right side, under the heading agangika marga, a free translation
of the formula of the noble eightfold path in Nepali is written, and on the
other side, a free rendering of the paficaJila which, however, incorpor-

1 . The four photographs of the Gurung temple reproduced here were taken by the
Present author in 1986 and 1987 (no. 9104, 9105, 9279 and 9934 in the collection of the
Seminar fiir Indologie und Buddhismuskunde in Gottingen): 1 . View of the site with the
temple in the center; 2. temple; 3. the symbols of the twelve ~ a h ~ b a u d d h in
a sfive groups;
4. Phut&h som (the "three laws of existence").
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ates the sixth, seventh and eighth sila with the find one, is found.~h~
pujari uses the formula m a n e paim ma ya.
While investigating the influence and spread of Theravada ~ ~
&ism in Nepal, I became, of course, interested to find out more about
the religious beliefs and practices of this particular Gurung community,
In general, one may say that the influence of Theravada is restricted to
certain sections of the Newars, a small number of Tamangs and very few
Nepalis. The cooperation of the Theravadins with the followers of the
Tibetan form of Buddhism is very limited, if not non-existent2.

The traditional religion of the Gurungs
The community referred to in the inscriptions at the Gurung temple
in Butval belongs to the "Sora jat" o r "Solahjat" ("sixteen clans"). This
group is traditionally considered as lower in status than the "Char jat" or
"four clansJJ3.
Most of the Gurungs of the Sora jat have been superficially
influenced by Hinduism during the last two centuries while still
practicing their own traditional rituals. This is also true of the Char jat,
but in both sections of the Gurung population Lamas, i.e. priests of
Tibetan Buddhism, serve important functions4. According to the information provided by Pignede, there are also two other classes of Gurung
priests which he calls pucu and klihbri5.These words are spelt pujyu' and
klxyebri by Glover6.Both these groups of religious officiants belong to the
Sora jat, while Pignede connects the Lamas mainly with the Char jat7.
Though the available ethnographic information is not always clear, it
seems that in fact the influence of Lamaism is stronger with the Char jat
than with the Sora jat. This was also confirmed by my informants.
In Pignede's monograph on the Gurungs, it is recorded that during
the funeral ceremonies, the legend of sirlo tohrlo is recited. This text
which enists in oral tradition only represents a creation myth, which has

2. See Bechert and Hartmann, 1986.
3. Bista, 1967, pp. 72f.; Pignede, 1966, pp. 177F.
4. Pignede, 1966, pp. 291-293.
5. Pignede, 1966, pp. 293-298.
6. Glover, 1977, pp. 46, 90, and 210.
7. Pignede, 1966, pp. 181, 291, 293, and 296.
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been handed down in an ancient type of Gurung language. This language
is considered as "almost unintelligible " today8.
The religion of the Gurungs has been characterized in the ethnographic studies as a tribal religion which combines elements of the preBuddhist religion of the Tibeto-Burman tribes of the shamanic type
which is also represented by the original Bon religion of ancient Tibet as
well as traditions which are specific to the Gurungs with influences of
a
of Lamaism and with some rather superficial
the r ~ i n - m a - p tradition
influence of the official brahminic religion of Nepal. The origin as well as
the details of many of the myths of the Gurungs has so far remained
obscure in spite of the rather detailed ethnographic work done with
regard to the Gurungs of Nepal9.

The beliefs of the Rupandehi Gurungs
The picture of the Gurung religion painted by my informants is quite
different. However, they also claimed that the original religion of the
Gurungs was almost identical with the original "bon dharma" of ancient,
pre-Buddhist Tibet. The ancient Gurung religion knew of a great teacher
who existed a long time before the historical Buddha. He was the "original Buddha". This old tradition has no connection with the Tantric form
of Buddhism which was tought by Padmasambhava and which gained
influence with certain sections of the Gurungs much later. The symbols
in the garden of the Gurung temple in Butval point to this ancient religion.
This "first Buddha after the creation of the samsara" who is termed
a-buddha, tought his wisdom to four mahagurus, viz. 1. Jyehen guru, 2.
Urgyan guru, 3. Kyetam guru, and 4. Cyintama guru. At that time, twelve
men were introduced into the wisdom, and they are called mahabauddha. Their names are: 1. Khyalbu krasim, 2. lam haniri, 3. Phremka
cari, 4. Thum jyambara, 5. Thum mebara, 6. Thum yaumte, 7. Thum
simra, 8. Vimsvo pacyupa, 9. Tade mani hyomkari, 10. Cyomdem mani
8. See Pignede, 1966, pp. 344f. and 364.
9. During the Conference-Seminar on Nepalese Studies, I was informed that a comprehensive study of Gurung myths has been made by Simon Stkikland in his unpublished
Ph. D. thesis of Cambridge University. Unfortunately, it has not been available to me.
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hyorhkari, 11. Tade mani kyomkari, and 12. Cyomde mani kyomk2n.
These twelve wise men who form five groups were, at the same time, the
first settlers of the hill areas, and they are the ancestors of all the Gurung
tribes. Three of these Mahabauddhas,who are called the "royal ancestors" (gyal phaila), have the special function of being the main cultural
heroes, and they are also referred to as the "three laws of existence" @ha
tam som). The tasks of these heroes were (1) to bring nine suns from the
heaven to earth in order to melt the snow of the glacial period so that
human life became possible, (2) to introduce vegetation and the knowledge of the use of mineral resources, and (3) to give men the power
over animals so that they might use them domestically. The other
Mahabauddhas have also important functions for the rise of civilization:
four were priests (ghyamprin) and were termed lyhem phaila; one, the
maim no phaila, became a medicine man (pacyu which corresponds to
the term pucu mentioned above); two were in charge of economic duties
(they were called hyom phaila); and two were responsible for administration and defence (the gvom phaila)
The rituals which were ordered by the original Buddha are performed by the class of priests called ghyamprin, which corresponds to
the klihbri in the record of the Gurung religion as given by Pignede. One
of their functions is to read the sacred text of the ancient religion, which
is called kyerlo (ancient form kyemrlo) by my informants, and which is
nothing else than the sirlo tohrlo mentioned by PignedeIo.
My informant claimed that the ancient Gurungs had a rich literature
which was, however, completely destroyed by king Ja~asthitiMalla at the
instigation of Salikaraciirya, which is, of course, a well-known Nepalese
myth. Only the Kyerlo, which had been learnt by heart by the priests, was
saved, and it is usually read during the funeral ceremony Very recently it
was written down by the Gurung priest Tum Tekana Byaiimu Tamu Guru,
and partially translated into Nepali by S.K. ~ u r u n ~ .
Another surviving element of the ancient religion is the calendar
system with tutelary gods of the four directions. It largely corresponds to
the "systeme de l'horoscope" as described by Pignedel1. The habit of
beginning the year not with the day after the end of the month Caitra, as

10. See above and Pignede, 1966, pp. 344 and 364.
11. Tamu, 2566; cf. Pignede, 1966, pp. 3 15-319; Ministry of Defence 1965, P. 91
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the Nepalese calendar does, but with the 15th day of Pausya, which is
counted as the first of To k'hundaI2, seems to have originated under the
influence of the European calendarI3.
The Gurung community of Rupandehi knows of a "Kirant Era"
which starts in 584 B.C. As far as I could find out, it is not used elsewhere
in Nepal. It seems that this era is a rather recent fabrication based on a
modern calculation of the foundation of the Kirati dynasty from information contained in Nepalese chronicles and other source^'^. It was
during the reign of this dynasty that Sakyamuni is believed to have visited
NepalI5.The Gurungs are considered as belonging to the Kirat or Kiranti
peoples 16.
The period in which the original Buddha and the Mahabauddhas
existed on earth is believed to have been about five to six thousand years
back. It was much later, i.e. about 2500 years ago, that the "recent
Buddha'' Sakyamuni was born in Lumbini in the Terai. He is said to have
belonged to the Tharu population, an ancient ethnic group of which
some members live in the Terai even now. My informants stressed that
the Buddha was not an "Aryan", but belonged to this ancient
"Mongoloid" population of the Terai, and that he did not teach a religion
which he discovered by himself, as claimed by most Buddhists. He only
revived the teaching of the original Buddha which was about to be completely forgotten, since it had been handed down by very few people at
that time. The ritual in the Mahgjiiana Bauddha Vihara is performed for
this "recent Buddha".
For the ritual of the Gurung community of Rupandehi, three
mahamantras are being used. In the Gurung calendar which was published by the Gurung Society of Rupandehi for 1983", which I have also
largely followed in the orthography of the Mahabauddhas etc., the following attributions are given:
(1) Mahamantra of the original Buddha (a-buddha): Ma-ne-paimma-ya.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Tamu, 2566, leaf 1 .
See Pignede, 1966, p. 317.
Cf. also Regmi, 1960, pp. 62-65.
Cf., e.g.,Wright, 1972, pp. 109f.
Cf., e.g., "LCgende I" recorded in Pignede 1966, p. 165.
Tamu, 2566.
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(2) Mahamantra of Sakyamuni Buddha in "pali bhasaU:Na-mu-bhyoho-rege-kyo (which is, of course, not in Pali, but derived from the famous
Japanese mantra namu myoho-renge-kyo).
(3) Mahamantra of ~ a k ~ a m u nBuddha:
i
Buddham jarayam
gacchami, dhammam jaranam gacchami, sangham jaranam gacchdmi.
The first of these formulas originally represents a modification of a
Tibetan mantra, but it is explained by our Gurung scholar in a different
way: ma ("mother") ne ("and") paim ("father") ma ("to") ya ("to go to
the feet"), i.e. "we go to the feet of mother and father". "Mother and
father", however, is a particular expression to denote the Buddha.
The most important part of the ritual devoted to the cult of the
recent Buddha consists in the recital of the Buddha vandana, which
begins with ma-ne-paim-ma-ya to venerate the Buddha and the corresponding formulas of veneration to the dharma (Bauddha-dhyam-ra-ya)
and the sangha (Bauddha-chomja-ya).This is followed by the paficaiila,
the astangika
..
marga and a translation of the three parts of the wellknown formula iti pi so bhagava araham etc. Though there seems to be a
tendency to use the Gurung language, which is called tamu language by
the Gurungs, for the rituals of the old religion, these Buddhist formulas
are always recited in Nepali.

Conclusions
The religion of the Gurungs of Rupandehi is a unique type of
Buddhist revivalism which combines elements of Theravada origin with
a new interpretation of ancient Gurung myths and traditions. There is no
doubt that the impact of Theravada originated from the ~athmandu
valley, where the Theravadins have been gaining influence since about
195018. Besides these elements, the influence of Tibetan Buddhism,
which has been present in Gurung society for centuries, may be traced in
many ways. The Gurung calendar is an original creation of the Gurungs,
but it is based on Lamaist tradition. The name ofurgyan Guru (Tib. 'u-rg~an
guru), the second Mahaguru of the Gurungs, denotes Padmasambhava, and several other Gurung names and terms too includ-

18. Cf. Locke, 1976; Kloppenburg, 1977; Bechert and Hartmann, 1986.
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ing kyerlo may be shown to originate from Tibet. The situation is somewhat similar to that with the Tamangs, who also know of cultural heroes
of partly Tibetan origination", but there seems to be no particular close
&tion of Tamang beliefs to Gurung traditions. The presence of a Japanese mantra in the ritual of the Gurungs of Rupandehi may be explained
either by the proximity of Lumbini, which is visited by many Japanese
pilgrims, or by the presence of a Reiyukai mission in Kathmandu.
The Gurung temple of Rupandehi seems to attract large crowds of
Gurungs and cognate population groups during festivals. The propagators of Gurung Buddhism claim that originally many other TibetoBurmese population groups like the Tibetans, all the so-called Kirant
tribes as well as the Tharus of the Terai belong to the Gurungs. In a
narrower sense, of course, the Tamangs, the Thakalis and the Manangs
may be described as closely related to the Gurungs proper. By this way,
Gurung Buddhism is made acceptable to other population groups of
Nepal as well. On the other hand, the Gurung temple in Butval has so far
remained the only one of its kind. Other Buddhist temples of the
Gurungs which I had the opportunity to visit all belong to the r ~ i n - m a - p a
tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. Thus, the religious movement observed
in Rupandehi has so far remained a local phenomenon. However, it is a
highly interesting example of the productivity of Buddhist traditions in
contemporary Nepal which helps us to understand the dynamics of the
origination of new religious trends, and it exemplifies the way in which
new syncretistic o r inclusivistic variants of the great and little traditions
emerge.
The notion of two Buddhas has its precedent in the discussion on
the date of the Buddha. Early European Indological literature makes
mention of an "original Buddha" who lived before 1000 B.C., and the
Buddha Sakyamuni who founded the existing Buddhist community in
the sixth century B.C. 'O. The source of this notion is not entirely clear, but
it seems to have originated from the traditions concerning mythical
Buddhas which are present in all forms of Buddhism. The similarity with
the notion of the two Buddhas in the Gurung beliefs of Rupandehi is
nothing but coincidence.

19. Cf. Hofer, 198 1 , pp. 18-20.
20. Bechert, 1986, p. 130.

Heinz Bechert
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VI. LITERATURE

WILLIAM L. SMITH

TWO NEPALESE VERSIONS OF THE MAH~MVANA
TALE

The Mahiravana tale is one of the most widespread of the apocryphal
additions to the Ramayana cycle; scholars have noted its appearance in
almost all the major New Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages, versions
being found in Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Marathi and Oriya as
well as Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil and Telegu. Beyond India it is
reppresented in Burmese, Laotian, Malay and Thai I . In recent studies of
Rama literature, however, no one apparently has drawn attention to the
fact that two versions of the tale have been written in Nepal. Despite its
wide currency, written versions of the story are not especially old, the
oldest NIA version dating to about 15002and it is this which makes the
first of the Nepali versions, the Sanskrit Mahiravanavadha Niifaka of
Jayata so interesting, since it was written in Patan in 1337, two and a half
centuries earlier than the oldest NIA versions and well over three centuries before the best known Sanskrit version, that found in the Anandaramayana3.
Though subject to considerable variation, notably-in that in some
versions of the tale there are two demons named Mahi- and Ahiravana
and in others a single demon, the basic story is a simple one and can be
summed up as follows: hard beset by Rama and his army of monkeys, the
demon king Ravana of Labka enlists the aid of the demon Mahiravana

1. See Dieter B. Kapp, Zwei Anspielungen auf die Mahiravana-Sage: ~ i v a p u r ~ n a
3.30.34 und Padumavati 394-395; Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Siidasiens, in press.
2. 1.e. the version found in the Bengali poet Kptibasa.
3. According to V. Raghavan, ed., The Ramayana Traditio~zin Asia, New el hi 1980,
P 18, this is a late work, "probably of the age of Mahrata rule in South ~ndia".
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(usually described as a friend o r relative) and asks him for his help to rid
him of Rama and Laksmana. Mahiravana readily responds. That same
night he makes his way into Rama's camp, puts everyone to sleep with a
magic spell and carries Rama and Laksmana off to his underworld kingdom with the intention of offering them as human sacrifices to Devi. The
next morning Hanuman tracks the demon to his lair, frees the brothers
and the demon is killed.
There are two other Sanskrit versions of the Mahiravana tale, that
found in the Anandaramayana, and the Mairavanacarita or Hanumanvijaya which still remains in manuscript4. Here the demons are two and
named Mai- and Airavana. These names are curious because they seem to
represent their "~rakri;"forms while Mahi- and Ahiravana appear in NIA
versions of the tale. Were Mai- and Airavana the older forms of the names
and sanskritized into ~ a h i and
- ~ h i r a v a n a the
, use of the later form in
the Nepali play indicates that this could have taken place before the
oldest NIA versions of the story were composed. Another question is the
etymology of the names. Several Indo-Aryan derivations are possible but
another, and perhaps more likely possibility, discussed by Dieter Kapp in
a recent article5,is that they are of Dravidian origin. As Kapp points out,
Ravana was a far more important figure in South India; both the other
Sanskrit versions, too, were probably composed there. The
Anandaramayana and the Hanumanvijaya contain very similar versions
of the story: here the demons abduct the two brothers by tunneling into
the camp from below and carrying them off as they lie sleeping on a rock.
When Hanuman enters the underworld to rescue them, he finds it
guarded by one Makaradhvaja who, unaware of who the intruder is,
boasts to him that he is the son of Hanumiin. Puzzled, the monkey hero
asks him how this could be and Makaradhvaja explains that after
Hanuman set Lanka aflame with his burning tail, he extinguished it in
the sea and spat into the water. His spittle was swallowed by a makarih
who became pregnant and gave birth to him. Once in the underworld
Hanuman releases the two brothers who battle the demons, but are

4. For the text and a discussion of its contents see Kamil Bulke, Ram Katha, Utpatti
9 186.
5 . O p . cit.

aur Vikas, Prayag 1962,

6 . Makari is a rather vague word denoting "femalesea-monster","crocodile"etc. but
in later works clearly "fish".
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unable to kill them. Hanuman then learns from their naga mistress that
each time Mai- and Airavana are struck down, bees, grateful for an
earlier favor, bring them back to life with necta~:Hanuman then kills thc
bees and Rama and Laksmana slay the two demons7.
The Mahiravanavadha Nafaka begins when Rama's army arrives on
,
Larika and
the seashore before Lanka8. Hanuman has found S i ~burned
killed Ravana's son Aksayakumara, so to get revenge the demon king
summons Mahiravana who eagerly promises to dispose of k m a and
Laksmana. A traitor in Ravana's forces, the demon Nila, tells Vibhisana
. .
what Ravana is up to and Vibhisana orders measures to be taken to
protect the two brothers; so Hanuman enlarges his tail to form a wall
round the camp. Mahiravana, however, has little difficulty outwitting
him, for when Vibhisana
. . goes to bathe in the sea, the demon assumes his
for] , tells Hanuman he will take over the watch, binds the brothers in
his "snake-net", nagapaia, and carries them off. When the real Vibhisana
returns, the deception is exposed, though Vibhisana barely escapes being
beaten by the suspicious Hanuman. Here the pursuit is less complex:
Hanuman enters patala, wanders into a garden and there sees a malini,
lady gardener, collecting flowers for the demon's worship of the goddess;
he then shrinks his body into a tinv shape and hides in basket of the
flowers. The rnalini comes to Mahiravana's city, finds the gates locked
and throws the basket over the wall and thus Hanuman finds himself
inside. Meanwhile Mahiravana is in the cemetery making the preparations for his human sacrifice. Bad omens worry his followers, but the
demon is unperturbed and asks the two brothers to bow down before the
goddess, a request that Rama declines on the ground that he, a prince,
has never learned how. Laksmana then comforts Rama with some rather
remarkable advice,
kimmaranabhayena viramarutim smarama'
What reason have we for fear. let us invoke Hanuman.

7. A n a i ~ d a r a m a ~ a ned.
a , YugalakiSor Dvivedi, Kasi 1962, 1 . 1 1 . 73-130.
8. In most other versions of the story, Mahiravana appears much later, after the death
of Indrajit.

9. Jfianamaqi Nepal, Jayaiakrta M a h i r d ~ a ~ a v a d hNalaka,
a
Vivecanatmaka AdhyaYana, Kathmadaum n.d.,p. 88.
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Hanuman then appears, faces the demon and despatches him without
further ado lo. Rama and Laksmana, however, are still bound in the coils
of the nagapaia, a detail adapted from Valmiki (6. 33-40) where Indrajit incapacitates the brothers with the same device. Rescue is effectedin
the same way in both instances: the snakes release their grip when their
inveterate foe, Garuda the great bird who is Visnu's vehicle, appean.
Here the play conclides.
The Mahiravanavadha Nafaka obviously belongs to a different tradition than the other two Sanskrit accounts. It is also far less involved
and its is simplicity, one suspects, is a necessary consequence of the form
in which it is cast. Elsewhere during the course of his pursuit Hanuman
changes into various shapes, overcomes or transforms himself into the
goddess and only succeeds in killing the demon after a fierce and spectacular struggle. This sort of action was not suited to the stage and so was
eliminated. Since the tale was considered significant enough to serve as
the subject of a Sanskrit play, it must have been familiar and hence
well-established in the north of India. This is a work inspired by literary
rather than devotional interest: thus one finds descriptions of the glories
of Lanka, the sea and of Mahiravana's netherworld capital but very
few traces of Rama-bhakti. Though the poet does pay the occasional
acknowledgement to Rama's divine status, neither Rama's predicament
nor his behavior reflect it. This is also a characteristic of many of the
later NIA versions of the story.
Neither the Rama cult nor the Ramayana theme were very popular
in medieval Nepal; literary attention was instead concentrated on the
person of K ~ s n aThe
. theme is not well represented in ~ e p a lart
i either".
Janakpura, in the Terai, is believed to be the residence of Sitii's father
Janaka and the ruins of a stone bridge nearby are held to be the remains
of ~ i v a ' sbow which Rama strung to win the hand of Sita; but this, of
course, is well away from the Kathmandu valley. Hanuman enjoyed some
popularity; there is a Hanutirtha in Bhatgaon and Hanuman dhokas,
gates, (Hanuman was believed to frighten away ghosts, demons and evil
spirits) were commissioned by several of the Malla kings.

10. Hanumata curnito mahiravanah, "Mahiravaqa was pulverized by Hanuman",
ibid. p. 93.
1 1 . N.R. Banerjee, The Ramayana Theme in Nepalese Art in K.R.Snnivasa Iyengac
Asian Variations in Ramayana, New Delhi, 1983, pp. 154-162.
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Another version of the Mahiravana tale does not appear in Nepal
until almost five centuries later, this time as an interpolation (and clearly
marked as such) in the Ramayana of Bhanubhakta (1814-1 889) the
greatest of Nepali poets, a saint revered in Nepal in the same degree that
~ulasidasais in North India. Bhanubhakta's Rfimayana was first published in Varanasi by the Bharat Jivan Press in 1885; in the next printing
in the same city, that by the Sarva Hi+ Press, the editor, Homnath
Khatiwada, added a lengthy eighth kanda, the Ramai~amedhakanda'~,
..
later further episodes found their way into printed editions including one
entitled Ahiravana Vadha 1 3 . Bhanubhakta's poem is a comparativelyshort
work largely based upon the Adhyatmaramayana, so apparently later
publishers reasoned that they could heighten its appeal and improve
their sales by adding such apocryphal and dramatic episodes familiar
from other well known NIA Ramayanas.
Though here the demon is named Ahiravana rather than the more
common Mahiravana, the tale is the familiar one. After the death of his
son Indrajit and the sali of his daughter-in-law Sulocana, Rfivana medi, god whose devotee he is, summoning
tates in the temple of ~ i v a the
Ahiravana in thought. Again the demon easily makes his way into the
fortress Hanuman has formed from his body by the simple expedient of
taking the form of Vibhisana.
. . Here, however, one notices how bhakti
ideas have influenced this unlikely tale, for although a villain, Ahiravana
is somewhat a devotee as can be seen in the description of his encounter
with Rama:
dekhethyo dui bhailai nidamd ramra suteko jabs/
dhogyo namra bhai ihukera padama he natha bhandai tabs//
iobha divyo thiyo alabhya prabhuko pae pachi darianaf4

When he saw the two brothers lying there sleeping sweetly,
saying "Lord",he bent over and bowed at their feet. There was
a marvelous splendor after he attained dariana of the inaccessible Lord.

Ahiravana then digs round the sleeping brothers, lifts up the stone they

12. Kamala Sankrityayan, Rdmayana in Nepal in V . Raghavan, ed., op. cit., p. 372.
13. In the edition published by Thskurprasad and Sons, Vaanasi, n.d. It is not clear
when these interpolations were added. Their author is Gaunsamkar Sanna.
14. Ibid., p. 189.
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lie sleeping on and carries it off15.The following morning the monkeys
awake to discover that Rama is gone and the poet dwells on their desolation, viraha, separation from their beloved lord. Meanwhile Hanuman
goes off to track the demon down and learns of their whereabouts when
he overhears the conversation of a vulture (giddha) who tells its pregnant
mate that Ahiravana has carried off Rama and Laksmana and will sacrifice them to the &ddess so the next day he will be able to satisfy her pica
with some human flesh. Hanuman enters a tunnel leading into pdfdla
and finds it guarded by his unknown son MakaradhvajaI6. Even after they
realize their relationship, Makaradhvaja refuses to let his father pass, for
he is loyal to his master Ahiravana. Hanuman then binds him and proceeds. Reducing his body into a tiny shape, the monkey hero then is
brought into the temple in flowers offered to the goddess, who, when she
sees him, flees. Hanuman then assumes her form and happily devours
the food offerings the demons pile before her. Ahiravana then brings the
two brothers before the "goddess" to sacrifice them. Here, in contrast to
the Mahiravanavadha Nataka, where Hanuman is invoked, when Ahiravana advises Rama to invoke a protector, Rama is astonished at the
demon's ignorance: even sages gain release by calling Rama's name, the
suggestion is preoposterous and insulting, asambhava kura helam gari
besari". Rama is well aware that Hanuman has taken the form of the
goddess and the hour of Ahiravana's doom is upon him.
Hanuman then lets out a might" roar; the demons, thinking that the
goddess is angry, faint in terror and Ahiravana, weapon in hand, attempts
to appease her. Hanuman then assumes his real shape, seizes the demons
with his tail and slays them all. Now alone, Ahiravana strikes Hanuman
with his sword but it fails to penetrate his adamantine body and the
monkey hero counters by striking off the demon's head and casting it
into the sacrificial fire. Makaradhvaja is released and made ruler of the
underworld kingdom and the trio return to E n k a .

15. Carai tarpha khanera patthare tyahiihattai uthai liyo, ibid. Perhaps this method of
abduction was adopted so he could avoid defiling the brothers with his touch. In the
Adhyatmaramayana, Gita Press, Gorakhpur n.d., 4.7.51, Ravana carries off Sita on a
mound of earth he digs up in order to avoid touching her.
16. Nakaradhvaja was fathered by Hanuman as described in the Anandaramdyana
above.
17. Op. cit., p. 195.
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Editions of Tulsidasa's Ramacaritmanasa, like Bhanubhakta's work,
contain a number of interpolations (ksepak) including accounts of the
suicide of Indrajit's widow Sulocana and the slaying of the demons Narantaka and Ahiravana; these interpolations are also performed in the
Ramalila and are among its most popular elementsI8 All three stories
appear as well in the Thakurprasad edition of Bhanubhakta and it seems
clear that one o r another such edition of Tulasidaa served as the source
for the Nepali stories. The Awadhi Ahiravana kathaI9 is somewhat more
elaborate than the Nepali retelling - in the former we are given an
account of Ahiravana's birth and early career - but the story is told in
the same detail, even many of the similes used by the poets are identical.
Still it is by no means a straighfonvard translation, at least of the edition
consulted here.
Both these Nepalese versions of the Mahiravana tale are atypical, not
so much in the way in which they retell the tale but in terms of the ends
for which they do so. The Mahiranavadha Niifaka seems to be the only
example of the tale being treated independently as a play while the
Ahiravana katha, while imitative, is a successful attempt to retell the
story in a devotional context. Both testify to the fact that while Nepal's
contributions to Rama literature may be limited, they are certainly of
interest and value.

18. Norvin Hein, The Miracle Plays of Mathura, New Haven & London, 1972, p. 75.

19. The edition used here is that of Bhargava Book Depot, VarSnasi, 1964.

CARL SUNESON

THE KRSNACARITRA - SOME OBSERVATIONS ON A
CLASSICAL NEVARIDRAMA*

In Nepal classical Sanskrit dramas seem to have been performed
horn an early date. An indigenous tradition of play-writing can be traced
back to the 14th c. with a vast production of dramatic works during the
succeeding centuries, reaching a peak during the 17th and the 18th c.
The language of the earliest dramas is Sanskrit but Maithili soon came to
the fore followed by Hindi and Bengali and from the 17th c. onwards,
Nevari was also increasingly employed. Ranajit Malla (died in 1769), the
last and most prolific playwright of the Bhaktapur kings, is credited with
no less than 33 dramas.
.. .
is in the Vaisnava lyrical tradition repHis one-act play Krsnacaritra
resented by the Gitagovinda, the Sansknt sangitanafaka entitled Jagannathavallabha (written by Ramananda &ya from Bengal) and in particu.. .
whose exact date of compolar the Maithili dramas. The Krwacaritra,
sition is not known, is wholly written in Classical Nevari with occasional
traces of the Bhaktapur dialect. A very small number of words of ArabicPersian origin also occur, e.g. phajihita, mod. Nev. phajiti ('botheration');
cf. Ar. faqihat. The play has been reserved in one single manuscript
which includes stage directions, dialogues and songs (mepu). It is divided into seven scenes ( 1 ~ preceded
)
by a prologue but contains no
rajavamana or desavarnana.
mainly consists of three
.. .
The source material of the Krsnacaritra
well-known episodes horn Krsna's
.. .
life-story depicted in Bhagavata

* I wish to thank Professor Kamal P. Malla, ~ a t h m a n d u ,for a fruitful discussion
about the text during his stay in Stockholm in 1987. The complete version of my contribution will be published in Lex et Litterae. Studies in Ancient Indian Law and Literature in
Honour of Oscar Borto, Turin (in press).
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Purdna, Book 10: a) the stealing of the cowgirls' clothes on the bank of
the river Yamuna, b) the raising of the Govardhana mountain and the
defeat of Indra, c) the story of the poor Brahman, later to be called
Sudaman, who was abundantly rewarded by Krsna on account of his
deep devotion. Though Puranic material then constitutes the basis of
the play, an analysis of its dramatis personae betrays influences from
later Vaisnava traditions as found e.g. in the Sanskrit dramas
G~~iilakelicandrika
of Ramak~sna,Vidagdhamadhava of Rupa Gosvamin
and the bhakti work Sursagar in Brajbhasa. Thus the gopis are
individualized and furthermore, most conspicuously, Subala, unknown
to the Balacarita, the Harivamia and the Puranas, is together with Krsna
and Balarama accorded a place as one of the three protagonists of ;he
drama.
A noteworthy fact of the play is that though Indian elements naturally make up the work, the Nepalese religious milieu is also reflected
in it through the appearance of the wandering kamphata yogin
Bhoganatha in scene 6. The presence of persons belonging to the lower
strata of the Nepalese society can be observed in several classical Nevari
dramas - e.g. hunters in the Yayatyupakhyana and butchers in the
Mahasattva - and like Bhoganatha they serve the purpose of lending the
works a local flavour.
Notwithstanding the distinct Vaisnava theme of the play the Krsnacaritra is wholly imbued with the spirit of ~ a i v i s m .Krsna is merely
described as a superhuman hero not as the Supreme Deity and the religious beliefs promulgated are all ~ a i v i t e In
. the centre of everyone's
devotion is the worship of devi. Though devi in the form of ~ a l e j uwas the
tutelary deity of the royal house of the Mallas the ~ a i v i t ebias of the
K~snacaritramight also be indicative of the personal convictions of king
Ranajit. Evidence for this can be found both in his other dramas and
in folksongs (pulamgu me) directed to Krsna
. . . which are attributed to
the king.
Consequently the Kr~nacaritra concludes with Krsna exhorting
everybody to meditate upon devi and king Ranajit eulogizing his
istadevata:
..
jaya 2 bhuvana tarini // dhu //
kofi suruja uti osaya rnurati,
simhavahini devi bhuvanaya gati /

The Kr~nacaritra

ranajita nrpatina yata vakhana,
carana sarana biya mala nanana//

(mepu 19)

Victory to her who is the saviour of the world! (refrain)
Like tens of millions of suns (are) her (many) forms.
The goddess who is riding a lion traverses the earth.
King Ranajit has sung (her) praises.
(She) should instantly offer (him) protection at (her) feet
(song 19).

VII. ART AND ARCHITECTURE

RAIMUND O.A. BECKER-RITTERSPACH

D H U N G E - D H A ~ IN
S THE KATHMANDU VALLEY
CONTINUITY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

1 . Water conduits - a bulding task throughout 1500 years
The construction of dhunge-dharas (new. lvahii hifi) is a building task
in the Kathmandu Valley which can be traced back to the Licchavi dynasty and lost its significance only a few decades back - it covers a period
of about fifteen centuries.
The changing situation of urban and even village life, particularly
with regard to the introduction of modem water supply systems, has lead
to the loss o r damage of numerous traditional water conduits. Nevertheless the number of existing examples is still large enough to give us an
idea of both their function and their architecture'.
In the following the paper will deal with two different areas: aspects
regarding dhara use on the one hand and considerations on urban and
architectural design on the other.

2 . Aspects regarding dhara use
Condition and maintenance of water conduits
The structural condition and the maintenance situation of dhunge1. In spring 1987 the author had the opportunity to investigate selected dhungedharas in the Kathmandu Valley. The project was supported financially by the German
Research Council (DFG). Encouragement was given by the Department of Archeology of
His Majesty's Government of Nepal. A limited number of dhiirus had been restored by the
Bhaktapur Development Project (BDP) from 1974-79 where the author himself was directly
involved. Results of field research carried out in spring 1988 are not included in this
article.
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dhards varies widely among the three cities of the Kathmandu Valley.1t is
a striking fact that the local communities (tvah) of Patan were able to
preserve their bathing culture at a high level. The state of their conduits
is remarkably pleasing.
In Kathmandu, too, a large number of dharas are permanently
visited by the population. In some cases, however, the water conduits
serve non-locals rather than the inhabitants of the surrounding quarters.
Looking at the water conduits of Bhaktapur it becomes obvious that
the situation is already serious. Quite a number have become dry and
subsequently have been transformed into dumping grounds for all kinds
of waste. One of the reasons for this situation may originate in the disastrous earthquake of 1934 which had hit Bhaktapur extremely hard.
The maintenance of water distribution systems - including the
dhunge-dhariis - apparently has already been a great challenge in the
past. King Jitsmitramalla of Bhaktapur was forced, in the last quarter of
the 17th century, to issue a strict law on cleaning and maintenance of the
water distribution system of his "town-kingdom" in order to guarantee a
sufficient quantity and quality of water for drinking and household purposes as well as irrigation2.
The maintenance probleme of dharas has become even more serious today due to the following reasons:
- in many cases the ownwership is not clear3
- the land and the funds originally attributed to a guthi are unknown or
have been transferred to the Guthi Samstan (National trust)
- the castes obliged at one time to fulfill the maintenance duty, reluctantly do their service due to lack of payment
- modern water supply systems have reduced the need for traditional
institutions
The best state of maintenance can be observed in those cases, here
2. King Jitamitramalla (1673-96) is reported [see D. Wright (1 972 repr.: 192)]to have
organized the distribution of water. This king is also the builder of the a j kulo (watercourse) starting at Bageswari (9 km north-east of Bhaktapur) and providing the water for
the Taleju temple in the Thanthu Darbar hiti (royal bath) (Fig. 14).
3. Hiris located in the street area are frequently termed 'public'. Sometimes the
Nagar Panchayat is said to be responsible, sometimes the 'neighbourhoodl. Conduits 10cated within the compounds of the royal palaces were owned by the royal family; now the
Guthi Samstan has taken over the responsibility.
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certain families o r the local population of the tvah have taken over the
responsibility4.Once a year, at the festival of sithinakhah (in the month of
Jyestha)
. . the water conduits and the pools in the fields (kuva) are thoroughly cleaneds.

Use of water conduits
The usage patterns of dharas have remained basically unchanged
throughout the centuries. The range of functions comprises the following uses:
- washing of face and body. Users point out the advantage of hiti water
which appears relatively cool in summer and warm in winter
- water for drinking and household purposes6. Although the water
supply for household purposes is increasingly met by pipe systems the
digestive quality of water from dharas is in demand
- water for healing purposes. Quite a number of hifis are believed to
possess healing powers against certain sicknesses7
- water for the purification of images. The images of the deities of the
tvah are venerated with water from nearby
- washing of laundry. There are quite a number of dharas where this
activity is not permitted. However, a change of behaviour can be
observed in numerous cases due to lack of traditional control8
- professional washing of laundry. The water conduits belonging to the
dhobi-cast deserve some attention. Frequently they comprise two
basins, one common dhara and a basin collecting the used water
from the dhara. The second basin serves the professional work of the
dhobi. These dhizrcis are preferably distributed at the towns' outskirts.

4. For example at Patan's Aluko hiti members of a Baidya family have renewed the
conduit in 1963. They claim to be successbrs of a donor cluoted in a stone inscription giving
the date 535 N.S. (1415 A.D).
5. This is the birthday of the god Kumara, it marks the start of rice planting in the
Kathmandu Valley.
6. Frequently a stone container oaladroni) is integrated in the basin wall of the hi!i,
especially for supplying clean drinking water.
7. E.g. the Sun dhara at Kathmandu is believed to possess healing powers against
arthritis; the Gahiti at Bhaktapur's Gvahmadhi tvah against goitre.
8. E.g. at the Sun dhara of Kathmandu.
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The dhobis need plenty of water and sufficientspace for dryingtheir
laundry. Due to the economic dependency these dharas are normally
in perfect condition as long as they are needed.
The relationship between dhara and the range of users mainly de.
pends on the location of the conduit: e.g. inside the living quarters or
outside a settlement. It is not surprising, therefore, that the Sun dhara at
Kathmandu's town centre serves the market people from nearby rather
than the people of the tvah (Fig. Id).
The Bhimdyo hiti, located at Bhaktapur's Tacapah tvah belongs to
the majority of water conduits mainly serving the local inhabitants (Fig.
Ib). The dharas accompanying the routes outside the settlements are
intended to fulfill the needs of the traveller.
The steep route leading up from SZkhu to the sanctuary of Vajra
yogini is furnished with a series of dharas to offer refreshment and cleaning facilities to the pilgrim.
It has only been during the last few decades that everyone has been
permitted to use the water conduits. Before Nepal gave up its isolation in
1951 members of the so called impure casts were forbidden to touch the
water spouts of the hitis of the higher groups. Also other restrictions are
observed with decreasing intensity: e.g. to take off shoes before entering
the dhara-basin9.Women, however, still stay away from the hitis during
their menstruation period.
One aspect of hiti utilization is their role within the annual schedule
of festivals. The activities aquainted with the respective dhara frequently
depend on the local tradition of the quarter or the settlement.
For instance the Bhimdyo hiti, Bhaktapur, serves the Sivamargis during the festival of Siva-ratri. On the day of janai-pumima this dhara previously was visited by many people of the town. This conduit belongs to a
group of nine hiris with their spouts facing east. On the route from
Surjebinayak to Bhaktapur the Bhimdyo hiti was the eighth one to be
visited.
The Manga hiti at Patan's Mangal Bazaar plays a role in the true
sense of the word: during the Kartik-Nakh festival when the drama of
Narasimha is enacted once a year on the Darbar square (Fig. la). The

9. E.g. at Aluko hiti and Su-baha hiti, both at Patan, and Bhirndyo hiti at Bhaktapur
this rule is still observed.
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actor repesenting Hiranyakasipur will be reanimated by water from the
left spout of this water conduit.
The Sun dhara at Kathmandu is visited by numerous pilgrims during
the last week of the month of Caitra. After having worshipped the deity
Basundhara at his shrine at Maharajgan,j the iourney is only complete
when a final bath is taken at the left spout of the Sun dhara.

Water source and supply
There exists hardly any reliable information on the source of the hifis
in the Kathmandu Valley. In Bhaktapur well-informed people claim that
about 50% of the conduits - these are roughly 100 in the area of this
town - depend on the so called 'raj kulo' of King Jit2mitramalla10(Fig.
14). The other hifis are said to be dependent on individual ground water
sources. Clear proof is available only in a few cases.
It is worthwhile to mention a third type of water origin which rather
points to the initial act of creation of the supply than the source of it:
to call the water flow into existence by tantric power".
Information was available from locals about their experiences
gained during repair works on hiti water systems. In a few cases a hand
made from stone was discovered'while replacing subterranean parts of
the pipe system. The discovery was interpreted by the people responsible
to refrain from further digging beyond this point.
In this context it is worthwhile referring to a sketch from an old
textbookI2 (Fig. 13). A pair of hands flank the hidden section of the
hifimanga.It is not clear yet whether there exists a connection between
the hands in the sketch and those stone hands excavated from under the
ground.
A further look at the sketch reveals that its author laid emphasis on

10. Reference is made to an investigation report carried out by Raj~iShrestha,
Bhaktapur, on the location and source of more than 100 conduits distributed inside the
town or very close to the boundary.
11. E.g. Bhimdyo hiti, Tacapah tvah and Gahiti, Gv+ma&i tva* are such examples in
Bhaktapur.

12. This sketch was first published by G. Auer and N. Gutschow (1974: 39) in their
book on Bhaktapur.
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the filterpart of the hi$ design: the filter is organized as a svastika pattern. Apparently information is given on ritual purity rather than on
structural reality.

As told by chief masons of Bhaktapur existing filter systems are
designed differently. A series of gravel filters -from coarse to fine granulation - is connected by a clay pipe system (U-shaped profile, covered by
bricks) and leads the water from the source to the inner entrance of the
hitimanga. The continuous flow of water falls into a collecting tank
below the outlet of the spout. The used water flows into a drain to the
drain outlet. The sewerage system is designed with accuracy, too. The
pipe sections are interrupted by settling tanks, which are similar to traditional laundry pots. The pre-treated sewage is drained towards the field
or creek.
It is a prevalent belief in the Kathmandu Valley that the wellfunctioning of a hifi depends on the well-being of its nagaviijal3.The
existence of the nagarajas is always present to the users of the water
conduits. They describe the location of the residence and even the
colour of their nagas14. Whenever a hifi is blocked the users are of the
opinion that this was caused by the nagariija due to misuse of the conduit, e.g. washing of laundry.
The removal of a blockage and the physical cleaning of the dhara
basin is accompanied by purification rituals in favour of the nagar~ja'~.
The nagarajas are venerated also in the case of certain sicknesses when
they are believed to possess healing powers. Cotton-malas formed like a
string of pearls are attached to the goddesses of the hiti.

13. Nagarajas are not ordinary serpents but snake deities with supernatural powers
and equivalent to such qualities as fertility, rain and happiness.
14. E.g. the nagaraja of the Kva hiti, Kathmandu enters the hiti basin from the drain
and puts himself in a circle in front of the hitimanga. The nagaraja o E ' ~ a ~ - b ahiti
h a at Patan
is said to be reddish in colour.
15. The author was advised in March 1987 to sponsor a nava ratna nagpuja in favour
of the deities of the Bhimdyo hiti, which had to be cleaned thoroughly after few years of
blockage before investigation work could start. Honour was given to the chief Varuna
nagaraja, the nagarajas of the eight directions and the nags ofthis hiti, as well as the deities
Bhimdyo, GaneSa and Asta matrkas.
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3. Aspects on urban and architectural design
Urban design regarding dhunge-dharas
There is hardly any restriction with respect to the location of water
conduits. The hi@ is a component of the urban as well as the village
ensemble on the one hand and it is an individual structure in the open
landscape on the other. It is to be found on a square, bordering a street o r
lane and is even installed in a courtyard (cuka).The easy access of water
is a vital factor for the site selection. The sloping ground seemed to be
preferred by the builder due to relatively small amount of work involved.
The Newars traditionally chose elevated ridges to erect their settlements.
The sloping edge bordering the densely built-up area towards the fertile
agricultural plains can be identified as a preferred site for the erection of
dharas. The village of Sgkhu in the Kathmandu Valley is an example
where this principle can still be studied. But even in the big towns a
number of conduits are situated in a peripheral location16.
The water conduits are indispensable parts of the architectural
ensembles of the Kathmandu Valley. One striking aspect of urban design
is worth being highlighted. It is the intimate connection between dhara
and dhamzaiala. Among those dharas bearing characteristics of certain
antiquity, attention must be drawn to an ensemble type combining the
flanking the main access".
dhara and twin mandapas
..
The most eminent example is the Manga hifi of Patan.
In this context a close look should be drawn to the Bhimdyo hi6
bordered by the structure of the Bhimdyo deg* in Bhaktapur. There are
numerous pieces of evidence showing that this dharci followed the same
principle of ensemble design with the twin mandapas quoted above (Fig.
12):
- the main access to the dhara still exists as a subway below the temple
- the temple structure contains two paps flanking the stairs of the
access area. The shrine is established in the first floor above
- the temple apparently was constructed in the 17th century. The dhara
16. E.g. Aluko hiti, Konti hiti, S u - b a a hiti, Ta-b&a hiti (all of them in Patan); Kva hiti,
Maru hiti, Bhimdyo hiti (all of them in Kathmandu).
17. Other examples are Saugal hiti and Nay hiti, Chyaal tv& at Patan; the main hiti
in Sakhu. (Salkha gah hiti).
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shows elements of greater antiquity
During the 18th and 19th century other design approaches were
favoured, e.g. the dhara bordered by a two-storey satah either on one
side18or surrounding it forming a courtyard19.
The close neighbourship of dhara and d h a m a i a l a is also obviousby
the existence of simple patis belonging to this type of environment.

Selected examples

A limited number of examples have been selected to give evidence
of a period covering roughly 1,250 yearsz0.
The Manga hiti (also called Mani dhara2') of Patan contains a stone
inscription dating back to 570 A.D., although the present structure most
probably has undergone some changes. The number of archaic characteristics, however, is still striking. The Sun dhara of Kathmandu, on the
other hand, was constructed during the rule of Prime Minister Bhimsen
Thapa in 1829 representing the end of a line of dhara development and
continuity.
The Manga hiti of Patan and the Bhimdyo hiti of Bhaktapur belong to
a group of dhdra buildings with archaic characteristics. These two examples reveal a close typological relationship to each other. Attention is
drawn to the main wall containing the spouts (hitirnanga).The spout wall
with respectively three and one hifirnanga follows the same principle and
is executed in both cases with a higher degree of workmanship and
quality of design than the other surrounding walls of the dhara basin.
In this context it is interesting enough to look at simple dhara structures attached to the natural slope. While walking from SBkhu up to the
Vajra yogini sanctuary a series of water conduits accompany the steep

18. E.g. BvalachE hiti and sa* (Akha baha), hiti in the village of Cagu Narayan.
19. E.g. hiti in the centre of the satah courtyard of the Vajra yogini sanctuary.
20. Main objects of investigation have been so far Bhimdyo hiti, Bhaktapur; Man@
hiti, Patan; Sun dhara, Kathmandu. Exact measurements were taken and drawings carried
out. In addition about fifteen objects were investigated regarding technical details and user
patterns.
21. The cronicle of D. Wright (1972 repr.: 136) refers to this hifi being one of nine
objects attributed to the deity of Mani Jogini.

footpath. There are five dharas which consist only of the spout wall
attached to the hillside and a paved floor area including the collection
tank and the drainage.
There exist a number of other examples where this simple pattern is
met. Reference is made to hifis being a part of a pokhri ensemble. This
applies to the small conduit for laundry purposes as well as to the royal
bath, e.g. the Bhandarakhala hiti of Siddhinarasimhamalla in Patan and
Thanthu Darbar hiti of Jitamitramalla of Bhaktapur (Fig. lc).
Further investigation will concentrate on the main wall with the
spouts. The view is firstly attracted by the central niche with the
hifirnanga defining the axis of symmetry. The main niche is flanked by
two corner niches leading over to straight wall sections on both sides.
Before reaching the surrounding side walls of the dhara they turn backwards thereby creating a groove-like gap. The design of the main wall
preserves its independent position repeating the basic design of a conduit attached to the hillside. It becomes clear that the other surrounding
walls on the plinth steps of a hiti are a structural necessity when the
water source lies below the level of the terrain.
Reference is made once more to the design sketch from the manual
discussed before. It is interesting enough that this sketch shows a detailed layout with measurements regarding the spout wall but gives no
infomation on further wall structures (Fig. 13).
A close look at the elevation of the spout wall identifies the following
elements:
- a plain masonry wall made from burnt bricks o r stone starts from the
floor of the hiti
- it is interrupted by a horizontal frieze set in a recess (sunk fneze)
- followed by a kuld-profile topped by a row of edge blocks which are
sometimes decorated with a kahsimvah-patternz2
- the centre of the main niche contains the main spout. Each spout is
topped by a small niche with an image of the hiti deity. Below the
spout one finds as a rule an image of Bhagiratha.
There is again the need for a short digression focusing on the cibhah22. This pattern is generally applied as a course following the pedestal of plinth walls
and kuld-lintels of the windows of the late Malls ~ e r i o dThey
.
are made in most cases from
terracotta.
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stmctures with Licchavi characteristics constructed outside or inside
the d h a r a - b a ~ i nThe
~ ~ .frieze element running around the head section of
each level of the cibhah follows the same canon as the frieze of the hiri
type described above.
The dhara of the late Malla-period
The late Malla-period is known as an era of active building and
competition between the "town-kingdoms" of the Kathmandu Valley.
The construction of new dharas was one of the building tasks of the time
with the aim of adding one's sum of pious deeds. Quite a number of
conduits contain inscriptions giving the date of donation.
One of those examples is the Layku hiti located amidst the Darbir
square of Bhaktapur (Fig. lc). This hiti was established by King
JitAmitramalla in 1691. Although the general layout remains unchanged,
some of its elements have undergone modification and development:
- the trinity of hifimanga, cult-image and Bhagiratha remains as such;
however, the image previously incorporated in a slab with torana
(new. tralii) arc integrated into the wall structure is now found in an
independent shrine structure. It rests on the next plinth level but
leans against the plinth wall
- the corner niches flanking the main niches become duplicated in this
example. The decorative effect is increased by the combination of
bricks and quoin mason^-y24.
- the elevation system of the spout wall is enriched by pedestal cornices
and decorative string courses of t e r r a ~ o t t a ~ ~
- the hitimanga shows a change of its decorative motives: the side faces
are furnished with images of deities (Surya, Ganeia, Narayana.
Bhairava. Bhagavati). While studying numerous examples of this

23. The intimate relationship beween stupa and water has been pointed out by N.
Gutschow (1987) in a recent paper (Seminar at GieRen, F.R.G., May 1987). He refers to J.
Irvin who proves the theory on the stupa as resting on the cosmic ocean.
24. New layout concepts come into fashion: e.g. the half-circular main niche as
existent in the hifi of the Indrayani pitha (with an inscription dated 706 (N.S.) within the
reign of King JagatprakGamalla, 1643-72).
25. Generally with motives of libi (floral pattern, meaning 'decorative end') and
kahsimvah.
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period it becomes obvious that the image of Bhagiratha does not
follow anymore the representation of squatting gana-like figures, but
chooses the sage blowing the conch shell.
The royal bath of King Jitamitramalla represents a breathtaking concept of the late Malla era. It comprises hi@,pokhri and two jaladronisZ6
(new. jahrii). This layout probably had been influenced by King
Siddhinarasimhamalla's bath at Patan built in 1647.
The royal bath of Bhaktapur has left behind the 'archaic' canon for
the most part. One feature, however, shows a striking analogy to the
simple hiti structures attached to the hill slope: the hiti building consists
only ofthe spout wall which opens out towards the pokhri. The surrounding walls of the pokhri are clearly separated from the hifi structure. The
builder must have been aware of the significance of the main element of
the dhara.

The dhara of the

aha period

The most eminent example of this period is without doubt the monumental Sun d h a a at Kathmandu. It was built by Queen Lalita-tripuraSundari during the rule of Prime Minister Bhimsen Thapa in the name of
the goddess Tripura-sundari in 182927.It is quite obvious that the design
concept of this dhara has undergone a fundamental change in comparison to the 'archaic' examples.
The layout plan reveals the leading idea of a central symmetry applied to all sides and to the plinth levels of the conduit. Due to functional
needs the main spouts are placed at the walls of one segment (north),the
access is from the opposite side (south). Therefore, the north-south-axis
dominates over the east-west direction emphasized by one jaladroni in
each segment.
The elevation principle contributes to the comprehensive design
concept, too. It comprises the wall of the dhara basin, the plinth walls
and the top wall. The selection of materials. the proportions and the

26. The two jaladronis are integrated into the side conches of the hiti wall.
27. The hi!inzanga carries the following date: V.S. 1885. D. Wright (1972 repr.: 264)
r2fa-s to the 'golden dhara'.
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application of cornices reveal the hand of a master designer. The location
of the satah in the north of the dhara supports the dramatic composition.
A close look at certain elements of this dhara will lead to the conclusion that development and continuity exist at the same time:
- the trinity of hifirnanga, cult-image and Bhagiratha is still existent,
But all five spouts (main spout, two flanking spouts, two spouts of the
j a l a d r ~ n i s ) are
' ~ topped by detached shrine buildings. The main spout
follows by and large the ultimate design solutions known in the late
Malla period29.
The Bhagiratha is squatting below, blowing the conch shell. Two
further arms support the water load pouring from heaven. The secondary spouts are outlets designed as animal heads. The spouts of the
jaladronis are pipes without specific decoration. The hifimanga and
the secondary spouts are covered with gilded brass30
- there exists the hierarchy of the dominating wall of the dhara basin
and the subordination of the plinth structures. The sunk frieze remains the governing element of horizontal organization of the basinwall. It is not limited, however, to the spout wall, but runs around the
basin. The basin wall is built up similar to the wall design of
terracotta o r stone shrines erected during this period3': pedestal
course, nfigvah-course dividing the wall into an upper and a lower
part; the nagvah-course ends with two nagakanyas flanking the
hifimanga.
There are numerous dharas erected during the Shah ~ e r i o dwhich
are of a lesser size and importance. Nevertheless many of them show a

28. The central deity is Garuda Narayana, flanked by the shrines of Bhagavati (left,
secondary spout) and Bhairava (right, secondary spout). These three shrines face southwards. The shrines of Surya and GaneSa top the eastern and the western jaladroni respectively (Surya looking eastwards, GaneSa westwards).
29. The makara devours a boar's head. The subject of the makara devouring animals
was applied in the Thanthu Darbar hiti and the Pu-bahal hiti, ~ a u m a d h itvah, both at
Bhaktapur, and at the main spout of the Manga hiti at Patan.
30. The name 'Sundhara' applied to hitis in Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur; this
already shows that the use of gilded brass wk, outstanding but not uncommon.
3 1. This applies to domed shrine buildings and Sikharas, but also to cibhah structures
built since the 17th/l8th century.
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remarkable standard of design concepts demonstrating the desire for
individual solutions32.
The principles of hifi design, however, have been maintained over
nearly fifteen centuries. It is whitin this framework that craftsmen and
builders have searched for new solutions for layout concepts and details
since the late Malla period.
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- 32. E.g. Bar& pitha hiti, Bhaktapur; Palikhyah hifi, Gv&ma@i tv*,
hiti in the village of ~ i g ~u ~ r & a * Jaul2khel
a;
hiti, Patan.

Bhaktapur;
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Fig, la. Patan, Darbar square, Manga hifi.

Fig. lc. Bhaktapur, Darbar square, Thanthu
Darbar hiti (1) and Layakti hifi (2).

Fig. lb. Bhaktapur, Tacapah tvah, Bhimdyo
degah and hiti.

Fig. 1 d. Kathmandu, Sundhara.

Fig. 2. Patan, Darbar square, Manga hifi, view from the west.

Rg.3. Patan, Darbar square, Manga hiti, main niche with the three h i f i m a n ~ .

Fig. 4. S m u area, hiti bordering the footpath between S & h u and Vajra - yogini.

Fig. 5. Bhaktapur, Darblr square, Lji.ya~u
niti, view wont the west.

Fig. 6. Bhaktapur, Thanthu Darbar hiri (royal bath of king Jitilmitramalla), view from the west.

Fig- 7. Kathmandu, SundhMi. view from the south.

Fig. 8. Kathmandu, Sundhib-a,hitiimannga and
shrine of Garuda Ngrayana.

Fig. 9. Kathmandu, SundhZirii, jaladroni and
shrine of Sttrya (view from the east).

Fig. 10. Bh*pur,
Taw& tv*, Bhimdyo hi$
trinity of&@mmga,image of Baruna md

Fig. 11. Ke&m$ndu, K O ~ W
tv&v
the hi# basin with charpfe*ii*i
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Fig. 13. Symbolical sketch from an old textbook
representing the internal filter system of a
hiti designed as a svastika. The lower portion
shows the wall with the spout wall. The
dimensions outlined are probably hat and
angula. (see AuEi~/Gu~sc~ow,
Lit. 1).
Fig. 14. The Riij kulo between Bageswari and
Bhaktapur (after M. KOHL,Bhaktapur Development Project 1978, see Lit. 7).

REINHARD HERDICK

N A I ~ -PA SETTLEMENT DETERMINED BY NEWAR
CHANGES ITS SACRED FORMS

The village of Naikap lies in the south-western G t h m a n d u Valley.
Many decisive cultural changes which I noticed in December-January
1986-87,have taken place in this village during the last five years. Various
aspects of Naikap were already known to me from my earlier work on the
neighbouring Kirtipur (since '74). In both places the newly established
principal festivals take place at the same time after the rice harvest (in
..
and one of them could be obthe month Marga, Sukla Paksa Astami)
served. My contribution, which relies on empirical data, deals essentially
with new aspects of the general theme "Change and Continuity in the
Nepalese Culture of the Kathmandu
. . Valley", but I will only touch upon
the course of the festivals itself and the position of the non-traditional
institutions. After the first investigation different questions can be
persued in more detail.
This inquiry attempts to show what is happening at the present time
in Naikap as regards new cultural events, as well as to distinguish existing ritual structures. (In a wider framework the situation of the village
can also be classified as cultural reorganization). At the same time it may
be possible to draw conclusions about the socio-religious area of development of the urban Newar culture. One should take into account that a
sovereign is no longer responsible for establishing new structures,
although modern political institutions, such as the PaAcayat-system,play
a certain role. The present-day development has perhaps become less
ordered, but it also shows more clearly the position of the social groups
which were formerly masked by sovereign authority'.

1.

H.Ishii 1986: 1-36 has exemplarily and exactly researched the correlation and
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To sum up, the following aims should be pointed out:
- delineation of a social static infrastructure of the dif-

ferent changes (characteristic features, which show a
simple form of urban structure).
- description of ritual forms, which are related to the
sacred structure.
- documentation of the changing static and dynamic
sacred structures, (ritual-place and festivals), integration into the existing festival forms.
- further particulars of the changes that have taken
place (contributory factors, discord).
General criteria for the situation in Naikap

Naikap is situated on a ridge which runs from Mount Dhacok Dira to
Kirtipur and which is about 100 m above the valley floor. About 3500
people inhabit the extensive settlement area (1,5x0,7 km) with its scattered settlement structure and some compact groups of buildings. The
village territory is divided into two Paficayat Districts (Nay5 Naikap and
Purano Naikap). The distance from the centre of the village to Hanuman
Dhoka is about 5 km.
A good half of the population consists of Newars as well as nonNewar groups such as Chetri, Brahman, Tebha and Khatri. The
Kathma~duValley Plan (1966: 53) is a l i k e more detailed in this respect2. The Newar population consists of Srestha,
.. Jyapu, Khusah and
development between the modern Paiicayat system and the traditional social leadership of
the Newars with their group actions in ritual cooperation. He comes to a conclusion which
pertains also to Naikap (86: 31). "... individuals have always had various values and haire
been caught in the web of social relations. Factors especially relevant in this respect are:
the logic of the caste system, the lineage prestige order and the kinship and family structure
in the traditional sphere and the logic of the new politico-administrative system".
2. The population of both Paficayat Districts is listed together in the ~athmandu
Valley Plan (in the Purano District, however, large outside have been added):
Nay; Naikap: Newar
67%
Purano NaikBp: Newar
12%
Chetri
2 5010
Chetri
55%
Brahman
3 O/o
Brhman
13%
other
5O/o
Tamang
4%
Magar
3%
other
13%
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Kasai (merchant, farmer and butcher castes) and is organized in social
gufhi-groups,the non-Newar groups knowing no comparable forms of
organization. Consequently the Newars strongly dominate the others in
the public field and in all socio-religious activities. This inquiry concentrates on the situation of the Newars.
For the time being the history of the settlement of the present day
Naikap can only be partially reconstructed from statements: all of those
questioned replied in a similar way that the population came from the
nearby villages of Kirtipur, Balambu and Satungal about 175-200 years
ago. Those originating from Kirtipur came from a specific part of the
village (Itache-tvah) and said the rice fields belonged to the area of
Naik2p; others spoke about a n existential need to look for new rice fields.
In the "more distant past", apparently, other villages such as Narwo,
Baicap and Higkwa existed in the present day settlement-area. The inhabitants suddenly left their villages in order to settle in another place in
the valley (see below).

The sacred static infrastructure before the innovations

The most important old established cultural objects are to be found
in two zones: (1) in the sacred centre of the village, (2) in the peripheral
zone most of which lies on the river (see maps 2 to 6).
The centre is a large square-like area in which there are several
shrines. The "holy" trees (Wale Sima and Barma Sima), partially arranged in rows of four, mark out the area which lies in a topographically
prominent position in a hollow in the long ridge. The most important
gods are to be found in a n enclosed area on the one hand with Ganesa
(small temples) and NBsa (represented by a hole), and on the other hand,
in a separate northern worship area with a large MahgkB1-pig2 (large
boulder) and a somewhat smaller Bhairava-pig5 (see map 5; pig2 o r pitha
can be thought of as an aniconic stone representation of the gods).
The MBtrkiis (mothers), again in pigii-form, are exclusively in the
periphery: two are on the river Bakhu with Balkumari and Bisnu Devi; a
funher one is in a grove with Kalika. The Bisnu Devi Matrka, around
which there are numerous other shrines, is the most important cultural
object of the entire region because of the annual festival (Bakhu Mala
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Astami).
..
It is of interest that the entire huge boulder represents Kalika
(see map 6). There is a vertical fissure on the eastern side which has been
covered by a small temple as it is the principal object of worship. The
most important form of worship is the pouring of water or milk into the
fissure which is collected in an outlet hole.
It has to be confirmed that the different forms of ~ i v are
a manifested
in the centre of the village whereas the different forms of Matrka are
manifested in the periphery. This is a scheme of arrangement which we
came across in many Newar villages. It can also be seen as a contrast: the
peripheral area and the fields are female and the central zone in the
village male.
The significance of some of the above mentioned facts can be derived from an integrative social function. It deals with the cultural objects which concern the whole population of Naikap: all the dead are
taken to the cremation ground (depa) at the B i ~ n uDevi Matyka; the
central Ganesa is worshipped in the initiation rites ("rites de passage" in
the life cycie) whilst NBsa is worshipped by all the musical groups. The
scattered settlement becomes a spatial-social unit (see below).
Before the introduction of the Balkumari Jatra the Balkumari Matyka only had a subsidiary role. The exact social function for Naikap of
the Kalika Matrka is still not clear (worship in association with fertility is
g 2 also known to be
of importance): The B i ~ n uDevi and B ~ l k u m ~ r i - p i are
two of the twenty-four stopping places in the framework of the piggpuja.
(Herdick 1982: 24416). This pGj2 can be interpreted as a repetition of a
former historical process e.g. a spatial-ritual re-enactment of the former
domain of Kirtipur. Both pigas mark the frontier zone on the river
opposite Kathmandu (see the systemization of pig& in Gutschow, 1982:
27).

The newly installed sacred (static) infrastructure
The most important point here is the newly established Balkumaridyoche, which was financed by the guthi-groups. The building is not yet
complete. At present there is only a square with a concrete pillar at each
corner as well as a concrete floor. Three pig5 stones have been placed on
the west side and they face east. It was possible to see the complete plan
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of the master builder, a resth ha. It is a two-storey pagoda which seems to
have been planned largely in the traditional style. At a short distance to
the north of the pagoda a Bhajana-pafistill has to be erected. In answer to
the question why this o r that element o r proportion had been chosen, he
could only say, "that it was due to tradition".

The choice of location for the dyoche in the western part of the
sacred village centre is apparently governed by the most important gods
of Naikap, Ganesa as well as Mahakal together with Bhairava. At least you
find an analogous organizational scheme in the templc*complex of Kirtipur which is comparable in many points: BhairavaISiva in the north,
Ganesa in the south and the Matyka-dyoche in the west (Herdick: 1982
8416; Naikap see map 3). At the moment the dyoche only functions
during festivals because it has not yet been completed. As in previous
years the dwelling house of a Srestha-thakali
..
is used as a provisional
dyoche. A dyoche for the Kalika Jatra has not been erected, but the house
of a Jyapu-thakali serves as a dyoche except during the festival days (see
map 7).
..
stones for the stopping places
Other cult-objects are mandala-paving
along the processional route of the newly established jatras, where the
portable open chest (khat) is set down respectivelv there. The respective
stones near the B~lkumari-dyocheand the Bisnu Devi-pig3 appear to be
important. Also worthy of mention is the completed Bhajana-pati for the
performance of religious music and the planting of a sacred tree: both
innovations are at the B~lkumari-pig2and they are the decisive sacred
furnishings comparable to similar holy places. The three p i g h transferred from the Balkumari-pig5 to the dyoche are especially noteworthy.
The Naikaps say that these pigas are made of stone which came from the
original.
The contrast between pithalpiga as an aniconic manifestation and
the d y o c h ~in association with an iconic manifestation of the M ~ t r k a
(mother) is one of the characteristic features of Newar urban culture.
The situation of the newly established Kalika Jatra can be seen in the
same context: the gigantic K~lika-pig5serves, so to speak, as a
provisional "dyocheV during the festival days. It is ~ o s s i b l ethat the
aniconic form was the original for the surrounding area and the town.
because the aniconic form within the settlement was often the first to be
replaced bv the iconic form. The inhabitants of Kirtipur report for ex-
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that one can find sacred boulders under important templebuildings (Cilafico-supa, Uma Mahesvara-pagoda).
A further innovation is the installation of many stone sculptures of
the gods in the niches in the wall around the Ganesa and Bhimsen
shrines (see map 3). Most of these sculptures were "found" somewhere.
A direct relationship between the individual gods and the village Naik3p
cannot be established. A motive for the villagers may have been their
desire to have as many gods as possible residing within the centre of the
village.

Fonner and old, still existing ritual activities in Naikap
Before the establishment of the new jatras in Naikap, the inhabitants
went to the principal festivals in Kirtipur, Balambu and Satungal. As
mentioned, the population originates from these villages. At the princi..
pal festivals held in all three villages at the same time the nearby Bisnu
Devi-pig2 plays an important role. Formerly a member of the resth ha or
Jyapu from Naikap (rotation principal) had an important function within
the Indrayani Jatra held in Kjrtipur. In the night from Chvela Bu to Mu
Bu (1st and 2nd festival days) the demon Lakhe is pacified at the Indra
yani Matrka-pjgii.The man from Naikap acted as Lakhe-pala. (The legend
talks about a human sacrifice until Bhimsen came to help one day).
Another relationship between Kirtipur and Naikap existed earlier at the
Gathu Pyakha which takes place every 12 years. Before the pyakhii a goat
was sacrificed at the Kalika-pigii.
There are still some ritual links today. Many Jyapu and resth ha
(farmer and merchant castes) in Naikap have their digudyo (clan gods)
on the outskirts of Kirtipur, which indicates earlier links with Kirtipur.
Also the Kasai (butchers) from Naikap go in procession to the gods
Indrayani and Bagha Bhairava in Kjrtipur (besides going to the above
mentioned Bisnu Devi) on the Sarasvati festival day. These Kirtipur gods
play an important role in the region.
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Naikapls newly established principal festivals
As has been mentioned, the Kalika Jatra and the Balkumari Jatra
were introduced four and three years ago respectively Both festivals take
place on the same day (in the month Marga, ~ u k l aP ~ k Astami)
a ..
and
each is related to a different part of the village area (see map 7). A former
third jatra whose route apparently still integrates all parts of Naikap took
place only once because of accompanying rivalry between both parts of
the village ( K ~ n s aAstami).
..
The non-Newar groups neither organize nor participate in the jatras.
Nevertheless the same period also counts as the principal festival days of
the year for them, perhaps because this takes place in the whole region.
. . Devi-piga as well as the adjoining Maha Deva-temple (a nonThe Bisnu
Newar Brahmin acting as priest there) are worshiped; Bisnu Devi with a
goat sacrifice. A longer ceremony at the local Bakhu river (also known as
Indramati in Nepalese) was observed. The Newars characterize the
festivities of the non-Newars in the following way: they do not eat buffalo
meat (so there is no buffalo sacrifice), do not drink alcohol and do not
worship the dyoche - however, they do also invite a guest home.
The festival is introduced five days before the jatras in a like manner.
It concerns a nitiipuja in order to "prepare a god" (dyo salegu). The puja
in association with a duck sacrifice is dedicated to the Matrka-pig& on
the Bakhu river (Balkumari or Bisnu Devi). Three days before the jatra
(Chvela Bii) the ritual cleansing oithe person and the house takes place.
In the evening there is a ritual household-related feast with buffilo meat
amongst other things, in which the Matrka (mother goddess) symbolically participates. To what extent in this connection Naikap participates
in the kindling of a sacred fire (homa) at the Bisnu Devi-pigs (buffalo
meat is roasted amongst other things) still has to be clarified.

On the day before the jatra (MU Bu) the gods (metal likenesses) are
placed, on the one hand, in the new ~~lkumari-dyoche
and, on the other.
on the sacrifice place on the Kalika boulder (map 6). Ganesa and Bhaiava are also at the dyoche next to the Balkumari Matrka; Ganesa and
Bhairava are by the boulder too, next to the Kalika Matrka3 (plate 1 and

3. The images of the gods were

in Papn by

as.
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2): all the gods will be carried in the chest later. In a second instance
three gods stand on a little wooden pedestal which is enclosed on three
sides. They are decorated by guthi-members (first small sacrifical ceremonies). The animation rites for these newly established gods were
carried out by a Bajracarya hom Kirtipur; (this Bajracarya reported of
two piija complexes: tiba nyasa likayegu and pulZ gehyesari).
At night the gods are carried in a khat (chest) without any festive
accompaniment to the Matyka-pig&at the river. On the following day
(Sinaya Bii) the remaining ceremonies take place e.g. the worshippingif
the Matyka by the people of the village (women as representatives of the
household as a whole) or the playing of music by the guthi-group in the
Bhajana-pati. As far as could be seen no inaugural rites are carried out by
the Bajracarya or Josi (priests, astrologers). The entire organization has
been taken over by the guthi-groups: resth ha and Jyapu (Balkurn~riMtra) and Jyapu (Kalika Jatra). The Kasai (butchers) kill the buffalo at the
Balkumari Jatra whilst the killing at the Kalika Jatra is carried out by the
Jyapu themselves. The Kasai are also organized in a religious music
group (Naykhibhaja).
As regards the jatra routes, it has been confirmed that they link the
most important cult-objects and dwelling areas with each other. The
route does not appear to have been finally fixed. The principle of the
route, which starts at the pigs on river, leads to the village and ends at the
dyoche, is characteristic. In both cases the night-time path goes across
the fields and the unbuilt area. At the Balkumari Jatra4 two agglomerations of houses are linked with each other; in an atypical way the route
passes through an unbuilt area. (See the development in other places
with similar integration process).
At four o'clock in the morning at the Kalika Jatra there is a further
ceremonial period which is not found at the Balkumari Jatra. It involves
. . Devi-pig2 for all seven villages
a definite ritual meeting place at the Bisnu
at the same time (Kirtipur, Satiiga, L6kh3, BosigH, Maccegg, Nags and
Papa). Bisnu Devi (Vaisnavi) has a key position in the context of the
regional festival Bhaku Mala Astami.
..
First of all the chests are carried to

4. A few details about the Balkurnari Jatra: the 12 bearers of the open chest (khat) at
the jatra are girded with scarves around their hips. 6 accompanying dignitaries (thakali
among others) walk behind the chest and can be recognized by their white turbans.
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her and later in the day the real jatras take place in the villages (see
investigation of this festival at Shresthacarya, 1976 under N a g q N a g l ~ ;
Ishi 1978 under SatCiga/Satungal and Herdick 1982: 247-254 under Kirtipur).
At the Kalika Jatra in Naikap both of these events are connected with
the worship of Bignu Devi and the essential progress of the iatra. Just as
the chests (khats) of the 7 other villages are carried around the Bisnu
..
Devi-pigs three times and then are placed on prescribed resting places
marked by mandala-stones, one proceeds in the same manner with the
Kalika-chest which is placed upon a new mandala-stone.
..
The circling of
the Bisnu
. . Devi-pig2 is accompanied by music (Kh2-wind instruments)
played by the Gathu (gardeners). Later, about eleven in the morning, the
. . Devi-pig2 is circled once more (this is similar to the ceremony at
Bisnu
the Balkumari pigl) so that the Kalika Jatra can begin afterwards.

Background to the changes

As a reason for the innovations people spoke of religious needs
because there was a lack of cult-forms in the settlement area. The appearance and residence of specific gods in the place, and the related
festival forms are important. It should take place annually, to bring about
an ideal renewing of the settlement area.
The time of the innovations indicates more complex associations.
The last "city ruler" of Kirtipur, the dvare, forbade the people of Naikap
to participate in the main festival in the town. The Lakhepala of Naikap
were no longer employed in connection with this festival (see above).
The reason given for the ban was the necessary crossing of the Bakhu
river by the festival participants; the river being a ritual frontier, as all
seven settlements of the above mentioned regional festival lie on this side
of the river whilst Naikap lies on the other side. It is interesting that one
Year after the death of the &are, the Kalika Jatra and the Balkumari Jatra
were introduced. The background of the ban is not quite clear because it
did not play a part in the
before. It is possible that the reason was
the changing political situation after the Rana-Dynasty. The dvare was
only a symbolic focal point in the sacred festivals in Kirtipur because he
had been robbed of his political power. The dwelling area as a sociosacred region (Nailcap) and the ritualized space (Kirtipur) are no longer
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in aggreement - a discrepancy which arose through the different new
Paficwat areas o r political reduction of the rights of the dvare.
The decisive impulse for the new establishment came from the existing guthi-groups in the settlement area. The exact differentiation between clan, caste and the overlapping area-grouping of the Naikap guthis
must first be more closely investigated. But it is clear that the clan unit
with the thakali at the top strongly dominates. Caste quarrels also play a
role, which could be attributed either to the political area of interest by
dividing Naikap into two Paficayat districts o r to the differences between
clan groups as the caste system is not very marked.
The thakali occupy a definite position. They determine the stopping
places and the route of the jatras. This also means that their dwelling
houses take over the function of a dyoche (at least in a provisional phase).
This means that the most important gods of the settlement reside in the
thakali-house. The privilege depends on the person not on the house,
which, in the case of the death of the thakali, can change. Another point
is that the thakali in association with the settlement-festival act as
priests and their important position is brought into prominence during
the jatra (see note 3; the six dignitaries with white turbans).
Considering the small number of castes, the caste system is not very
dominant. As has already been mentioned, this is shown by the fact that
the Jyapu in the eastern area kill the sacrificial buffalo themselves
(though not at wedding festivals) and priests are not needed at decisive
Matyka worship. In contrast, if you look at the distribution of functions
. . are the definite organizers and
during the Balkumari Jatrii (the Srestha
the Jyapu are the "doers") and consider the exclusion of the Kasais from
the festival guthis, you can see the quarrels between the eastern and
western parts of the village - with caste opposition as background.
From this standpoint the Jyapus in the eastern part could only lose.
In any case they first established a jatra (Kalika). The route did not go
through the other part of the village (the guthi-group there not included).
The conflict was inevitable. It seemed tha; the groups from one part of
the village were forced to react. Because the goddess Kalika had already
been "taken", they had to find another Matrka for the other part of the
village. Balkumari on the river was the obvious choice; although she had
not been worshiped very much before this time. The desired position was
reached with the establishment of a new dyoche.
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The former unimportant relationship between the B a l k u r n ~ r i - ~ i ~ g
and Naikap becomes evident when one considers the traditions concerning the cult object. The Balkumari Matrka (mother) originated in the
past from the former village Hjakva. It was situated on the other side ot
the river (map 2). The inhabitants of Hjiikva had great difficulties with a
neighbowing village, Baicap, which lay on the river. (e.g. they disapproved of the smoke from the cremation of the inhabitants of Hjakva in
the neighbouring village). The inhabitants of HjfikvB eventually settled in
the region of Matatirtha.

The present state and outlook o f the festival situation

The definite integration at the Kalika Jatra (eastern part of the vilfestival has not yet taken place.
lage) at the regional Bakhu Mala Astami
..
The Naikap guthis do not participate in the ritual feast at the Bisnu
Devi-piga. Participants are now as before only representatives of the
seven villages of the regional festival. Just as you take the other ritual
forms of the Kalika Jatra at the pig2 into consideration, you must talk
about an important partial connection. This contact does not exist at the
Balkumari Jatra (western part of the village), however the most
important spacial-social cult objects are in this part of the village. The
further development, moreover, is uncertain. On one hand it could result
in an attempt to achieve fundamental o r better contact at the regional
festival and on the other, may lead the inhabitants of one part of the
village to establish a single sacred centre with appropriate gods. The
further development is certainly of interest.

Closing renzarks

A short time ago Naikap established new annual festivals which were
no longer introduced by a king as was traditionally the case. Earlier
motives disappeared in this case, for example the political (territorial)
documented claims of a sovereign. New political administrative areas
(Paficayats) as well as the disappearance of the last representative of an
old regime (the dvare) and the related destruction of the old orders are
apparently determining factors for the timing of the innovations. AS it has
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been stated, a Naikap spatial-social unit also existed in the past; this is
made evident by the important spatial relevant gods.
The former religious acts, however, concerned smaller social units,
whereas the inauguration of sacred festivals of an "urban" character
brought together the whole population for one celebration. As a premise
the necessary cult-objects have to be installed i.e. they are either newly
established or refunctioned and transferred.
Due to the lack of a sovereign the social contrasts have become
more pronounced. Two territorially separated principal festivals have
apparently been established where definite castes no longer want to be
subordinated (contrast beween Jyapu and resth ha). A strong leadership
role, especially that of laying down the festival rules and festive activities belongs to the thakali. This means that the social organizations that
were independent of the Hindu kingdom to a great extent in the past
have attained stronger positions today. A regional socio-religious integration is also being strived for whilst no modern political unit stands
here behind it. The new development also opens the possibility of reconstructing historical urban development.
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Map 1 : The position of Naikap in the south-west Kathmandu Valley
the settlement area of Naikap
the population of Naikap came from the villages: Kinipur, Balambu and Saturigal
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Map 2: The most important objects of worship which existed in Naikap before the innovations
(Except at Ganesa, in the centre it exclusively concerns the object ofworship in which the god
is represented in the aniconic form of a pigii).

+ object
of worship; at Mahakal and Kalika these are gigantic boulders about 6 m
long in places

0

sacred centre of the village
sila, the communal funeral route to the cremation ground at the Bisnu Devi-pigsused by the inhabitants of both parts of Naikap
depa, the cremation ground

,@$$the settlement area of Naikap as a spatial-social unit
d*
&

c-,

+ objects of worship which are relevant to the total population of Naikap: the spatial

defined by this relation (e.g. death: Bisnu
. . Devi, initiation: Ganesa; n~usic
groups: Nasa)
unit IS
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Map 3: The central sacred area of Naikap

Map 4: Detail of the wall rounded area
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Map 5: Detail o f the large aniconic objects of
\"orship in the northern area
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h o f t h e K a l i k Z boulder

Map 6: Kalika-shrine and surroundings
Kalika is manifested here as an immense boulder. There is a vertical fissure on the eastern
side which acts as the real object of worship and which is covered with a small temple. The
form of worship, amongst other things, consists of pouring waterlmilk into this fissure; the
liquid is collected again below through a stone outlet hole.
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Map 7: Balkumari Jatra and G l i k a J a t 6 in NaikAp
The two jatras take place annuallv at the same time, in the month of Marga ~ u k l aPaksa
da~arni,proceeding from the pigs io the dvoche. The jatrss were introduced 3 respectivelv 4
Years ago. On the night before the jatra the open chest (khat) with the gods in it is taken from
the dyochi. (god-house) to the pigs (sacred stone) without any fuss. The sculpture of the
goddess Balkumari stands in the newly built, but not yet completed, d~roche,during the
festival days; during the vear she is kept in a provisional dyoche: the resth ha-thakali's house.
place for Kalika: the Jyapu-thak~li'shouse)
(At the moment there is onlv a

spatial-social unit of the village Naikap

-

+ Matyka-pigs
dyoche ('god house')

jatra route and
the way taken the previous night

@ provisional dyoche

Plate 1:The sculptures of the gods Kfilikfi (middle), Bhairava and GaneSa are placed on a small framed
wooden platform on the festival day. They stand on the sacrifice place on the gigantic Kslika-boulder.
In this case the situation corresponds to a temporary function of a dyochC ('god house').

Plate 2: The photo shows the incomplete Bfilkumiiri-dyocheon the festival day. A two-storey pagoda!
planned wlth a bhajana-piiti ('arbour' for religious music groups). The establishment of the P1ga.lrf
the groundfloor of the dyoch~appears decisive: the sacred stones are transfered from the M%k&plga
at the river. Except on festival days, the thahli's house acts as the dyochC.

MARY SHEPHERD SLUSSER

PRELIMINARY NOTES ON AN INDIA-IMPORT SCROLL
FROM NEPAL

Typically, Nepalese paintings on cotton are surface-painted with
water-soluble, opaque watercolors. But an entirely different type has
recently come to light from Bhaktapur. It is a scroll, or banner, in which
design and colors were achieved with fiber-penetrating, colorfast dyes,
and although in part the designs are Nepalese, it was actually made in
India.
The scroll, now in a private collection in the United States, is very
large, measuring almost seven meters wide by more than one and a half
meters high. Surrounded with various decorative borders, its principal
design is a long arcade filled with near meter-high images of the Nine
Durgas, Ganesa, and in smaller format, the Lion- and Tiger-headed
dakinis, "Singhini (Siha)" and "Baghini (Duha)" (Figure 1). Iconographically, the images of the nine goddesses conform to the typi..
complement - Brahmani, Maheshvari, Kaucal Nepalese Asta-matrka
mari, Vaisnavi, Varahi, Indrani, Camunda and Mahalaksmi, the order in
which they appear on the scroll. By adding Mahakali as the final image in
the series, in essence reduplicating C ~ m u n d a(Figure 2), the set is expanded to Nine Durgas. All of the goddesses, as well as the accompanying Ganesa, are depicted slaying the demon Mahisa in human guise
(Figures 1, 2, 4).
Like other scrolls in Nepal, the Navadurga scroll was displayed in the
open as occasion demanded (Figure 3). As a result, sun, rain, and birddroppings coupled with a blithe lack of care over a probable two centuries have left but a pallid reminder of how the banner must have looked
when new. Nonetheless, it represents a famous Indian textile product
known as kala\Akari, a Persian word meaning "pen-work".
The a n of producing such textiles is very complex. It was evolved b?'
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Indian craftsmen over millennia to cope with cotton, a material extremely resistant to color absorption1. Until as recently as the seventeenth century, Indian villagers alone had found the means to actually
penetrate cotton fibers with insoluble colors, rather than simply applying soluble pigments to the surface. Their technology depended upon the
proper orchestration of a range of complicated, interrelated processes,
the fundamental one being a chemical operation involving the use of
fixing agents known as mordants. They are metallic salts which when
precipitated in the cotton fibers provide insoluble colors. Mordants are
also able to combine with dyestuffs to form other colors, even altering
them according to the particular mordant used.
Mordants and dyes were, and are, applied in various ways, one of
which requires one or more immersions of the entire textile in vats of
one material or the other, sometimes heated, sometimes not. These substances were (and are) also applied by hand with a bmsh or pen (kalam)
- from whence the term kalamkari - or could be stamped on by means
of carved wooden blocks. Some mordant-dyed textiles, of which the
Bhaktapur scroll is one, employ a combination of all these methods: total
immersion, hand painting, and block printing.
With respect to the designs on the Bhaktapur scroll, the arcade and
all the architectural, plant and animal motifs of the decorative borders
were drawn from the then existing Indian repertory, and though blockprinted, were done with meticulous care. The deities within the arcade
are quite another matter however. Despite their similarities, each is in
fact a one-of-a-kind design, as can be readily seen in comparing the
images of the four goddesses illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 4. Even the
ten representations of the demon Mahisa, as exemplified by these four,
differ one from the other in pose and decorative detail. Thus, the deities
in all their infinite details in design and color had to be done by hand.
The gargantuan task this imposed can be best appreciated by studying
the intricacy of the design of a single deity, multiplying it by ten, and
adding Singhini and Baghini.
Moreover, whether the designs were stamped or hand-painted, the
task of creating the finished banner was only begun. ~ e p e n d i n gon the

1 . A full account of the process may be consulted in Gittinger 1982, PP. 19-29. See
also Irwin and Hall 1971, pp. 14-16 and Irwin and Schwartz 1966.
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color or shade sought, mordants of various kinds had to be laboriously
painted over the design field and the process repeated again and again
with dves o r combinations of dves. Some of the colors could only be
achieved by overpainting one mordant with another, others by immersion, and so on. There were also supplementary processes as the dying
proceeded, necessary, multifarious, and tedious. Extremely timeconsuming to confect, the Bhaktapur scroll represents a luxury impod
that must have cost the Nepalis dear. Although it is the first to be recognized, and thus indicates that Nepal was among the many consumers of
India's textiles, that the little Himalayan country was, is hardly surprising.
Such textiles were not only esteemed throughout neighboring India, but
were prized much farther afield2. In both Occident and Orient, the brilliant and colorfast fabrics had been in demand for millennia.
Seventeenth-century Europe was no exception when it became acquainted with them by way of the East India Company trade. But
seventeenth-century Europeans, like the Persians, Indonesians, and
other customers before them, had their own ideas about the specific
designs they wanted and to get them, sent musters, or patterns, to India
to be executed by Indian craftsmen working in their traditional way.
These musters were rarely complete designs, but simply isolated elements. Together with familiar motifs gleaned from various sources over
time, the cotton painters incorporated them into an overall design in
accordance with their own decorative conception.
It was in exactly this way that the Bhaktapur banner came into
being. Whoever commissioned the banner must have simply sent the
designs of the desired deities and left the rest to the Indian craftsmen.
The Nepali musters may have been nothing more than small-scale ink
drawings such as those found in Nepalese artists' manuals, or they might
have arrived as colorful manuscript miniatures or large-size paintings on
multi-layered paper. In whatever form, the Indian artist would have
rescaled the Nepali samples to fit the banner format, and created a
stencil over which a bag of powdered charcoal could be tapped to Produce the desired outline. These preliminary lines would have been then

2. The most recent and succint account of kalamkari production and trade may be
found in Gittinger 1982 but other excellent sources are Irwin 1955, 1956. Inuin and Brett
1970, Irwin and Hall 1971, and Irwin and Schwartz 1966.
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fixed by hand-painting over them with one or another mardant.
But the rest of the design was of the cotton painters' own choosing.
They took the designs sent from Nepal and incorporated them into a
familiar design they had used in making tent hangings and screens since
the time of the Mughal emperor, Akbar. When Akbar and his successors
traveled around their domains, they set up elaborate, luxuriously appointed tent cities, enclosing them with miles of mordant-dyed cotton
screening simulating the walls they had left behind around their cities of
brick and stone. This tradition survived even into the nineteenth century
in Iran where it was documented in a photograph by Antoine Sevruguin,
now in the photo archives of the Freer Gallery, Washington, D.C.) Like
the Iranian example, the principle design on the majority of the predecessor hangings, known as qanats, consisted of an arcade, whose
columns, cusped arches, and entablature reflected those in contemporary palace architecture4. Often an upper border replicated the battlements of real city walls.
For the most part, the arcades depicted on the qanats were decorated with plant motifs, and a large conventional flowering plant was
placed within each mihrab-like arch. But on occasion, as with the Bhaktapur scroll, the arcade was filled with human and divine figures5.But
in such cases, the cotton painters rarely abandoned the conventional
plant motif entirely. They simply shifted it to a less prominent place. In
the Bhaktapur scroll it appears between confronted elephants in a lower
border and, in an even more appropriate place, occupies the arches of
the row of pavilions that forms one of the upper borders (Figure 4).
The little border pavilions of the Bhaktapur scroll hark back to the
qanat designs in another way. Their long row of architecturally embellished domes essentially replicate the qanats' painted battlements. They
are in effect merlons, and compare closely to those on a fifteenth century
kalamkari fragment excavated at Fostat in Egypt (Figure 5). The latter's
terminal border consists of motifs shaped almost exactly like the pav3. Illustrated in Gittinger 1982, Figure 74.
4. See Gittinger 1982, Figures 70-73, 104.
5. Particularly fine examples are to be seen in the Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay!
and others in which multiple figures appear are published in Gittinger 1982, Figures 81-99,
104, 108-1 1 1 , 121.
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ilions, and below and along the side border run repeats of the familiar
plant-filled arches.
Technical aspects of the kalamkari craft suggest that the Bhaktapur
scroll was painted between about 1750 and 1800, a period in which
excellent kalamkaris were still being produced, but one that presaged
the ultimate decline of this ancient art.6This date accords with the style
of the Nepali deities the banner incorporates, which compare closely to
other eighteenth-century Nepalese paintings and sculptures. Yet without
the technical evidence it would be difficult to pinpoint the scroll to this
specific half-century. Such a uniform style pervaded Nepalese art for
over two centuries, beginning about the middle of the seventeenth, that
the deities on the banner painting compare equally well with far older
sculptures and paintings. Indeed, the Mother Goddesses seated under
cusped arches in a painting confected in Bhaktapur in 1679 are
stylistically compatible with those on the banner, down to such minor
details as the curlicues on the chins of the asuras in the one (Figures 1,2)
and Camunda's human seat in the other7.
Given the probable 1750 to 1800 date and the ~ h a k t a p u rprovenience, it seems likely that the scroll was commissioned by the last king of
Bhaktapur, Ranajit Malla, who reigned from 1722 to 1769. The length
the late Malla kings went to please the gods, especially Durga in the guise
of Taleju, their personal deity, is legendary. It was Ranajit, for example,
who in 1753 offered the goddess the spectacular gilded gate leading to
her temple compound. That Ranajit would have commissioned a costly
banner in Durga's honor from distant India accords with two aspects of
late Malla period culture. The courts maintained close contact with
Mughal India and warmly embraced many facets of Islamic culture. The
fidelity with which they adopted Mughal dress, ornament, and weaponry,
for example, is apparent in painted and sculptured portraits from the
mid-seventeenth century on (Figure 6). And though ~ u g h aarchitecture
l
was largely evident only in paintings, certain elements such as the
cusped arch and the familiar ojival wall niches were incorporated into

6. This dating is derived from the technical study of the banner generouslv provided

by Dr. Mattiebelle Gittinger, specialist in Asian textiles and Research Associate at the
Textile Museum, Washington, D.C. I will expand on it and other matters in the paper
that will follow this preliminary report.

7. Pal 1985, Plate P25 and p. 220.
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palace interiors. One such arch, in a now destroyed Kathmandu palace
wing, even bears painted repeats of the conventional plant motif which
are interchangeable with those on the Bhaktapur scroll (Figure 7).
Another reason for commissioning the banner from Indian craftsmen, rather than the more common local painters, could be related to
the competition among these quarreling rulers as to who should most
beautify his capital with temples, sculptures, and paintings of the gods,
What better way to impress not only Taleju but one's rival kings, than by
procuring such a costly work from a foreign land?
To which of the many textile centers then operative in India the
commission was directed, we cannot be sure. One likely candidate is
Burhanpur in the Deccan, a place from which many eighteenth-century
tent hangings and screens originate. Even more likely is somewhere
along the Coromandel Coast in the neighborhood of Madras. The fabrication of large hangings, for temple and tent, was long a specialty of this
area, and certain places such as Masulipatam, were particularly renowned. Indeed it was from here that Akbar commissioned his own tent
hangings and camp screens8.I am unaware of specific relations of Nepal
with this part of India, but it is unlikely that the Nepalese court aristocracy would have been ignorant of the fame of these coastal artisans. On
the contrary, they would have chosen them on purpose as a unique way of
honoring Durg3 and at the same time exacerbating the jealousy of rival
kinglets.
It is doubtful that we will ever know for certain exactly who commissioned the banner, in what year, or where in India it was actually
made. But the important point is that this banner, art object and cultural
link, has survived to our time, still in one piece and in such relatively
good condition. One could only wish that it might have safely remained
at home in Bhaktapur, viewed from time to time with religious awe by the
people for whom it was intended.

8. Gittinger, 1982: 115.
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Fig. I . Detail of the NavadurgS scroll depicting Mahiikdi and the diikinis
. . ~i$av&fi
VySghravaktrS (SinghiniISiha and BaghiniIDuha). Private Collection.
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Fig*2. Detail of the NavadwN scroll depicting the goddes C - q -
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Fig. 3. A kalamkari displayed at the Brahmwi pi* in Bhaktapur during the celebration of Bisket Jatra
in 1971. Photograph couITesy Niels Gutschow.
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Kg-4. Brahmhi and M&eivari, respectively with goose and bull d a a t f i f
SWunded
bands of traditional Indim decorative designs.

m* in .a

Fig. 7. The painted pilasters and Mughal-inspired,plant-deckedcusped arch of a seventeenth-century
Kathmandu palace interior reflect the architectural motifs of the Navadurga scroll.

VIII. ETHNOMUSICOLOGY

TER ELLINGSON

THE MATHEMATICS OF NEWAR BUDDHIST MUSIC

The music of Newar Buddhist ceremonies and sacred sites is a complex classical art, as stylistically unique and formally sophisticated as the
art and architecture of the Kathmandu Valley temples, and in fact related
to them in more than circumstantial ways. Developed equally from the
pan-cultural traditions of South Asian Buddhism and the unique geographical setting and civilization of central Nepal, the music combines
structural principles derived from Indian models with forms particularly
suited to the environment and worldview of its Newar creators and performers. Structuring music according to mathematical formulas is a
principle known from other Buddhist cultures'; and in Newar music,
such structures often derive from the ritual geometry and geography of
the Valley and its sacred sites, and form part of an artistic-ritual complex
that unifies music, dance, architecture, iconography, meditation, pilgrimage, and other elements into a multimedia, multidimensional web
of interlinked concepts and performance forms and practices.
Like many aspects of Newar culture, Buddhist music can be studied
either in terms of its specific place in the culture of the Kathmandu
Valley, or in terms of its general place in the larger sphere of inter-ethnic
and intercultural Buddhist religious traditions, and as part of the only
remaining cultural outgrowth of late classical Indian Sanskrit Buddhist
civilization. Newar Buddhist music is indeed a rich and complex subject,
filly deserving of study in its own right and in terms of its own specific
cultural context. However, my focus in this paper is on its place in the
overall context of Asian Buddhism, a focus chosen in order to counteract
1. See also Ter Ellingson, "The Mathematics of Tibetan Rol mo", Ethnomusicolog~
2312, 1979.
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a widespread mis-impression of Newar Buddhist religious practices, A
considerable share of the previous scholarship on Newar Buddhism has
been implicitly or explicitly judgmental, presenting Newar Buddhist
practices as more or less degenerate, corrupt, or adulterated by Hindu
elements. It is my contention that the extent of non-Buddhist elements
and influences have been considerably exaggerated, and that Newar
Buddhism is more in accord with the pan-Buddhist tradition than has
often been supposed. Such a contention can only be supported, first, by
correlation of Newar practices to those of other Buddhist traditons to
determine how closely they may resemble or how far they may differ
from the practices of those traditions; and, second, by examining their
relationships to Buddhist concepts, ideas, and teachings. A study of Buddhist music seems a useful place to begin such a comparative investigation; for music, an essential aspect of religious practice in all Buddhist
traditions and yet a subject largely ignored by Buddhist studies, has not
accumulated the overwhelming burden of prejudicial assumptions and
polemic evaluations accrued by many other aspects of Buddhist ritual in
the scholarly literature. Hence, my concern here is to provide a preliminary comparative sketch of some of the features most characteristic of
Buddhist music, both Newar and non-Newar; with an emphasis on technical features chosen to furnish as objective a basis as possible for determining what is the nature of Buddhist music, and what place Newar
Buddhist music occupies in the overall Buddhist picture.

Buddhism, Music, and Newar Culture
It is as difficult to define Newar Buddhist music as it is to define what
is "Buddhist" in any other element of Newar culture. In the complex
religious and artistic culture of the Valley, where Buddhist, Hindu, and
local elements of religious thought and practice music intermingle in
complex patterns, we should perhaps not expect to be able to definitively
isolate some core of features totally absent from other traditions, which
might therefore be considered exclusively and characteristically Buddhist, as if in a search for a unique self-identity or atman inherent to
Buddhism. Such a search would not only proceed from a conceptual
basis that is blatantly antithetical to the most basic Buddhist assumptions; but, moreover, it would be likely to end up with a Buddhism that.
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like Wittgenstein's artichoke divested of its leaves, has had its vital parts
paredaway in a search for its ineffable core. Such has been the fate of all
too many searches for a "pure" or "original" Buddhism, and one might
well expect equally disastrous results from attempts to define a purely
or exclusively Buddhist music in the Kathmandu Valley2.
Minimally, one might adopt a contextualist definition by which every
observance, say, in a Buddhist shrine or temple on a Buddhist festival is
ipso facto Buddhist; but this would lead to problems with interpretation
even of the complexities of Theravada rituals in places like Sri Lanka,
where shrines of the "Hindu" gods are placed within the grounds of
Buddhist monasteries and priests of the indigenous yakkha religions
participate in the ceremonies surrounding Buddhist monastic ordinations, much less in the more complex religious contexts of Newar
ritual. Buddhism, like the world it inhabits, may be a heap of skandhas
conditioned by cause and effect, but it is more than a random synchronic
mass of events; and, if Buddhists themselves have historically taken a
critical view of what is and is not included in their own religion, Western
scholars can hardly evade the issue.
Alternatively, then, one might adopt a normativist perspective, accepting as Buddhist whatever is ascriptively labeled as such by Buddhists
themselves. This leads in Newar contexts into well-known problems of
intracultural and individual variation where taxonomies proliferate in
what appear at first glance to be contradictory and potentially infinite
permutations. Indeed, from the perspective of a humanistically-oriented
rather than an idealistic Buddhist study as well as possibly from the
perspective of traditional Newar Buddhists themselves, one senses that
even a binary "Hindu-Buddhist" labelling would miss an essential point:
namely, that for traditional Buddhists, deities, religious attitudes, and
actions are perhaps no more Hindu or Buddhist than the earth or sky are
Hindu or Buddhist; but rather, they are all part of a natural world shared
by all but defined and evaluated differently by individuals and religious
2. There are, of course genres and styles of music which appear to belong characteristically or exclusively to Buddhist contexts: for example, the Caca-mye/CaryagUi songs of
Buddhist Tantric ceremonies, Buddhist Sanskrit chants such as the "Danabalena"hymn to
the six PSramit* or the Nama-Safigiti,the many Buddhist Stotras, and forms such as the
Dama:khi drumming of Patan, etc. However, to limit the investigation of ~uddhistmusic to
such cases would omit some of the most widespread and characteristic forms found in the
music of the pan-Buddhist tradition as well as among the Newars.
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traditions. A cultural product, whether a temple or a song, may be constructed and put to ritual use by adherents of one or another tradition, and
thus acquire a circumstantially ascriptive Hindu or Buddhist identity
and function. This will have a minimal effect on the perceptions and
reactions of others, who, although perhaps cognizant of officially sanctioned interpretations, will nevertheless still continue to treat religious
objects in terms of their own religious orientations.
Nevertheless, where Newar Buddhism is concerned, a reverse
normativism is typically applied by Western scholars to eliminate supposedly non-Buddhist elements usually seen as "Hindu" additions to, or
corruptions of, Buddhism3. Unfortunately, such efforts are all too often
based on respectively greater knowledge of Hindu traditions and ignorance of Buddhist traditions, where the "same" element may have an
integral but different identity and function. In the Buddhist pantheon,
for example, Brahmayani and Vaisnavi become not the wives of Brahma
. . but consorts of the ~ u d d h i s Bhairavas
t
of the Cakrasarpvara
and Visnu,
Mandala4;
..
Nasa:dya:, the Newar god of music, dance, charm, and
charism, becomes not only ~ i v a - ~ a t a r abut
j a also an emanation of Vajrasattva Buddhas; and the great Hindu gods themselves become secondary
ornaments to enhance the perfection of a Buddha:
Guruju/ Jaya Namo Sri Buddha Bhagavan
Lumbini vanasa vijyaka/
Brahmanam bam puyaka,...
Mahadevam
. damaru
.
thayaka,
Narayana gankha puyaka,. ..

3. In the case of Newar music, preliminary investigations reveal more evidence for
Buddhist influence on Hindu traditions than vice versa. Several of the Pyakham dance
traditions that at first glance seem to be Hindu by content and context are actually taught
by Buddhist teachers; and the syllabic notations of music for trumpets, and perhaps of
many drum traditions as well, appear to derive from Buddhist sources. See also Ter
Ellingson, "Buddhist Musical Notations" in Yoshihiko Tokumaru, ed., The Oral and the
Literate in Music, Tokyo: Academia Musica, 1987.
4. A9akaji Vajracarya, Mallakdlina Gum Pydkham, Patan: Ratna Printing Press, N.S.
1102, pp. 81-82, and oral communication frbm ~ a t n a k a jVajracarya.
i
5. Ibid., pp. 8-9, and oral communications From gurus of the G a m Pyakham, Patan.
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Guru - Victory, Honor to the Blessed One, the Buddha,
Come to the grove of Lumbini!
Brahma swept the way,. ..
Siva played the damaru,
Visnu blew the conch trumpet, . . . 6
Similarly, elements ranging from philosophical concepts (Karma,
rebirth) to social relationships (the guru-Sisya-parampara) to musical
structures (raga, tala), shared with non-Buddhist traditions, have been
accorded their own roles and meanings in the complex structure of
Buddhism, regardless of country o r yana. Such elements are as characteristically and intrinsically "Buddhist" in Buddhist contexts as they are
"Hindu" in Hindu contexts, but they must first be recognized and identified before their normative role in Buddhism can be inquired into. To
begin with abstract knowledge of elementary Buddhist tenets and draw
speculative deductions regarding the value of concrete phenomena and
specific practices will almost inevitably result in simplistic prejudgments
and incorrect conclusions. Thus, if one is to avoid the hypothetical construction of a Buddhism recognizable neither to traditional Buddhists
nor to scholars concerned with the real rather than an ideal Buddhism,
then other methods must be used to determine what is "Buddhist" in
Newar culture and music.
In the last analysis, and in characteristically Buddhist fashion, it is
not the artifact itself but rather its mental perception by the observer that
determines its religious significance. And this enhances the analytical
problem posed by Buddhist phenomena, for it is nevertheless true that
some phenomena are more conducive than others to awakening Dharma-oriented perceptions and reactions. Thus, although Buddhists may
perceive truths of the Dharma in a h a - l i n g a m , a crucifix, a sunset, or
the song of birds, a Buddha image is more effective towards the same
end; and it is this kind of effectiveness, the congruence of form and
message, of symbolic form and Dharmic content, that one must identify
in an attempt to define the nature of Buddhist music. Above all, the
6 . Newal-i text adapted from Takurlal Manandhar, Ptdlangu Mve, Kathmandu: Nepal
Bhasa P a r i ~ a d ,N.S. 1 101, p. 1 , according to version
by Pal-amananda
Vajraca~ya.
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symbolic forms and structures themselves must first be identified in
Buddhist practice before their doctrinal significance can even be inquired into; and the danger of prior deductions of their nonexistence
from imperfectly comprehended abstract principles must be avoided.
After all, if we did not know of the existence of Buddha images, would
there not be some textual fundamentalists who would dogmatically assert that "idolatry" could not possibly have any place in Buddhism?
Thus, an attempt to define Buddhist music might take a kind of
symbolic-structuralist approach guided by the hypothesis that for B U ~ dhist phenomena, musical or otherwise, to be classified as Buddhist,
there must be certain characteristic structural features which they share
in common with similar phenomena in other Buddhist contexts. If so,
such features would underlie the differences in surface manifestations of
religious teachings and practice throughout the range of Buddhist geographical and philosophical schools. The approach of this paper is to
identify one such family of structural features, the pan-Buddhist use of
mathematical patterning in musical compositions and performances,
and to place the Newar examples of such structures in their wider Buddhist context. In so doing, the goal is to help determine what is Buddhist
about Newar music, and what is Newar in Buddhist music. As we will
see, Newar Buddhist music is indeed very much a part of the wider
Buddhist context, and yet constitutes a uniquely important range of the
Buddhist spectrum without which our knowledge of Buddhist music,
art, and ritual would be seriously deficient.

Mathematical Structures: Numerical
A simple example of a Buddhist mathematical structure is the following chant, performed in Sri Lanka, Thailand, and other Theravada
countries7:
[Namo tassa Bhagavato Arahato Samasambuddhassa]- x 3

7. Videotaped, transcribed, and analyzed from performances at Malwatta Vihara,
Kandy, Sri Lanka, and Wat Bowon Niwet, Bangkok, Thailand.
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This chant is sung, as might be expected, in three identical musical
phrases; that is, three melodic-rhythmic subsections, each complete in
itself, which together constitute the complete chant. While the
individual lines owe their forms to the rules of Pali metrics, the triple
repetition is the result of a rather basic kind of play with mathematical
permutation; i.e., multiplication by a numerical factor of 3.
Buddhist music generally tends to emphasize musical structures
based on organization of musical components (beats, phrases, sections,
entire compositions included as parts of a larger musical suite) by multiples of prime numbers. While many other musical traditions (including, for example, South Asian Hindu traditions) seem to overwhelmingly
favor even-number multiples (factors of 2, 4, etc.) in such structures,
Buddhist music includes an unusual degree of emphasis, as in the case
above, on multiples of odd-times-even prime numbers. A well-known
Newar Buddhist example is the Sanskrit Saf-Paramitii-St~tra:~

[Danalbalena samudgata Buddha
[Dana]baladhiga tam narasi mha:
[Danalbalasya ca Sruyati Sabdam
Kaninikasya purepraviSintam

-

In performance, the four (two X two identical) musical phrases are
sung six times, as the names of the other five Piirarnitiis (i.e., Sila, &anti,
Virya, Dhyana, PrajfiB) are substituted for "Dana" in the five succeeding
verses.
In both the above cases, the threefold and sixfold repetitions of
metric lines and verses, both textual and musical, derives from
religiously-based numerical/conceptual arrays which lie outside the systems of rules of either poetics or music. Conceptual arrays based on sets
of three are perhaps the most widespread and characteristic cognitive
groupings used in Buddhism: the Three Jewels, Three Refuges, BodyVoice-Mind triad, Three Bodies of a Buddha, and many others spring to
mind. Sets of six, while not nearly so widespread, are still ~lentiful:in

8. Videotaped, transcribed, and analyzed from ~ e r f o m a n c eat Sigha Baha,
Kathmandu.
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addition to the Six Paramitas, we find the six realms of rebirth, six senses,
six objects of perception, six sense-consciousnesses, six Buddhas of past
ages, and various others. Buddhism seems to be particularly inclined to
emphasize such formally enumerated concept sets, and it seems only
natural that their numerical structures should influence the formal
structure of music and the other Buddhist arts. Nevertheless, other religions include similar numerical arrays: for example, both the Christian
Trinity and Hindu Trimurti triads have also influenced the forms of the
arts in their own respective traditions. Hence, the Buddhist examples
given above would be of only relatively minor comparative interest if
they did not represent relatively simple cases of a much more complex
and unique family of phenomena.
A more complex and more characteristically Buddhist type of mathematical structure is that in which musical components are organized in
exponentially-based groups, usually in squares or cubes of prime numbers. The best-known example is used in Theravada Buddhism in Sri
Lanka and Southeast Asia9:
-

saranam gacchami
saranam gacchami
gacchami

x 3
-

In performance, there are three different musical phrases based on
the three different lines of text, each of which is repeated three times
with a slightly different beginning each time due to the additions of
"Dutiyampi " ("For the second time...(()and "Tatiyampi " ("For the third
time ...") in succeeding repetitions. This creates an overall musical structure of 3 x 3 = 9 phrases; i.e., a phrase structure based on the exponent
32.Other exponential products which occur in Buddhist musical structures include the various powers of 2 (z2= 4, z3= 8, Z4 = 16, z5= 32,
26 = 64, etc.), and the most perfect of numbers, z2x 33= 108. 108-beat
structures are found, for example, in the ringing of bells in Buddhist
temples for Japanese New Year, and in the playing of the gandi wooden
idiophone at Kwa Baha in Patan, and perhaps at other Bahas in the Valley''.
9. Videotaped, transcribed, and analvzed from performance by monks of Aspiriva
Vihara at Dalada Maligawa, Kandy. Examples marked with an asterisk (") were illustrated
by videotape examples.

10. John K. Locke, S.J., Btrddl.zisi Monusicvies of Nepal, Kathmandu: Sahayogi Press,
1985, pp. 36-37, 490.
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In such exponentially-based structures, the artistic play with mathematical permutations is more evident than in the previous cases; for,
while a simple threefold structure might be taken as a straightforward
expression of the content of the refuges, which incidentally happen to
number three, the elaboration of the structure into three times three
phrases shows that the numerical structure itself has an important role
to play in producing the final result. And yet, we find similar 3 x 3 = 9
phrase structures in musical settings of the Kyrie of the Christian Mass;
so, again, this example is primarily of interest for pointing the way to still
more complex and uniquely Buddhist musical forms. However, like a
study of Theravada philosophical concepts, rituals, or iconography, such
examples are helpful for introducing us to basic forms and principles of
pan-Buddhist phenomena, and so preparing us for investigation of more
complex Mahayana and Vajrayana forms.
More complex in structure than the preceding Theravada examples,
which were based on the multiplication of one prime number by another
(either as factor o r exponent), we find structures more characteristic of
Mahayana music based on multiplication of a series of numbers times a
prime-number factor. In some cases, the numerical series appears to be
arbitrarily constructed and abstract in nature, while in other cases the
series is formed in such a way as to express an explicit symbolic content.
An example of the first type is provided by the playing of the wooden
. . at the Khadgayogini temple in Sankhu, where the seidiophone gandi
quence of beats played is organized into the following groups":

that is, according to the formula:

3 x [ ( 7 + 1) + (7 + 1) + (7 + 1)], or: 3 x [3 x (7 + 1 ) ]

A more complex example employing an abstract number series is
found in the nyd-hachi gong-and-cymbal music of Japanese Shingon

1 1 . Private cornmuntication from Paramananda Vajracarya.
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Buddhism, where the beat sequence is organized into the following
series of groups, each multiplied by a factor of 312:
Japan - Nyo hachi, Buzan-ha Shingon, Tokorozawa

The underlined beginning and ending sections, with their reverse
symmetry, show the aesthetic importance of mathematical patterning in
the overall construction of the piece. The traditional notation, in the
form preserved by the Nanzan-shinm (Koyasan tradition) of Shingon,
consist of Sanskrit syllables written in a form of the East Asian "siddham" script virtually identical to the Newari alphabet, and hence
closely resemble Newar drum syllable notationsI3. The syllables themselves consist partly of scrambled parts of the name "Vajrasattva", and
are thus reminiscent of some Newar Buddhist mantra-boli, and of the
eighth-century Indian Buddhist mantra-drum notations of the Sarvadurgati-Pariiodhana-Tantra 1 4 .
A still more complex level of mathematical organization is provided
by musical structures based not on an irregular series of numbers, but
rather on numbers patterned in a regular sequence. Such a structure is
exemplified by the Tibetan instrumental composition Zla ba Yar tshes,
"Days of the Waxing Moon", in which an ascending odd-number sequence of beat groups beginning with 1 and ending with 15 depicts the
filling out of the moon from the first to the fifteenth day of the lunar
month. The piece proper is preceded bv an introduction of "Three
Beats" (two three-beat groups with auxiliary beats) and a "Fall" of

12. Videotaped, transcribed, and analyzed from performance at Hu- (Fu) mo-in,
Tokorozawa, Japan.
13. See Ter Ellingson, "Buddhist Musical Notations", in Yoshihiko Tokumaru, ed.,
The Oral and the Liferafe in Music, Tokyo: Academia Musica, 1987.
14. See Ter Ellingson, "Ancient Indian Drum Syllables...", ~thnornusicology,Fall
1981, and "The Three Mandalas", paper presented at the International Association
of Buddhist Studies/InternationaI Association for the History of Religions, Winnepeg,
1980.
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acceleratingldiminishing beats? Between the ascending odd numbered
beat groups (1, 3, 5,... 1 5 .), symmetrical groups of 4 + 4 beats are played,
the first group of 4 with the players turned ot face the right (>), and the
second group of 4 with the players turned to the left (<)I6.

Tibet: "Days of the Waxing Moon" Beat Sequence

1'
>1'
1'
>I'
1'
>1'
1'
>1'
1'
>1/
1'
>1'
1'
>1/
1/

2' 3' 4'
tl'
2'3'
2' 3' 4'
tl'
2' 3/ 4' 5'
2' 3' 4'
tl'
2'3'4'5'6'
2' 3' 4'
tl'
2'3'4'5'&
2' 3' 4'
tl'
2'3'4'5'6'
2' 3' 4'
tl'
2' 3'4' 5'6'
2' 3' 4'
tl'
2'3'4' 5'6'

2' 3' 4'
2' 3' 4'
2' 3' 4'
7'
2' 3' 4'
7'8'9'
2' 3' 4'
7/ 8'9' 10'11'
2' 3' 4'
7' 8' 9' 10' 11' 12' 13'
2' 3' 4'
7' 8' 9' 10' 11' 12' 13' 14' 15'

Thus, the structure is based on the formula: (4 + 4) + 11, 3, 5,...151

15. The "Fall" is itself one of the most widespread and characteristic elements of
Buddhist music; it is used in Newar music in the Dya: lhasegu invocation of the deity played
at the beginning of instrumental performances.
16. Videotaped, transcribed, and anallzed From ~ e r f o r m a n c eat 'Phags pa Shing kun
Bka' b r g p d dgon, S\vavambhu. The beat numbers are based on the traditional Tibetan
number notation. Louder, prolonged beats are indicated by combinations of size and
"flags" rising to the right of beat numbers; descending flags indicate softer and shorter
beats. See also Ter Ellingson, "The Mathematics o f Tibetan Rol rno",Erhnomusicology 231.2,
1979.
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Tibetan Buddhist music, based structurally on abstract mathematical formulae, often results in asymmetrical structures as in this example. Music of the South Asian Buddhist traditions embodies a different sort of complexity resulting h o m the use of symmetrical, repeating
beat cycles known as tala. Such cycles are defined by a given total number of beats in the repeating cycle, subdivided into secondary groupings
by specific patterns of accented beats. For example, the following two
kinds of cycle, each consisting of a total of sixteen (Z4) beats but
differently subdivided by accents, are used in the Buddhist Hewisi instrumental offering music of Sri Lanka17.

Sri Lanka: Hewisi T2la cycles

T h e w a pade:
B u d d h a Pade:

1

2 -3 4 5 -6 -7 8 -9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
12 3 4 5- 6-7 8 9 -1 0 1 1 12 13 1 4 1 5 16

Rhythmic cycles of comparable length and complexity are rather
typical of musical traditions of South and Southeast Asian areas influenced by Buddhism; but Buddhist music also includes rhythmic cycles
much more complex than those known in non-Buddhist traditions. One
of the most complex is a Newar Buddhist song, a Dapa song in praise of
Kamn2maya Avalokitesvara l a :

17. Videotaped, transcribed, a n d analyzed from ~ e r f o r m a n c erecorded at Dalada
Maligawa, Kandy.
18. Videotaped, transcribed, and analyzed from performance at Jana Baha, Kathmandu.
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Thus, the rhythmic cycle is based on a combination of these formulae:
Ascending sequence: 10, 12, 14, 16 - Beats in individual subcycles
- Repetitions of subcycles
Descending sequence: 4, 2, 1
- Total number of subcycles
Exponential product: 22x 2"
The tala cycle of this Newar Buddhist song may be the most complex
rhythmic cycle known in the world, and certainly in the music of South
Asia. It clearly represents a culmination of every element we have shown
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to be characteristic of the mathematical structuring of Buddhist music in
other areas: the use of mathematical permutations of prime numbers,
sequences, exponential products, and the South Asian tala cycle. ~t is
unmistakably Buddhist, related to basic principles shared by the music
of Theravada as well as Mahayana traditions; yet, like other aspects of the
Buddhist art of the Newars, it represents a uniquely complex fowering of
the Buddhist ritual artistic tradition, and adds a new dimension of richness to our knowledge of Buddhist religious creativity.
Why, then, has Buddhism developed such mathematically complex
musical forms? In our limited space here, only the briefest suggestion of
a line of approach to an answer is possible. All Buddhist traditions share
an emphasis on making beautiful offerings as a technique for developing
awareness of the excellent qualities of a Buddha, and Buddhist music
everywhere is influenced by this meditatively-based aesthetic. Mahgyana
Buddhism in particular seems to stress cultivation of the mental ability
to think through complex permutations. For example, a common exercise in the Prajfiaparamita literature is to imagine the number of grains
of sands in the Ganges river, then all the atoms in those grains of sand,
then as many Ganges rivers as those atoms, then all the grains of sand in
those rivers, etc. Such exercises are also extended to the contemplation
of music in Buddhist worship:
May (even) one voice, by the sounds of an ocean of limbs,
The completely pure limbs of melody of all the Conquerors.
Enter continually into the speech of all Buddhas,
The melody that accords with the toughts of all beings; ...
As in (even) one particle, as numerous as all the particles (in the universe),
The Buddhas dwell, surrounded by their sons,
So I regard the Conquerors, filling all
The limitless realms of phenomena.
To them, oceans of inexhaustible praise
By the sounds of oceans of limbs of melody,
Fully expressing the qualities of all Conquerors,
I offer praise to all the Well-gone Onesly.
19. [Samanta-]Bhadracarya-Pranidhana ( K u n tu bzarzg n o spl~odpa'i smon lam k'yi
royal po), T i b e ~ a nTripitaka, Tokyo: Tibetan Tripitaka Research Institute, Vol. 1 1 , pp. 269bv
268a.
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Such meditative exercises, in their mental complexity, clearly resemble the order of complexity of mathematical permutations found in
the musical examples above. The main difference is their lack of explicit
numerical quantification found in the beat structures of the musical
examples. In fact, mental exercises of this type are particularly suited to
what the Tibetan tradition calls "mentally-produced music ", o r music
generated in the mind in the course of meditation. However, music that is
actually played rather than imagined must necessarily take the form of
discrete acts and sounds, and is thus embodied in specific quantified
forms in a way that purely mental acts are not. Like a painted o r sculpted
Buddha image, which exchanges some of the infinite variability of mental conceptions of a Buddha's nature for specific elements and values of
an iconographic-symbolic code, Buddhist music in actual performance
makes use of stnlctural elements and quantified values of physical
sounds to express the complexity of permutation, structure, and change
characteristic of the type of cognition appropriate to the contemplation
of the nature of a n enlightened being.

Caitya Geometry, Continuity, and Change
Perhaps the most characteristic and unusual form of mathematical
structuring in Buddhist music is the ordering of sections and pieces
according to the principles of geometry. Unlike the numericallystructured pieces we have considered so far, which may be based on
entirely abstract mathematical permutations, geometrically-structured
pieces seem always to have some external referent in the architecture
and geography of sacred sites, ultimately derived from Buddhist concepts of the geometric order of the cosmos. Like the numericallystructured pieces considered above, geometrically-structured pieces can
be found in all major Buddhist traditions, although the most elaborate
forms occur in Mahay~naand Vajrayana Buddhist music.
The earliest and most widespread forms of geometrically-based musical structures are those associated with circumambulation of a caitya or
stupa while playing o r singing musical offerings to a Buddha. Such musical ~ircumambulationsare common to both Theravsda and Mahaysna
traditions, and produce similar musical results determined by the geometric architecture of the caitya o r stupa structure. A stupa is roughly
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hemispherical in shape, and thus circular at its ground plane, with gateways or shrines symmetrically oriented towards the four cardinal directions. Circumambulations begin, theoretically at least, at the east gateway and proceed in a clockwise circle; typically with pauses at the four
gateways which serve as loci for special offerings. The combination of
these features with musical performance is what results in
geometrically-structured pieces of music.
Musical circumambulation, the clockwise circumambulation of a
caitya while singing and/or playing instruments, produces a related
range of performance types which vary in complexity. In the simplest
form, the players circumambulate while continuously playing a repeated
musical passage, thus creating a kind of ornamental sonic envelope
around the caitya20. In a more complex form, one musical piece or
passage will be played while circumambulating, and a different piece or
passage will be played as an offering in front of one of the four gateways.
In the most complex and most characteristic performance form, one
piece or passage is played while circumambulating, and another piece or
passage is played in succession in front of each of the four gateways in
clockwise sequence. All these forms can be observed equally in Theravada and Mahayana contexts; for example, at the ~ r Maha
i
Bodhi tree
(considered a paribhogika cetiva) and the Tissamaharama Stupa in Sri
Lanka, and Swayambhu Stupa in the Kathmandu Valley2'.The most complex form of musical circumambulation, that in which special offering
music is played in front of each of the four gateways, is also found in both
Theravada and Mahayana traditions. Figures 1 and 2 show how such
circumambulations produce structurally identical, geometrically-based
musical forms, despite the different Buddhist traditions and different
kinds of music played22.

20. See also Ter Ellingson, "Music and Religion", in Mircea Eliade, et. al., eds.,
Encyclopedia of Religion, New York: Macmillan, 1986.
21. The ideal geometry of musical circumambulations is often adjusted to local
geography: thus, at Sri Maha Bodhi, circumambulation begins from the west; at Tissamaharams, special offering music is played at the south gate; and at Swayambhu, special musical
offerings are usually played from the direction leading to the important ~ a n t i p u rshrine
located northwest of the stupa.
22. Figures 1 and 2 specifically depict performances at square temples, which in both
Theravada and Mahayana ritual can serve as Functional equivalents of stupas, and receive
the same kinds of musical offerings.
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Figure 1 shows a Theravada musical circumambulation in Sri
Lanka". The Hewisi ensemble of four drums and an oboe plays a passage
of "Offering Music" (Puja Hewisi) in front of each of the four gateways,
interspersed with alternating passages of "Walking Music" (Gaman ~ e wisi) during their clockwise circumambulation from one gateway to
another. The result is a perfectly symmetrical musical form consisting of
four identical sections of Offering Music (Al-A,) and four of Walking
Music (B1-B4):that is, a symmetrical four-part form of alternating musical sections A and B, Offering and Walking musics. The four-part symmetry is a direct outgrowth of the geometry of the stupa/temple structure, and each part of the musical structure in fact corresponds to a
spatial point in the geometric architectural plan of the sacred site. The
music by itself requires no such structural outcome, as either the A or B
sections played without circumambulation might be repeated indefinitely and irregularly. Hence, the symmetrical musical structure is entirely the result of combining the musical performance with physical
movement through the geometric layout of the sacred site.
In Figure 2, exactly the same symmetrical, geometrically-based
structure is produced in a Mahayana musical circumambulation in Nepal24.The Bamsuvi khalah ensemble of drums and flutes playing in three
octaves moves in a clockwise direction around the site, accompanying a
performance of the Khim Pyakham abstract solo dance by a male dancer.
In front of each of the four directional gates, the players perform repeated sections of fast music and dance (A1-A4):and while moving clockwise between gateways, they perform four identical sections of slow
music and dance (B1-B4).The overall musical form is identical to the
Theravada example from Sri Lanka, despite the differences in musical
ensembles and sound, the addition of dance in Nepal, or, for that matter,
differences in Buddhist traditions or cultural and musical contexts.
Of these two examples, the Sri Lankan Hewisi is apparently, at least
in its current form, a rather late kind of music showing post-Islamic
influence, while the Newar Bamsuri-khalah most likely represents a
t
offering
much earlier and more widespread type o f - ~ u d d h i smusical
23. Videotaped, transcribed, and analyzed from performance at Dalada Maligawa,
Kandy.
24. Videotaped, transcribed, and analyzed from performance at Bungadya: (Rat0
Macchendranath) temple, Bungamati.
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ensemble. Today, at sites such as Swayambhu Stupa, we can see apparently centuries-old ensembles such as the Bamsuri-khalah performing
musical circumambulations in alternation with recent ensembles such
as the Karne5-Karnak brass band, introduced into Newar Buddhist music
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. What do such changes
imply for the investigation of continuity and change in Newar and Buddhist culture, and for the issue of whether or to what extent Newar
Buddhism represents a continuation of or a radical departure from
the mainstream of Buddhist culture? In the first place, we note that
the twentieth-century, largely European-derived brass band circumambulating Swayambhu will almost always be playing the same
melodic and rhythmic materials, the same ragas and talus, as its more
~~.
these musical materials may vary
traditional c o ~ n t e r p a r tTraditionally,
enough in their surface manifestation so that no two performers or performances will render them exactly alike, but still an essential and unmistakable skeletal structure will underline the superficial differences
resulting from performance variations.
It is at this deeper, skeletal-structural level that we must approach
the question of continuity, for some kinds of changes in performance
may be so striking as to obscure more fundamental continuities. For
example, in some Buddhist contexts, traditional ragas may actually be
replaced by popular or film song tunes; and such replacements of old by
new musical materials must have happened again and again in the
course of many centuries of Buddhist musical history. And yet, given the
presence of relatively unchanging ritual factors which help to determine
criteria of suitability for musical offerings, even changes as basic as the
substitution of melodies, musical pieces, or even whole repertoires may

25. Similarly, elsewhere in the Valley, we can hear Violin Khalah ensemble of violins
and drums performing together at festivals with Bamsuri-khalah groups, playing exactly the
same musical materials as the latter. Perhaps the quintessential instance occurs during
Indra Jatra, when a traditional Damai ensemble, the eighteenth-century Gurujugo Paltan
military band, and a twentieth-century Western-style military band march together around
the Indradhoja playing the same traditional offering music in three incompatible tuning
systems. Such adaptations can work both ways, as when the same three bands play the
twentieth-century national anthem together; and, of course, the military bands have introduced new elements such as John Phillip Sousa marches into the Valley musical scene. The
point, however, is that the introduction of even such radical changes as entirely new,
foreign-derived musical ensembles does not necessarily lead to significant changes in
traditional musical pieces played in their traditional ceremonial contexts.
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be relatively superficial changes compared with still more fundamental
elements retained by the tradition. If so, change and continuity must be
considered not as mutually exclusive alternatives, but rather as vectors of
a continuum along which greater values of one or the other may
emerge at various, relatively more superficial o r more fundamental
levels.
The evidence now available for Buddhist music suggests such a continuum, ranging from elements which appear historically rather unstable but changes in which produce relatively superficial results, such
as the use of individual instruments and ensemble orchestrations, towards increasingly more stable and fundamental elements such as
melodic/modal content, rhythm, and compositional structures.
Although the latter may seem rather abstract and ephemeral, they acquire stability be association with other elements of the Buddhist tradition which remain comparatively immune from geographical and temporal variations in taste and fashion. Such stability is exemplified by the
case of musical circumambulations of stupas.
Musical circumambulations must be considered virtually coeval
with the beginnings of Buddhism; for offerings of naccagitaviidita,
"dance, song, and instrumental music", to a stupa are encouraged by the
and pictorial evidence of such performPali Maha-Parinibbana-S~tta~~,
ances in the 1st century B.C.-1st century A.D. is provided by a famous
relief sculpture from the gate of Sanchi Stupa showing musical offerings
before one of the stupa gateways2'. Some of the instruments shown in the
Sanchi relief are apparently no longer in use in Buddhist music anywhere28;and likewise, the sounds produced by the Sanchi ensemble

26. Maha-Parinibbana-Sutta, in T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys-Davids, trs., Dialogues o f the
Buddha, London: Luzac, 1959, p. 180.
27. Illustrated in Heinrich Zimmer, The Art of Indian Asia, Princeton: Bollingen,
1955, Vol. 2, Plate 10.
28. Indeed, from the Maha-Parinibbana-Sutta's emphasis on the backwoods character
of Kusinara, scene of the Buddha's funeral depicted in the relief, we may be fairly certain
that the instruments shown represent examples of musical exoticism distant from the
mainstream of Indian Buddhist musical practice. Two instrument types shown in the relief,
apparently a double flute played by one person and a pair of hooked, animal-headed
trumpets, resemble instrument types still found in the Himalayas. The latter, in fact, appear
identical to the Newar nyaku trumpets, traditionally associated with musical offerings at
stupas.
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must have been at least as different from the sound of any still-extant
Buddhist music as the sounds of the Hewisi and Bamsuri-khalah examples are different from one another. Yet, although even the Sri Lankan
and Newar ensembles lie centuries apart in origin and embodv great
differences in melodic and rhythmic detail, at a larger level they produce identical compositional structures; and, moreover, must logically
produce an overall compositional structure similar to musical structures
played at Sanchi two thousand years ago, since the musical structure in
all cases derives from an architectural-cosmological geometry that has
remained constant throughout. Although one must assume that every
element of musical sound has changed a thousand times over in the
intervening centuries, the conclusion of a fundamental structural continuity is inescapable, given the evidence of continuing embodiments
of music in a multicausal web of Buddhist ritual ideology, actions, and
architectural-geometric performance contexts.

Musical Geometry o f the Mandala
If the stupa provides an example of geometrically-structured continuity in Buddhist music in a context where we might logically expect to
find cross-cultural continuities in Buddhist practice, the mandala provides evidence of continuity in a rather unexpected context. The mandala, belonging unequivocally to the sphere of Vajrayana or Tantric Buddhism and graphically represented by painted or colored-sand diagrams
based on the geometry of the squared circle, is often taken by Western
scholars on the basis of such representations to be a kind of mystic
diagram or, in Tucci's term, a "psychocosmogram"29.This is a misconception. In Vajraygna writings and practice, "mandala" encompasses a
kind of psychocosmogony, a process of creating o r generating
meditative-ritual realizations; and, at any given moment in the process, a
"mandala" may exist in graphic form, in thought, in a transcendent
plane of reality, within the human body, or in music and dancew.In ritual
29. Giuseppe Tucci, Theory and Practice of the Mandala, New York: Samuel Weiser,
1974.
30. Ter Ellingson, "The Three Mandalas...",paper presented at International Association of Buddhist Studies/International Association for the History of Religions, Winnepeg,
1980.
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contexts, in fact, mandalas must first be produced mentally, and then
often must be constructed through the media of vocalization and gestures, before a graphic representation of the mandala can be constructed.
Such is the case in the Tibetan Kdacakra Tantra initiation, in which
construction of the initiatory colored-sand mandala must begin and end

Fig. 3. Choreography for chief dancer (gar dpon) and dancers representing the 12 Offering
Goddesses during chant of the 8 Offering Mantras in the OfferingDance (Mchod Gar) for the
construction of the Kalacakra Mandala. The 12 dancers representing the Goddesses make
one circuit of the outer circle during the 32-beat cycle; beat numbers show the movements of
the chief dancer only.
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with an "Earth Dance" (Sa gar) and "Offering Dance" (Mchod gar) in
which the mandala is constructed in body, voice, and mind through the
media of Mudra (evocative gestures + dance choreography), Mantra
(evocative sounds + music), and meditation. Figure 3 illustrates part of
this construction process, the dance choreography for the chant of the
Eight Offering Mantras in the Offering Dance3'.
This part of the dance, representing only a small but typical fraction
of the entire performance, takes place during a chanted cycle of 32
musical beats. During this cycle, twelve dancers embodying the Twelve
Offering Goddesses move clockwise once around the outer circle of the
mandala, ending at beat 32 with a return to their starting positions. The
arrows and numbers in the diagram refer to the choreography of the
chief dancer representing Rdo rje Shugs, the central deity of the mandala. He begins in the center, facing east, and moves clockwise around
the inner square of the mandala
. . in four symmetrical phrases lasting
eight beats each. During the first four beats of each eight-beat phrase, he
moves by slow walking steps in time with the chanting to the next gate in
clockwise sequence; and during the second four-beat set, he uses a
stationary "Vajra-step" to trace the points of a Vajra at the four directional gateways. Thus, by his return to the center at beat 32, he and the
other dancers have constructed the cuter circle and four-directional
vajra gateways of the inner square, creating the basis of the mandala
structure through the media of their musical chant and dance movements.
We can trace the continuity of the practice of constructing mandalas
through music and choreography back to Indian Tantric Buddhism of
the eighth century o r earlier, in texts such as the SarvadurgatiPariiodhana-Tantra and its commentaries. Naturallv, since the mandala
belongs specifically to the sphere of Vajrayana Buddhism, we do not find
musical mandalas in Theravada o r in the Paramitayana of MahSyana.
Nevertheless, there is an unexpected similarity between the musical
mandala and the music of these other traditions. That is, if we proceed to
the further analytic level of abstracting the structural contrasts between
music-and-dance phrases in Figure 3, designating the four successive

3 1. Videotaped, transcribed, and analyzed from performances by monks of Rnam
Grwa tshang Monastery, Dharamsala, India.
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phrases of Vajra-steps at the four directional gateways as phrases A,-A,
and the four phrases of walking steps during which the chief dancer
circles clockwise from one gate to the next as phrases BI-B4,we find a
structural pattern of music and movement identical in its four- art geometric symmetry to the Theraviida and Mahayana musical
circumambulations of a stupa (Figure 3A; cf. Figures 1-2).

VAJRA

-

STEPS

Fig. 3A. Phrase structure of Mchod gar choreography.

In other words, the geometrically-based structure of music and
..
is the same as the
movement used in the construction of a mandala
structure of stupa offering music. I have suggested elsewhere (cf. note
30) that the development of mandala concept and practices, a rather
puzzling problem in Buddhist history, may have been stimulated by the
pre-existence of musical circumambulation and other elements of the
stupa puja, which established a pattern of ritual actions centered on a
geometric archetype that, with significant ideological reinterpretation,
..
cult. Whether or not the
was suitable for the growth of the mandala
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causative element in such a hypothesis can be verified, there is nevertheless a clear similarity in the mandala and slupa musical geometries
which suggests the presence of more fundamental similarities in the
ritual of the various Buddhist yanas than might appear present from
initial surface impressions.
Longer and more complex processes of constructing a mandala by
music and dance can result from a choreography keyed not to the individual beats of a rhythmic cycle, but from the construction of musical
suites composed of shorter pieces, each corresponding to a given part of
the mandala geometry. For example, Japanese Shingon Buddhism makes
use of such a suite of Shamya chants, one each for the central Buddha
and the four directional Buddhas performed in clockwise sequence; and
many Tibetan 'Chams masked dances include similar suites. A Newar
. . suite is found in the Gam Pyakham of Paexample of such a mandala
tan.
The Gum Pyakham, composed in 1664 A.D. by king ~rinivasaMalla
of Patan and Kulapada Vajracarya, is a Buddhist ritual dance performed
during Dasain by Vajracarya and sakya performers3'. Except for some
dramatic and comic episodes with spoken dialogue included in some of
the eleven days of performance, the basic structure is a suite of solo,
duet, and small group dances accompanied by Buddhist Tantric Caryagiti
(Newari Cacarnye) songs and instrumental pieces. In the performance of
the successive pieces comprising the dance suite, the gods and goddesses
who will occupy the completed mandala at the climax of the performance are introduced, and the geometric structure of the mandala is
constructed through mantras played by the musical instruments, and the
choreographic movements of the dancers. Thus, each part of the music
and dance corresponds to a part of the construction of the mandala; and
the performance ends with a piece in which all of the gods and goddesses
for the first time appear dancing together in the completed mandala.

32. The Gur!i P>,fikhorlrhas been more ertcnsi\,ely described in Ter Ellingson, "The
Gal!?Pvdkkar!r o f Patan'', paper presented at the 13th Annual Conference on South Asia.
Madison. Wi, Novembel- 1984. Historical information on Gar;, P ~ s k h a mhere is from Asskaii VajrScBrya, A4ollakdlirra Gar71 P ~ f i k l r a ~Patan:
!r,
Ratna PI-inting Press, N.S. 1102: information on the dance structut-e is'dl-a\rn fi.om the same source, from gurus and performers,
and field observations.
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Fig. 4. Choreography for selected movements of Garn Pyakham.
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Figure 4 shows some of the distinctive choreographic movements
made by particular gods and goddesses during their separate music and
dance pieces to construct parts of the mandala's geometry. Bhairava (B),
the fierce god who will ultimately occupy the center of the mandala,
together with the lion-and tiger-headed goddesses Singhini (s)anh'~y8ghrini (V), move in distinctive lateral crisscrossing steps to draw out the
four sides of the square. Kumara (K), twirling his sword, moves in quick
diagonal leaps from one corner to another, interspersed with sweeping
clockwise movements around the outer circle. GaneSa ( G ) ,in his Ganeja
Caritra dance, moves clockwise in short, shuffling steps to complete the
squared circle at the center of the mandala. The basic geometric structure is thus completed by these movements, which represent only a small
part of the entire choreography. Other parts of the long and complex
choreography are used to fill in more of the geometric structure, such as
the eight circles around the center to be occupied by the eight rndtrkd
goddesses; and much of the choreography is used for dances which display
the characteristics of the gods and goddesses of the mandala.
In this dance, as in other mandala
..
rituals, we receive a very different
impression from that evoked by the apparently static symmetry of a
graphic mandala diagram; for the mandala
. . of ritual and dance is a dynamic, constructive process in which time, space, action, and sequentiality are the dominant elements. The sequential emphasis, above all, is
what enables the construction of mandalas through music and dance
performance, and the question of sequential ordering demands careful
attention and analysis in any study of such performances. Thus, in examining the sequence of songs and dances in Gam Pyakham, it is surprising
to encounter an apparent sequential anomaly. Part of the performance
consists of a suite of dances in which the eight goddesses appear to
display their individual attributes. Now, in the Cakrasamvara mandala, as
well as in the mandala
..
rituals of the ~ a t h m a n d uVajracaryas, the
goddesses are visualized according to the standard Buddhist directional
order of E-S-W-N-SE-SW-NW-NE,
an order which produces this sequence
of goddesses: Brahm3yani, Varahi, Indrayani, Mahejvari [Rudra~al?il.
Kaumari [Kumsri], Vaisnavi, Camunda [Kali], Mahalaksmi (Figure 5).
However, the G a ~
.n
Pvakl~ar?~,
dance suite is constructed in this order;
Brahmqani, Mahelvari (Rudrayani], Kaumari [Kumari], Vaisnavi. Varahi, Indriyani, Cimunds
. . [Kali], Mahalaksmi. If, in fact, the dance is a
process of mandala construction, then why is there so significant a vari-
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Fig. 5. Visualization sequence for Astamatrka goddesses following standard Buddhist mandala sequence, according to Asakaji Vajracarya, Mallakalina Gum Pyakham, Patan: Ratna
Printing Press, N.S. 1 102, pp. 8 1-82.
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ation from the sequence given in the textual sources?
Part of the explanation lies in the fact that Patan Vajracaryas use in
their rituals a modified mandala in which not only the sequental order,
but also the directional placement of the eight goddesses are different
from those specified in the texts (Figure 6).
In the Patan version of the mandala, the goddesses are visualized as
being arranged on either side of the mandala in left-right pairs, with the
final pair, Camunda [Kali] and Mahalaksmi, set at the bottom and top
more for reasons of symmetry than of directional orientation. The sequence corresponds exactly to the sequences of songs and dances in the
Gum Pyakham, showing that the performance is indeed a musical construction of the mandala in its special Patan form. Yet the questions
remains of why the Patan version varies so greatly in sequence and
spatial arrangement from the textual sources.
The sequence of goddesses shown in Figure 6 is, in fact, found elsewhere in Newar Buddhist ritual. It is identical to the sequence given by
Gutschow and Bajracharya for the ritual pilgrimage to the Astamatrka
Pitha shrines of the Kathmandu Valley33.Moreover, the identity of sequence between the Kathmandu pilgrimage and the Patan dance is not
accidental, for the Patian Gum Pyakham performers also make a pilgrimage to eight Astamatyka
..
Pitha shrines to invoke the presence of the
goddesses into their masks. However, the Pitha sites for the Patan pilgrimage are not those visited in the Kathmandu ritual, but rather are
found at the following places (Figure 7):
1. Brahmayani Cobhar Lhola, above gorge, Patan side of Bagmati
2. MaheSvari Basnetgaon, Patan side of Bagmati on Kirtipur walking
path
3. Kaumari
Balkumari Temple, Kwache, east of Patan
4. Vaisnavi
Yepa, on Bungamati road south of Ring Road
DBtyela, north of Patan, near Bagmati opposite Dhobi
5. Varahi
Khola

33. Niels Gutschow and Manabajra Bajracha~ya,"Ritual as a Mediator of Space in
Kathmandu1',Joun~alof the Nepal Research Cetttre, Vol. 1 (1977). 1-10. Cf. the later discussion in Gutschow, Stadtraum und Ritual der neuiarischen Stadre bn Kathmandu-Tal.
Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1982, pp. 22-27.
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Fig. 6. Arrangement of Patan version of Astamatrka mandala and sequence of Caryagiti
songs, instruments! pieces, and dances of the Astamatrkfi goddesses in C a m Pyakham
performances; cf. ASakaji Vajracarya, Mallakalina G a m Pyakham, Patan: Ratna Printing
press, N.S. 1102, pp. 30-35.
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Fig. 7 . Patan A ~ t a m s t r k pitha
s
pilgrimage sites visited in sequence of Gay1 Pyakha~!rdance
performances, according tb Nanda Raj Vajrscaqa (cf. Fig. 6 ) . The map is oriented to
geographical north; Patan cultural/cognitive orientation is indicated by the four " ~ ~ o k a ' '
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Dhunga Khani, near Bagmati below Ring Road bridge
6. Indrayani
Sika Bahil, north, near Sankhamul Ghat on Bagmati
7. Camunda
8. Mahalaksmi Mahalaksmi Temple, ThachE, south of Patan Hospital
In addition, the Patan performers make preliminary visits to the shrines
of Nasa:dya: (worshipped in front of the concrete house that has replaced
the former shrine across the street from Nakabahil), Bhairava (Batuk
Bhairava, adjacent to the South Stupa), Singhini and Vyaghrini (found
together with the principal deity at both the Bhairava and Camunda
shrines), Ganesa (adjacent to the British School halfway between the
West Stupa and Shanta Bhawan), and Kumara (just south of the Ring
Road halfway between Mahalaksmi and Vaisnavi). Nasa:dya:, the old
Newar god of music and dance, whose song of invocation and "invisible"
dance (i.e., visible only to the initiated, since his is the only dance music
played without a dance by a human performer) begins the performance, is
the only one of the group to occupy a site within the traditional limits of
the old city. However, Bhairava, the central deity of the mandala, is also
considered to reside at Kwa Bahal, near the center of the old city, as well
as at his "official" shrine outside the city.
Except for the central positioning of Nasa:dya:/Bhairava, there is
little about the geographic orientation of these shrines to reflect the
directional placement of the deities in either the textual o r Patan mandalas. The following chart gives some indication of the directional
disparities encountered in an attempt at correlation:
Goddess

Sequence and Direction
Textual
mandala

Brahmayani
MaheSvari [Rudrayani]
Kauman
Vaisnavi
varahi
Indrayani
camunda [Kali]
Mahalaksmi

Patan ritual/
dance mandala

Patan pith
geography
1.
SW
2.
SW
3.
NE [E?]
4.
SW
5.
NW
6.
W
7.
N
8.
S

For purposes of determining the directional orientations of the
Patan Pithas, directions are identified according to the cultural/
cognitive directional orientation current in Patan (indicated by the four
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"ASoka" stupas on Figure 7 and the city's street layout, roughly parallel to
the main directions of flow of the Bagmati River around Patan), rather
than to geographical o r compass north14. Among the eight piths, only
those of Vaisnavi a n d Indrayani correspond to the directional
orientations of the textual mandala and only that of Brahmayani corresponds to the orientation of the Patan mandala rituals. The divergence is
in marked contrast to the general agreement between pith geography
and mandala orientations found by Gutschow and Bajracharya for the
Kathmandu pilgrimage, and the Patan situation raises some difficult
questions.
First of all, recalling that the organizing principle of the Patan version of the mandala seems to be bilateral symmetry, and comparing
Figures 6 and 7, we note that there is a general correspondence between
the bilateral symmetry of odd- and even-numbered goddesses, in that all
of the piths of the even-numbered goddesses, with the possible exception
of Indrayaniu, appear to be located to the left (facing downriver) of the
East-West Stupa axis, while all of the odd-numbered piths, with the exception of Brahmiiyani, are located to the right. Does this indicate a displacement of the Brahmayani shrine from a n original location
somewhere to the right (i.e., North and/or East) of the axis and consequent disruption of a previously-existing geographical symmetry? More
generally, the heavy concentration of shrines towards the Southwest and
West, and corresponding lack of them towards the East, seems an
anomaly. While most of the sites are well-known, the three western ones
are obscure, unknown to nearby residents, and they show signs of
neglect rather than of the developed and well-patronized cult characteristic of the other sites.

34. Alignment of cognitive orientation with important watenvays is documented for
Iceland, and can be observed in water-bounded sites such as Montreal as \sfell. Gutscho\v,
ibid., pp. 162-165, discusses the eight Patan sites without mention of the G u I ?P?akhat!l
~
pilgrimage. He presents ( 1 63) a rationalized map in which the four cardinal directions are
),
(=MaheSvari, West), and V a r h i
occupied by Balkun1a1-i (East), Vaisna\.i ( S o ~ ~ t hRudrayani
(North). Bv this scheme, the sites are placed In even distribution through the eight cardinal
and intermediate directions; but, \vhile the North-South axis is oriented rough]! parallel to
Patan cognitiire Nor-th-South,the East-West axis does not correspond to its Patan cogniti1.e
counterpal-t, but rather- to compass East-West. Even though Newar geographic mandala
concepts seem flesible enough to tolerate such variation, the problem remains that Gutscho\4"s orientation qcheme produces no closer agreement u.ith either the textual of Patan
nlandalaz than doc.; \trict adherenct. to the Patan stupalstreet axis plan of orientation.
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Thus, we are led to question whether the present array of piths might
not in fact reflect some kind of historical disruption of an original arrangement, in wich one o r more shrines were shifted to, o r rediscovered
in, new locations farther to the West and Southwest. If so, would the
cause have been the political rivalry and military clashes between the
citv-states of Patan, Braktapur, and perhaps Kathmandu during the time
of the Malla kings, when the Gum Pyakham was composed, which might
have disrupted access to earlier sites further to the East and North? Might
the Brahmayani sites, for example at Guhyesvari near PasQpatinath, or
even east of the Valley at Banepa o r Panauti, once have been included in
the Patan pilgrimage as they were in the Kathmandu version? Or, on the
other hand, might there have been a shift of cultural, religious, and ritual
emphasis in the Patan kingdom towards the South and West, perhaps
around the time of King Srinivasa Malla, author of the Gum Pyakham,
who is known from inscriptions to have extended royal patronage to
Buddhist temples in the Southwest reaches of the Patan kingdom such as
the Avalokitesvara temples of Cobhar and B ~ n g a m a t i Or
~ ~are
? we simply
dealing with an array of ritual sites in the Patan kingdom that are so old
that they pre-date and defy any attempt at rationalization?
For we have arrived at the opposite end of a spectrum opened to us
by an investigation of some rather abstract mathematical principles
shared by the music of all Asian Buddhist cultures and traditions. At the
end of our exploration, tracing the influence of stupa and mandala geometry on musical structures and seeking further clarification of a
music-and-dance mandala suite, we find ourselves facing questions of
specific times and places, and immersed in the history and geography of
the Patan kingdom. For there can be no doubt that we have entered a
35. John K. Locke, S.J., Karunamaya, Kathmandu: Sahayogi, 1980, 308 ff., 357-8.
Primary research for this paper was conducted in 1982-83 under the auspices of a Basic
Research Grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. Supplementary research was conducted in the fall of 1984 and the summer of 1987. Thanks are due to the
former and present gurus and members of the G a Pyakhii troupe of Patan, especially Nanda
Raj Vajracarya, and to the many Newar and Nepalese scholars and performers who contributed their help, particularly Paramananda Vajracarya, Mani Gopal Jha, and and Nil Sagar
Sakya. For other Buddhist traditions, special thanks are due to Phursang of Swayanlbhu
Kargyud Monastely, the monks of Rnam rgyal Grwa tshang, Dhararnsala, Rev. Arai Kojun of
Tokorozawa, Japan, and Professor Anuradha Seneviratna, University of Peradeniva, Sri
Lanka. Spellings of Newari words in this article follow the Devanagari spellings in Satva
Mohan Joshi, ed., Buhcadul!zgl~ Ne\ciul? K h a r n g ~ ~ u h d h r ~ k( Ai l Colzcise Dictionur?, o f the
Ne\\jar Langtiuge), ~ a t h m a n d u Lacoul,
:
1987.
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ritual map of the Patan kingdom: the deities of our dance mandala
..
represent geographical points of access to the most important Patan
dependencies in both political and Buddhist ritual terms - to places
such as Cobhar and Bungamati, Kirtipur and ThecoIVajravarahi - and
they surround the frontiers of the kingdom on the way to PaSupati,
Swayambhu, and other outside destinations. The Patan kingdom itself
has been dissolved for over two centuries, and some of the deities'
shrines lie neglected and almost forgotten. Yet, in the Garn Pyakham
performances, the goddesses make their appearance in ordered musical
symmetry and perform and receive their offerings on an equal basis, and
the ritual map of the kingdom is made whole and balanced once more.
The musical geometry of the dance mandala still continues to preserve
the AvalokiteSvara temples of Cobhar and Bungamati31?Or are we simply
dealing with an array of ritual sites in the Patan kingdom that aer so old
that they predate and defy any attempt at rationalization?
For we have arrived at the opposite and of a spectrum opened to us
by an investigation of some rather abstract mathematical principles
shared by the music of all Asian Buddhist cultures and traditions. At the
end of our exploration, tracing the influence of stupa and mandala geometry on musical structures and seeking further clarification of a
..
music-and-dance mandala
suite, we find ourselves facing questions of
specific times and places, and immersed in the history and geography of
the Patan kingdom. For there can be no doubt that we have entered a
ritual map of the Patan kingdom: the deities of our dance mandala represent geographical points of access to the most important Patan
dependencies in both political and Buddhist ritual terms - to places
suchy as Cobhar and Bungamati, Kirtipur and ThecoIVajravarahi - and
they surround the frontiers of the kingdom on the way to Pa3upati,
Swayambhu, and other outside destiantions. The Patan kingdom itself
has been dissolved for over two centuries, and some of the deities'
shrines lie neglected and almost forgotten. Yet, in the Gum Pyakham
performances, the goddesses make their appearrance in ordered musical
symmetry and perform and receive their offerings on an equal basis, and
the ritual map of the kingdom is made whole and balanced once more.
The musical geometry of the dance mandala still continues ot preserve
and enhance the experience of Patan as a royal and a sacred place, just as
the mathematical structures of Buddhist music have helped to maintain
and intensih so many other highlights and values of the cultures they
have touched upon.

INGEMAR GRANDIN

EXPRESSION OF ETHNICITY AND POLITICS IN BHAJAN SINGING
Some Preliminary Results on the Assimilation of
Modern Mediated Music in a Traditional Newar Community

In this paper I will present some emerging results from a research
project concerning the impact of media on music and culture. My
fieldwork was conducted partlv in the Newari town of Kirtipur; and
partly among artists and policy-makers of the Radio, the Royal Academy,
cassette producers, and like institutions in Kathmandu (I should say that
I use the term "artist" to refer to a singer, composer, lyricist o r musician.)
In the present phase of the research, the data collection has just
been completed; and there is a lot of analysis work ahead before accurate
descriptions and conclusions may be reached. What I present here is
therefore necessarily preliminary.
I will outline the results in the form of a case study: one evening of
bhajan singing in a Kirtipur neighbourhood.

The case
It is in the month of phagun in one to1 of Kirtipur, and the evening of
musical worship at the bhajan khala: starts as usual with the dya: Ihaygu,
the signal to the gods to apprehend the singing. Then, the performers, in
this bhajan khala: mostly young men towards the age of thirty, proceed to
a set of 7 hymns which they always begin with. When these songs have
been sung, the performers are h-ee to choose the songs to sing. They scan
the bhajat~kha1a:s handwritten book of hymns as well as a printed book
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of g y ~ t ~ r n abuddhist
la
hymns in Newari and their own note books for
suitable songs. The harmonium, which in any song is played by the lead
singer, as well as the tabula ("tabla") and the percussion instruments are
circulated among the performers.
After a couple of hours of singing, the evening ends with the arati
ceremony during which a song is sung to the seasonal vasanta laya, and
what the performers name dya: lhaygu is performed once more, now
signalling that the gods may go home again, since the worship is over.
What makes the evening of hymn singing a bit special and suitable to
present as a case study on music medialization is that in the h-ee section
not only hymns are sung. Here, they sing also secular adhunik git, or
modern songs. These songs are referred to as garibko git, du:khako git, or
janatako git by the performers.
In order to see where these songs come from, and how they have
arrived in the bhajan in this Kirtipur toll let us now first proceed to a brief
look at the modern song scene. Adhunik git, o r "modern song", is a term
introduced by Radio Nepal shortly after the even of prajatantra in Nepal
in 2007 ( V S). Even before that time, there had been media songs in
Nepal - translations of Hindi songs, and light classical gajal ("ghazal"),
et cetera, brought out on disc. But with the radio, there arose a need for
songs to broadcast, and this new scene created new opportunities for
Nepalese artists. Initially, these artists more o r less copied Hindi film
songs, but soon, not only the language but also the style of the songs
became increasingly Nepali - borrowing from folk songs. Subsequently,
the modern song scene was widened through new institutions and firms
such as the Royal Nepal Academy, Samskctik Samsthan, the Sri Ratna
Recording Corporation, the Royal Nepal Film Corporation, and most
recently private cassette and film companies and the Nepalese TV. Some
prominent artists, however, have remained chiefly outside these institutions.
Up to this day, Hindi film songs and Nepalese folk songs are important sources of musical resources used by the modern song artists. In
addition, material is also derived from Western music, and from the
classical Hindustani rag music. Musical resources from these four
sources are developed and blended in various ways in different songs.
There are songs in the folk pattern, and there are those where the
melody is conceived in total accordance with the rules of a certain rag.
Though many songs are rather Indianized o r Westernized, artists often
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say that a modern song should have a specifically Nepalese colour o r
quality, nepalipan.
During the first decade, the modern songs were performed with
harmonium, tabla, and mavbe some Nepalese instrument such as the
saramgi o r the mudal. The guitar came into use in the early sixties (A.D.).
Ever since, a noticeable trait of Westernization is the use of chords and
harmonic progressions. Nowadays, also most of the instruments are
Western - in an orchestra copied horn the Indian film songs. That is,
this orchestra is used when songs are recorded for radio broadcasting or
cassette production. For stage performances, harmonium, tabla, guitar,
and madal are the core instruments.
As heard horn the radio, horn films o r from the stage of the Academy
or the Samskrtik Samsthan, the modern songs are love songs. However,
outside these institutions, a number of other subject matters feature in
the modern song texts. These songs, in contrast to the premko git ("love
song") o r taruniko git ("song about a young woman") of the Radio, are
referred to as janatako git ("people's song"), garibko git ("song of the
poor"), pragatiiil git ("progressive song"), and the like. These songs are
conceived with the raising of the level of consciousness among the
people as one objective, as is shown by still another term for these songs,
cetana jagaune git. The texts point out the inequalities of the Nepalese
society, and explain the system which maintains these inequalities.
Sometimes, they also suggest what kind of change needs to be brought
about.
The two types of modern songs, love songs and people's songs, have
coexisted since the beginning.
Consciousness-raising people's songs had a special boom during the
years round the referendum in 2037. Then, the non-institutional artists
gave stage performances supporting the opponents of the P Q ~ C W Q *
camp.
Modern songs are not only in Nepali. In Newari, both folk and
modern songs are cassetted; and modern songs of both love and
consciousness-raising types are produced. Especially at the cultural programs held to celebrate the new year according to Nepal Samvat the
latter kind is found in abundance. Some classics of the people's songs are
translated into several ethnic languages.
The radio, however, does not broadcast songs in any regional
Nepalese language except during the half-an-hour Phulbari Kavakram
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on Saturdays - and then of course only love songs. Hindi songs are
broadcast daily, however, and even songs in English are given larger
space than any of the ethnic languages. So in a week about one song in
Newari o r Tamang, 10 in English, some 150 in Hindi and about 300 in
Nepali are heard from the radio (rough estimates).

Brief history of Newar music culture'
Let us now return to our Kirtipur tol, and to the bhajan musical
worship where modern songs of the consciousness-raising kind were
sung among the hymns.
This obviously represents new music resources being introduced in
more traditional forms. However, it may easily be misleading to describe
the present case in the dichotomy "new" vs. "traditional". The word
"traditional" brings to mind something static, non-changing, resistent to
any foreign influences. But on the contrary, cases of assimilation of and
accommodation to new, foreign music resources have been characteristic of the Newar music culture throughout its history. So the present
case is but the latest step in an ongoing process of change.
Thus, before the dapha music was introduced, carya songs had been
brought in from abroad. The dapha music itself was borrowed from
Mithila in present Bihar, probably some time about the 13th century;
song texts at least 350 years old are preserved in manuscripts. This
music, with its rag and tal, may be classed as Sastriya safigit; it consists
essentially of hymn singing in mostly Newari language; and ensembles
were put up tol-wise - in Kirtipur, 10 groups are still performing.
The next "new" music taken up in the "traditional" music culture
was another variety of a bhajan hymn ensemble, with a combination of
instruments different from that of the dapha, and with the songs sung in
Sanskrit instead of in Newari. Such ensembles were put up in most
Newari neighbourhoods; but unlike dapha, these have mostly fallen into
disuse. The reason for this may be the competition from a still more
recent form of hymn singing - the Hindustani bhajan with harmonium

1. For detailed accounts of Newar traditional music, see the work by Gert-Matthias
Wegner (1995).
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and tabla, introduced within the last hundred years. This harmoniumand-tabla bhajan became very popular, and like the older types of
ensembles, groups were put up in most tols; but now also the Hindustani
bhajan has started losing groud. Presently, there are 6 groups in Kirtipur.
Among the Newars, the bhajan of the Hindustani type is organized
socially in much the same way as a dapha, and both types of ensembles
give tuition sessions from time to time to initiate new performers. However, unlike the dapha, new bhajan performers may as well learn informally, without a guru.

~ d h u n i kgit in Kirtipur
Of course, even before the modern songs arrived in Kirtipur, there
were songs not tied to any special kind of music group, and therefore not
regulated by rules concerning rag, tal and what instruments to use.
These songs can be termed "light music"; or simply folksongs - lok git,
lok mye. These are songs like Rajamati kurnati or Vachu galli thva chu
galli2,many of which are still popular today. In a way, the modern songs
are a continuation of this tradition.
With the advent of the radio, and subsequently films and cassettes,
the people of our Kirtipur to1 as well as of other places in the valley
started receiving, "consuming", modern songs and other sorts of mediated music. However, they soon also started to produce their own modern songs. This is documented at least since 2015, when locally made
modern songs were performed in the context of a play staged in Kirtipur.
Such staging of plays modeled on Hindi films, with songs and dance
integrated, and with men playing also the female characters, became
very popular during a period; but since almost 10 years the practice has
disappeared. The reason pointed out is the competition from the video
halls.
Another sort of context where the Kirtipur people, among them the
people of our bhajan khala:, ~ e r f o r mmodern songs is stage programs sofigit samrnelan (a music program with different artists), sakskrtik ka-

2. Lienhard (1974) gives transliterated Newari texts together with translations of
these songs, among others.
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ryakram (a mixed "cultural program" with songs, dance, drama), or even
sahityik sammelan (a literary get-together). Such programs have been
given for about 25 years, and are still current. They are given especially at
gai jatra; and at the time of the new year according to Nepal Samvat.
Before 2036, the modern songs sung and sometimes composed in
Kirtipur were mostly of the love song type. But from that year on, the love
songs have given place to consciousness-raising songs. The people of our
to1 sing almost exclusively such songs even at a picnic. And the two
libraries of the town, who are the chief organizers of stage programs,
have given only consciousness-raising songs at their programs since that
year.
The songs thus performed are both those of well known Kathmandu
artists, and locally made ones. The Kirtipur performers sometimes visit
Kathmandu composers to ask for new songs; and sometimes they pick up
such songs from friends or cassettes. And as to the local products, a
Kirtipur songwriter may write lyrics to fit a certain Radio Nepal song; but
then the lyrics are passed on to a local composer, who supplies a new
melody.

Reasons

To sum up, into the local music culture of the Newars of our Kirtipur
tol, there has been introduced a range of new music resources through
the advent of the modern media. Briefly, we have Indian film songs,
Western popular music, and Nepalese modern songs and folk songs as
given from the radio, films, cassettes, and stage performances. All these
new musics are "consumed" in a passive way, though in various degrees.
Western songs, for instance, are considered worth listening to only if
accompanied by the consumption of alcohol.
However, when it comes to how these new resources are chosen for
use in active creation, in music-making, the picture is different. Here, it
is the Nepalese modern song tradition that has been incorporated in the
local Newar music culture. And especially, it is modern songs of the
consciousness-raising kind that now have become a part of the active
music-making of the community, and even have filtered into the traditional forms. Let us now finally ask, why is this so? What are the
probable reasons behind this particular picture of assimiliation and ac-
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commodation?
First, we may suggest a reason from within the realm of music itself.
The bhajan and the modern songs are in a way part of the same kind
of music - what might be called "harmonium-and-tabla music". This
kind of music - the most recent addition from the outside to the "traditional" music culture - was introduced some one hundred years ago.
It was already integrated in the Newar music culture when the mediated
music arrived. The mediated music, instead of being something completely new, was a development within basically the same sort of music.
Therefore, the media reinforced the harmonium-and-tabla music.
The performers of our case study have learned their instrumental
skills on the harmonium-and-tabla in the bhajan khala:; and they have
consequently used these skills when they compose o r perform songs for
consciousness-raising programs. It is therefore quite logical that these
songs in turn feed back into the bhajan - and that they do not turn up in
for instance the dapha.
Other reasons for the pattern of choice of new music resources
concern ethnic and political aspects of identity.
The Newars are part of what Frederick H. Gaige (1975) has called
"the ruling coalition" in Nepal - consisting of Bahuns, Chetris and
Newars. That this is so was very obvious to Gaige, since he observed
things from point-of-view of the Tarai. These three groups are ruling in
two senses. First, they are represented in education, business, administration, politics, and government out of proportion to their actual share
of the population; and second, they are also ruling in the sense that they
define what Nepal is.
If we start out from Indian culture in a wide sense, we may define
Nepal as contrasting India within that culture; and within Nepal the Hills
region is put forward as the real Nepal, in contrast with the Tarai, which
"is just like India". Within the Hills, Bahuns, Chetris and Newars are
dominating. But in the last instance, the opposition Bahun-Chetris versus Newars, the Newars finally turn out on subjugated side, for historical
reasons. The Chetris, accompanied by their Bahun advisors, conquered
the valley, the habitat of the Newars. However, the Newars were able to
gain positions in the administration of the new rulers as well as once
more in business. But though initially the Shah kings accommodated to
the Newari concepts of culture, writing in the Newari language, soon the
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Newari culture and language started to become suppressed. And this was
intensified during the Rana period.
All this can be seen as a struggle as to what Nepal really is. For the
sake of the argument, let's simplify a bit and state that to a Chetri or
Bahun, Nepal is essentially the rural Hills, with the hill slopes, the rivers
and streams, the typical flowers and birds, and the scattered parbatiya
houses. This is depicted for instance in poetry even if the author resides
in Kathmandu, which he rarely leaves. And he will tell you: if you have
only been in the Valley, you haven't seen the real Nepal.
The Newari conception of Nepal is different. Here, the arts and crafts
and the urban culture of the Newars are given prime importance. Indeed, to a Newar, the Valley is Nepal.
In this struggle, the Bahun-Chetri view is reinforced by the government agencies. For instance, in Radio Nepal, the service in Newari was
language of
closed down in 2022. Now Newari - or any other "-ethnicM
Nepal - is not allowed even in commercials - though Hindi and English are!
These sorts of discriminating policies affect all of Nepal's ethnic
groups. But in my analysis, the Newars, being part of the elite, feel
especially offended. Their actual elite position in the Nepalese society is
denied on the symbolical level, so to speak.
At the same time, there is a certain irony in that the Newars, for the
very reason of being part of the elite, themselves help administrate the
"anti-Newari" policies. The Radio official who tells you about these policies is quite likely to be a Newar himself!
The efforts from the Newars to make Nepal Samvat the official era of
Nepal, and the stage programs organized to promote that cause, can be
seen as part of the struggle against these conditions. The president of the
Nepal Samvat organization, the writer Padmaratna Tuladhar used to give
speeches at these programs all over the valley. When he subsequently
entered the contest for one of the Kathmandu district seats in the ra~friya
pauicayat, the outcome of the election was a landslide in his favour.
But ethnicity is not the whole truth. Padmaratna is a Newar supporting the Newari cause; but his chief contestant, former home minister Jog
Meher Shrestha, is also a Newar. And Padmaratna was supported not
only by Newars. Promising not to let himself be corrupted if elected, and
sharply criticizing the government not only on the language issue, Padmaratna was supported by the reform-minded groups, who joined forces
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to get him elected.
Also in Kirtipur, a commitee was set up to promote Padmaratna.
Feeling that too many pavicas promoted only their own interests, the
Kirtipur people supported the multi-party camp in the referendum. Now,
in the same way, they supported Padmaratna. But in all this, the Kirtipur
Newars are part of a large political movement, transcending boundaries
of caste, ethnicity and language.
So, as it seems, ethnicity or "Newariness" is just one of a number of
factors fueling a discontent which is closely tied to important dimensions of identity.
Just briefly considering some socio-economic factors, let us note
that the Kirtipur people suffered a loss of one third of their agricultural
lands when the Tribhuvan University was set up. Thus, they have been
forced to seek new outcomes, and many people work as skilled labour.
Kirtipur, one might say, is under transition from a farmer's town to a
working-class town.
The bhajan performers of our case study define themselves in social
terms as poor, in ethnic terms as Newar, and in political terms as progressive - and these components are fused together in a way that makes
the whole more important than its parts.
And this is what I would suggest is behind our particular case of
modern songs having infiltrated the "traditional" Newar music culture.
When the performers of our bhajan group sing a progressive song, the
language may be Nepali, but still the song serves to express this merged
social, ethnic and political identity of which Newariness is an important
dimension!
I am grateful to SAREC (Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation
with Developing Countries) for funding the three-year project Music,
modernity and the communication of a national identity in Nepal, on
which this paper is an early report. I am also thankful to the SI (the
Swedish Institute) for an additional stipendium which made it possible
to bring my family in the field.
Of course, I alone am responsible for any statement, analysis or
opinion expressed in this paper.

Ingemar Grandin
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PIRKKO MOISALA

URBANIZATION OF GURUNG CULTURE AND IDENTITY

A Study of Gurung Music in Kathmandu

As the capital of Nepal, Kathmandu draws people of different ethnic
backgrounds from all over Nepal. In recent decades the population of
Kathmandu has increased due to the quick absorption of rural populations which are of diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds. The ruralurban migration influences not only the economic and political spheres
but also the cultural life of the city. The population of Kathmandu is
becoming more multicultural than ever before.
Cultural pluralism is characteristic of Nepal. Continuous interaction
of different ethnic groups is an essential feature of rural environments
(a.0. Bista 1982). Despite this, the merging of ethnic cultures has been
rather insignificant. The culturally peaceful and rather isolated coexistence of different ethnic cultures, which has been going on in rural areas
for centuries, continues in the city.
Nepal is still in the process of nation-building (see Gaige 1975).
Unification and integration of numerous ethnic groups into the state
administration system are among the main factors in the process of
cultural change in Nepal. These, as well as modernization and
Westernization, the latter to a much smaller extent in rural contexts, are
processes which cover the whole nation. Changes in every aspect of
Nepalese culture and its subcultures should be examined within the
framework of the whole transitional situation including these simultaneous processes.
In this article, however, my aim is to explicate the process of adjustment of an originally rural ethnic culture, the Gurungs, to urban
multicultural Kathmandu. Special attention is paid to rural-urban transmission, maintaining ethnic identity as well as influences of the factors
of urbanization. The emphasis is on ethnic music. his study is based on
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the ethnomusicological assumption that factors of cultural change are
demonstrated in musical practice (a.0. Bascom 1959: 9).

The Gurung Culture in Kathmandu

Most of the Gurungs of Kathmandu1 are of the first urban generation. The reason why people move to Kathmandu are diverse. Many of
them come hoping for a better living. Due to rural population increase
there is not enough farming land for making a living. Thus, people move
to cities in order to find jobs. In Kathmandu it is also possible to get
recruited into foreign service. Arabic countries recruit oil field laborers,
while the British and Indian army look for mercenary soldiers. These
possibilities especially attract young men, and make them seek their way
to the city. However, many of them do not stay for a long time. Few get
jobs; the others have to turn back to their home villages.
Another reason for moving to Kathmandu is the notion that is has
"everything, educational opportunities and attractions". It is said that
the Gurungs who are able to settle in the capital area are the privileged
people of the villages. They are educated, and they have a wealthy family
background. Among these settlers are retired mercenary soldiers who
prefer comfortable city life and wish their children to obtain a good
education, as well as young people of better families who come to Kathmandu for their studies. Many of them tend to remain in the capital after
graduation.
The social and economic rank of the urban Gurungs includes a wide
range from bazaar salesmen, ordinary laborers to ministers, administrat-

1. The Gurungs are one of the ethnic groups of Nepal. In the caste hierarchy they
belong to middle castes. According to the Population Census of 1971 there are 170,000
Gurung speakers in the country. The main Gurung areas are Lamjung and Kaski districts in
Mid-Nepal. The city of Pokhara is known as the first urban centre of the Gurungs.
The exact number of the Gurungs in Kathmandu is not known, because statistics
differentiating ethnic groups in the capital area is lacking. Estimates of Gurung population
in Kathmandu given by the Gurungs themselves vary from 400 to 700 people. In reality the
Gurung popoulation might be bigger, especially if temporary residents are included.
The Gurungs do not form fixed communities in Kathmandu. They live rather scattered around the city. Some parts of Kathmandu and the neighboring towns, however,
are mentioned as living areas of the Gurungs. Such are, for instance, Thamel, Dilli Bazaar,
Baneswar, Sanepa and Jawalakhel.
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ive leaders, university officials and teachers.
Identification of one's ethnic background is an essential factor in
Nepalese human interaction. It naturally supports activities for maintaining ethnic identities. The multiethnic and multicultural urban environment stresses the efforts which are necessary for maintaining identity. Despite not forming a close community in Kathmandu, the Gurungs
also strive to support their Gurungity2.
Maintaining their cultural identity, feeling of togetherness and solidarity are very important to urban Gurungs. Successful management of
Gurung affairs in the city requires a unification. The characteristic features of rural Gurung culture - hospitality, cooperation and solidarity3
- are essential features of urban Gurung culture, as well. For instance, if
a Gurung loans a guitar to another Gurung and never gets it back, he
assumes that the other Gurung had greater need for the instrument and
lets him keep it. A Gurung has to help and support other Gurungs.
Gurungity is the common denominator of the diverse Gurung population
of the capital.
Gurungs are proud of being Gurungs. Positive statements about Gurungs are often repeated among themselves. Ethnic self-awareness is also
enforced by reference to nationally known Gurungs. The emphasis of
important Gurung personalities raises the image of Gurungity. Some of
the cultural icons of rural Gurung culture, such as the rodi4,are also
marked in the urban context. There are several business enterprises
called Rodi in Kathmandu.
According to the Gurungs they have always been "men of the Kings".
They are proud of their impact when the nation was united. Maintaining
Gurung culture in the urban contexts is seen in the same respect: Gu-

2. Gurung language does not seem to be regarded as an essential supporter of ethnic
identity among the urban Gurungs. The attitudes toward Gurung language are twofold. In
some contexts, when it is of advantage to them, the urban Gurungs mention that they
know Gurung language. The knowledge of Gurung culture and Gurung language gives
significance and power among the other Gurungs. However, the educated Gurungs do not
necessarily speak in Gurung even though it might be their mother tongue. Some of them do
not know Gurung at all. Presumably as an unliterate language the Gurung does not have a
desired status to educated people. Some younger university students may even pretend to
villagers that they have forgotten their mother tongue.
3. See McHugh, 1985.
4. The rodi is a s o c i a l l ~arranged institution for evening gatherings of youth.
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rung culture is considered as one part of the national culture. Maintaining and supporting Gurung traditions, in the opinion of urban Gurungs,
enriches Nepalese culture.
Already in 1951 the Gurungs of Kathmandu established a Gurung
association partly for the above mentioned reason. The association is the
only uniting force for urban Gurungs. In the beginning it functioned
fragmentally. In 1976 it was re-established, and it has become an active
group with growing activities. The main goals of the association are: 1 ) to
unite the Gurungs of the Kathmandu area, 2) to maintain the culture and
identity, 3) to establish the position of the Gurungs among other groups
and 4) charitable purposes, such as to arrange funerals for single urban
Gurungs whose relatives live outside the city and to help financially
those Gurungs in distress. The association also publishes a Gurung journal, Tarnu (G., N. Gurung). It consists of articles written by Gurungs
about Gurung culture. It also includes poems and texts of new Gurung
songs made by Gurung urban musicians.
The association is informal and unregistered. Its stated purpose is
only for cultural, social and educational realms of life. It does not have
political inclinations. The government neither interferes with nor
supports the activities or existence of the association.
Membership in the association is voluntary. All Gurungs of the Kathmandu valley are welcome to participate. When informal gatherings are
arranged an information leaflet is spread to Gurung houses. For example, a picnic is usually arranged once a year. The number of participants has been in the hundreds. The program of picnics consists mainly
of musical performances. Picnics and musical performances are means
of collecting money for the charitable purposes of the Gurung association.
The main purposes of the Gurung association follow the traditional
values of Gurung rural societies in emphasizing reciprocal activities,
group cooperation and hospitality patterns. Establishing this kind of
formal institution for maintaining urban Gurungity, can be seen as a
counter-reaction to the cultural pressures of the urban environment as
well as to integration policy of the state. The urban Gurungs understand
the importance of maintaining contact with other Gurungs in order to
support their own ethnicity.

Urbanization of Gurung Culfurr and Identity

Urban Gurung Music
Music performed in urban Gurung gatherings comes from varied
sources; in addition to modern radio songs and songs composed by
urban Gurungs themselves, attempts to reconstruct rural musical genres
have been made. Before 1985, the Sorathis, one of the traditional rural
performance genres, had been performed three times by urban Gurungs
in Kathmandu.
Urban Sorathi performances take place in forests close to the city.
The Sorathi which was performed at a Gurung association picnic lasted
three to five hours with interjections of modern dances. The performance attempts to follow the rural original: performers are dressed as
rural men, wearing wrapped clothes instead of pants. Two to three dancing men wear women's clothes, a traditional custom of this genre. The
dance is accompanied by four madal drum players and ten young male
singers. The clown, necessary for performing many side roles of the rich
story, is also there.
Urban performance of the Sorathi differs considerably from the
rural form. The performers explained the difference: in villages the performers play the music for themselves and for its own sake, but an urban
performance is directed to an audience. Stylistic changes have been
made because "if people pay money for attendance, we must please them
and give them a better performance". One of the performers also said
that an urban performance "lacks the spirit" of village performances.
The initiative for performing Sorathi in Kathmandu came from one
of the performers who had seen it ~ e r f o r m e din his childhood village.
The board of the association made the final decision about its performance. Only a couple of the other young urban performers had previously
seen the Sorathi. They did not know the performing styles, rhythmic
patterns and texts of the song themselves, but they asked a visiting
rural Gurung man, a Sorathi drummer, to teach them the music and
dance. Under his guidance performers ~racticedonce a week for several

5. The Sorathi is largel" performed by rural Gurungs. Performing the whole Soratlli
in villages is a remarkable festival. The complete performance may take over two days. A
performance is usually addressed to someone, to a visitor o r to a groom. This person is
supposed to pay for the performance. Money collected in this way is given to village fund
a n d used for common purposes.
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months. Rehearsal was all voluntary activity.
The Gurung association has also planned to perform another rural
Gurung musical genre, the Ghdtu. When I left Nepal in July 1985, these
plans were not yet concretized.
Adapting rural music genres to an urban context supports the goal of
the association to restore and maintain Gurung traditions and culture.
Musical performances serve as means for gathering scattered urban Gurungs. Using music to gather money for collective needs follows the
similar rural pattern.
Sorathi dance is also performed in the capital by the "Everest Cultural Group", a dance-theatre supported by the government. It performs
"Nepalese folk dances" mainly for tourists. In the tourist performances
the original forms of the traditional performances are modified and
simplified6.The only resemblances to the rural Sorathi are the rhythmic
patterns and the theme of the text in a shortened form. Tourist performances do not have the supernatural or functional importance of
rural originals. Music and dance are arranged so that they please a
Western audience, which pays for them. The marketing value, "what
sells", is the most important value of music in this context. In this urban
context Gurung music does not have a similar kind of symbolic value as
it has to urban Gurungs.
Music is a central part of rural Gurung tradition which is transmitted
to the urban environment. The new urban context in which it is used
determines its importances in the city. Rural Gurung music in the urban
Gurung context seems to have some of the functions it has in the villages.
Firstly, it is used as an economic tool for collective needs. Secondly, it
gathers and unifies scattered urban Gurungs and affirms feelings of affinity and togetherness. As such it is used as a source of ethnic identity.
However, outside of the urban Gurung context when addressed to a
tourist audience, the marketing value is predominant.
Urban Gurung Musicians

Gurung music-makers in villages are not professional musicians;

6. The dancers and musicians of these performances come from various ethnic
groups. One performance consists of music and dances of many ethnic groups, as well. The
alienation of performers from the music shows up in uninternalized performances.
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they do not make music for their living. Music-making in a Gurung
village is a collective activity which, except for some gender-based restrictions, is open to all who are interested in participating. Thus, rural
Gurung music-makers of public performances are ordinary rice fielders
and ex-soldiers.
From the point of view of caste hierarchy it is very understandable
that the Gurungs do not aspire to be professional musicians in rural,
more conservative surroundings. The professional musicians in Gurung
villages are traditionally from so-called untouchable castes which are
lower in the caste hierarchy than the Gurungs.
In the urban surrounding the situation is different. The complex
cultural life allows people to cross boundaries of caste hierarchy. Some
rural Gurungs who have had a keen interest in music have come to
Kathmandu for the opportunity to dedicate themselves fully to music.
Thus, in Kathmandu one finds professional Gurung musicians, who
make their living by playing music in restaurants, in tourist performances and in studios. In their home village they are found peculiar due to
their professions but in the city they mix with the crowds.
The music they play is quite different from traditional Gurung
music. In restaurants as well as in studios modern Nepalese songs (N.
adhunik git) and modified Nepalese folk tunes (N. lok git) are played. The
modernized folk music has its roots in local ethnic musics. The local
song texts and melodies are adapted and arranged in the modern style
reminiscent of Hindi film songs.
Some hotel restaurants in Kathmandu have live musical performances every evening7. In addition to Western style orchestras there are
also bands which play modern style folk music. The instrumentation of a
typical band includes a harmonium, a bamboo flute, one or two madal
drums, a dholak bass drum and a singer. Love songs and praises of nature

7. In the beginning of a restaurant evening musicians play soft and undisturbing
background music. One piece follows another without a pause. After an hour the dance
performance begins and continues for the rest of the night. Folk dances of different ethnic
groups are performed. The dance styles, however, are very much alike. Dances are standardized; the choreography is made to please Western audiences. Representatives of hotel
management decide about the style of music and the program of the evening entertainment. Musicians can make decisions only about arrangements of the songs.
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and the royal family (N. ra~triyagit) are performed.
In 1985, the Broadcasting Corporation of Nepal had two orchestras, one for recordings of Western and Indian film music and the other
for modern style folk songs. At that time two modern folk songs were
recorded daily. Urban Gurung musicians play in the folk music orchestra. The other orchestra seems to be more valued and desired among the
musicians. The rare musicians who know Western notation are also admired.
Some urban Gurungs are educated in Indian classical music. Radio
Nepal broadcasts Indian ragas once a week. The state owned Shree
Ratna Recording Corporation, the biggest recording company in Nepal,
has made a few records of Indian classical music. Ragas are also performed at the Royal Nepalese Academy and occasionally in some restaurants. The Gurung musicians who perform Indian classical music are
highly valued among other urban Gurung musicians. They are also recognized by the Gurung association; the Tamu journal has introduced
them to readers.
Professional Gurung musicians have been active in the Gurung association. In that connection music-making is all voluntary. Their interest in Gurung culture and identity is also demonstrated in another way in
their activities. Some musicians have composed songs which they call
" Gurung songs ".
A new Gurung song is defined by its language, Gurung, or by its
content. A Gurung song tells about things which are characteristically
parts of Gurung life: about the Rodi, Gurung village life or about the life
of a mercenary soldier. For instance, one song describes a conversation
between village girls and a soldier who is visiting a village. The girls
would like to get to know the soldier but do not know how to begin a
discussion. The man stops on a chautaro (N., a platform for rest), and the
girls offer him a cigarette. This is the way they may begin to questioning:
"who are you", "where do you come from", etc. This is all very typical
interaction in Gurung villages. The style of music in these songs is a
mixture of traditional Gurung songs and modern Nepalese folk songs:
"in Gurung songs I use slightly modern tuning and old Gurung tuning
and I mix them". Rhythmic patterns of drum accompaniment are in
many cases adopted from rural musical tradition.
The new Gurung songs made in this fashion are many. One of the
Gurung musicians has composed close to fifty new Gurung songs which
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describe customs, habits and happenings of Gurung village life. However,
these songs do not have a channel to Radio Nepal for recordingn.Those
few Gurung songs which are broadcast are well known in rural Gurung
area.
Despite breaking caste boundaries when becoming professional musicians, urban Gurung musicians seem to keep their ethnic identity. They
wish to reconstruct and enliven Gurung tradition simultaneously with
adapting new musical styles from outside Gurung culture.

Factors of Urbanization in Gurung Music
An essential feature of urbanization is the coming together of many
cultures, life styles and ethnicities. Multicultural influences are demonstrated in the varied activities of urban Gurung musicians who play, in
addition to rural Gurung music, modern Nepalese tunes, Hindi film
songs, Indian classical music and Western popular music.
Multiculturality has created multimusical Gurungs. The interesting
point is that Gurungs are adopting musical material from media sources
rather than from other ethnic groups. It can be claimed that the
acculturation in this respect is a result of integration into the panNepalese mainstream, created by state policy.
New technology, especially mass media, radio and recording industry, is a definite factor in the urbanization of musical cultures. For
Gurungs, the mass media has two influences: 1) It spreads modern values
and musical styles, not only as an urban feature but also in the villages, 2)
It brings new jobs to Gurungs. The multicultural and permissive atmosphere of the city is another factor in making professional jobs in music
possible tor urban Gurungs.
This brings up another feature of urbanization: specification of professions. In rural contexts music-makers are rice fielders who practice
music voluntarily as an avocation. The urban environment permits access to professionalism in music, although the Gurung musicians cannot
make a living from their own music.

8. In 1985, Kadio Nepal had two weekly programs for broadcasting ethnic music.
Phulbari Karyakra~nand Rodi, both half an hour.
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Culmination of wealth and power, a feature of cities, also influences
Gurung musical behaviour. Music has become more of an object of monetary exchange. Financial reasons to make music are more important
than traditional functions. The power of money determines the style and
quality of music in the city. The Gurung professional musicians have to
make the kind of music which is paid for. Especially in tourist performances the influence of money predominates. In rural surroundings the
musicians may decide for themselves about their music-making, but in
the city the decision-making is for the most part removed to financial
supporters of music.
The most important supporter of music in Kathmandu is the state of
Nepal. Radio Nepal and the Shree Ratna Recording Corporation are the
most significant producers of music in Kathmandu. Public musical policy is created in these instances. The increasing role and importance of
government agencies in music is another factor of urbanization.
Factors of urbanization, coming together of varied ethnicities and
cultures with different musical styles, culmination of wealth and power,
specification in professions, new technology and impact of governmental decision-making inevitably affect music produced in Kathmandu.
Effects of urbanization can be looked at from the perspective of the
nation of Nepal, as well. A pan-Nepalese musical style is emerging as a
result of urban factors. In addition to modernization it can be claimed
that this is the most effective change factor of Nepalese music culture as
a whole.

It seems to be obvious that the Gurung culture has not yet found a
new urban form. Because many of the urban Gurungs are first generation, urban Gurung culture exhibits a dynamic process between its
rural background and urban influences. Gurungity originates in the villages, however, urban Gurungs live in the reality of the city, surrounded
by modern pan-Nepalese influences. Urban Gurung culture strives for its
survival and tries to define its content in the new surroundings.
The attitude of urban Gurungs towards rural culture can be described as romantic and folkloristic. Rural Gurung culture is used as a
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source for selective adaptation for urban purposes. Only those traits of
the rural culture which are meaningful and useful in the urban context
are transplanted and adopted to the city. In musical behaviour these are,
for instance, the function of music as a financial tool and as a means of
unification of the scattered urban population.
The folkloristic attitude is demonstrated in the urban treatment of
traditional rural music. The use of rural musical traditions is referential.
Complex rural performances are simplified and modified to correspond
to urban resources. Maintaining the full texture of musical traditions,
which is very essential in villages due to oral transmission as well as
religious beliefs, has no importance in the city. The modernized life style
of the city determines the type and quality of the adaptation.
Integration policy of the state sets new demands on maintaining
ethnic identities among both rural and urban ethnic minorities in Nepal.
In modernized and multicultural urban context maintaining ethnic
identity seems to become even more an issue. To the urban Gurungs
Gurungity remains as a source of mutual solidarity and support. The
Gurung inhabitants of Kathmandu have adjusted themselves to the mainstream of pan-Nepalese urban culture, simultaneously when stressing
the efforts for supporting their ethnic identity. However, in urban context
criteria for ethnic identity are redefined. This is done by selective transmission of some elements of rural culture to the city. Rural Gurung
tradition serves as a reference point of emergent cultural identity.
Music has an essential role as a supporter of ethnic identity. Urban
Gurung support system leans rather heavily on music; music is used for
creating and supporting traditional patterns of Gurung community in
the urban surrounding. It unites urban Gurungs and distinguishes them
from others. Transmitted rural traditional music displays the "roots" of
ethnicity. It is a symbol of common past. The symbolic importance of
traditional rural Gurung music is stressed in urban contexts.
As Bruno Nettl has noted
The fact that most humans can no longer conveniently exhibit their cultural
specialness by dress, social structure, material culture, or even by their location,
language, or religion has given music an increased role as emblem of ethnicity. - As
other means of identification become less effective, music is increasingly stressed.
(Nettl 1985: 165).

The urbanization of an ethnic group which has a rural background
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demands an interplay of rural and urban factors. The usage of rural
music as emblem of ethnicity is crucial in the urban context. However,
the urbanization should not be looked at as a phenomenon isolated from
the larger contextual setting. Urbanization is strongly linked with other
simultaneous processes. In this case they are unification and integration
of ethnic groups into Nepalese national system. This makes the urbanization of an ethnic group into a multidimensional process in which the
group interests, national policy in general and especially towards ethnic
groups, as well as interaction between rural and urban factors, are involved.
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GERT-MATTHIAS WEGNER

MUSIC AND DEATH - SIBAJA OF THE NEWAR BUTCHERS

The naykhibaja of the Newar butchers (Nay o r Kasai) plays a prominent r6le during many town rituals of Bhaktapur. The repertoire always
corresponds closely with the event and the location. The expressions
range from mere signals to the extreme sadness of sibaja (death music)
or to the rhythmic ecstasy and joyful indulgement of calti (a dance
piece). The instruments are the naykhi (butchers' drum), a two-headed
drum of varying shape, played with a stick and a flat left hand, and the
pair of sichydh (flat cymbals), which are called kdy by the Nay. Occasionally, for some prestigious death-procession, the number of players and
instruments can be multiplied. Compared to the boisterous d h i ~ n a ~ b a j u
and dhabaja of the Jyapr4 (farmers) and other castes, naykhibaja has a
kind of subdued quality, which immediately identifies it during processions. The naykhTbaja is so closely associated with the butcher caste,
that it inevitably stigmatizes the player as a Nay.
The butchers find themselves at the very bottom of the Newar ritual
hierarchy. Eating in their presence would be unthinkable for a Jyapu.
Luckily for the Nay, they have somebody below themselves: They cannot
take their food when the Kulu (drummaker) is around. The caste stigma
surely is a chief reason for the Nay boys to refuse the learning of nwkhibaja. I have been requested desperately by some to teach them to play
dhimay o r tabla instead, which would make them look uppercaste.
Another reason for the decline of this art form is the funding plight of the
na~khibajaperformances. Since the land reforms connected with the
gcc?hi sa~!~sthdr~
act in the 1960's most of the land was lost, which until
then had financed the groups. The centralized pavment through the
.sa~?~stharl
often 1-emainsa theoretical one. So the sound of ~li!lkl?ibaiu is
becoming I-are in Bhaktapui:
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The low caste of the butchers does not necessarily imply a similar
financial disposition. Although there are some extremely poor families,
others were able through their traditional profession as meat sellers to
become rich and influential. In the olden days, all the Nay families were
regularly dispropriated by the king, their profession offering them 'inadequate means'. This financial degradation went along with another one:
Nay women were frequently taken as concubines by wealthv members of
the upper castes. Even nowadays male small-talk tends to consider Nay
girls as the most beautiful ones among all the Newar castes.
According to their low status, the Nay had to settle at the very periphery of the town, far away from the royal palace and the ritual centres
(see map No. 1).
Most of the 14 Nay sigufhis (death ritual associations) own a set of
instruments for the performance of sibaja during their death processions. Thus, the Nay gufhis constitute the nucleus for the ten naykhibaja-groups of Bhaktapur, whatever other duties the players may have to
observe during the town rituals.
The rituals connected with a musical apprenticeship have been described'. Nay musicians are initiated on similar lines. The only difference is the number of the gods who receive daily offerings from the
students. During the initial Nasah-sale-puja not only Nasahdyah and Haimadyah (the god of music and dance and his terrifying aspect) are
transferred to the practicing room but also Betal, the chaotic spirit associated with Nasahdyah as well as Bhairava. These three gods are represented during the apprenticeship by three betelnuts resting each one
on a bed of rice (jaki) in a clay cup (kisali). The learning of sibaja
requires a special setting: a lonely room, sound-proof and inaccessible to
any outsider. The reason for these precautions is the black magic which is
said to work on those who listen to this piece outside its ritual context,
i.e. the actual death procession. People may fall ill and die. Even those
who learn or teach this piece are risking their lives. No wonder, my
teacher Kajilal hates to teach sibaja. Whenever he was compelled to do
so, either his own health suffered severely or he lost one of his close
family members. However, he seems to be the only player in Bhaktapur

1 . See G.M. Wegner, 1986, The Dhimaybaja of Bhaktapur - Studies in Newar Drurnming I , Wiesbaden, Franz Steiner: pp. 12-17.
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who can play this piece correctly. The day after the completion of my
sibaja apprenticeship I fell seriously ill and was restored to health only
twelve days later by some spiritual medicine (vibhiiti) which
counteracted the deadly spell within minutes. Hence I repeat Kajilal's
warning: The sibaja-piece must not be played outside its ritual context.
Sibaja-performances are not restricted to the members of one naykhibaja-group. If the occasion demands it, the best players of the town
will unite to accompany some prominent Nay's body to the cremation
ghaf. In Bhaktapur, sibaja is played almost exclusively for Nay funerals.
There are only two exceptions: When the Rajopadhyaya priest of the
Taleju temple dies, the Nay may decide to honour him with their music.
The other occasion is the annual funeral procession of the gods. On the
day of Bhagasiti (during May), the Navadurga (protecting gods of
Bhaktapur, represented by eleven masks which are worn by dancers)
receive a final sheep sacrifice on the Sujamadhi dabu (platform). The
dancers enact the death of the gods and proceed towards Bramayani
pith, where the masks are cremated. The naykhibaja plays the piece
pujakhi until they are out of the town. Cyarnasingha, a stone well on the
right side of the route to Bramayani, indicates the place from where
sibaja starts. While returning to thk town, the naykhibaja plays bdra
daygu, which signals: return fi-om a ritual event. During a common death
procession, however, sibaja is the only music to be played. The group
returns home in silence.
In other towns of Kathmandu Valley the sibaja-music may accompany also death processions of those castes ranking above the Nay in the
ritual hierarchy. Frequently it is accompanied by a group of huge kdtrumpets, played by members of the Khusah caste (in Patan). These
instruments do not play melodies. With their undenvorldly sounds
rather, they add to the sinister mood of the event.
Usually, a Nay funeral procession starts at the house of the deceased.
Some people, however, who feel their death approaching, prefer to leave
this world at Hanur?liin gh&, which is considered auspicious. In such a
case, the processional route to the burning place covers only a distance
of 25 metres (see map No. 2). Still, the complete sibaja-sequence A B C A
B D E A B A D F must be played, which takes a minimum of fifteen
minutes. Apart fi-om their cremation site at Hanuman gha!, the Nu)? are
burnt either at Bra,?~ayd?li
ghdf or at Cupigl?af,depending on the location
of their houses. The Niiy cremation places are always a little apart from
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those used by the higher castes. At Cupighaf it is on the opposite bank of
the Hanurnante river, next to those of the Sayrni, Chipa, and Bha.
I observed the death procession of a wealthy Nay (on 25th of Sept.
1984), where sibaja was performed by four sichyah-players and four
naykhi-players.The procession (see map No. 2) started at the house of the
deceased at Tacapah, passed the chvasa-stone covered with ritual gifts for
the Jugi (tailor-musician),and went via Durtatreya up to Brarnayani pith,
where the body was cremated at the Westernmost of the four cremation
places, (not counting the one for the Navadurga masks, which is exactly
in front of the pifh).The sibaja-group started playing in front of the house
and stopped proceeding at the Southeastern corner of the Bramayani
pifh. Remaining there, they kept playing the respective patterns accompanying the circulation of the funeral pyre, the dropping of the corpse,
the approach of the straw torch towards the head of the dead one (the
ultimate duty of a Newar son towards his father). With this, the music
ended.
Sibaja has been conceived to accompany the deceased from their
houses to the respective burning place (i.e. Brarnayani ghaf, Hanurnan
ghaf, Cupi ghat). It closely corresponds with the different stages of the
processional route. Significantly, new patterns emerge at localities related to the otherworld, the realm of the departed souls. Furthermore,
the emotional impact of the music irresistibly links the minds of the
participants with the beyond, transports them into abysmal sadness, confronts them with eternity. This goes far beyond an awe-inspiring aesthetic
experience. It literally kills everyday consciousness. Pure void permeating existence.
Sibaja is structured into the following sequence:
A
A
A
A

BC
BDE
B
DF

Each section - symbolized by a capital letter - is repeated as many
times as is required to reach the next locality indicating a change to the
following pattern.
A is set in a slow, hesitant 3-beat metre giving a suitable pace to the
procession.

Music and Deulh - Sihuiu o/ the Newur Butchc.r,s

B starts with a lively 4-beat metre which dies abruptly in a series of
wails, produced by the rubbing sound kvi.
C returns to the 3-beat metre of A, now intensified by continuous
wails.
D exhausts itself in hectic monotony.
E picks up again the slow 3-beat metre of A and C and employs
mainly soft, whispering, lifeless strokes of the left hand.
F is called diyegu and is applied as a standard stopping phrase. With
its odd metre it effectively cuts off the preceding pattern.

A..

Lb.
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The following chart shows the relationship of the sibaja-patterns
with the localities passed by the death-processions. All the processions
develop along completely parallel lines.

The relationship of the sibaja-patterns with the localities passed by the death-processions

procession heading for
Cupi ghaf

procession heading for
Bramayani ghaf

A

froin the house up to Cvache
chvasah (major street crossing)

from the house up to Dattatreya
chvasah (major street crossing)

B

up to SukulDhvaka chvasah (major
street crossing)

up to Sujamadhi chvasah (major
street crossing)

C

up to Kvachechvasah (major street
crossing)

up to the foundation stones of
Bhaktapur's ancient town gate (the
town ends here)

A

up to Calaku chvasah (major street
crossing)

up to Khyahpvukhu, a pond serving
as a bottom-wash after obeying
nature's call

B

up to Durga pith

up to Dyah Iliica GaneS pith

D

up to the lane leading to Badrakali
pi~h

pattern

up to Brarnayani khyah, burying site
for infants (mimapvuma maca)

E

passing this road crossing

up to the path leading down to the
river bank (Bramayani ghaf kvahii
vanegu h c a )

A

up to sitiitapvuca-bridge

crossing the Bramayani-bridge

B

up to the path leading down to the
funeral site; the naykhibaja group
stops here

up to Bramayani pifh; the
naykhibaja group stops at the
Southeastern corner of the pith

A

The body is laid down. Everybody washes his face with river water and offers
water to the deceased one. His eldest son chases the evil spirits away with his
performance of pret Sraddha. The body is lifted again, and the procession
circulates the funeral pyre three times. The body is laid down on the pyre,
the head facing East.

D

The eldest son of the deceased starts the fire by putting the straw torch at the
head of the corpse.

F

The music stops. The relatives wait at the phalica. A few guthi members
watch the body turning into ashes.

Finally some ashes are carried into the river with a bunch of straw. The pl-ocesreturns without music.

sion
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Seven days after the cremation follows the ritual of nhenu ma biyegu.
The Jugi receives an offering of rice, dal, egg, dried fish, and peabread,
and performs a piija for the soul of the deceased at the door of his (the
Jugi's) home. At midnight a meal is offered to the deceased by his relatives and put on the Kumar stone in front of their house. The dogs come
and devastate the offering. Their barking is the sign to pick up the remnants and throw them into the river.
After ten days follows the purification rite dfi bygkegu, in which the
sibaja-players participate. It includes shaving, nail-cutting, bathing in the
river, drying the body at a straw fire, and receiving sacred water which is
sprinkled thrice over the head by the ritual specialist (either a Bajracarya
or a Khusah).
After thirteen or forty-five days a iraddhh is performed by a Khusah
from Patan. All participants of the procession are served an elaborate
meal, which is the reward for the musicians.

Music and Death
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map No. 2

The sequence of sibdjd (A - F) accompanying the Ndy death processions to the three cremation sites at Bramaydni ghd!, Hanumdn ghd!, and Cupigha!. Depending on the location
of the deceased's house, the procession ends either at Brama~lanior at Cupigha!. If a person
wishes to await his death at Har~umdnghd!, he is carried there.
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